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Note from the Editor
Everyone understands the concept of player development. Coaches teach the player definable skills or how to
improve them. When he reaches pro ball, he gets instruction and advice from many expert sources whose job it
is to impart to him their accumulated knowledge about how to play the game successfully. They take him as he
comes to them, in his present, incomplete state of development and try to make him a better player in the 
future, better than he would be if he were left to his own devices.

But that present state he comes to them in—what is it exactly? It’s what scouts, coaches, and guys from the
front office see when they watch him play, but they disagree on what they see. Are the plays that this young 
infielder makes really stellar, or is it that he only makes them look difficult?  And so the one kind of baseball
expert turns to the other, the expert whose expertise is in the business not of how to make the player better but
rather of determining who that player already is, what his performance is now, what it has been, and what 
the track record of other players like him says about what his performance is likely to be in the future. The 
insistence on objective measurement and analysis is often felt to be a matter of a battle between young, inno-
vative sabermetricians and a traditional baseball culture where scouting is valued over statistics.

If that’s the battle, though, it’s fairly ancient. And it was decided long ago, when Henry Chadwick, observing
that a player’s flash, or lack thereof, was not necessarily correlated to the actual value of his performance,
fixed into place the modern understanding that, if you want to understand the game beyond the line score, to
know who did what to influence the final outcome, you have to think about it mathematically. Not only mathe-
matically, and not always mathematically, and not necessarily with the insight available only to someone trained
in higher mathematics. But with a respect for how a mathematical view of the game is necessary, though of
course never sufficient, for really understanding baseball.

In their article “Measuring Defense,” Dan Basco and Jeff Zimmerman examine the mathematical enterprise of
zone ratings and the like and, in their conclusion, compare it to maps. Reading maps is not the same as being
in the place they represent, but when you’re there on the ground you still refer to them, even if they’re only vague
maps in your head. The hotel is over there, and the river is that way, to the west. Mapmaking in baseball is not
about imposing new ways of thinking about the game. It’s about elaborating, refining, and making clear and
explicit what already goes into our ability to read the game at all. Trying to follow baseball without referring to
maps would be like studying the type on this page without knowing what any of the words mean. In baseball,
we use words to communicate what numbers don’t and maybe can’t. That stellar infielder, maybe eighteen
years old, does he appreciate what it means when his advocates in the organization say he reminds them of a
young Ozzie Smith? The culture that all baseball people, from players to GMs to fans who buy tickets and pay
their salaries—the culture we operate in is thick, and its history is long and growing, and so increasingly we
rely on historians to make intelligible to us the hum and buzz of all the chatter. One dimension of what base-
ball is in hard reality consists of a common language, of traditions and legends that we share because baseball
writers have articulated them for us.

Our respect for the contribution that baseball researchers, all of whom use words and numbers in varying propor-
tions, make to what baseball actually is—traditionally that’s been epitomized in our recognition of Chadwick
as the Father of Baseball. And so the Society for American Baseball Research, to honor the most outstanding
of his spiritual progeny, have established an award named for him. You can read about the inaugural class of
recipients here, beginning at page 122.

_______

The Baseball Research Journal reflects, of course, the good work of the authors published here but also of 
others who generously volunteer their time, expertise, or intellectual property. I hesitate to name any of them,
because they’re too many for me to name them all. I’ll name some anyway. Phil Birnbaum, besides writing for
this issue, has offered his advice and shared his sound judgment whenever I’ve asked for it, which is often. Dan
Basco spent much of his summer helping me—and now, I hope, you—better understand advanced defensive
metrics. Michael Davies has applied his keen intelligence and eagle eye to the practical work of weeding out
error, substantive as well as typographical. Jim Walsh of Maple Street Press, which published Vince Gennaro’s
article as a chapter in Maple Street Press Mariners Annual 2010, gave us permission to reprint it.

Nick Frankovich
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PARK FACTOR AND COBB’S REMARKABLE CONSISTENCY
In “Ty Cobb’s Splits” (fall 2009), Trent McCotter provides career 
batting data for Cobb at home and on the road, by ballpark, and by
opponents.  To add to the information on this subject I have listed
the park factors for batting average for each of Cobb’s home parks
over his 24-year major-league career. Park factors are based on team
batting (for home team and visitors) at a given ballpark and the
batting data for the road games, again, of the home team of the
given ballpark and all the visiting teams there.

My method for computing batting-average park factors was to take
the home-park batting average, for home team and visitors, and 
divide that by the road batting average of both teams. As batting 
average is already normalized, there is no reason to adjust for the
number of games or innings played. However, both Total Baseball
and I use the OPC (other-park correction) factor to adjust the ratio
of the home-park batting average to that of the other league parks.
This step is necessary, as the average league park factor is by def-
inition 100. In practice, for park factors close to 100, this step has
little impact. The only potential complication is that the opponents
get more at-bats per game, and usually for the season, at the se-
lected home ballparks, while the selected team gets more at-bats on
the road. I feel that the straightforward and uncomplicated method
(the home-park batting average for the home team plus opponents,
divided by their road batting, and adjusted by OPC) is sufficient.

The method I used was to adjust the hits for each season and sum
the total number of adjusted hits. The career total of adjusted hits
at home was compared with the actual home total of Cobb’s hits.
This is equivalent to taking each season’s park-factor batting 
average and weighting that by hits. The reason for weighting by hits
and not at-bats is that the park effect is on hits and not directly on
at-bats.  One may note that, as a team gets fewer hits, they will also
get fewer at-bats. However, the effect of Cobb’s 20 fewer hits spread
over 1,517 home games would have had very little effect on the num-
ber of his at-bats.  Note also that Cobb’s home–road splits that I used
are from Pete Palmer and differ from those used in McCotter’s article.

A note on the source data:
AL 1905–9: Box scores for Detroit and opponents

AL 1910–19: Official AL day-by-day batting sheets

AL 1920–28: Derived from Retrosheet 

The city, and home park, and batting-average park factors: 

Year City Park Park Factor
1905 DET Bennett 102.0
1906 DET Bennett 104.4
1907 DET Bennett 107.7
1908 DET Bennett 102.0
1909 DET Bennett 107.6
1910 DET Bennett 102.5
1911 DET Bennett 104.2
1912 DET Navin Field 100.0
1913 DET Navin Field 97.6
1914 DET Navin Field 102.0
1915 DET Navin Field 108.6
1916 DET Navin Field 101.7
1917 DET Navin Field 99.7
1918 DET Navin Field 98.7
1919 DET Navin Field 91.6
1920 DET Navin Field 104.0
1921 DET Navin Field 95.6
1922 DET Navin Field 100.1
1923 DET Navin Field 100.2
1924 DET Navin Field 99.0
1925 DET Navin Field 96.1
1926 DET Navin Field 96.9
1927 PHL Shibe Park 97.3
1928 PHL Shibe Park 102.6

The weighted average (weighted by Cobb’s hits) of the batting-
average park factors for Ty Cobb’s home parks was 101.0. This means
that, for Cobb, the benefit of hitting in his home parks was 1 percent.
If Cobb has played his entire career in neutral home ballparks (park
factor = 100), he would have had 20 fewer hits and a career aver-
age of .3647 vs. his actual average of .36645.

Ron Selter
El Segundo, California

This letter is adapted from an exchange 
on SABR-L, January 22–24, 2010.



DEDUCING THE DATE OF A DODGERS SCORECARD
As a SABR member since 1975, thanks to the late Jack Kavanagh,
who introduced me to it that summer while I was visiting New 
England from my former home in Halifax, Nova Scotia, I have always
been one of the silent majority who devour SABR publications without
ever taking keyboard in hand to write any research articles or even
a letter to the editor.

However, the recent correspondence from Paul Hirsch (fall 2009)
about the photo of Jackie Robinson entering the Dodgers’ clubhouse
in his Royals uniform intrigued me enough to finally attempt my own
correspondence—about the exhibition game on April 10, 1947, after
which, as we have learned, the photo was taken.

I recently purchased an official Dodgers program and scorecard from
1946. It contains the lineups for an exhibition game between the
Dodgers and Montreal Royals. I at first thought that this was proof that
there had actually been an exhibition game between the two teams 
at Ebbets Field sometime in 1946, contrary to what Hirsch stated.

There is no date given for the game, and the program is not scored,
but I believe that major-league teams often played exhibition games
against their top farm teams either in spring training or during 
offdays in the season. I just assumed without any research that my
program was from such a game in 1946.

After reading  Hirsch’s letter I then took a more serious look at the 
program lineups and realized that Jackie Robinson is listed as the
starting first baseman for the Royals and that Roy Campenella and
Don Newcombe are also listed on the Montreal roster, while Duke Snider
is listed on the Dodgers roster and Arky Vaughan is the starting third
baseman for the Dodgers, but none of those listings, and there were
several others like that, would make sense for a 1946 game.

The promotion of Robinson to the Dodgers roster on April 10, 1947,
is given front-page coverage in the April 17 issue of The Sporting
News, although possibly the greatest event in baseball history is
overshadowed by the coverage of Leo Durocher’s suspension, which
was handed down on April 9.

Robinson played in the April 10 game after having sat out about 
a week, due to an injury, and despite a poor performance was 
promoted at exactly 3:15 P.M., when Branch Rickey announced in a
press release that Robinson’s contract was purchased from the 
Royals, according to The Sporting News article.

From the information provided by Hirsch, The Sporting News article,
and the Dodgers’ spring rosters (in various publications) for 1946 and
1947, I now believe that the lineup scorecards for the 1947 exhibition
series at Ebbets Field were inserted into the 1946 programs either
to just make us of a surplus of the old programs or to save the new
ones until the opening of the 1947 regular season.

So, although I cannot ascertain if my program is from the April 10
game or one of the previous games in the series, as the lineups are
preprinted and undated, I’m now confident that it is from the 1947
series—which makes it a Jackie Robinson memento of even greater
historical significance than I had originally believed.

I realize that this information speaks only to my own special interest
and does not add much to the historical record, but perhaps it would
be of some interest to fellow Brooklyn and Robinson fans as well as
program-collecting enthusiasts who might be able to shed further
light on the subject.

Joe MacPhee
Neepawa, Manitoba, Canada 

The lineup for the Montreal Royals, Brooklyn’s triple-A affiliate, in a Dodgers scorecard for an exhibition game between
the two clubs, probably in the spring of 1947. Campanella, who played for Nashua (Class B) in 1946 and didn’t move up to
Montreal until 1947, is on the roster. Robinson, who did play for the Royals in 1946 but at second base, appears in the
lineup—at first base. He didn’t move to first until spring 1947, shortly before being promoted to the Dodgers.
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Al Niemiec looked forward to returning to base-
ball after his discharge from the U.S. Navy in
January 1946. In the three seasons, 1940–42,

before his call to duty, he played for a Seattle Rainiers
team that won three consecutive Pacific Coast League
championships, and he led second basemen in fielding
percentage all three of those years. But things didn’t
feel quite right to Niemiec. During a train ride north
from California these several years later, he confided in
fellow veteran Tony Lupien his fears that the Rainiers
planned on releasing him soon because of his age.
Lupien had a similar experience on his return from
duty when the Phillies sold his contract to the Holly-
wood Stars. Lupien initially fought the move under the
provisions of the Selective Training and Services Act
of 1940 that guaranteed returning vets one year of 
employment in their old jobs, but he dropped the 
case when Hollywood agreed to pay him $8,000 for
the season—the same amount he would have received
had he remained in Philadelphia.1

Organized Baseball developed its own rules re-
garding returning vets, specifically that they were
entitled to their old jobs for a trial period of 15 days of
regular-season play or 30 days of spring training, after
which the club could terminate the contract at its dis-
cretion. The motivating factor was obviously one of
money, though the potential for bad publicity should
have been apparent from the start. Baseball rode a
wave of patriotism as the “American game” during the
Second World War and took steps to promote the game
as such. By 1945 major-league attendance had re-
bounded from the slump it endured early in the war,
jumping to approximately 10.8 million, a new record,
along with record gross receipts of $22.5 million. The
majors shattered this record the next year, 1946, draw-
ing more than 18 million fans through the turnstiles
and grossing $51.7 million.2 It was a time of record
popularity and profits, and not a time to take an un-
popular stance with respect to veterans, who made up
a significant portion of the game’s fan base.

Alfred Joseph Niemiec was born in Meriden, Con-
necticut, on May 18, 1911. He attended and played
baseball for the College of the Holy Cross from 1931
through 1933 before making his way to the minors,
finishing out the 1933 season with the Reading Red

Sox of the New York–Pennsylvania League. His solid
infield play and .306 average won him recognition, and
in 1934 he played in 137 games with Kansas City in
the American Association. His efforts in Kansas City
earned him a late-season call-up with the Boston Red
Sox, and he made his major-league debut on Septem-
ber 19, picking up two hits and one RBI against the 
St. Louis Browns. While his fielding was perfect in
nine games with Boston, his bat was weak (.219), and
Niemiec found himself assigned to Syracuse for the
1935 season, where he contributed to the Chiefs’ In-
ternational League championship. Once again his play
attracted the attention of the majors, and the Philadel-
phia Athletics sent Doc Cramer and Eric McNair to
Boston in exchange for Niemiec, Hank Johnson, and,
perhaps just as important for Connie Mack, $75,000
in cash. Niemiec spent the entire 1936 season on the
Athletics’ roster, appearing in 69 games and splitting
time between second base and shortstop, but once
again major-league pitching confounded him, and his
.197 average prompted his sale to the minors in the
offseason.

Following a year with Little Rock, where he won a
championship with the Travelers, Niemiec made his
way out west for a five-year stint in the PCL. He spent
two seasons with San Diego before moving north to
Seattle to play for the Rainiers in 1940. Anchoring the
keystone sack for the Rainiers, Niemiec, an outstand-
ing defender, also maintained a respectable .278 average
during the Rainiers’ run of three consecutive PCL 
titles. After the close of the 1942 season he was called
up to serve in the U.S. Navy, where he rose to the 
rank of lieutenant before his honorable discharge on
January 6, 1946.

On his discharge, Niemiec reclaimed his former job
with the Rainiers, and on February 11 the club signed
him to a contract at $720 per month, a fairly substan-
tial increase from the $575 per month he earned in
1942. He appeared in 11 games at the start of the 1946
season but was beaten out for the job at second by
Bob Gorbould, who played for the Rainiers in 1944 and
1945 and was seven years his junior.3 The Rainiers cut
Niemiec on April 21, and he went immediately to the
local Selective Service office to register a complaint
against the club, based on the job guarantees to 
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returning veterans under the Selective Training and
Services Act. He brought with him a letter of intro-
duction provided to him by the team on his dismissal,
which was signed by manager Bill Skiff and vice pres-
ident Roscoe “Torchy” Torrance:

April 20, 1946

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This will introduce player Al Niemiec. Al played
on the Seattle Ball Club during three champi-
onship years, 1939 [sic], 40, and 41. We won the
pennant all three years. He was chosen the out-
standing second baseman of the league in 1941
and is one of the most dependable ball players
we have ever had the privilege of having in the
organization.

Al has just returned from more than three years
in the United States Navy and returned to our
roster this year. The surplus of talent and the
fact that we have had to make room for some
younger ball players has made it necessary for
us to dispose of Mr. Niemiec’s services. Al still
has a lot of fine baseball left we are sure and is
the type who would be a credit to the game in

years to come as a manager of some club. The
loyalty and integrity of this ball player has al-
ways been away above average and we would
not hesitate a moment in recommending his
services to anyone in the baseball business.4

The Selective Service System wasted no time in argu-
ing Niemiec’s case, sending a letter to club president
Emil Sick on April 24. In the two-page letter Lt. B. V.
Vercuscki outlined the facts, including the team’s ob-
ligations under the Selective Training and Service Act.
Vercuski wrote that Niemiec’s dismissal was “without
cause” and that he was still capable of playing baseball
at an acceptable level: “There is nothing in the record
to reflect that he does not have the ability or back-
ground to continue in his former position.”5 The
severity of the situation was readily apparent to the
Rainiers, and Torrance dispatched copies to the heads
of the PCL (Clarence Rowland), the National Associa-
tion (W. G. Bramham), and Major League Baseball
(commissioner Happy Chandler). Torrance even of-
fered a possible compromise to the situation: “Just as
an after-thought don’t you think it would be a good
idea to let the Mexican League have about 200 ball
players so that they could set up a real baseball pro-
gram and take care of some of our surplus talent? It
might be better to have a good league down there and
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Left to right: Seattle Rainiers
outfielder Frank Kelleher,
coach Eddie Taylor, manager
Jack Lelivet, and Al Niemiec
gather at home plate as
Niemiec has a word with the
umpire during a game in
1940. Not one to shrug off a
perceived wrong, Niemiec
took legal action against the
Rainiers when they cut him
in 1946. He cited a law guar-
anteeing that World War II
veterans could return to the
civilian jobs they left when
they entered the service.



make more room for extra ball players than to continue
having trouble.”6

The Rainiers retained attorney Stephen Chadwick
of the firm Chadwick, Chadwick and Mills to meet
with the government officials, who on May 6 followed
up with another letter from the U.S. district attorney
demanding Niemiec’s reinstatement. Chadwick and
the Rainiers held fast to their position:

We replied by letter dated May 9, but delivered
May 13, declined to reemploy upon the ground
that we had reemployed, he had been accorded
the time prescribed as a reasonable minimum 
by National Association rules, and had demon-
strated his inability to comply with the accepted
standards of work performance and professional
skill and proficiency required of our players and
by clubs with which we were in competition,
and accordingly had been given his uncondi-
tional release and had accepted transportation
to his home.7

The Rainiers did not stand alone, having the full sup-
port of Organized Baseball. The impact of any court
ruling on the Niemiec case had far-reaching conse-
quences, and it was deemed so important that Major
League Baseball and the National Association agreed
to split the cost of the legal expenses involved in de-
fending the case.

It is ironic that Stephen Chadwick represented the
Rainiers and baseball against Niemiec. Chadwick too
was a veteran, who served in the Russian Civil War,
one of the little-known conflicts related to the First
World War. While the Bolshevik rise to power in the
1917 Revolution is well known, what is often neglected
by popular history is the attempt by the anti-Bolshevik
“White” forces to overthrow the new communist gov-
ernment. A number of foreign powers participated on
both sides of this conflict, and Chadwick served with
U.S. forces in support of the Whites from August 1918
to May 1919. Chadwick was also heavily involved in
leadership roles in various veterans’-rights organiza-
tions; he served as the National Commander of the
American Legion in 1938–39. While Chadwick’s firm
represented Emil Sick’s business ventures, both base-
ball and brewing, his willingness to argue against the
legal rights of returning veterans is surprising given
his background.

As the legal wrangling continued, Niemiec signed
with Providence of the New England League on May
17 for $150 a month. Back in Seattle the two sides pre-
pared to take the case in front of federal judge Lloyd L.

Black on June 15. Further complicating matters for 
the Rainiers was that they fired manager Bill Skiff on
June 11, though they still needed him to testify on their 
behalf at the hearing. Skiff toed the company line,
however, and testified that Niemiec was too old and
slow to play in the PCL. Niemiec’s representatives
pounced on the former manager, attempting both to
impeach his judgment in baseball matters, by raising
his recent termination, and to show that Skiff himself
had still been an active player when he was older than
Niemiec. Niemiec returned to Seattle from Providence
to participate and testify on his own behalf.8

Judge Black announced his decision in favor of
Niemiec on Friday, June 21, and brought the parties
back to the courtroom on June 24 to elaborate on his
ruling. Black specifically addressed three arguments
made by the Rainiers—that baseball is “a quasi public
institution not operated primarily for profit,”9 that
Niemiec’s skills had eroded and he was no longer 
capable of playing at an acceptable level, and that 
by signing a contract that gave the club the right to cut
him Niemiec waived his rights under the Selective
Training and Service Act. 

In addressing the first issue, Judge Black reviewed
the articles of incorporation of the Pacific Coast League
and stated that these clearly indicated the league was
a for-profit enterprise. He added that the Selective
Training and Service Act made no concessions for 
not-for-profit organizations or for any other type of
employer. As for Niemiec’s skill and ability to perform
the job of baseball player: 

The law says [Niemiec] is entitled to his posi-
tion for a year. The veteran must be qualified to
perform the duties of his position. The evidence

Rainiers president Emil Sick.
Sick retained attorney Stephen
Chadwick to argue the case
against Niemiec. Chadwick’s
firm represented Sick’s busi-
ness interests, baseball and
brewing. Chadwick himself was
also a World War II veteran,
like Neimiec, but found himself
defending against Niemiec’s
claim to a veterans’ benefit.
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shows he was. The employer may adopt fair and
reasonable standards of qualification for work
performance. Under the evidence there was no
qualification or standard at all. In substance the
most Mr. Skiff said was that he had the idea that
Mr. Niemiec would not be able to complete 
the season. He had no right to anticipate Mr.
Niemiec’s inability until it occurred. The em-
ployer may discharge at any time for cause, 
but that cause must be something other than 
prediction or [the] hunch of a manager.10

The contract issue was dealt with clearly as a matter
of contract law. The employer in this case wrote the
contract, and the employee was not allowed any input
or modification—he had to take it or leave it as writ-
ten. In fact, the evidence presented indicated that the
management of the Rainiers, as officers of a member
club of the National Association, could no more mod-
ify the contract than could Niemiec. As the employer
had complete control over the wording of the contract,
it had a duty to write the contract in clear and unam-
biguous language, which, according to Judge Black, it
did not. “Any player reading this contract, I am satis-
fied, would believe his rights were protected. Personally,
after I have read it, I think his rights are protected.”11

Judge Black reserved his more pointed criticism for
the behavior of the game as a whole toward its re-
turning veterans.

Baseball is an American institution. Professional
baseball is a great American institution. Com-
pared with many professional sports and
entertainments it holds a very high regard of the
people of the nation. I cannot escape the view,
however, that the argument of the respondent
analyzed completely means just this, that if the
baseball player be older when he comes back
from service than when he entered it, his base-
ball club employer is given the right in its
discretion to repeal the Act of Congress.12

Black then took this a step further, to recognize the
contributions veterans had made to protecting Ameri-
can society:

I recognize the seriousness to baseball of hav-
ing the judge dictate as to its players. But since
it has been argued—and correctly—that baseball
is the American game, certainly, then baseball
ought to bear its share of any burden in being
fair to service men. There are few institutions in
American life which ought to feel a greater ob-
ligation. If Mr. Niemiec and all the others had
failed in their job, there would be no American
manager of any baseball if such should be
played at the stadium this year. If the Nazis per-
mitted baseball, it would not be an exhibition
that any of us liked.13

Manager Bill Skiff, left, with team
trainer Lewis “Doc” Richards,
reading congratulatory telegrams
when the Rainiers won the Pacific
Coast League title in 1941. Skiff,
fired in June 1946, still testified on
behalf of the Rainiers, affirming
their claim that Niemiec was too
old to play second base effectively,
although Skiff himself had been an
active player when he was older
than him.
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Though Black ruled in Niemiec’s favor, he was clear
that his ruling did not require the Rainiers to actually
play him. In fact, so long as the Rainiers paid him a
full season’s salary, minus any earnings he made in
any other occupation (including non-baseball occupa-
tions), the club had no other responsibilities. The
ruling satisfied Niemiec, who sent word to Providence
that he was not returning, and on July 1 he began a
new job as a beer salesman—ironically, working for
the brewery owned by Rainiers president Emil Sick.
Niemiec returned to baseball briefly as general man-
ager for the Great Falls Electrics (a Rainiers farm team)
of the Pioneer League in 1948 before leaving the game
for good. He later became a golf pro and instructor.

The ruling did not sit well with baseball’s execu-
tives. Happy Chandler sent a telegram to the club
about appealing the decision. “The Niemiec case
should be appealed through the higher courts. Organ-
ized baseball will help bear the expense of the
appeal.”14 Chandler attended a special meeting of the
board of directors called by the PCL on July 22–23.
There the parties agreed to pursue an appeal, with the
expenses underwritten by the major leagues and the
National Association—an agreement that applied not
only to the Niemiec case but to any others that arose.
Per the meeting minutes:

Following discussion of the Al Niemiec case, Di-
rector Starr moved that the Pacific Coast League
concur in the arrangement whereby the Major

Leagues and the National Association will
take care of half of the survey and further
legal involvement in the Niemiec case as
well as any other National Defense Player
situation that may arise.

Duly seconded, and carried unanimously.15

The potential ramifications were signifi-
cant—The Sporting News estimated that the
ruling might impact as many as 143 former
major leaguers, plus another 900 players at
the triple-A level, and even more at the lower
levels. However, players had to file a com-
plaint in order to pursue their benefits. Some
decided it wasn’t worth the trouble, while
others encountered roadblocks; Bob Harris,
for example, was pressured by his local dis-
trict attorney to amicably settle his case
against the Philadelphia Athletics.16

Discussion regarding a possible appeal 
of Judge Black’s ruling continued through 

the summer, but at the close of the PCL season the
Rainiers were ready to step aside. A judgment in 
the amount of $2,884.50 (unpaid contract value of
$3,552.00, minus $75.00 Niemiec earned playing for
Providence, and minus $592.50 he earned as a sales-
man) was entered against the Rainiers on September
18, and they were prepared to pay. By October, corre-
spondence between the Rainiers and baseball officials
was focused on determining the costs owed by each
party, with no further talk of appeals. By that time the
major leagues and National Association understood
how profitable the 1946 season had been and were
ready to put this issue behind them. The Rainiers 
finally satisfied the judgment on November 1 with a
payment of $2,905.36 (including post-judgment inter-
est), though the satisfaction of judgment was not filed
with the court until December 21, a time specifically
chosen to fall after the winter baseball meetings so as
to reduce the likelihood of questions from the press.17

In the end, the Niemiec case cost the major leagues
and the National Association $1,718.28 each in legal
expenses, and the Rainiers incurred the cost of the
judgment. At least two other Rainier players received
similar payments as a result of Judge Black’s ruling—
John Yelovic ($1,000.00) and Larry Guay ($1,100.00).18

Not all vets were as fortunate. Some, like Steve Sundra
of the St. Louis Browns, lost their court cases.19

However, the Niemiec ruling remained pivotal and
contributed to a number of veterans receiving the pay
they were owed by baseball under the Selective Train-

Judge Lloyd L. Black, third from right, ruled in Niemiec’s favor, although he was clear
that his ruling did not require the Rainiers to actually play him. Speculation about a
possible appeal of Judge Black’s ruling continued through the summer, but at the close
of the PCL season the Rainiers were ready to step aside.
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ing and Services Act of 1940. The case is touched on
in writings about baseball during the Second World
War as well as in writings about the game’s labor is-
sues, but what the documentary evidence shows is the
previously unreported direct involvement of both
Major League Baseball and the National Association
in this dispute involving a minor leaguer. The willing-
ness of these two organizations to pay the legal costs,
as well as the obvious potential for negative publicity,
illuminate what an important issue this was in the eyes
of baseball owners and executives, in terms of profits
but perhaps even more so in maintaining complete
control over the players. The players who served in the
Second World War did so fighting for a democratic so-
ciety, but they returned to a game in which the owners
held the power and the players had no say in their own
careers, a status quo that remained in place for another
twenty years until the rise of the Major League Base-
ball Players Association. Still, the Niemiec decision
was one small step forward in favor of players’ rights,
earned by one veteran who took on baseball and
fought for what was right. �
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The Niemiec ruling remained pivotal
and contributed to a positive out-
come for a number of veterans who
sought the pay they were owed by
baseball under the Selective Training
and Services Act of 1940. The case 
is touched on in writings about the
game’s labor issues. Documentary
evidence shows the direct involve-
ment, previously unreported, of both
Major League Baseball and the Na-
tional Association in this dispute
involving a minor leaguer.
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Action Jackson
Watching Baseball Remotely, Before TV

Eric Zweig
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With the weather turning crisp in October of
1916, sports fans across North America were
looking forward to the World Series. There

had been great pennant races in both leagues, and the
upcoming battle between Brooklyn and the Boston Red
Sox looked like a good one. Though Toronto was still
more than sixty years away from joining the American
League, interest there in the Series was high. The city
was already a hotbed of minor-league baseball.

Like most cities, Toronto once had a great many
more newspapers that it does today. Among the most
prominent in 1916 were the Star and the Globe—
today’s lone survivors of this time period—as well 
as the Telegram, the World, and the News. All of them
devoted a lot of copy to the upcoming Series.
“Toronto’s baseball sympathies are with the Boston
Red Sox in the world’s series,” said the Toronto Star
on October 6, “if for no other reason than the fact 
that the American League champions are under the
management of Bill Carrigan, who was formerly a
catcher on the staff of the Toronto club.”1

Toronto newspapers wrote not only of the person-
alities, the teams, and the excitement that was building
in Boston and Brooklyn. They let Torontonians know
how, and where, they could follow the 1916 World 
Series “live.”

In his book Past Time: Baseball as History, Jules
Tygiel writes:

As early as the 1890s communities began to
translate telegraphic reports of baseball games
into visual recreations. . . . After 1905, when the
World Series became a permanent fixture on 
the national scene, scoreboard-watching became
an equally entrenched annual ritual. News-
papers erected large displays in front of their 
offices, attracting crowds numbering in the thou-
sands. . . . In 1906, the Chicago Tribune began the
practice of renting armories and theaters to hold
the crowds. The indoor setting allowed score-
boards in the major cities to become increasingly
more elaborate.2

At least two elaborate American scoreboard devices
made their Canadian debuts in Toronto for the World

Series of 1916. According to the Globe, “The Nokes
Electrascore Board, which will be at Massey Hall, is
the only one yet invented which satisfactorily shows
the actual movements of each player. . . . The board
stands upright in full view of the spectators, and the
moving lights can be plainly seen from any part of the
hall. Mr. Nokes, the inventor of the board, has arrived
in the city to set up the board, and will be here
throughout the entire series of games.”3 Tickets to
watch the “games” at Massey Hall could be purchased
for 25 or 50 cents.

While I think we all have at least some idea of
these devices, from old photographs and from scenes
in movies like Eight Men Out, fortunately the Toronto
Star provided a few more details on the Nokes board.
“To those who are not familiar with this marvelous 
invention, we may state that by means of colored
lights for each team the movement of every player is
shown and the players are in actual movement all the
time. Returns are received by special wire direct from
the field the moment the plays are made.”4

To judge from the stories that followed, a large
number of Toronto baseball fans were entertained 
by the Nokes Electrascore Board during the World 
Series. Yet if I were to time-travel to Toronto in Octo-
ber 1916, I would not have been in attendance at
Massey Hall. Instead, I would have been at the Arena
Gardens. Seated inside the city’s largest hockey rink, I
would have watched—or, rather, followed—the World
Series on the Jackson Manikin Baseball Indicator.

I had never heard of this mechanical wonder be-
fore I stumbled across the following Toronto Star
article from October 4, 1916:

The Jackson Manikin Baseball Indicator, which
will be shown at the Arena Gardens for the first
time on Saturday afternoon next, is the latest 
invention of its kind in the world, and so far
ahead of all others showing the world’s series
games that it is sure to make a big hit among
local fans. It is a faithful representation of the
game, with diamond, grandstand, fences with
advertising on them, and, lastly, umpires and
players that do everything but talk. The players
throw and catch the ball, run the base lines,



slide, run after fly balls, hold consultations on
the field and quarrel with the umpire to hide
their own shortcomings. The diamond, with
scenery, is fairly large, and occupies the full
depth and width of the Arena. In the front are
shown devices so that the spectators may keep
track of the outs, balls, strikes, runs for the in-
ning . . . and in certain plays know whether the
runner is out or safe.5

According to an article two days later, it required ten
men to keep all the figures in action—ten men, and it
filled the entire floor of a professional hockey arena.6

The Jackson Manikin Baseball Indicator must have
been a giant-sized version of an old-fashioned base-
ball arcade game.

It turns out that the Jackson Manikin Baseball 
Indicator was invented by Thomas H. Jackson of
Scranton, Pennsylvania. He received a patent for it on
February 18, 1913, and began using his device to en-
tertain fans that summer in Atlantic City; Washington,
D.C.; Rochester, New York; and his own hometown.7

In fact, the Washington Post, in its Sunday edition on
August 17, 1913, reprinted a story that originally ran in
Scientific American, giving a detailed report on how
the invention worked and what it looked like:

The manikins that enact the plays are themselves
about a foot and a half high, but the working
mechanism, which is not seen by the spectators,
is just as long. . . . Through a system of levers the
operator is able to raise either the right or left arm
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The Jackson Manikin Baseball Indicator was invented by Thomas H. 
Jackson of Scranton, Pennsylvania. He received a patent for it in 1913 and
that summer began entertaining fans with his device in Atlantic City;
Washington, D.C.; Rochester; and his own hometown.
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or both, or cause the figure to bend over. In run-
ning bases the wheel attached to the manikin fits
the base-runner groove, and in revolving causes
the legs to move backward and forward. If the
operator wishes to make the figure slide into a
base, it is necessary only to incline the entire de-
vice in the direction desired. . . .

At the commencement of the game . . . the nine
fielding players in their white suits come up
through holes in the diamond and take their 
respective positions, and the batter in his brown
suit comes up through a hole near the home
plate and with bat in his hand takes up his
place. A light appears in the pitcher’s hand if he
is right-handed, in his right hand, and if left-
handed, in his left. [Note: All batters and fielders
could be correctly represented as lefties or right-
ies.] After “winding up” he delivers the ball
toward the batter. The light in his hand is extin-
guished, and if the pitcher is inclined to be wild
it is shown in the catcher’s hand, the umpire
raises his left arm and the announcer calls “ball
one.” If the batter makes a safe hit—say for two
bases to left field—the progress of the ball is
shown on the ground from home plate, between
shortstop and third base out into left, where the
fielder stoops and the light is shown in his hand.
He throws to third base. . . . If, however, the bat-
ter merely hit a fly to left field, a light glows over
the shortstop’s head, then over the head of the
left fielder and then in his hand. [Presumably,
groundouts were represented by the ball ap-
pearing in, say, the shortstop’s hand. He would
then “throw” across the diamond, the light
going out in his hand and then the light going on
in the first baseman’s hand before the manikin
in the baserunner groove reached the bag.] When
the side is out, the manikins in white go down
through holes and off the field and their places
are taken by manikins in brown, while the bats-
men are dressed in white. If, perchance, a pitcher
is being hit very hard and is taken out of the box,
that fact is faithfully presented by a consultation
between the captain of the team and his pitcher
and the exit of the latter through a hole near his
position in the center of the diamond. . . .

Great enthusiasm is aroused among the fans
who witness a game on the board: for they see
a miniature player representing their pitching

idol strike out batter after batter, or the team’s
slugger hit the ball to all corners of the field with
the fielders in pursuit, or maybe the speedy
base-runner stealing bases and sliding beyond
the reach of the baseman with all the realism of
the game.8

Though the story says nothing about noise, I imagine
a lot of rattling and clanking as the manikins pitch,
hit, run and field. Perhaps not. Regardless, this was an
invention worthy of a Disney theme park. It’s the Hall
of Presidents, only with Hall of Famers! And it comes
at a time not only before radio or television but also
before the widespread use of action photography or
motion pictures. It certainly doesn’t take much imagi-
nation to believe that the enthusiasm of baseball fans
would indeed be aroused well beyond anything that a
machine, with blinking lights or magnetic men, could
achieve on its own. 

So what became of the Jackson Manikin Baseball
Indicator? While Toronto newspapers claim it “made a
decided hit with local baseball fans,” I have found no
evidence that it was used in the city again after 1916.9

Ads from the New York Times indicate that it was still
used to follow the World Series until at least 1925.10

By then, of course, radio had become a fixture of the
Fall Classic. While other scoreboard re-creations were
still used into the early 1930s, a giant electrical device
that required ten men to operate was likely deemed
too costly to be able to compete with invisible air-
waves that brought the World Series into a person’s
living room free of charge. �
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INTRODUCTION
The Dodgers are playing the Yankees at Yankee Sta-
dium in Game 7 of the 1955 World Series. The Yankees
are at bat in the bottom of the sixth with men on first
and second and none out. Johnny Podres has pitched
masterfully during the first five innings. Yogi Berra is
up and lashes a line drive down the left-field line.
Sandy Amoros, the Dodgers’ left fielder, runs in the di-
rection of the 301-feet sign, stretches his body, and
with his right gloved hand snares the line drive off
Berra’s bat. Amoros, showing great presence, turns
and throws the ball to Pee Wee Reese, who fires it to
Gil Hodges, doubling off the runner on first. The next
batter grounds to short for the third out. 

This was the last real chance for the Yankees in this
game. Podres finishes them off in the seventh, eighth,
and ninth, and there is great joy in Brooklyn. This is
next year! They have won the elusive World Series for
the first time. The borough celebrates, and the future
appears rosy. It turns out, however, that this is actually
the beginning of the end. In two years the Dodgers will
leave Brooklyn for the riches of California. In addition,
this is the last great moment of glory for a Dodgers
team that has been competing very successfully for
pennants since the end of the Second World War.
Jackie Robinson, Pee Wee Reese, Gil Hodges, Carl 
Furillo, Don Newcombe, Carl Erskine, and others have
reached an age where their effectiveness is beginning
to wane. The nucleus of this team is beginning to
crumble, and it is a different cast of players who bring
the World Series to Los Angeles in 1959.

For the Dodgers, 1956 and 1957 are interesting
years, as Walter O’Malley, the owner, is jockeying with
Robert Moses and other New York politicians about
the future of baseball in Brooklyn. Even while the
World Series of 1955 is being played, O’Malley is
thinking of possibly moving the Dodgers.

My purpose in this article is to look at those last
two years in Brooklyn and at the role Jersey City
played in O’Malley’s efforts. During 1956 and 1957,
the Dodgers played 15 regular-season games in Jersey
City. One question that never has been adequately 
addressed is what role Jersey City played in O’Malley’s
decision to stay or relocate. I will conclude with some
conjecture about that role.

THE THREAT OF A DODGERS MOVE
During the early 1950s, Major League Baseball under-
went major change. The structure of leagues, with
eight teams in each league, had not changed since the
early part of the twentieth century. In fact, between
1903 and 1953, there were no franchise relocations. 

During these fifty years, New York, Philadelphia,
Boston, Chicago, and St. Louis had teams in both 
the American and National Leagues. After the Second
World War, it became clear that some of them could 
no longer support more than one team. In 1953, after
seeing their season attendance drop to less than
300,000 fans in 1952, the Boston Braves became the
Milwaukee Braves. This franchise move was quickly
followed by the St. Louis Browns moving to Baltimore
in 1954 and by the Philadelphia Athletics moving to
Kansas City in 1955. 

O’Malley followed these moves closely. He was con-
cerned that the Milwaukee move might tip the balance
in the National League and argued that Milwaukee
might use the greater revenue they would generate 
to develop into a more formidable competitor for the 
National League title.1 His concern was justified—Mil-
waukee did win the pennant in 1957 and 1958.

The Dodgers’ home attendance was more than one
million in 1955, but O’Malley had issues with their
ballpark, Ebbets Field. Built in 1913, it was not aging
gracefully. Its seating capacity was 32,000, less than
that of County Stadium, the Braves’ new home in 
Milwaukee. Moreover, Ebbets Field was in the middle
of a congested and deteriorating neighborhood. During
the decade following the Second World War, the sub-
urbs around New York City grew significantly as 
city residents began flocking to them. Driving was 
now the preferred means of transportation to the 
ballpark. In the vicinity of Ebbets Field, public parking
was sparse.

O’Malley was convinced that the only solution to
the problem was to build a new ballpark. He envi-
sioned it at the intersection of Atlantic and Flatbush
Avenues in Brooklyn. In 1953 he sent a letter to Robert
Moses, chairman of the Triborough Bridge and Tunnel
Authority, requesting a meeting to discuss the possi-
bility.2 He also sent a more detailed letter to a friend,
George V. McLaughlin, a member of the Triborough
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Bridge and Tunnel Authority Board, explaining that the
new ballpark would be privately funded and all he
needed was an appropriate site.3 O’Malley proposed to
finance the building of the facility provided he was
given access to the land. 

Robert Moses was also chairman of the mayor’s
Committee on Slum Clearance. For the new ballpark
to be built on that site, businesses would have to be
purchased and relocated using Title 1 of the 1949 Fed-
eral Housing Act as the basis for such action. Moses
was charged with implementing Title 1. While not an
elected official, he was arguably the most powerful 
figure in the City of New York. He had designed and
overseen the construction of the network of roads that
intersected New York City and provided access to the
suburbs. He was also responsible for designing most of
the public and recreational spaces throughout much
of the city and parts of Long Island.

Moses was unsympathetic to O’Malley’s request to
use Title 1 for a new Dodgers ballpark and rejected his
proposal.4 It was not the intent of Title 1, he argued,
to build a major-league park. Later, he proposed that
the State of New York move forward with the project
by creating a sports authority that would finance and
build the facility.5

The year 1953 also saw the beginning of rumors
about the Dodgers possibly moving to Los Angeles. 

On October 20, 1953, Vincent X. Flaherty wrote to
O’Malley, endorsing Los Angeles as the next home for
the Dodgers and asking O’Malley to meet with the 
Los Angeles citizens’ committee for major-league base-
ball.6 Possibly fueled by actual incidents like the
Flaherty letter, the rumors about the Dodgers moving
to California escalated over the next few years.

Apparently still committed to finding a way for the
Dodgers to remain in Brooklyn, O’Malley turned for
help to Frank D. Schroth, publisher of the Brooklyn
Eagle. In late 1953 through the spring of 1954, Schroth,
Moses, and O’Malley along with John Cashmore, the
Brooklyn borough president, met monthly for lunch in
an effort to resolve the issues surrounding construction
of a new Brooklyn ballpark.7 Throughout this period
and into 1955, various sites were discussed and 
researched, but agreement was never reached. On 
May 26, 1955, O’Malley wrote noted architect R. Buck-
minster Fuller at Princeton University and asked him
about the possibility of using some of Fuller’s geodesic-
dome concepts for an indoor facility in Brooklyn.
Fuller’s graduate students tackled the project and a 
prototype was developed.8

After a meeting on August 9, 1955, O’Malley 
and Moses traded letters. In Moses’s response to
O’Malley’s note, he wrote that the alternatives pro-
posed by Moses had been deemed unsatisfactory by
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In 1955, Walter O’Malley, shown
here with Jersey City officials, 
announced that, in 1956 through
1958, the Dodgers would play
seven games each season in 
Jersey City and would have the
option to continue the agreement
for three years beyond that. From
the opening of Roosevelt Stadium
in 1937 through the late 1940s,
Jersey City cultivated what would
become a tradition of supporting
minor-league ball, but by now it
had been without professional
baseball for five years already,
ever since the Jersey City Giants
moved to Ottawa after the 1950
season.
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O’Malley mainly because O’Malley did not consider
the public improvements that would accompany con-
struction of the new ballpark to be important enough.
Moses also seemed to indicate that O’Malley should
be using his own funds not only to finance construc-
tion of the ballpark but also to acquire the land it
would be built on.9

Soon after this exchange of letters, O’Malley 
announced that in 1956 and 1957 the Dodgers would
play seven games at Roosevelt Stadium in Jersey City.10

Brooklyn fans voiced their displeasure that their
beloved Bums, their affectionate nickname for the
Dodgers, were going to be playing some of their home
games across the river.11

JERSEY CITY
In 1955, the population of Jersey City, just across the
Hudson River from lower Manhattan, was approxi-
mately 300,000. Brooklyn’s population was 2.75
million. The difference, though, was less stark when
the borough was compared to all of Hudson County,
which includes not only Jersey City but the cities of
Bayonne, Hoboken, North Bergen, Union City, and
other, smaller towns. The population of the whole
county was about 650,000.

Jersey City has a rich political history. From 1917
through 1947, it was led by its colorful mayor, Frank
Hague, known affectionately as Boss Hague. A Demo-
crat, Hague was a shrewd politician, with a tight grip
on the reins of power in Jersey City and also influen-
tial throughout the whole state. He was an ardent
supporter of Franklin D. Roosevelt and contributed 
significantly to Roosevelt’s winning New Jersey in 
the 1932 presidential election. Jersey City benefited
tremendously from the many building projects, in-
cluding the Jersey City Medical Center, that were
financed through Roosevelt’s New Deal programs.

Hague defined not only Jersey City’s politics but
even its mores, his own being shaped by his Roman
Catholic upbringing. It was not until the 1950s, for 
example, that women were allowed to sit in a tavern.
In 1935, when socialist leader Norman Thomas came
to Jersey City to speak, Hague, a staunch anticommu-
nist, had him escorted via ferry out of town.12

While perceived to be a friend of the people, Hague
as mayor was in fact corrupt, taking kickbacks from
citizens and anyone who did business with the city.
He was able to amass a fortune and had a Park Av-
enue apartment and homes on the Jersey Shore and in
Florida. His political machine started to crumble after

Dodger players with students and nuns at the Academy of St. Aloysius, a Catholic girls’ school in Jersey City, June 5, 1957.
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the Second World War. In 1947, after more than thirty
years, he finally left office.

JERSEY CITY AND PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL
Hague clearly saw the potential appeal that profes-
sional sports would have to Jersey City residents and
as early as 1929 had planned to build a stadium 
that would host a variety of sports, including baseball.
Roosevelt Stadium, financed as a New Deal program,
was opened in 1937 and became the home of the 
Jersey City Giants in the International League, the top
farm team of the New York Giants. The capacity of
Roosevelt Stadium was approximately 25,000. Most
years, opening-day attendance exceeded that, as Hague
would arrange for many people to buy tickets even if
seats were unavailable.

From 1937 until the late 1940s, Jersey City devel-
oped a rich tradition of supporting minor-league
baseball. Probably the high point of baseball in Jersey
City was Jackie Robinson’s professional debut, with 
the Montreal Royals, against the Jersey City Giants 
in 1946. Robinson went 4-for-5 with a home run in a 
14–1 Royals victory. The attendance for Robinson’s
game was announced as 52,000. 

In 1947 the Jersey City Giants drew more than
300,000 but, with the advent of televised baseball and
the rise of car ownership, making the three major-
league teams in New York easily accessible to more
people in the suburbs, attendance dwindled to fewer
than 100,000 in 1950. The Jersey City Giants moved to
Ottawa in 1951. From 1951 to 1956, no professional
baseball games were played in Roosevelt Stadium,
where the main fare was high-school football games
and weekly stock-car races. 

It should also be noted that the only public trans-
portation to Roosevelt Stadium on the southwest side
of Jersey City was by bus. Fans from New York City
would have to use buses or the Hudson Tubes, a sub-
way through tunnels under the Hudson River. New
Jersey residents from outside of Jersey City would
probably have to drive. 

THE JERSEY CITY RESPONSE
An announcement on August 16, 1955, appeared to 
indicate that the Dodgers and Jersey City had a deal,
but no contract was signed yet, as the financial and
operating arrangements between the club and the city
still needed to be negotiated. There was some resist-
ance on the part of certain Jersey City officials as they
pointed out that, given the loss of stock-car revenues,
the deal could cost the city.13 However, it does appear
that, by the end of August, the intent of both the city

and the club was for the Dodgers to play some home
games in Jersey City during 1956 and 1957. 

On December 1, 1955, it was finally announced at
a press conference in Brooklyn that an agreement had
been reached between the Brooklyn Dodgers and Jer-
sey City. The Dodgers would play seven regular-season
games and one exhibition game in Jersey City in
1956.14 Seven regular-season games would be played
in 1957 and 1958 as well, with an option to continue
the agreement for three additional years beyond that.
The agreement stipulated that the Dodgers would rent
Roosevelt Stadium for an annual fee of $10,000. The
Dodgers also agreed to absorb the cost of making the
stadium ready for major-league baseball. The Dodgers
were to receive all parking revenue. In making the 
announcement, O’Malley added that the Dodgers
would not play in Ebbets Field in 1958 and could play
the entire season in Jersey City if the new stadium in
Brooklyn were still under construction. Initially the
Dodgers had wanted to sell each season’s seven or
eight games as a package but in the end agreed that
fans could buy tickets to individual games.15

Actually, the lease allowing the Dodgers to play in
Jersey City was not officially signed until January.16

Apparently, a supplementary agreement had to be
worked out concerning a split in income, between 
Jersey City and the Dodgers, from non-Dodger events
that took place in Roosevelt Stadium but that the
Dodgers promoted.

Despite the interval between the initial announce-
ment in August and the press conference in December,
and then between that and the signing of the lease in
January, no major issues appeared to be deterring the
Dodgers from playing in Jersey City in 1956. Part of
the delay can be explained by O’Malley’s involvement
in the 1955 pennant race that led to the Dodgers’ first
World Series title, while Bernard Berry, the mayor of
Jersey City, went to Europe on a six-week vacation.
Excitement and civic pride at news that the Dodgers
would play began to mount. When Berry returned to
Jersey City after his vacation, he described the finaliz-
ing of the Dodger deal as a priority.17

THE DODGERS IN JERSEY CITY, 1956
The first game played in Jersey City was on April 19,
1956, when the Dodgers beat the Phillies before 12,214
very cold fans.18 The attendance was disappointing, as
initially it was thought the game would be a sellout.19

On April 17, there was an attempt to promote the
game in the local newspaper, which stressed to the
fans of Jersey City that poor crowds would hurt Jersey
City’s chances for future opportunities.20 After the first
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game, several of the Dodgers indicated they felt that
the fences at Roosevelt Stadium were not too friendly.21

Jackie Robinson, who was jeered there, was particu-
larly unhappy.22

Table 1. Dodger Games in Jersey City, 1956
Date Opponent Attendance Winning Team Score
Apr 19 Phillies 12,214 Dodgers 5–4
May 16 Cardinals 22,071 Dodgers 5–3
June 25 Cubs 20,602 Dodgers 3–2
July 25 Redlegs 23,454 Dodgers 2–1
July 31 Braves 26,141 Dodgers 3–2
Aug 7 Pirates 17,504 Dodgers 3–0
Aug 15 Giants 26,385 Giants 1–0

As can be seen in table 1, after that first game, atten-
dance at each successive game increased, except for the
August 7 contest against the Pirates. The Dodgers won
all but the last game, which was against the Giants.
All of the games were close, and five of them were 
decided by one run. 

The game that proved somewhat historic was that
seventh game, where the Giants beat the Dodgers 1–0.
Johnny Antonelli pitched the shutout, striking out 11.
Antonelli, a left-hander, was probably helped by the
field dimensions at Roosevelt Stadium. The Dodgers
were known to hit left-hand pitchers quite well in
Ebbets Field, with its short left-field fence. The winning
(and only) run in this game was a Willie Mays home
run, the first fair ball ever hit out of Roosevelt Stadium.23

The average attendance for the Jersey City games
was 21,196, about 5,400 more than for for the games
played at Ebbets Field that year. And so, from all per-
spectives, the season in Jersey City proved successful,
although it was somewhat surprising that only the
games against the Braves and the Giants were sellouts.

O’Malley commented on the Jersey City experiment
in August 1956. After some rumors that the Dodgers
might increase the number of games they would 
play at Jersey City in 1957, O’Malley said, “All things
considered, I think we’ve given Jersey City the right
number of games.” O’Malley added that “the way I
look at it we’ve had about two games that attracted
peak crowds while all the others were about average.”
Given the unresolved stadium situation in Brooklyn,
O’Malley did concede that “Jersey City must be con-
sidered in the Dodgers future plans—that is, in a
limited sort of way.”24 O’Malley’s enthusiasm for the
experiment in Jersey City appeared to be waning.

NO LONGER A THREAT
The Dodgers’ move to Jersey City prompted New York
City and Brooklyn to respond. Mayor Robert Wagner

immediately scheduled a meeting for August 19, 1955,
three days after the initial announcement about 
the Jersey City deal. The meeting was to include
O’Malley, Cashmore, and Moses.25 In the meeting’s 
aftermath, $100,000 was appropriated by New York
City’s Board of Estimate to study the Atlantic–Flatbush
site as a possible location for a new stadium. While
the study was being conducted over the next few
months, the Dodgers and Jersey City were finalizing
their agreement for the next three seasons.

On February 6, 1956, a proposal was finally pre-
sented as a bill to the New York State legislature to
establish the Brooklyn Sports Center Authority (BCSA),
a public authority that was empowered to raise $30
million in bond sales to clear the area and build a new
ballpark. The bill gained legislative approval on March
21 and 22, 1956, and Governor Harriman signed it into
law in April.26 But the BCSA was beset with problems
and did little to move the project forward. By Decem-
ber 1956 the BCSA was requesting additional funds to
continue their efforts.

During the 1956–57 offseason, the Dodgers sold
Ebbets Field to the city.27 While they no longer owned
it, they could still lease it, although that did little to
curb speculation that the Dodgers might not be play-
ing there after the 1957 season.

While the BCSA was having its issues and as plans
were being made to sell Ebbets Field, the Dodgers went
to Japan on a goodwill tour following the 1956 season.
Flying to Japan, the Dodgers stopped in Los Angeles
first. There O’Malley met with Kenneth Hahn, the 
Los Angeles County supervisor. It was the Dodgers’ first
serious meeting with Los Angeles officials about mov-
ing the Dodgers there. According to Hahn, he had a
handshake agreement with O’Malley that the Dodgers
would move to Los Angeles, although exactly when that
informal agreement was struck is unknown.28

A major deterrent to any major-league franchise
moving to Los Angeles was that Philip Wrigley and his
family owned the minor-league franchise and stadium
in Los Angeles. O’Malley negotiated with Wrigley and
they swapped minor-league franchises, O’Malley taking
over in Los Angeles, and Wrigley in Fort Worth, which
had been the Dodgers’ double-A minor-league team.
Wrigley assumed ownership of the Fort Worth Stadium 
as well.29

Clearly, O’Malley by this point had his sights set on
the West Coast. Was he only posturing to pressure
New York City to act, or had he made up his mind 
to relocate? While he continued to state that he wanted
to stay in Brooklyn, his chief antagonist, Robert Moses,
reiterated that there are no viable sites there. Moses
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did finally meet with O’Malley early in 1957, and they
discussed the possibility of a ballpark in Flushing
Meadows in Queens. During the next few months,
both Moses and O’Malley indicated some interest 
in the Flushing Meadows plan, but O’Malley raised
concerns about the site.30 A few years later it would
become the site of Shea Stadium, home of the New
York Mets from 1964 through 2008.

It had now become a distinct possibility that the
Dodgers would be leaving Brooklyn. On May 28, 1957,
the National League owners met and gave their bless-
ing to the relocation of the Dodgers and the Giants to
the West Coast.31 It appears that the National League
insisted on the relocation of both teams, not just one,
travel costs being the main consideration, although
Warren Giles, National League president, later denied
the two-team stipulation. The National League also
created an end-of-season deadline for decisions to be
made about any franchise relocations. Mayor Wagner
convened the various parties on May 4, 1957, in New
York. As in the past, no progress was made with 
respect to an agreement about a new stadium.

In June 1957, the Antitrust Subcomittee (of the
House Judiciary Committee), chaired by Emanuel
Celler, a Democrat from Brooklyn, was convened to in-
vestigate why baseball was not covered by antitrust
legislation while other sports were. In 1922, the U.S.
Supreme Court, in a unanimous decision, argued that
baseball was not interstate commerce, Oliver Wendell
Holmes making the casethat “personal effort, not re-
lated to production, is not a subject of commerce.”32

O’Malley testified before the subcommittee and
painted himself a victim. He claimed that New York
officials had stymied his efforts to stay in Brooklyn
while Los Angeles officials were united in their resolve
to provide the Dodgers with a ballpark. The Dodgers,
Celler pointed out, were profitable. O’Malley agreed
but stressed the issues with Ebbets Field. He said that
he didn’t know where the Dodgers would be playing
the next year but that he had made no preparations 
to move to Los Angeles. Those words come back to
haunt him, as he had already purchased the Los 
Angeles Angels and their stadium and had taken other
steps to determine the viability of Los Angeles as 
a home for the Dodgers.33

All eyes turned to the New York Giants. Horace
Stoneham, the Giants’ owner, had made it clear that
the Polo Grounds were no longer suitable. Attendance
had fallen significantly since the Giants won the World
Series in 1954. Stoneham originally had his sights on
the Twin Cities, Minneapolis–St. Paul. Minneapolis
was the Giants’ top farm team. Neither the Giants nor
the City of New York entered into any serious discus-
sion about a new facility for the Giants. The possibility
that the Giants would play games in Yankee Stadium
was raised but dismissed, as it was assumed that the
Yankees would not want to share their stadium. 

Seizing the opportunity, San Francisco entered ne-
gotiations with Horace Stoneham. On August 7, 1957,
the Giants announced that they would become the San
Francisco Giants.34 However, the Dodgers’ situation
had yet to be resolved, and so the Giants had to wait. 

The first game the Dodgers played
in Jersey City was on April 19, 1956,
when they beat the Phillies before
12,214 very cold fans. The atten-
dance was disappointing, as initially
it was thought the game would be a
sellout. The only sellouts, at about
26,000, were the games against the
Braves and the Giants, although for
the seven games as a whole the
Dodgers did average about 5,400
more in attendance than they did at
Ebbets Field. The Dodgers in Jersey
City in 1956 went 6–1. In their last
game there that season, they lost to
the Giants 1–0.
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Los Angeles had proposed Chavez Ravine as the 
location for the new ballpark, but there was some 
opposition to the terms of the agreement, and negoti-
ations continued late into the summer of 1957. Los
Angeles needed to come to final terms with both 
the Dodgers and the local parties who were raising 
opposition. 

MEANWHILE—JERSEY CITY IN 1957
While the future of the Dodgers was uncertain, they
did play their handful of games in Roosevelt Stadium
in 1957.

Table 2. Dodger Games in Jersey City, 1957
Date Opponent Attendance Winning Team Score
Apr 22 Phillies 11,629 Dodgers 5–1
May 3 Cardinals 14,470 Dodgers 6–0
June 5 Cubs 9,712 Dodgers 4–0
June 10 Braves 22,412 Braves 3–1
July 12 Redlegs 23,472 Dodgers 3–1
Augt 7 Giants 25,913 Giants 8–5
Augt 16 Pirates 9,592 Dodgers 4–1
Sept 3 Phillies 10,910 Phillies 3–2

As can be seen in table 2, the Dodgers won five of eight
games in Jersey City in 1957. They played the Phillies
twice, although the initial agreement called for each Na-
tional League team to visit Jersey City only once. Again,
the Giants were the biggest draw and, to the delight of
Giants fans, once again beat the Dodgers. The average
attendance, 16,014, was less than in 1956 but still higher
than the average attendance at Ebbets Field.

The Jersey City games in 1957 began with both the
Dodgers and the fans in a more positive frame of mind.
After the April 22 game, players said nice things about
the field, and the fans appeared friendly.35 Jackie
Robinson, the target of much of the hostility in 1956,
was no longer with the Dodgers, having retired after
being traded to the Giants following the 1956 season. 

The only sellout in 1957 was for the game against
the Giants. Passions ran high, as fans booed Don New-
combe for his performance and he allegedly spit at
them. Newcomb later said he didn’t “give a damn” if
he ever pitched in Jersey City again.36

Attendance for the last two games in Jersey City was
poor. The Dodgers continued to fall further behind in
the pennant race, and moreover it grew increasingly
clear that they weren’t going to play in Jersey City in
1958. Attendance at the final two games was only 9,592
and 10,910. Before the final game, against the Phillies
on September 3, the local newspaper offered that Jersey
fans would get their final glimpse of the Dodgers that
night, adding that whether they would be back in
Brooklyn next year was doubtful.37 After this final game,
some of the players, sounding frustrated, said they
hoped they wouldn’t have to play in Jersey City the 
next year.38

THE DODGERS MAKE IT FINAL
In August and September of 1957, as Los Angeles and
the Dodgers were putting the final touches on their 
negotiations, steps were being taken back in Brooklyn

Mayor Bernard J. Berry throws out the
first pitch at the Dodgers–Phillies
game, April 19, 1956, the first of fifteen
games—fourteen regular-season, one
exhibition—that the Dodgers would
play at Roosevelt Stadium during the
1956 and 1957 seasons. Late in the
1957 season, when the Dodgers had
fallen back in the pennant race, the
rumor that they would soon leave for
the West Coast was mounting, and in
Jersey City the expectation that they
would not be playing any games at Roo-
sevelt Stadium the next season began
to settle in.
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to try to stop the club from moving. A financier offered
to buy the Dodgers and keep them in Brooklyn. The
Dodgers declined. Nelson Rockefeller, the future gov-
ernor of New York, advanced a proposal involving 
him both in the ownership of the club and in the build-
ing of a ballpark. In addition, a legal opinion by the
Corporation Counsel of the City appeared to circum-
vent the stranglehold that Robert Moses had over the
Atlantic–Flatbush site. All these efforts had collapsed
by late September.39

Los Angeles officials and the Dodgers finally
reached an agreement. The Dodgers would receive 
approximately 300 acres of land at Chavez Ravine, in-
cluding site-preparation and access roads, while the
city would receive Wrigley Field from the Dodgers. Los
Angeles would be the new home for the Dodgers if
two-thirds of the Los Angeles city council agreed to
the deal. On October 7, 1957, the council voted 10–4
in favor, and Walter O’Malley announced that the
Dodgers were leaving Brooklyn.40

CONCLUSION
In this long saga of the Dodgers, Brooklyn, and Los
Angeles, what role did Jersey City play? Why did the
Dodgers play some of their home games there in 1956
and 1957? What did Jersey City expect to gain from
the relationship?

These are difficult questions. O’Malley’s objectives
for playing games in Jersey City were never clearly
stated. Before Celler’s subcommittee, he remarked that
he had already sold Ebbets Field and that Jersey City
had provided a site for home games in 1958. But it was
in 1955, about a year before he sold Ebbets, that he
announced his decision to schedule some games in
Jersey City. For some time already, he may have had
his mind set on selling Ebbets Field and so thought it
helpful to test the waters in Jersey City. 

Obviously, with his announcement about Jersey
City, O’Malley wanted to put pressure on New York of-
ficials. Being a shrewd businessman, he also saw an
opportunity to increase profit. The Dodgers received
both the gate receipts in Jersey City and the parking
fees. The difference between these revenue streams
and what they would have been for the same games at
Ebbets Field was greater than $10,000, the cost of the
lease to Roosevelt Stadium. 

Jersey City politicians and officials were enthusias-
tic about the Dodgers playing some of their home
games there. Always under the shadow of New York
City, Jersey City could now claim to be major-league.
The presence of the Dodgers there boosted civic pride,
was good for local businesses, and could, one could

have speculated, also open other doors for more 
baseball in Jersey City. 

Jersey City fans, though, never did fully warm to
the Dodgers. Obviously, there was still significant 
support for the New York Giants in 1956 and 1957, as
Jersey City was the Giants’ triple-A farm team for
many years. This may have been why the Dodgers sold
out there only when they played the Giants. 

If O’Malley’s rationale for being in Jersey City was
to determine if it would support the Dodgers while a
new stadium was being built in Brooklyn, the atten-
dance figures probably gave him pause. It is not
inconceivable that both O’Malley and Jersey City
politicians thought that sellouts for these seven games
would be the norm. In his interview in August 1956,
O’Malley points out that Jersey City would not see
more Dodger games in 1957, as the attendance at all
but two of the games in 1956 had been only average.
It is fair to say that extending the seven games to a full
season in Jersey City would probably have resulted in
the Dodgers’ season attendance taking a steep dive. 

It should be reiterated that one of the reasons for
attendance problems in Jersey City was that Roosevelt
Stadium was hard to get to from New York City. On
mass transit, you could get to Journal Square in Jersey
City, the hub, fairly easily but then had to endure a
long bus ride to the stadium. The drive to Roosevelt
Stadium was also difficult, since you had to traverse
Manhattan; the Verrazano Bridge had not yet been
built. The experience of 1956 and 1957 probably con-
vinced Dodgers’ management that Jersey City was not
a good option if in 1958 they needed a ballpark while
a new one was being built back in Brooklyn.

The Dodgers in Jersey City was an interesting 
sidebar to the whole issue of the Dodgers and Giants
moving to the West Coast. While cynics dispute
O’Malley’s intentions, I think that as late as 1956 he
was resolved to keep the Dodgers in Brooklyn. But he
probably never realized how difficult it would be to
deal with the political issues surrounding the building
of a new facility in Brooklyn. The Jersey City experi-
ment probably illustrates this naiveté. The Dodgers
playing games in Jersey City did not really create a sus-
tainable sense of urgency among New York politicians
and officials.

Jersey City received $15,000 when the Dodgers
broke their lease to play games at Roosevelt Stadium
in 1958. When International League president Frank
Shaughnessy identified Jersey City as a likely site for
an IL franchise, local citizens had hopes of seeing 
professional baseball return to their city in 1958.41 But
first the city had to come to terms with an existing 
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International League club that would agree to the relo-
cation. The Yankees were confusing the issue, as Jersey
City initially had hopes that they might play some home
games there. They wouldn’t, and Jersey City was with-
out baseball in 1958. But the Havana Sugar Kings, in
the middle of the 1960 season, after unrest at some
games in Havana, did move to Jersey City.

While Major League Baseball has survived the
Dodgers’ relocation to Los Angeles, Brooklyn did suf-
fer. The 1960s and 1970s were not kind to the borough.
Civil unrest and deteriorating neighborhoods were the
norm. The loss of the Dodgers contributed to the
malaise. In recent years, Brooklyn has revived, as
many neighborhoods have been gentrified. The Brook-
lyn Cyclones, a single-A team of the New York Mets,
play in Coney Island. To many of the younger resi-
dents, the Dodgers are a distant memory. Jersey City
had a similar experience with significant deterioration
in the city’s housing and infrastructure in the 1960s
and 1970s. Since then, the waterfront area, Liberty
State Park, and a championship golf course have been
developed. Several Wall Street firms have located back
offices in Jersey City. Given Jersey City’s proximity to
New York City, the downtown area has seen gentrifi-
cation. But Ebbets Field and Roosevelt Stadium are no
more, and city life is not quite the same. �
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The Irish potato famine of the 1840s and ’50s was
probably the greatest human tragedy of the
nineteenth century. After a nearly total failure

of Ireland’s potato crop in 1845, followed by succes-
sive years of poor harvests, more than a million and a
half Irish—nearly 20 percent of the island’s popula-
tion—died of starvation from 1845 through 1851. In
the nine years immediately following the onset of 
the famine, some 2,164,000 Irish men, women, and
children emigrated to the New World, and the total
number of Irish who made the passage by the end of
the nineteenth century topped three and a half million.

Most Irish immigrants spoke English, which gave
them an advantage over new arrivals from Germany,
Italy, and Eastern Europe. Though their life was hard
in the New World, they managed to add a distinctive
Irish flavor to the American “melting pot,” as Irish 
immigrants raised families, built communities, fought
in the “Irish brigades” in the Civil War, and made a
place for themselves in their adopted country.

Hundreds of thousands of these Irish immigrants
were young men, and their arrival created a new stream
of participants in America’s most rapidly growing sport.
Baseball provided an opportunity for the Irishman to
participate in and excel at something distinctly Amer-
ican. While the older generation could not always
understand this strange new pastime and its appeal,
their young men embraced it with enthusiasm. Before
long, Irish names began popping up on rosters of 
amateur teams, especially in Brooklyn, Philadelphia,
and northern New Jersey. Irish American laborers and
millworkers formed their own clubs, and their children
played the game in vacant lots and pastures. 

Sports and games had been an important part of
Irish civilization long before the upheaval caused by
the famine. Gaelic football, a cross between soccer and
rugby, was known in medieval times, while hurling, 
a stick-and-ball game that resembles lacrosse, had
been played in some form in Ireland for more than two
thousand years. The Irish came to America, said his-
torian Steven A. Riess, “with a manly athletic tradition
and quickly became avid sports fans and athletes in
their new country.”1

Professional baseball, which took root in America
shortly after the Civil War, was attractive to the ambi-

tious Irishman. It matured just as a new generation of
Irish Americans, the children of the famine refugees,
reached adulthood, and it did not take long for the
Irish to gain a foothold in the increasingly popular
sport. Many of the game’s early stars were either Irish-
born or sons of immigrants—the Hall of Fame includes
twenty-four Irish American players from the nineteenth
century. By 1885, according to statistics compiled by
Hall of Fame historian Lee Allen, more than 40 per-
cent of all major-league players claimed Irish ancestry.2

It comes as no surprise, then, that the Irish would
come to dominate the umpiring ranks as well. 

Why were the Irish attracted to umpiring? Most
likely, for the same reasons they were attracted to
ballplaying. Baseball became a profession in the 1870s,
just as thousands of Irish Americans were looking 
for both work and a place in American society; when
umpiring became a profession during the 1880s, it 
became attractive to the Irish for the same reasons. In
a time when too many occupations were closed to 

When confronted by a player or manager, Tim Hurst would offer to settle
the matter with his fists, challenging the offender in his rich Irish 
accent. They called him “Sir Timothy” for his bearing and “Terrible Tim”
for his temper.
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immigrants and their families, the Irish were looking
for occupations they might be accepted in, and base-
ball had already proven itself welcoming to the Irish.
Baseball, too, was growing; the number of teams,
major and minor, increased sharply during the 1880s,
creating a new demand not only for players but also
for competent game officials. The Irish filled these 
positions with enthusiasm.

Research shows that many, indeed most, of the 
outstanding umpires of the period 1880–1920 were
second-generation Irish. Some of these men were 
amateur and minor-league players who had failed to
advance to major-league ball and turned to umpiring
as a way to remain in the game they loved. A few—Bill
Dinneen, George Moriarty, and Hank O’Day among
them—had been fine major-league players themselves
and sought to extend their time in the big leagues by
serving as arbiters. Men such as these might umpire in
the majors for thirty years or more after they played
their last games.

The first great umpire, John Gaffney, was an immi-
grant’s son from Roxbury, Massachusetts. He was a
fine amateur player whose career had ended in the
winter of 1880 when he hurt his arm throwing a 
snowball. Wanting to stay in the game, he became an
umpire instead, and by 1886 his work in the National
League had won him general recognition as the 
“King of Umpires.” The American Association had its
own claimant to that title, “Honest John” Kelly, a New
Yorker who was also the son of immigrants. Kelly had

played in the National League in 1879 but batted only
.155 and was convinced he would not succeed as a
player. He turned to umpiring instead. 

Gaffney and Kelly set the tone for the Irish Ameri-
can umpires who followed. Both were former players,
second-generation Irishmen, and masters of the strike
zone and the rule book. Both men ruled the field with
their presence and personality, though Kelly may have
had another angle working in his favor. An umpire’s
personal popularity played a key role in his success 
or failure during the 1880s, when fan rowdiness in-
creased to alarming levels, and John Kelly proved
highly popular with the crowds. Perhaps Kelly gained
favor and kept the peace by being something of a
“homer”—researchers have found that, in 1884, the
home team won more than two-thirds of the games he
presided over.3

Gaffney used patience and tact to control a game.
“With the players I try to keep as even tempered as I
can,” Gaffney explained, “always speaking to them
gentlemanly yet firmly. I dislike to fine, and in all my
experience have not inflicted more than $300 in fines,
and I never found it necessary to order a player from
the field. Pleasant words to players in passion will
work far better than fines.”4

Another second-generation Irishman, Tim Hurst,
took a different tack. A coalminer’s son from Pennsyl-
vania, Hurst had worked in the mines himself and
learned to hold his own with his fists. He carried this at-
titude into a career as a boxing referee and, later, as a
baseball umpire. He took no abuse from anyone. When
threatened by a player or manager, Hurst would offer
to settle the matter with his fists, challenging the of-
fender in his rich Irish accent. They called him “Sir
Timothy” for his bearing and “Terrible Tim” for his tem-
per, and few players elected to punch it out with him.
In 1897 he took on three Pittsburgh Pirates at once and
whipped them all soundly. Still, he knew the rule book
and commanded instant authority, though some players
found his conversation so entertaining that they pur-
posely baited him just to hear him argue in his Irish
brogue. When asked why he wore a cap with a letter B
on it, Hurst replied, “Because I’m the best.”

The game changed as the new century dawned, but
Hurst refused to change with it. He remained the same
battler he had always been, even after joining the
American League staff in 1905. His career ended in
1909 when he spit in the face of Philadelphia’s Eddie
Collins because, as he said, “I don’t like college boys.”
Still, Connie Mack, who managed the Pirates during
the 1890s, said, “Hurst lost his head at times, and this
was eventually his undoing, but he did more to stamp
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Tom Lynch was widely admired for his honesty and integrity in an era
when umpires were increasingly the target of player rowdiness and fan
violence. But he could be pushed past his limits. On August 6, 1897, he
got into a fistfight with Baltimore’s Jack Doyle.
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out rowdyism than any other official I have known.
He was fearless and one of the gamest men who ever
handled an indicator.”5

One Irish umpire who had a rough time of it was
Tom Lynch, who joined the National League staff in
1888. Lynch was widely admired for his honesty and
integrity in an era when umpires were increasingly the
target of player rowdiness and fan violence. He did not
take abuse from anyone, and, though he was not an
enthusiastic fighter like Hurst, he could be pushed past
his limits. On August 6, 1897, he got into a fistfight on
the field with Baltimore’s Jack Doyle during a hotly
contested game at Boston, an incident suggesting that
among the Irish there was little ethnic solidarity on 
the diamond at that time. Two years later, tiring of the
constant abuse and lack of backing from the league, he
resigned and took a job as a theater manager in his
hometown of New Britain, Connecticut.

Ten years later, the National League was looking
for a man of integrity to take over as league president
and offered the job to the long-retired Lynch, who
served in that position for the next four years. Not sur-
prisingly, he strongly supported his umpires, even
against his bosses, the club owners.

Lynch, not a man to hold grudges, hired Jack Doyle
as an umpire on the National League staff in 1911.
Lynch paired Doyle with the veteran Bob Emslie, an-
other arbiter who had often clashed with Doyle years
before. Doyle was not a good umpire, lasting only 
half a season, but, as Christy Mathewson remarked,
“Emslie and [Doyle] got along like Damon and Pythias.
This business makes strange bed-fellows.”6

The percentage of Irish players in baseball dropped
as more German and Eastern Europeans entered the

game, and by 1900 the Irish were no longer the largest
ethnic group on the playing field. However, their pres-
ence in the umpiring ranks remained steady for several
decades to come. Perhaps the reason is that umpires
have longer careers than players; perhaps also the Irish
American umpires in the last two decades of the 
nineteenth century set an example that other Irish
American men sought to follow.

One outstanding umpire in the early years of the
twentieth century was Jack Sheridan, a man so Irish in
appearance and manner that people assumed he was
born on the island. He was actually a native of Chicago
and grew up in San Jose, California. He had been
roughly treated in the National League during the
1890s, so he joined Ban Johnson’s Western League
later that decade. He was the best arbiter on Johnson’s
staff and umpired in the American League from 1900
to 1914.

Sheridan had a few idiosyncrasies. He wore no chest
protector behind the plate, because he was nimble
enough to jump away from foul balls. His strike-three
call was totally his own. He would make an exagger-
ated gesture with his arms and bellow, “Strike three!
San Jose, California! The garden spot of America!”
Sheridan had battled a fellow Irishman, John McGraw,
in the National League, and their feud continued 
when both men found themselves now in the Ameri-
can League in 1901. On May 1 of the following year,
Boston pitcher Bill Dinneen hit McGraw with a pitch,
but Sheridan refused to allow McGraw to take his base,
claiming that McGraw hadn’t tried hard enough to get
out of the way.7

McGraw disliked Sheridan personally but respected
him professionally. In 1913, McGraw and Charlie
Comiskey took their teams, the Giants and White Sox,
on a round-the-world exhibition tour. Wanting the two
best umpires to accompany them, they chose Bill Klem
and Jack Sheridan.

Two other outstanding Irish American umpires of
the era were Bill Dinneen and Hank O’Day. Both of
them were pitchers who extended their baseball lives
through umpiring. Dinneen pitched for twelve seasons
and umpired for 28 more. O’Day pitched for seven 
seasons and umpired for 31, his umpiring career inter-
rupted by two seasons as a manager. Both men are
answers to great trivia questions. Dinneen is the only
major leaguer in history to throw a no-hitter as a pitcher
and call one as an umpire. O’Day is best known as the
arbiter who called Fred Merkle out at second base in
the pivotal Giants–Cubs contest of September 23, 1908.
He was also the only umpire who ever ejected Connie
Mack from a game, which he did in 1895.
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Bill Dinneen pitched for 12 
seasons and umpired for 28
more. He is the only major 
leaguer in history to throw a no-
hitter as a pitcher and call one
as an umpire. In 1902, when he
hit John McGraw with a pitch,
umpire Jack Sheridan—Sheri-
dan had tangled with McGraw
when both were both in the Na-
tional League—refused to let
the batter take his base, claim-
ing that he didn’t try hard
enough to get out of the way.
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In 1946 the Baseball Hall of Fame instituted the
Honor Rolls of Baseball, a secondary level of re-
cognition, that includes 39 men—managers, umpires,
executives, and sportswriters. Of the 11 umpires on the
list of honorees, seven (Dinneen, Sheridan, Hurst, Kelly,
Gaffney, Lynch, and Frank “Silk” O’Loughlin) were Irish
Americans, while the unaccountably missing Hank
O’Day certainly should have been the eighth. (Another
honored umpire, Tommy Connolly, was born in Eng-
land but may well have also been Irish.)

Another player-turned-umpire, George Moriarty,
grew up in Chicago, where his immigrant father 
was a childhood friend of another Irishman, Charlie
Comiskey. Moriarty reached the majors as a third base-
man in 1903, having already earned a reputation as a
fighter of the first rank. When he joined the Detroit
Tigers in 1909, Ty Cobb challenged him to a fight. Mo-
riarty handed Cobb a bat. “A fellow like you,” said the
young third baseman, “needs a bat to even things up
when fighting an Irishman.” Cobb wisely backed off.

In 1917, his playing career over, Moriarty joined the
American League umpiring staff, remaining until 1940.
A Sporting News poll in 1935 rated him the best 
umpire in the league. One day in 1932, he took a page
from Tim Hurst’s book when he fought four Chicago
White Sox (three players and the manager) all at once
after a hotly contested game in Chicago. Moriarty
emerged with a broken wrist but managed to hold off
all his assailants despite being nearly twice the age of
the players involved. 

Moriarty was so esteemed as a baseball man that
he took a two-year hiatus from umpiring in 1927–28 to
manage his old team, the Detroit Tigers. He was one of
several Irish Americans— John Gaffney, John Kelly,
Hank O’Day, and Tim Hurst—who interrupted their
umpiring careers to manage major-league clubs.

The last of the great Irish American umpires was
Jocko Conlan, another ex-player who turned to umpir-
ing as a way to stay in the game. While riding the bench
for the White Sox in 1935, he filled in for an umpire
who had become ill in the summer heat. Conlan liked
the work and shortly afterward retired as a player and
gained a minor-league umpiring job. In 1941 he joined
the National League staff and remained for 24 years. In
contrast to many of the umpires in baseball today, Con-
lan was only five feet and seven inches tall and weighed
about 160 pounds. He kept order on the field with his
personality and his hustle and by making quick, correct
decisions in an authoritative manner. 

The most famous Conlan story involves Leo
Durocher, who was coaching for the Dodgers in 1961
when he ran out to argue with Conlan at home plate.
Durocher kicked at the dirt and accidentally hit 
Conlan in the shins; Conlan kicked Leo back, and the
two men stood at the plate kicking each other until
Durocher realized that Jocko was the home-plate um-
pire and was wearing shin guards and steel-toed shoes.

Conlan was elected to the Hall of Fame in 1974, the
fourth umpire so honored. He was among the last of a
breed. By the time he died in 1989 at age 89, the Irish
American dominance of the umpiring profession had
long since passed into history. �
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Jack Sheridan, an outstand-
ing umpire in the early
years of the twentieth cen-
tury, was a man so Irish in
appearance and manner
that people assumed he
was born on the island. He
wore no chest protector
behind the plate, because
he was nimble enough to
jump away from foul balls.
His strike-three call was 
totally his own. He would
make an exaggerated ges-
ture with his arms and, in
an affectionate gesture to-
ward his hometown, would
bellow, “Strike three! San
Jose, California! The garden
spot of America!”
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Each time a player is at bat in a game, there is a
certain probability that he will get a hit or not.
Probability theorists usually think about this in

terms of a tossing a biased coin (that is, one whose
probability of turning up heads is not equal to .5) in
succession, with each toss having the same prob-
ability of being a head. A perennial question is the
probability of having a run of k heads in a row in n
tosses. In the parlance of baseball, the question is the
likelihood of getting a streak of k games in which he
gets at least one hit. 

Our focus here is on a different question—namely,
whether a long streak is consistent with a random
coin-tossing model or if it is an exceptional event that
defies the usual odds. This is a controversial topic, es-
pecially in the case of Joe DiMaggio’s 56-game hitting
streak in 1941. It was an unusual occurrence, but was
it only a manifestation of pure chance?1

We want to add our voice to this discussion by
being more specific about what it means for the out-
come of a game to be due to chance.

A player’s average performance over many games
is obtained from his batting average and his average
number of hits per game. From these, one extracts an
estimate of his probability of getting at least one hit
per game—every time he is at bat, he either gets a hit
or not—and the probability of this is some constant
value determined by his averages. Moreover, each at-
bat is independent in outcome from all previous
at-bats. This independence assumption is somewhat
questionable during periods of exceptional performance
(something we discuss further below), but it appears
that, in the long run, over many games and many 
seasons, this hypothesis is not unreasonable and, as
we will see, some of our results tend to support it.

We now have the components for what is known
as a Poisson process (after the French mathematician
S. Poisson). For a Poisson process there is a specific
formula p(k) for the probability of obtaining exactly 
k hits: �k e-�/k! The details of how this comes about
are discussed in most texts on probability and statis-
tics. The only point of immediate concern to us is the 
parameter �, the average number of hits per game. In
a season of n games in which a player gets a total 
of m hits, one estimates � by m/n. In the case of

DiMaggio in 1941, he played in n=139 games and got
a total of m=193 hits, and so �=1.39.

To begin the study of the phenomenon of “streak
hitting,” we obtained game-by-game statistics pertain-
ing to the two major streaks in modern baseball—
DiMaggio’s 56-game streak in 1941 and Pete Rose’s 
44-game streak in 1978. In DiMaggio’s case, the data
had to be painstakingly culled from newspaper box
scores.2 It is possible to count how many games in the
season there were either no hits, or one hit, or two
hits, up to four hits (the maximum for any game, as it
turned out). Whether these data are consistent with
the Poisson formula is easily found by computing p(k)
for k=0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and then comparing the result to 
the actual number of hits. For the Pete Rose streak
year, the same type of data was obtained from the 
Retrosheet, an invaluable source for this study and any
future studies requiring daily and seasonal baseball
data that are in-depth.
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More Thoughts on DiMaggio’s 
56-Game Hitting Streak

Edward Beltrami and Jay Mendelsohn

Joe DiMaggio’s 56-game hitting streak in 1941 was an unusual occur-
rence, but was it only a manifestation of pure chance? 
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In order to test whether these streaks were excep-
tional occurrences, we made the comparison between
theoretical and actual data for three sets of data in
each of the streaks—the full seasons of 1941 and 1978,
the streak-only data for those years, and the no-streak
data. We also compared a variety of common stats
such as batting average, average hits per game (this is
the lambda, the one parameter of the Poisson distri-
bution), on-base percentage, and slugging percentage.
(The latter two metrics added together form OBPS.)
We then were able to compare the action of the model
on each of those periods and also compare the hitting
statistics of the players during each of the periods, and
finally we could examine two streaks for interesting
similarities or difference with respect to the model fit
and the players’ statistics.

To test the hypothesis that the model predicted data
that could be considered a reasonable representation
of the actual data, we used the well known Chi Square
goodness-of-fit test. If this hypothesis is rejected on the
basis of the Chi Square test, then we must say that the
model is not doing a good job of representing the data.
Looking at the first two scenarios, we see that the Pois-
son assumption overestimates the number of games in
which DiMaggio went hitless and underestimates the
single-hit games, whereas, when the streak is removed,
in the third scenario, there is actually a very good fit

to the actual data (rounding to the closest integer gives
a nearly perfect fit). 

Using a �2 goodness-of-fit test, we can reject the 
hypothesis that the actual hit data for all games and for
the streak-only games are representative of a Poisson
process at the 95 percent confidence level. On the other
hand, when the streak is removed, the hypothesis that
the difference is entirely due to randomness (consis-
tent, of course, with DiMaggio’s skill in getting a hit, as
determined by �) cannot be rejected at the 95 percent
confidence level or, in fact, at the 99 percent level. What
this suggests is that the streak data and the rest of the
data possibly represent two different levels of play. 

This is not to say that an unusual streak cannot
occur by chance alone but that the odds of this hap-
pening are minuscule (about once in 10,000 seasons)3

and the alternate hypothesis that the streak is a sort
of freak is more in keeping with the Poisson model of
random behavior. 

In table 2, we look at DiMaggio’s batting statistics
in the three periods of interest. 

Comparing the in-streak data to both the full-season
(obviously the streak had an effect on this) and the
no-streak data, we see that, during the streak, DiMag-
gio’s performance was far better than his lifetime
averages and certainly far better than no-streak aver-
ages. Further, we see that the values for the no-streak

Table 1. DiMaggio’s 56-Game Streak, 1941 k, the number of hits
0 1 2 3 4

Poisson Model, Full Season (139 Games)
Number of games, actual 24 64 31 13 7
Number of games, predicted from p(k) 34.62 48.12 33.45 15.50 5.39
Model is a poor fit to the data

Poisson Model, Streak-Only Data (56 games)
Number of games, actual 0 34 13 15 4
Number of games, predicted from p(k) 11.12 17.92 14.56 7.89 3.2
Model is a poor fit to the data

Poisson Model, No-Streak Data (83 Games)
Number of games, actual 24 30 18 8 3
Number of games, predicted from p(k) 24.26 29.84 18.35 7.52 2.31
Model provides an excellent fit to the data

Table 2. DiMaggio’s Batting Statistics, 1941
Not 

Full Streak Including
Season Only Streak Lifetime

At-Bats 542 223 319 6,821
Hits 193 91 102 2,214
Games 139 56 83 1,736
BA .356 .408 .320 .325
Lambda 1.39 1.63 1.23 1.28 
OBP .440 .467 .425 .398
Slugging .643 .717 .591 .579



behavior conforms very well to the lifetime values.
This adds to the suspicion that streak performance is
radically different from “normal” performance, and
that may be why the same model is not suitable for
both levels, as we observed from table 1.

We now look at Pete Rose’s 44-game hitting streak
of 1978 and perform the same analysis as for the
DiMaggio streak. The results are presented in tables 
3 and 4.

Examining the Rose-model fits in table 3, we find
that qualitatively they are much the same as DiMag-
gio’s. That is, we have a good model fit when the
streak data is eliminated, poor model fit during the
streak, and, though the fit to the full season is slightly
better than in the DiMaggio case, it still cannot be 
considered a really good fit. The same conclusions can
be drawn from table 4. During the streak, Rose’s per-
formance was better than his no-streak averages and
better even than his lifetime averages. Both players
were exceptional in their streaks.

Finally, using Retrosheet, we looked at model fits 
to two more of DiMaggio’s seasons, 1938 and 1940. In
1938, DiMaggio hit .328, very close to his lifetime 
average of .325 and to his non-streak average of .320
in 1941. The model provided a very good fit to that
season’s data. In 1940, DiMaggio hit .352, very close
to his .356 for the full 1941 season, and the model data
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Table 3. Rose’s 44-Game Streak, 1978 k, the number of hits
0 1 2 3 4 5

Poisson Model, Full Season (159 Games)
Number of games, actual 35 70 39 11 3 1
Number of games, predicted from p(k) 46 57 36 15 5 1
Model fit is borderline acceptable

Poisson Model, Streak-Only Data (44 games)
Number of games, actual 0 26 11 6 1 0
Number of games, predicted from p(k) 9 14 11 6 2 0
Model provides a poor fit to the data

Poisson Model, No Streak Data (115 Games)
Number of games, actual 35 44 28 5 2 1
Number of games, predicted from p(k) 37 42 23 8 2 0
Model provides an excellent fit to the data

Table 4. Rose’s Batting Statistics, 1978
Not

Full Streak Including
Season Only Streak Lifetime

At-Bats 655 182 473 14,053
Hits 198 70 128 4,256
Games 159 44 115 3,561
BA .302 .385 .271 .303
Lambda 1.25 1.59 1.11 1.19
OBP .362 .419 .339 .375
Slugging .421 .462 .406 .429

In 1978, when Pete Rose amassed a 44-game hitting streak, his no-
streak performance fell below that of his lifetime performance.
Comparison of DiMaggio’s no-streak performance in 1941 to that of his
lifetime performance shows similar patterns, although in DiMaggio’s case
the gap between no-streak and lifetime is narrower.
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was a poor fit to that season, 1940, just as it was to the
full 1941 season. This once again points to boundary
levels at which this model is no longer valid. This will
be examined more fully in a future paper.

There appear to be two points of view about the
nature of the DiMaggio streak. The first is that it was
a binomial event of extremely low probability but one
that actually happened in 1941—something like actu-
ally witnessing the occurrence of 100 straight heads in
coin tossing. The second is that it is an example of a
superior hitter exceeding even his own normal capa-
bilities. The authors tend to believe the latter, and the
results of this article—that is, the failure of the model
to actually represent the streak data and the success 
of the model at representing the non-streak data—
begin to support that point of view. We plan to do a
much larger study involving many more batting met-
rics, shorter streaks (say, of thirty or more games), and
comparable “hot periods” not necessarily involving
consecutive-game hit streaks. Our aim is to build on

and further explain the nature of streaks in baseball
and perhaps to describe more completely what a “hot
hitter” really is.

A final note: The goodness of fit between actual
and Poisson-predicted data when the streak is ignored
lends support to the idea that independence is a valid
assumption for most players except during periods of
exceptional performance, when the independence con-
jecture may indeed be questionable. �

Notes
We would like to express our thanks to Retrosheet for making available
some of the data we used in this study. 

1. See, for example, “Hitting Streaks Don’t Obey Your Rules,” by Trent 
McCotter, The Baseball Research Journal 37 (2008): 62–70; and 
“A Journey to Baseball’s Alternate Universe,” by Samuel Arbesman 
and Steven Strogatz, New York Times, 30 March 2008.

2. For ten games, Trent McCotter kindly supplied us with box scores that
otherwise would not have been available.

3. See, for example, Michael Freiman, “56-Game Hitting Streaks Revisited,”
The Baseball Research Journal 31 (2002): 11–15.
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BASEBALL BATS OUTSIDE THE BOX
There are a number of different ways to reach first
base safely, one of which is by hitting a baseball. Ap-
plying the expression “thinking outside the box” to the
art of hitting, one will eventually conclude that there
is a better baseball bat out there just waiting to be 
discovered. And there is. So, we’re going to “steal first
base” by using a new bat that will significantly in-
crease the player’s batting average. Adios to the white
ash and maple bats of today.

Surprisingly, there have been no innovations with
resprect to the bat used in Major League Baseball over
the past hundred years. While we admire Heinie Groh’s
bottle style bat of the teens and 1920s, we do not con-
sider it to be an innovation because this clever design
never really caught on. Major-league ballplayers have
gone to thinner, lighter bats over the past thirty years
while still clinging to the traditional wood—white
ash—to increase their bat speed. Why hasn’t anyone
considered another type of wood? 

THE ANIGRE BAT
Arvin Moehler of Hogan Hardwoods says that, while
white ash and maple are the staple of their sales to bat
companies, he thinks there may be better types out
there. One he’d like to see tried out is walnut. He adds
that, for any type of lumber to be a success in baseball,
it must be durable and impact-resistant, rate high on
the hardness scale, and, most of all, it must be of light
weight. So I suggested anigre (pronounced anna-grey),
a hardwood, found in Tanzania, that has all the char-
acteristics of white ash but with a density that is
almost half, meaning that a bat made of this material
would weigh only 60 percent of a similarly shaped ash
bat. This lighter weight should correlate to better bat
control and higher bat speed, which should then pro-
duce more hits, although arguably this effect might be
offset by the lower mass resulting in the batter hitting
the ball with less force.

Moehler was familiar with this type of wood, 
anigre, and thought it might work well. I went on to
suggest alder, a wood found in Oregon and Washing-
ton, with an even lower density, but Moehler said 

it would fracture and therefore not hold up when 
coming into contact with a baseball.

MARUCCI BAT COMPANY
After I wore out Arvin Moehler with questions and
ideas, he sent me to one of his favorite customers, Kurt
Ainsworth, who helps run the Marucci Bat Company
in Baton Rouge. They supply bats to more than 120
major-league players, including Carlos Beltran, Ryan
Howard, and Andruw Jones. Kurt was a wealth of 
information, explaining that hickory, beech wood, and
even bamboo had been tested but did not perform as
well as white ash. He was very interested in our ani-
gre bat, adding that, before it could be approved,
several dozen of them would have to be tested by the
people working for Roy Krasik at MLB.

I went on to suggest a different geometry of bat,
one I call the Comb bat. Into the barrel of a bat being

“Baseball people, as a rule, are generally allergic to new ideas.”
—Branch Rickey
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turned on a lathe, narrow grooves, 1⁄16-inch wide, are
cut close together like a comb, to lighten the barrel but
not cut down on the diameter. In essence, it would
look like the combination of a comb and a hair brush.

Ainsworth, while warming to the idea, did not
want me to get my hopes up. He explained that MLB
is extremely concerned with safety, especially when it
comes to cracking down on bat pieces cracking off and
flying—onto the playing field or the stands. He didn’t
think MLB would go for any design that involved
grooves or cutting down on the integrity of the bat. I
later went down swinging with my attempts to inter-
view Roy Krasik at MLB on this topic.

So the major-league hitter using our anigre bat
would in essence be stealing first base by hitting for a
much higher average than his competition would.
Think of the success his team would enjoy if they kept
the type of wood a secret. 

With this in mind, I began dreaming of the acco-
lades I would receive from my hometown club when
I posed the anigre bat to Houston Astros president Tal
Smith. Instead of offering me a permanent seat in his
club box, he gently set me back down to earth by 

explaining that if our bat was approved by MLB every
other team would be given this information. In other
words, it wouldn’t be a secret any more. Back to the
bleacher seats. Tal did like the idea, though, and wanted
to be updated on any progress. 

I’m not giving up on those choice seats just yet. It
could happen that a team got approval to use the bat
only late in the season and would be the only fran-
chise capable of taking immediate advantage of it. The
other teams would have to find a supplier, and there is
only one in the United States (good luck finding him).

STEAL THIS GAME
You don’t have to be a businessman to know that in-
novation is one of the keys to success. Yet, strangely
enough, in baseball innovation seems to be considered
taboo. For example, baseball fans are familiar with the
terminology “by the book.” If a baseball manager does
not manage “by the book,” he can be found beaten
over the head with it by his critics. In Murray Polner’s
excellent biography of Branch Rickey, Rickey’s grand-
son repeated what he heard his grandfather say several
times: “Baseball people, as a rule, are generally allergic

Babe Ruth began his career as a
pitcher who happened to hit well. In
today’s game the two-way player, a
pitcher who also brought a serious
bat to the lineup, would be consid-
ered an innovation. In The Hardball
Times a few years ago, David Gassko
detailed the decline, over the history
of baseball, in pitchers’ batting per-
formance compared to the league
average. The pitchers’ wOBA divided
by the wOBA of position players went
from 0.95 in the 1870s, to 0.70 in
1930, to the present-day 0.50.
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to new ideas.” Who is going to be the next Mahatma,
willing to take a chance on a few new ideas? Mr.
Rickey and I are proposing a few suggestions to help
that person steal a game or two.

THE RICKEY SHIFT
The shift is a baseball tactic that involves bringing
your center fielder in to play the infield when the like-
lihood of the batter hitting the ball out of the infield is
low. Years ago when coaching my son’s Little League
team, I caught a lot of flak for using the shift, because
it wasn’t “by the book,” or even “in the book.” So did
team president Branch Rickey when he suggested his
Brooklyn Dodger managers use the shift when the 
opposing team was going to bunt.

Mr. Rickey’s variation of the shift involved bringing
in the right fielder to cover first base while the corner
infielders charged the plate as the batter squared
around to bunt. His intention, though, was not just to
put out the player bunting. At his direction, in spring-
training games in the late 1940s, his teams routinely
turned double plays when employing “the Rickey
shift” in bunt situations, and yet his managers were
reluctant to try it during the regular season. Why? My
guess is, because it wasn’t in the book.

I suggested the Rickey shift to the sharpest person
to manage a Major League Baseball team in the past
fifty years, Larry Dierker, and he replied that, while he
liked the idea, he was a bit wary of the repercussions
if things didn’t work out. Granted, the season was 
already underway and his team was winning, so he
didn’t need this potential advantage, but later on he
did incorporate his own Shift, moving his second base-
man, Craig Biggio, out to left center field whenever
Mark McGwire came to bat.

THE TWO-WAY PLAYER—IN BASEBALL
Typically your top high-school or college pitcher is the
best athlete on his team, and when he reaches 
the minor leagues he has to make a choice—either
he’s a pitcher or he’s a hitter. One would think, given
that he’s working on the game eight hours a day, he
could devote a few hours to hitting, assuming his pri-
mary function is as a pitcher. Not only would this
improve the pitcher’s performance, because it would
give him a daily break from focusing only on his pitch-
ing, but it would also provide the manager with one
more hitter in the lineup when the pitcher is pitching.
And, it might even give him a pinch-hitter without
adding a body to the roster.

It would be innovative only in today’s game, not 
in baseball in the old days. There were many good-

hitting pitchers back then. Babe Ruth, of course, was
outstanding. Bucky Walters, Red Ruffing, Wes Ferrell,
Bob Lemon, Don Newcombe, and Bob Gibson were not
bad either. (All but Walters are in the Hall of Fame.) 
Of those taking the mound today, the top hitters are
Mike Hampton, Dontrell Willis and Carlos Zambrano.

In The Hardball Times a few years ago, David
Gassko penned a poignant piece, detailing the decline,
over the history of baseball, in pitchers’ batting 
performance compared to the league average.2 The
pitchers’ annual wOBA (weighted on-base average) 
divided by the hitters’ wOBA went from 0.95 in the
1870s, to 0.70 in 1930, to the present-day 0.50. 

What this implies is that pitchers have become more
specialized over the years, in pitching, and have become
less competent at hitting. With my proposal I would 
attempt to reverse this trend by allowing pitchers to 
devote more time to work on their hitting. Would Rick
Ankiel have still been pitching so far into his career if
this had been applied to him years earlier?

THE PSEUDO-PITCHOUT
One more tactical innovation, adapted from a skill per-
fected by Houston Astros’ first baseman Jeff Bagwell,
involves the first baseman cutting off the pitcher’s 
delivery to home plate, with a runner on first and the

Houston Astros manager Larry Dierker. The author suggested the Rickey
shift to him. Dierker said he liked the idea but worried about the reper-
cussions if it failed. He later used his own shift, moving second baseman
Craig Biggio to left center field whenever Mark McGwire came to bat.
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batter about to attempt a bunt. For this to work, the
first baseman must charge toward home plate just 
before the pitcher delivers—Bagwell was adept at
this—but, instead of stopping two-thirds of the way to
home, the fielder traverses slightly toward the third-
base bag and faces the pitcher. He then intercepts the
pitched ball and catches the baserunner leaning off
first (we assume the second baseman is now covering
first) for a quick putout. I call it the “pseudo-pitchout.”

Baseball-rules expert Rich Marazzi studied this pro-
posal, and his interpretation unfortunately was that
the first baseman is guilty of interference and that the
batter should be awarded first base. On the plus side,
he went on to suggest that this be used to intentionally
walk a batter with only one pitch.

THE HOUDINI TAG—HE NEVER SAW IT COMING
If you are having trouble accepting my ideas so far,
you are really going to struggle with this one. It’s such
a reach that not even Larry Dierker may like it. I will
say that I’ve had a 100 percent success rate when 
applying this idea (it worked the only time we tried it)
while coaching my son’s Babe Ruth League team of
13-year-olds. With a runner on second base, the
pitcher gives the sign for the shortstop and second
baseman to move away from second and onto the
fringe of the infield grass to lull the baserunner into a

false sense of security, while the center fielder begins
his dash toward second. Four seconds after giving the
sign, the pitcher wheels around and throws right at the
second base bag, where the center fielder has just 
arrived to accept the throw and tag the unsuspecting
runner out. I call it the Houdini tag, because the
baserunner in this instance was the fastest player in our
league and never saw it coming. Don’t feel bad, Justin.
Your first- and third-base coaches didn’t see it either.

Hopefully you’re catching on to our model for
stealing not only first base but an entire game—pro-
pose several new ideas in hopes either that one will
catch on or that it will spur other ideas. (Swing the 
bat enough times and you’ll eventually get a hit.) For
this to work, you can’t shoot down another’s brain-
storm for fear of halting the flow of innovation. (Don’t
criticize the empty swings.) My coworkers have wit-
nessed many of my strikeouts. Now, who wants to be
known as Baseball’s Number-One Thief, or the next
Branch Rickey? �

Notes
Thanks to Lee Lowenfish, Murray Polner, and Stu Chan for contributions.
1. Murray Polner, Branch Rickey: A Biography, rev. ed. (Jefferson, N.C.: 

McFarland, 2007), 2.
2. David Gassko, “Hitting Pitchers,” Hardball Times, 8 February 2007,

http://www.hardballtimes.com/main/article/hitting-pitchers (accessed
21 May 2010).
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When Bill James first made his Game Score
widely public in the Historical Baseball 
Abstract (1988), he humbly called it a

“garbage stat.” He did feature a three–page essay on it
and sprinkled it about that book, his last Abstract.
Since then, it’s been broadly used, but only shallowly,
as though through his description of it (“my annual
fun stat, a kind of garbage stat that I present not 
because it helps us understand anything in particular
but because it is fun to play around with”) he has
painted it a dull grey and buried the technique in the
bottom of our cluttered toolboxes.

The real value of the Game Score tool is different
from what its inven tor claimed. It was an astoundingly
useful measure that, while it didn’t come anywhere
close to describing everything you need to know about
pitching, de scribed something critical at the time and,
importantly, was accessible to casual fans.

James revealed the Game Score (GS) stat using data
from the 1987 season to illustrate its use. The ques-
tion I can answer for you easily is “Given all the
changes in the decades since then, does the stat hold
up as an indicator?” 

The answer, surprisingly, is “Yes. Unequivocally.”
I’ll show you the particulars and explain why 

GS seems to hold up through pitching-rule changes,
mutation of the ball, and the construction of new,
mostly cozier ballparks that have led to what is popu-
larly felt to be a hitter’s era.

Later in this article, I’ll explain why GS is truly a sig-
nificant measure that shows off the inventor’s brilliance
and is something we should pay more attention to.

WHAT IS GAME SCORE AND HOW DO WE USE IT?
Game Score is a measure of a starting pitcher’s per-
formance, one that synthesizes the value of both a
start’s quantity and its quality. 

The only widely distributed competitor is Quality
Start, a binary (“yes,” it was a quality start; “no,” it
wasn’t) measure. The Quality Start had a noble pur-
pose: to free the starting pitcher from the oppression of
the traditional won–lost record. And in its defense, it
is simple to “measure”—a start of at least six innings
where the pitcher gives up three or fewer earned runs
is a Quality Start.

Its limits, though, are too constraining. The binary
nature of the QS eliminates spectrum or shading. Fur-
ther, the baseline for what constitutes a Quality Start
should have been updated for the changed playing 
environment since MLB apparently juiced the ball after
the 1993 season. (Since then, the average start is
shorter and yields more runs on the average but still
maintains an equal probability of helping the team win
the game.) Game Score is more nuanced and useful.

Bill James cleverly calibrated Game Score to a scale
of 0 to 100 points, with 0 points being roughly the
worst start a pitcher could have, 100 being the best,
and 50 being the “average”.

Graph 1 shows the frequency distribution for each
Game Score, from 0 to 100, for the 2007 season. The
peak incidence of Game Scores is between about 42
and 65, with more below than above. James has
shown this shape to be pretty normal for distributions
of baseball accomplishment. 

You may notice there are several Game Scores
below the theoretical floor of zero. The low-end ex-
tremity for the 2007 season is a –12 delivered by
Milwaukee’s promising Yovani Gallardo in an August
8 start against the Rockies in Denver.

Brewers IP H R ER BB SO
Gallardo (L 4–2) 4.2 12 11 11 3 1

The high end was a 98 notched by Erik Bedard for 
Baltimore against the Rangers in Texas on July 7.

Orioles IP H R ER BB SO
Bedard (W 7–4) 9 3 0 0 0 15

James cleverly set up GS so that someone who had
mastered sixth-grade math could compute it from a
scorecard or a box score in about 15 seconds. GS is 
accessible because it doesn’t require long division or
decimal math, unlike ERA, which does. And, again,
you can get all the components from a newspaper box
score—such as the following pitching line (which I’ve
truncated, leaving in only the items you’d use) for a
roughly average start.

Rays IP H R ER BB SO
Shields (ND, 2–2) 7.0 6 4 2 1 2

Does “Game Score” Still Work in Today’s
High-Offense Game?

Jeff Angus
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Here’s the fastest way to compute it. Each game starts
at 50 (which we’ll roll in as the last piece of computa-
tion).

• +1 point for each out recorded (3 points for each
full inning, 1 point for each additional third of an
inning). In the example, 7 x 3 = 21 points.

• +2 points for each full inning completed after the
fourth inning. In the example, three full innings, 
3 x 2 = 6 points.

• –2 points for each hit surrendered. In the example,
6 x –2 = –12 points.

The sum of strikeouts minus walks (usually a posi-
tive number you add, sometimes a negative number
you subtract). In the example, 2 – 1 = +1 point.

• –4 points for each earned run and –2 points for 
each unearned run surrendered. In the example, 
2 x = �–4 = �–8 for the earned runs, and 2 x –2 for
the other, not earned, run, so �–4, added up to �–12.

• +50 as the baseline the pitcher starts with.

So, in the preceding Shields example: 21 + 6 equals 27
for the length of the start; minus 12 for the hits equals
15; plus 1 for the strikeouts minus walks equals 16;
minus 12 for the runs earned (and not) equals 4. Add
50 for the starting threshold, and the Game Score is
54, what James designed the system to describe as a
start a bit above average. This GS number, as you will
see later, argues that Shields’s start was above average
in several ways, and the GS more closely measures the
value of his start than ERA does (which, at 2.57 for
the game, probably overstates his contribution), or
won–lost record, which, at 0–0, screams an existential
nothingness about Shields’s effort.

GAME SCORE AS USED TODAY
Today, Game Score is applied too infrequently. 

Unlike a lot of the other sabermetric stats that
James and other researchers such as Dick Cramer and
Pete Palmer invented or brought to public attention,
GS hasn’t been internalized into the warp and weft of
fan or researcher discussions. None of the half–dozen
major-league organizations I’ve discussed pitching
with seem to use it for much. James, I discovered after
I finished the research for this study, uses it consis-
tently in his annuals, The Bill James Gold Mine,
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though without basing a lot of significant observation
on it. Researchers Mike Webber, Steve Treder, Rich
Lederer, and Dan Fox have made concrete men tions.
Sean Forman (who crafted a beautiful raw dataset for
me to work from for this study) presents GS as part of
the exhaustive game lines for pitch ers on game-log
pages of his incomparable Baseball Reference site. But
no one I can find has made an effort to promote 
or headline a starting pitcher’s contribution to the
team by using GS as a significant (and easy to “get”)
starting point.

My investigation has led me to the conclusion that
GS reveals enough about a pitching start that 
researchers should explore it further—not just for
other researchers but as a tool we can broadcast to the
larger, less sabermetric population.

HOW HAVE GAME SCORE’S AVERAGE RESULTS AND TAILS CHANGED
WITH MLB’S OFFENSIVE EFFLORESCENCE?
Remarkably, almost not at all. The changes have been
small.1

Mean Average
Year Game Score
1987 49.2
2007 48.3

The change over the past 20 years for the mean average
GS has changed less than a single point. The median
Game Score in MLB for the 2007 season was 49. 

So it’s consistent over time. But what makes it 
a good stat to proliferate beyond the stathead tribe? I 
believe there are three prerequisites for deciding which
statistics are worth trying to popularize. 

• The stat should mean something significant.

• The stat should retain the meaning of its numbers
when you apply it in varying contexts (such as
league and season).

• A stat one should try to popularize should not require
the 50th-percentile fan to use a calculator.

Further, the measure shouldn’t require adjustment by
a pro, like Pete Palmer’s very valuable (but impossible
to popularize) Adjusted Batting Runs or James’s own
flotilla of Runs Created formulæ (about two dozen of
them) that try to contextualize meaning over differing
playing environments.

Game Score, contrary to being a “garbage stat,”
nails all three prerequisites.

HOW MUCH HAVE GAME SCORES VARIED IN THE LAST 20 SEASONS? 
It’s fine to show
that two sea sons,
20 years apart,
have a similar set
of averages. But
the average of
any serious stat is
never a truth in it-
self; the aver age
is not the reality,
though the aver-
age may illustrate
a tiny facet of the
reality.

Before we ex-
plore how much
Game Scores have
varied over the
years, it’s important to mention that the 1987 season,
the one Bill James had as a backdrop for his tweaking
the measure and sharing it, was an outlier itself. In
1987, there was an offensive uptick fueled by a home-
run explosion. Sluggers like Kent Hrbek and Wally
Joyner set their career highs in taters. So did more con-
tact-oriented batters. Wade Boggs’s 24 home runs were
more than twice his second-highest seasonal output.
In between, gents such as Juan Samuel, whose 28
home runs that campaign eclipsed his second-most
prolific season of 19 round trips, joined the Pounder’s
Parade.2

But let me show you a chart that shows the rough
variation of the individual components. It’s “rough”
because one of the factors that shapes an individual
Game Score result is the number of full innings from
the fifth inning on that a pitcher labors. The following
chart is a composite average: all starters’ stats com-
bined, divided by the total number of starts. It is,
therefore, not precise in cases where there’s a wide di-
vergence in the distribution of outs recorded.3 We
cannot derive the precise average Game Score from the
average innings pitched per start because of the bonus
for innings completed from the fifth on. 

But the numbers are close enough to be strong 
indicators of change in the composite GS and in all 
the measures except for the fifth-inning-on bonus. The
fifth-inning-on bonus presented here is the composite,
and therefore only an estimate.

GS Points Difference from 1987
Year TOTAL Outs IP>4 H BB K ER UER
2007 –0.3 –0.3 –0.6 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.00 0.2
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An interesting aside of marginal 
relevance: For all the whining about
the diminished endurance of starters,
the numbers indicate that, while 
innings pitched per start is going
down a little, the number of batters
faced is essentially the same. See
the chart in appendix C. It shows
that plate appearances (batters
faced) per start has gone down 1 
per start in the past 20 years. A dif-
ference of 1 batter per start since
then––when Michael Jackson was
“Bad” and Twisted Sister was a hot
ticket––and now. 



Negative numbers indicate an erosion of Game Score
component averages. Positive numbers have raised the
average GS since 1987.

As you can see, none of the components varies even
by a full point. The changes between the composite
average in 1987 and 2007:

• Shorter average outings by starting pitching shaved
about a point (.9) from composite average Game
Score.

• More strikeouts per start and fewer walks per start
added about half a point (.6) to composite average
Game Score.

• A lower number of unearned runs added a soupçon
(.2) to composite average GS.

There’s a legitimate argument that an exceptional
baseline year, such as 1987, is a bad foundation be-
cause comparing a baseline with extraordinarily high
offense to a year such as 2007, which was normal for
a big offensive era, is going to dampen larger differ-
ences. So, what about 1988 (a particularly good year
for pitchers) or 1994 (powered by probably the liveli-
est ball since the 1950s)?

Both years were extreme within the evolving norm
for Major League Baseball. And both years varied 
noticeably from Game Score norms since 1987. But
neither varied by enough to render Game Score a stat
that needs a proliferation of special variants to make
GS deliver the thumbnail results it aims to produce.

More slugging appears to have led to harder swing-
ing, which, apparently, increased strikeouts per starter
inning while diminishing walks per starter inning. And
while gross numbers of hits have gone up, outings by
starters have also become slightly shorter, offsetting to
some degree the effects of the increase in strikeouts
and decrease in walks.

I also believe (but have no numbers to support)
that management and coaching tend to counter the
kinds of trends that have mutated the game since
1987. In an environment where homers are more
prevalent—which, in turn, makes walks more costly—
pitching coaches develop tactics to help their charges
diminish walks. They invest more in studying ways to
limit exposure to homers. And pitchers who are walk-
or homer-prone are marginally less likely to be drafted
or invested in once drafted. The game, in sum, is an
evolving system with some gravitational fields that
tend to counteract disruptive trends.

Whether you agree with that last supposition or

not, you can see from the following table just how
minor the changes to components of composite aver-
age Game Score have been in the past 20 seasons.

GS Points Difference from 1987
Year TOTAL Outs IP>4 H BB K ER UER
1988 2.1 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.2 –0.1 1.1 0.1
1989 1.7 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 –0.2 1.4 0.0
1990 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 –0.2 1.2 0.1
1991 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 –0.1 1.0 0.1
1992 1.8 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 –0.2 1.3 0.1
1993 0.3 0.0 0.1 –0.1 0.1 –0.2 0.3 0.1
1994 –0.4 0.0 0.0 –0.2 0.0 0.1 –0.4 0.1
1995 –0.3 –0.2 –0.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0
1996 –0.9 –0.1 –0.2 –0.1 0.1 0.2 –0.6 0.0
1997 0.3 –0.1 –0.2 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.1
1998 0.0 0.0 0.0 –0.1 0.1 0.4 –0.3 0.1
1999 –1.3 –0.2 –0.4 –0.1 –0.1 0.1 –0.8 0.1
2000 –1.3 –0.2 –0.3 –0.1 –0.1 0.2 –0.9 0.1
2001 0.0 –0.2 –0.3 0.0 0.2 0.3 –0.1 0.1
2002 0.4 –0.2 –0.3 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1
2003 0.0 –0.2 –0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
2004 –0.3 –0.2 –0.4 0.1 0.2 0.2 –0.1 0.1
2005 0.6 –0.1 –0.2 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.2
2006 –0.5 –0.3 –0.5 0.0 0.2 0.1 –0.2 0.1
2007 –0.3 –0.3 –0.6 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.2

Game Scores were higher in 1988, as the leagues sac-
rificed some hitting for pitching. But 1988 shows 
the biggest divergence in average Game Score from
1987 since, well, 1987:
2 points per start. After
1993, the average GS
started coming down,
but since 2001 it’s been
hovering in a narrow
range, with variation af-
fecting average GS being
under a single point. 

IT’S EASY TO COMPUTE AND CONSISTENT ENOUGH OVER TIME,
BUT WHAT MAKES IT SIGNIFICANT ENOUGH TO PAY ATTENTION TO?
The Game Score proves to be a magnificent indicator
of the most important thing a starting pitcher can do:
Give his team a chance to win the ballgame.

Bill James knows this. (He’s written about it, tan-
gentially.) Everyone else I cited who uses GS knows
this, I think. But they don’t follow up and apply that
knowledge broadly.

Let me make the argument for the significance of
GS this way. 

A starting pitcher’s Game Score correlates remark-
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The average Game Score 
for starters in a season has 
been stable, certainly stable
enough to validate GS as a
great tool to describe the per-
formance of starting pitchers
through changing contexts.



ably well with ability of
the starter’s team to
win. That is, if you chart
the winning percentage
for major-league teams
at each Game Score, you
see the correlation be-
tween the starter’s GS
and the team’s likelihood of winning—the higher 
the GS, the greater the probability the team will win
the game. 

The following chart reflects this distribution, show-
ing the winning percentage for all games pitched by a
starter at each Game Score. You’ll find the raw data for
the chart as appendix A, at the end of the article.

When James wrote his 1988 essay, he presented a
table that showed the strong correlation between the
starter’s Game Score and the team’s winning percent-
age. He used 10-point ranges to chunk the information.
While this is sensible as a first cut at examining the
results, I find his ranges more arbitrary than what he
would have crafted were he looking for deeper signif-
icance. (With ranges such as 60–69 and 50–59, a game
score of 62 is batched with a 68, six points away, but

not with a 59, three points away.)  I followed the pat-
tern of his table for the 2007 data to show similarities
and differences using his chosen ranges; they appear
in their entirety as appendix B. Note, in the subset of
that chart (see below), that every 10-point range fea-
tures a higher win percentage than does the range
below it, with one exception (the two bottom ranges
for 1987, representing a small number of cases).

The biggest difference worth noting between the
1987 and 2007 numbers is that Game Scores from 40
through 49 were 4 percent more likely to generate a
win for the starter’s team in 2007 than in 1987.

1987 2007
Team Win % Range Team Win %

93% 90–99 100%
93% 80–89 93%
84% 70–79 82%
73% 60–69 72%
58% 50–59 60%
42% 40–49 46%
26% 30–39 28%
20% 20–29 18%
10% 10–19 10%
23% Up to 9 4%
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A team win is baseball’s
most basic currency. Any-
thing a player does that
increases the probability 
of his team winning is
adding value.

Analysis and chart rendered in Tableau Desktop 3.5, courtesy of Tableau Software 

Graph 2. Game Scores Affect Team Wins, 2007
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MEANINGFUL RANGES FOR GAME SCORES
I think moving ranges are more flexible and show that,
even when more finely graded, the correlation be-
tween increasing GS and increasing team wins holds
up. While James shows fixed 10-point ranges, I’ll show
you that the relationship between GS and team wins is
clear even in more graduated pieces.

The table below shows the percentage of games a
team won in 2007 with a specific Game Score plus or
minus 2. For example, the row that shows a game
score of 49 +/–2 shows the win percentage for a team
whose starter notched a GS of 51 through 47, while 50
+/–2 shows win percentage for a team that had a
starter with any GS of 52 through 48.4

It’s worth noting that, in the previous table, while
James originally hoped to design a measure where a
Game Score of 50 would win 50 percent of the games
for the starter’s team, even at 47 +/–2 a team will win
a little more than that. A glance at appendix A will
confirm it’s not a fluke of the +/–2, but the rawer
numbers show scores as low as 46 being good enough
to support a team’s winning more than 50 percent of
the time.

SO IF IT IS IMPORTANT, HOW SHOULD WE USE IT?
Bill James himself has suggested using the tool to ad-
just one’s perception of a starter’s seasonal won–lost
record. When he first wrote about the measure—back
when Dirty Dancing blew away the box-office numbers
for Gone with the Wind and Buddy Biancalana cele-
brated his age-27 season with an OPS+ of 3—James

sug gested tracking two stats derivative of GS, Tough
Losses and Cheap Wins. He suggested a Tough Loss
was a game where a starter posted a Game Score of 50
or better but got the loss, and a Cheap Win was a start
where he got the victory with a GS under 50.

Every season is stuffed with instances of starters
who pitch consistently well with poor run support and
have losing records (or, at the other extreme, average
less than 5 innings for 20 starts while yielding 4.3 runs
each start and have an 8–7 record over them).5

What I like about James’s suggestion is its cleanli-
ness. The break point at 50 seems logical, and it’s easy
to remember. And any rational proposal to fix the 
popular misperception that the won–lost record of 
an individual pitcher holds a lot of insight into his
quality is a worthwhile effort.

In 2007, Jake Peavy of the San Diego Padres led MLB with 27 Game Score
Wins, against only 7 Game Score Losses.
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GS range Win %
75+ 89%
74 +/˗ 2 82%
73 +/˗� 2 80%
72 +/˗� 2 79%
71 +/˗� 2 80%
70 +/˗� 2 79%
69 +/˗� 2 78%
68 +/˗� 2 78%
67 +/˗� 2 78%
66 +/˗� 2 77%
65 +/˗� 2 77%
64 +/˗� 2 74%
63 +/˗� 2 72%
62 +/˗� 2 67%
61 +/˗� 2 65%
60 +/˗� 2 62%
59 +/˗� 2 62%
58 +/˗� 2 63%
57 +/�˗ 2 64%
56 +/˗� 2 62%

GS range Win %
55 +/˗� 2 61%
54 +/�˗ 2 58%
53 +/�˗ 2 56%
52 +/�˗ 2 56%
51 +/�˗ 2 56%
50 +/�˗ 2 56%
49 +/�˗ 2 54%
48 +/�˗ 2 54%
47 +/�˗ 2 51%
46 +/�˗ 2 50%
45 +/�˗ 2 46%
44 +/�˗ 2 46%
43 +/�˗ 2 42%
42 +/�˗ 2 40%
41 +/�˗ 2 37%
40 +/�˗ 2 35%
39 +/�˗ 2 33%
38 +/�˗ 2 33%
37 +/�˗ 2 30%
36 +/�˗ 2 28%

GS range Win %
35 +/˗� 2 27%
34 +/�˗ 2 27%
33 +/�˗ 2 24%
32 +/�˗ 2 25%
31 +/�˗ 2 26%
30 +/�˗ 2 23%
29 +/�˗ 2 19%
28 +/�˗ 2 18%
27 +/�˗ 2 17%
26 +/�˗ 2 17%
25 +/�˗ 2 19%
24 +/�˗ 2 21%
23 +/�˗ 2 21%
22 +/�˗ 2 19%
21 +/�˗ 2 17%
20 +/�˗ 2 16%
19 +/�˗ 2 12%
18 & less 8%
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However, I don’t propose we make use of GS by
proliferating these derivatives. For one thing, James
knew even then that Game Scores of 50 would yield
better than .500 results (as did a GS of 49). So I be-
lieve his anchor point is misplaced. In addition, I think
there’s a middle band of Game Scores that should
qualify for neither; a grey zone in the middle where
the team’s game prospects are between “should be
confident of winning” and “can expect to lose.”

A DRAFT PROPOSAL
I have a draft proposal for a season measure that’s a
derivative of Game Score. 

The measure isn’t as tidy-looking as James’s break
point at 50, and I think if I looked at the fine details of
multiple years of game logs, I would probably tweak
the break points. But here’s a straw man we can play
with that delivers a new version of won–lost record,
using Game Scores, that reflects each starter’s contri-
butions to his team’s record better than do the
won–lost records currently tracked.

For the purpose of this proposal, I’ll give this meas-
ure the working name “Game Score Won–Lost” (GSWL,
pronounced “Gaz–Wall”). Let me pitch how it works.

For all starts where the pitcher earns a GS of 55 or
higher, the pitcher earns a Game Score Win, recogniz-
ing a game where his start gave his team a clear chance
to win, whether the team went on to win or not.

For all games where the pitcher earns a GS of 43 or
lower, the pitcher earns a Game Score Loss, a game
where he set his team up to lose, whether they went
on to lose or not.

For the roughly one quarter of all starts that fall 
between (a GS of 54 through 44, what I’ll call “Game
Score Tweeners”), split them down the middle into
two halves. Assign one half to Game Score Wins 
and one half to Game Score Losses. If the Game Score
Tweeners are an odd number, round the Wins half
“up” and truncate the Losses half down. This is not
capricious, it’s based on the fact that team winning
percentage when the starter pitches a game that earns
between 54 and 44 is .528, a little higher than even.

Relation of Game Score to Team Wins, 2007
Game
Score Team Team Team Number % of
Ranges Win % Wins Losses of Games Games
55+ .728 1,365 511 1,876 39

54 to 44 .528 626 559 1,185 24
43– .244 440 1,361 1,801 37

Total up the Game Score Wins and Game Score Losses
and you get a season measure that looks like a tradi-
tional won–lost record, which I like because it’s easy
for the uninitiated to map to an existing measure they
think they understand.

IS GSWL FAIR? IS IT ACCURATE?
I think Game Score Won Lost (GSWL) is fair in that a
pitcher gets credit for a “win” in the cases where the
team can expect to win about three quarters of the
time, and he gets a “loss” in the cases where his per-
formance puts the team in a situation where they can
expect to lose about three quarters of the time.

We could just as easily ignore the Tweeners as
divvy them up, but I lean toward leaving them in. For
one thing, if you do, a pitcher’s GSWL more accurately
reflects the number of starts the pitcher has (an im-
provement over the traditional W–L system). Parsing
the leftover Tweener games allows you to allow for the
pitchers who consistently throw in the middle range
(2007 Kyle Kendrick, average GS = 50, 9 Tweeners of
20 starts) and reveals some differences from those 
who throw a higher concentration of GS Wins and GS
Losses with the same average GS (2007 Ubaldo “No,
You–Baldo” Jímenez, Average GS = 50, 2 Tweeners of
15 starts).

So a GSWL that reflects number of starts helps 
a reader better ascertain quantity along with quality.

Starts Avg Game GSWL w/o GSWL w/
Starter 2007 Score Tweeners Tweeners
Jímenez 15 50 8–5 9–6
Kendrick 20 50 6–5 11–9

Kendrick labored more and achieved the same season-
average Game Score. With the Tweeners removed, the
stat would broadcast that Jímenez worked a little more
and achieved a more positive result for the season
(same number of losses, a couple of more wins). With
the Tweeners added in, Kendrick’s bigger workload is
reified and he looks almost comparable on quality.
And either is more informative than Quality Starts
(Kendrick 13, Jímenez 9).

Another cool side-benefit of including Tweeners is
that the result delivers season won–lost counts that
look more like twentieth-century baseball. There are
20-game winners using GSWL. Here are some final
numbers for GSWL (with Tweeners) for the 2007 sea-
son, including all the 20-game GSWL winners.6
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Starters, GSWL 20-Game Winners, 2007

This example shows that, while GSWL tends to con-
firm many preconceptions (the appearance of any of
the top 9 on the previous table should be a surprise to
no one who paid a lot of attention to the 2007 season),
the measure allows us to find some overshadowed
achievers. 

How can you not love the total justice of Matt Cain
(median GS = 58) getting a GSWL of 22–9, the poor
bustard having pitched in the top 15 percent of starters
only to be embossed with a traditional W–L mark of
7–16, below even the dreaded Boom-Boom Beck Line.

A measure is worthwhile only if it shows off ac-
complishment at both ends of the spectrum. The
bottom of the GSWL table shows off prolific losers
pretty well, I think.

Starters, GSWL, Lowest Scores, 2007

There were only a pair of 20-game GSWL losers in
2007: the Phillies’ Adam Eaton (his 10–10 traditional
W–L record was enhanced by the Phils’ ability to score
in his starts, notching 3 or fewer runs in only 8 of 
his starts), and a surprising guest appearance by the
Marlins’ Scott Olsen. Olsen’s 10–15 traditional W–L
record was actually hiding some of the deficits in his
overall game-by-game performance. Odalis “Friend of
David Hasselhoff” Perez, GSWL 7–19 . . . proving, I

think for all time, that, if you have really marginal
stuff, “pitching to contact”7 is Russian roulette with six
bullets.

CONCLUSION
I believe I’ve shown compelling evidence that supports
my idea that Game Score is the single most useful
measure that a broad range of fans can calculate in
real time to gauge the value of a starter’s performance
to his team in the most important measure of success:
the team’s ability to win a game.

• Game Score is a finer measure than Quality Start
and appears to keep its relationship to winning
through more contexts.

• Game Score measures beautifully a starter’s abil-
ity to deliver an important goal: the likelihood of
his team winning the game.

• Game Score is calculated through universally 
accessible components, and the calculations re-
quired are accessible to all.

Despite James’s humble stance about his invention, I
believe it’s got some serious applications, and I’d like
to see us popularize it beyond the SABR community. �
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Starter GSW GSL
Peavy, SD 27 7
Santana, Minn 26 7
Lackey, LAA 25 7
Haren, Oak 25 9
Sabathia, Cle 24 9
Smoltz, Atl 24 8
Webb, Az 24 10
Bedard, Bal 23 5
Beckett, Bos 23 7
Snell, Pit 22 10
Penny, LAN 22 11
Shields, TB 22 8
Cain, SF 22 9
Carmona, Cle 22 9
Hudson, Atl 22 10

Starter GSW GSL
Kazmir, TB 22 11
Escobar, LAA 21 9
Vazquez, ChA 21 9
Lilly, ChN 21 10
Oswalt, Hou 21 10
Verlander, Det 21 10
Francis, Col 21 13
Harang, Cin 21 13
Young, SD 21 8
Meche, KC 21 12
Zambrano, ChN 21 12
Halladay, Tor 20 10
R. Hill, ChN 20 12
Maine, NYN 20 12
Pettitte, NYA 20 14

Starter GSW GSL
Willis, Fla 16 18
Gaudin, Oak 15 18
Suppan, Mil 14 19
Jackson, TB 13 18
Morris, Pit 13 18
Byrd, Cle 12 18
Chico, Was 12 19

Starter GSW GSL
Millwood, Tx 12 18
Olsen, Fla 12 21
Belisle, Cin 11 19
Davies, –– 10 18
Eaton, Phi 9 20
Perez, KC 7 19
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In 2007, Johan Santana of the Minnesota Twins led the American League
with 26 Game Score Wins, against only 7 Game Score Losses.
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Games w/ Team Team
GS That GS W L
98 1 1 0
95 2 2 0
94 1 1 0
93 2 2 0
92 1 1 0
91 1 1 0
90 1 1 0
89 3 3 0
88 3 3 0
87 1 1 0
86 10 8 2
85 6 6 0
84 4 3 1
83 4 4 0
82 12 12 0
81 21 20 1
80 19 17 2
79 17 14 3
78 27 25 2
77 32 28 4
76 34 28 6
75 35 30 5
74 29 21 8
73 45 36 9
72 48 42 6
71 60 45 15
70 51 39 12
69 56 45 11
68 75 58 17
67 82 66 16
66 99 75 24
65 90 71 19
64 101 74 27
63 90 70 20

Games w/ Team Team
GS That GS W L
62 110 73 37
61 97 63 34
60 103 56 47
59 91 56 35
58 95 59 36
57 108 74 34
56 95 63 32
55 114 68 46
54 102 53 49
53 107 62 45
52 116 63 53
51 109 60 49
50 114 69 45
49 123 64 59
48 113 68 45
47 101 44 57
46 101 53 48
45 91 43 48
44 108 47 61
43 91 39 52
42 93 39 54
41 80 28 52
40 81 28 53
39 78 24 54
38 82 26 56
37 79 24 55
36 81 29 52
35 66 12 54
34 67 13 54
33 65 18 47
32 63 22 41
31 70 16 54
30 53 11 42
29 52 13 39

Games w/ Team Team
GS That GS W L
28 60 8 52
27 57 8 49
26 59 10 49
25 46 8 38
24 50 12 38
23 47 10 37
22 33 9 24
21 40 6 34
20 41 3 38
19 32 5 27
18 21 3 18
17 26 2 24
16 24 3 21
15 34 5 29
14 17 1 16
13 27 2 25
12 14 0 14
11 13 1 12
10 10 0 10
9 9 0 9
8 7 0 7
7 5 0 5
6 6 1 5
5 2 1 1
4 5 0 5
3 1 0 1
2 4 0 4
–2 2 0 2
–3 2 0 2
–4 2 0 2
–6 1 0 1
–11 2 0 2
–12 1 0 1
Total 4,862 2,431 2,431

APPENDIX B. Game Scores in 1987 versus 2007
Frequency of GS in Ranges, Team Win Percentage in Each Range This table presents for ten ranges of game score results
how frequently each occurred in 1987 and 2007, what percentage of MLB’s starts fell into that range, and what the team
win percentage was for all the starts in that range.

% of % of
1987 Games 1987 2007 Games 2007
Games Win % Range Win % Games
15 0.4 .933 90–99 1.000 0.2 9
149 4 .933 80–89 .928 2 83
360 9 .839 70–79 .815 8 378
12 17 .728 60–69 .721 19 903
860 20 .580 50–59 .597 22 1051
817 19 .421 40–49 .461 20 982
697 17 .258 30–39 .277 14 704
472 11 .201 20–29 .179 10 485
115 3 .096 10–19 .101 4 218
13 0.3 .231 Up to 9 .041 1 49

APPENDIX A. Raw Data for 2007 Game Scores
This table presents each Game Score that a starter got during the 2007 regular season, how many starts featured 
that GS, and the team’s wins and losses (not the starter’s wins and losses) when the starter notched that GS.



Notes 
1. I didn’t compute the 1987 mean. Bill James wrote it in his Game Score

essay that appeared in the 1988 Baseball Abstract.
2. And 1987 was the year the Houston Astros gave up their explosion-in-a-

paint-factory unis in favor of muted, corporate-dull duds; this fact has
nothing to with the offensive surge.

3. So if, for example, in 1987, starters averaged 6 1/3 innings per start but
with low variation and with 12 percent lasting under 5 innings (where
they would start racking up bonus points for innings completed), while in
2007 starters averaged 6 innings per start but 19 percent didn’t complete
the fifth innings, but more starts went deeper so as to equalize the aver-
age, these numbers would diverge from actuals, which I can’t compute
for 1987 because I don’t have the raw data.

4. I combined all scores of 75 and above and all scores of 18 and lower 
because each GS in those areas is relatively scarce (each tail is 5 percent
of the total) and there are many missing slots in those ranges.

5. Horacio Ramirez, Mariners, 2007.
6. Note that there were 30 starters who were GSWL 20-game winners, 

and there are 30 MLB teams. Coincidence, synchronicity or “Intelligent
Design”? Only Carl Everett knows. Or merely thinks he does.

7. Grant Sterling said of pitching to contact, “Pitching to contact has 
exactly the same record of success as appeasing Hitler.” There’s no vital
reason to cite this except it’s one of my favorite recent baseball quotes,
because Dr. Sterling is one of the smartest baseball minds I know, and
because I suspect it’s true for a lot more pitchers than pitching coaches
would like to think.
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DOES GAME SCORE DISCRIMINATE 
AGAINST STRIKEOUT PITCHERS?

One reviewer of this article asked an interesting question.
“Is Game Score unfair to strikeout pitchers?”
Game Score incorporates strikeouts into the total assigned

points. Strikeouts count as +1. Outs count as +1, so an out
that the pitcher forged from a strikeout increases his Game
Score +2. On the surface, it doesn’t seem that pitchers who
earn their outs through strikeouts are being discriminated
against. 
But to be sure, I ran a test, using ~16,300 pitcher starts

from Scoresheet (1957–2007)—starts that had Game
Scores in the most sensitive area: 54 through 49, a range
where the curve of team won–lost percentage is sharpest
and so where overall performance most affects outcomes.
The results are strongly suggestive that bias against

strikeout pitchers is not an issue. If there was a bias, pitch-
ers likely would average lower scores with higher Ks or higher
scores with lower Ks, or both. The results:

None of those effects appear in this 50-year sample of
mid-range games. As a Game Score advocate might point
out, if GS is fair, one would expect a higher K count to deliver
a higher Game Score result. And to the degree that there is
a change in K count as the Game Score goes up, K count goes
up slightly, and not down.
Higher Game Scores are a little more likely to be associ-

ated with higher-K games than with lower-K games.
(Logically enough, since the strikeouts directly affect Game
Score.) At this point I can find no indication that Game Score
is biased against strikeout pitchers.
I don’t believe this closes the book firmly on the issue. It’s

merely a very strong indication there is no bias against. Some-
one convinced that this effect does exist could slice and dice
the data in other interesting ways to try to uncover bias.

Relation of Game Score to Strikeouts, 1957–2007
Game Score K Win Pct.
54 4.0 .5600
53 4.0 .5332
52 3.9 .5146
51 3.9 .4974
50 3.8 .4817
49 3.7 .4391

Total 
16,377 games 3.9 .5052
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The trend of sum of St–PApG for Starters. The view is filtered on Exclusions (Starters),
which specifies a set.

Plate Appearances (PA) per Start, 1987–2007

APPENDIX C
Mean Number of Batters Faced by Starters per Outing, 1987–2007



Tris Speaker, considered one of the greatest hit-
ters and center fielders of all time, is rarely
considered a great manager, though his rallying

the Cleveland Indians to the 1920 world championship
after the death of Ray Chapman is readily acknowl-
edged. His remarkable achievement of managing the
Indians in 1921—keeping them in the pennant race
against all odds (until a ninth-inning rally against 
the Yankees on September 26 fell just short)—has been
overlooked. The elements of that success were the
same as those of 1920. How those teams were assem-
bled and how Speaker ran them reveal a special
managerial and leadership skill set. 

Speaker, who took over as manager of the Indians
on July 19, 1919, guided them to a remarkable 40–21

mark for the rest of that season. He had a superb eye
for talent and a special ability to draw out the best in
his men. Grantland Rice called him “an alert, hustling,
magnetic leader, who can get 100 per cent out of his
material.”1 That he could do. Equally important, he 
secured that “material” by seeing potential where 
others did not. In a Cleveland Plain Dealer article head-
lined “Spoke Converts Discards into Valuable Assets,”
Henry P. Edwards noted that Speaker should be known
as the “Miracle Man.”2

Speaker acquired pitchers who had failed and been
rejected elsewhere, men in whom he “saw some-
thing.” First there was Ray Caldwell. Traded away by
the Yankees after the 1918 season, the alcoholic pitcher
was waived by the struggling Red Sox the following
August and appeared to be finished. Speaker signed
him later that month, shortly after taking over as 
Indians manager. As Franklin Lewis related in his his-
tory of the Indians, Speaker used reverse psychology in
Caldwell’s contract:

“After each game he pitches, Ray Caldwell must
get drunk. He is not to report to the clubhouse the next
day. The second day he is to report to Manager
Speaker and run around the ball park as many times
as Manager Speaker stipulates. The third day he is to
pitch batting practice, and the fourth day he is to pitch
in a championship game.”3

Caldwell went 5–1 with a 1.71 earned run average
for the Tribe in 1919. One of those wins was a no-hit-
ter against his old team, the Yankees. Another was a
game in which he was struck by lightning in the ninth
inning; he recovered and finished the game.4 In 1920
he continued his spectacular comeback when he 
fashioned a 20–10 record. Under Speaker’s tutelage,
Caldwell was able to keep his drinking under control.

A year after picking up Caldwell, Speaker acquired
minor league pitcher Duster Mails from Sacramento of
the Pacific Coast League. After pitching for the Brooklyn
Robins in 1915 and 1916, Mails had spent three seasons
in the minors. “I didn’t deliberately try to dust them
off,” he explained. “I couldn’t make the ball go where
I wanted it to go.”5 (He had an 0–2 record with 14 walks
and 16 strikeouts in 221⁄3 innings with Brooklyn.)

Speaker had been following Mails’s progress in the
Coast League, where he won 37 games in 1919–20. 
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Manager Speaker
Steve Steinberg

Tris Speaker is remembered more for his performance on the playing
field than for his results as a manager. But in 1920–21 his personnel
moves, tactics, and leadership generated outstanding results for the
Cleveland Indians.
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“I have been trying to get Mails for a year past. . . . I
have had Mails in mind for some time and he came to
us when he did only after long bargaining and plan-
ning.”6 Mails joined the Indians for the late-season
stretch, and he won seven games—including two
shutouts—against no losses with a 1.85 earned run 
average. In the 1920 World Series he pitched 152⁄3
scoreless innings and won one game.

Speaker picked up pitcher Allan Sothoron in the
middle of the 1921 season, after he had been released by
the Browns and the Red Sox, where he gave up 25
earned runs in 332⁄3 innings. Speaker had noticed a flaw
in Sothoron’s delivery and thought he was tipping his
pitches. Sothoron regained his effectiveness and proved
to be a critical addition for Cleveland in 1921.7 He had
a 12–4 record with a 3.24 earned run average.

Speaker also was able to work youngsters into the
lineup in the midst of fierce pennant races, where they
performed very well from the start. After the death of
shortstop Ray Chapman in August 1920, 21-year-old
Joe Sewell was purchased from New Orleans. A recent
team captain at the University of Alabama, Sewell took
batting practice each morning against lefty Mails.
Speaker wanted the left-handed-hitting rookie to build
up his confidence.8 Sewell hit .329 in those final weeks
of the season and, in his first full season, 1921, .318
with 36 doubles.

When Indians’ second baseman Bill Wambsganss
was injured in spring training in 1921, Speaker signed

Riggs Stephenson—who had been Sewell’s double-
play partner in college—directly from the University
of Alabama. He responded with a .330 batting average
that year.

The Indians brought up another youngster in 1921,
Joe Sewell’s brother Luke. He appeared in only three
games that first season—the first, however, of a
twenty-year career in the major leagues.

Speaker reclaimed the careers of position players
as well, not only pitchers. Detroit sportswriter H. G.
Salsinger recognized Speaker’s personnel skills. “He
[Speaker] has proved himself one of the greatest base
ball leaders of all time. . . . [and is noted for his] dex-
trous [sic] handling of players.”9

Note: The following discussion notes the offensive 
improvements in a number of Speaker’s players in 1920
and 1921. While this was the start of the so-called
Lively Ball Era, the improvement in his players is 
still significant. While playing under Speaker, many of
his men had tremendous turnarounds that could 
not be explained entirely by the introduction of the
lively ball.10

A key transaction that paved the way for the Indians’
success was their trade, on March 1, 1919, of the 
difficult and temperamental Braggo Roth to the Phila-
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Duster Mails returned to
the major leagues in the
heat of the 1920 pennant
race, after three years of
exile in the minors. He
played a key role in the
Indians’ winning the AL
pennant and the World
Series.
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Speaker nurtured both veterans and youngsters. Joe Sewell took over
after the death of Ray Chapman and blossomed in 1921 as one of the
best shortstops in the game, on the way to a Hall of Fame career.
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delphia Athletics for Larry Gardner, Charlie Jamieson,
and Elmer Myers. While Speaker was not the Tribe’s
manager quite yet, he pushed for the deal.11 Franklin
Lewis goes further and describes Speaker’s presence
in the trade talks.12

In his history of the Indians, Lewis describes
Speaker’s role with the Indians before he took over 
as the team’s manager, replacing Lee Fohl. ”The Fohl–
Speaker combination was formed almost immediately
upon the arrival of the Texan in Cleveland. Spoke was
the natural field leader, and Fohl recognized his strength
and adaptability promptly.”13

Third baseman Larry Gardner had been a team-
mate of Tris Speaker on the Red Sox for several
seasons, and a fixture in the Boston infield for a
decade, before coming to the Athletics early in 1918.
After joining the Indians in the spring of 1919, Gardner
revitalized his career and, in his mid-thirties, averaged
over .300 the next four seasons, 1919 to 1922. 

Outfielder Charlie Jamieson had done little with the
Nationals (1915–17) or the Athletics (1917–18). Over
those four seasons he hit an aggregate .235 and never
had an on-base percentage above .341. At the last
minute, Speaker asked Connie Mack to include him 
in the Gardner trade, and Mack agreed.14 Speaker re-
placed the aging Jack Graney with Jamieson during
the 1920 season, and Charlie went on to have several
sensational years at the plate with Cleveland, includ-
ing two in which he hit above .340 and had an on-base
percentage above .400.

In his eighteen-year career in the majors, Jamieson

hit .303 with 1,990 hits and an on-base percentage of
.378. He later called Speaker “my best friend. He was
the one who helped me get traded to Cleveland.”15

First baseman Tioga George Burns was another key
Speaker acquisition. Hughie Jennings and the Detroit
Tigers had given up on him after he hit .226 in 1917.
Speaker bought him from Connie Mack’s Athletics on
May 29, 1920.16 Historian Norman Macht noted that
Mack was willing to give him up because Philadelphia
fans were riding Burns mercilessly after he dropped
some fly balls.17 Speaker instilled confidence in Burns,
who responded with seven straight seasons of batting
above .300, starting in 1921, including four seasons
above .325. In 1926 he won the award as the most
valuable player in the American League, hitting .358
with 64 doubles.

Steve O’Neill was a fine defensive catcher but, be-
fore Speaker took over the helm of the Indians, a weak
hitter. O’Neill had hit above .253 only once, and his
on-base percentage had never reached .350, when he
hit .289 in 1919. He hit between .311 and .322 the next
three seasons, when his on-base percentage was above
.400. Speaker gave O’Neill three specific tips to help
him at bat.18

1. Go to the plate thinking you’ll get a hit.
2. Outthink the pitcher.
3. Don’t swing at bad balls. 
Speaker converted third baseman Joe Evans to an

outfielder. He had never played in the outfield until
1920. A .214 hitter before 1920, he hit .342 the next
two seasons.
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Larry Gardner, Speaker's former team-
mate, revitalized his career after Speaker
acquired him in the spring of 1919 from
the Athletics, with whom he had a one-
year stint between his ten years with
Boston and what would become six more
seasons with the Indians. In his early thir-
ties by the time he moved to Cleveland,
the third baseman responded to the trade
with four outstanding seasons, 1919–22,
averaging over .300. He had played some
second and shortstop as well as third 
for the Red Sox before becoming their
everyday third baseman in 1912. He was
remembered in Boston for driving in the
winning run, with a sacrifice fly, in the
bottom of the tenth in the deciding game
of the 1912 World Series.
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On February 24, 1917, Smoky Joe Wood joined his
former Red Sox roommate and pal, who was now with
the Indians. “Undoubtedly,” Franklin Lewis wrote,
“Wood came to the Indians on Tris’s recommenda-
tion.”19 Charles Alexander notes that the $15,000
James Dunn paid Boston to acquire Wood was far
above his “market value” at the time.20 With his arm
“gone” and his career as a pitcher over, Wood made a
terrific comeback as an everyday player. Actually, he
had been a decent hitter as a pitcher. In the four years
1910 through 1913, he hit .273 (92 hits in 337 at bats),
including four home runs, four triples, and 24 doubles.

First baseman Wheeler “Doc” Johnston never hit
above .280 before 1919. He hit under .250 from 1909
to 1918 and then almost .300 from 1919 to 1921. The
Burns and Johnston deals cost the Indians less than
$10,000.21 The Indians reacquired outfielder Elmer
Smith on June 13, 1917. (They had traded him away
the previous August.) In 1920 and 1921 Smith had ca-
reer years, hitting .303 with 28 home runs. 

Tris Speaker was also far ahead of his time in how he
used his players. He was an early advocate of pla-
tooning long before the word even existed in the
baseball lexicon.22 The concept of playing left-handed
hitters to face right-handed pitchers and vice versa had
awkward names at the time, including “double-batting
shift,” “interchangeable players,” “switch-around play-

ers,” and “reversible outfield.”23 Speaker himself called
it his “triple shift” because he employed the tactic at
three positions: first base and two outfielders.24 (The
one outfielder Speaker did not platoon was himself.) 

Bill James has written that Speaker instituted the
“first extensive platooning” in 1920.25 James also noted
that there was little discussion about the practice at
the time. Yet one person did comment on it—with
harsh criticism. In 1921, John B. Sheridan, the re-
spected columnist of The Sporting News, wrote.

“The specialist in baseball is no good and won’t go
very far. . . . The whole effect of the system will be to
make the players affected half men. . . . It is farewell,
a long farewell to all that player’s chance of greatness.
. . . It destroys young ball players by destroying their
most precious quality— confidence in their ability to
hit any pitcher, left or right, alive, dead, or waiting to
be born.”26

Three years later he was still passionate on the 
subject, that such substituting was “spoon-feeding
baseball players. Giving them setups. Making things
soft for them. Coddling them. Softening them morally.
. . . Hell’s Bells, the only way to make a young man
worth a cent is to put him out there when things are
hard for them.”27

What little other commentary there was about
Speaker’s system was somewhat supportive. In De-
cember 1920, in an article about Elmer Smith, Baseball
Magazine noted that Speaker’s system of alternating
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After Joe Wood’s stellar career as a
pitcher ended in his mid-twenties, the 
Indians acquired him, Speaker’s old Red
Sox roommate. The $15,000 that Tribe
ownder James Dunn paid Boston to ac-
quire him far exceded his market value at
the time. Wood responded by reinventing
himself as a position player for the Indi-
ans, culminating in a .366 batting average 
in 1921.



players was based on “the theory sound in principle
that left-handers don’t hit left-handers. Whatever may
be said for the theory, Speaker has certainly obtained
results which seem to justify his good judgment.”28

Where did Speaker get the idea of platooning? Why
did he use it? He was playing for the Red Sox when
George Stallings, the manager of the Miracle 1914
Boston Braves, platooned his outfield. Baseball Maga-
zine noted that Speaker’s “unusual wealth of outfield
material” let him alternate his outfielders “after the ap-
proved George Stallings plan, sending in right-handed
batters against port-side pitchers and vice-versa.”29

In 1915, Bill Carrigan, the manager of Speaker’s
Red Sox used the shift at both catcher, with Hick Cady
(BR) and Pinch Thomas (BL), and at first base, with
Del Gainer (BR) and Dick Hoblitzel (BL). Ed Bang,
sports editor of the Cleveland News for more than fifty
years, wrote that Speaker learned the concept from
Carrigan.30 Charles Alexander, author of a biography 
of Tris Speaker, suggests that Speaker instituted the
practice first and foremost to accommodate his friend
Joe Wood.31

Here is a look at the dramatic results Speaker
achieved at the three positions in 1920 and 1921. (The
statistics listed are games played, batting average, on-
base percentage, and slugging average.) 

Position Right-handed hitter Left-handed hitter
Left field Evans Jamieson

1920 56g / .349 / .404 / .506 108g / .319 / .388 / .411
1921 57g / .333 / .410 / .405 140g / .310 / .387 / .414

Speaker himself performed at a very high level on the
playing field, despite the burden of managing the club.
He maintained his offensive prowess while still 
excelling in the field. He had 24 assists in 1920 and
had the league’s top range for an outfielder in 1921.33
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Tioga George Burns and Doc Johnston platooned at first base after Speaker
acquired Burns from the Athletics.
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Joe Evans and Charlie Jamieson platooned in left field. In 1920 and 1921,
both hit well over .300.
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Joe Wood and Elmer Smith platooned in right field and in 1920 and 1921
generated a batting average better than .300 and an on-base percentage
of almost .400.

Position Right-handed hitter Left-handed hitter
First base Burns Johnston

(purchased May 29, 1920)

1920 44g / .268 / .339 / .375 147g / .292 / .333 / .385
1921 84g / .361 / .398 / .480 118g / .297 / .353 / .401

Position Right-handed hitter Left-handed hitter
Right field Wood Smith

1920 61g / .270 / .390 / .401 129g / .316 / .391 / .520
192132 66g / .366 / .438 / .562 129g / .290 / .374 / .508



Position Left-handed hitter
Center field Speaker (not platooned)
1920 150g / .388 / .483 / .562
1921 132g / .362 / .439 / .538

In 1921 Speaker’s world-champion Indians almost re-
peated as American League champions. They finished
41⁄2 games behind the Yankees but were just one game
back when they dropped their final game against 
New York, on September 26, by the razor-thin margin
of 8–7. Cleveland reporter Stuart M. Bell saluted
Speaker’s 1921 achievement: “The Indians most of the
season had a wreck of a championship ball club. He
piloted an almost pitcherless and for two months an
almost catcherless ball club. . . . Nobody but Tris
Speaker could have done it.”34

The Indians held onto first place most of the season
despite numerous obstacles.

• Bill Wambsganss broke his throwing arm in
preseason. He missed 47 games in 1921, after
missing just one in 1920.

• Steve O’Neill was hit in the hand by pitcher
Howard Ehmke and broke a finger on May 30.
He did not return to the lineup until July 15.
He missed 48 games in 1921, after missing just
five in 1920.

• Speaker himself was injured at different times
during the season, the most serious being a
September 11 knee injury. He missed 22 games
in 1921. In the late September showdown se-
ries against the Yankees, the hobbling Speaker
managed only one hit in thirteen at-bats.

• Jim Bagby won only 14 games after winning
31 in 1920. His earned run average rose almost
two runs.

• Ray Caldwell won only six games in 1921 after
winning 20 in 1920.

Taking all this into account, Bang offered that
“Speaker really showed more managerial ability in los-
ing the pennant last season [1921] than he displayed
when the Indians won the year before.”35 Even New
York reporters recognized the team he had shaped.
“The Indians are as game a ball club as has come by
along the pike in all the history of the national obses-
sion,” wrote the New York Evening Telegram late in the
1921 season.36

Speaker was able to get results because of his man-
agement style and leadership skills. First there was the
reassurance he provided to his men. St. Louis Browns’
manager Fielder Jones observed this as soon as
Speaker joined the Indians in 1916, long before he 
became the team’s manager. “His coming has given a
number of other members of the team the one thing
they lacked: confidence. Speaker is as necessary to the
Cleveland club as a spark plug to an automobile.”37

Then there was the example Speaker set. “He is 
always in the forefront in every game,” wrote New
York sportswriter George Daley, “working the hardest,
covering the most ground, the first in attack and the
last to give up.”38 Speaker did not pretend to have all
the answers. “When he was on the bench,” Coveleski
said, “and something came up that he didn’t know
about, he asked for help.”39 Speaker also had a special
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Indians second baseman
Bill Wamsbganss broke his
throwing arm in preseason
and would miss 47 games,
becoming one of many Indi-
ans who suffered injuries
during the 1921 season.
Catcher Steve O’Neill broke
a finger on May 30 and
missed 48 games. Speaker
himself was injured several
times during the season,
and after a knee injury in
September went 1-for-13 in
the Indians’ late-September
showdown with New York.
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Speaker, right, shown tossing a medicine ball with Steve O’Neill, had a
special ability to lead and motivate his men while playing alongside them.
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knack for connecting with his men. The Washington
Times noted that “he is a manager and coacher of tem-
perament as much as instructor of physical skill and
how to apply it.”40

“He was,” wrote veteran sportswriter Gordon Cob-
bledick, “proving himself a warm and understanding
handler of the varied temperaments, dispositions and
talents under his command. . . . There was never any
doubt among the players that instructions from him
were orders to be obeyed, but he didn’t place himself
on a pedestal. While the ball game was in progress, 
he was the boss. When it was over, he was one of 
the gang.”41 At the close of the 1921 season, Heywood
Broun wrote in Vanity Fair: “He is a leader who never
gives up and never allows his team to give up in spite
of the circumstances of a game. It seems to me that he
is by far the finest manager in professional baseball.”42

Postscript
Tris Speaker would manage the Indians for five more
seasons, before he was forced to resign in the fallout
from the Cobb–Leonard–Wood affair.43 Though the 
Indians won more games than they lost over that 
span, they would not be a serious challenger for the
American League pennant, with the exception of a
spectacular late-season rush in 1926.44 Speaker’s seem-
ingly uncanny evaluation of players deserted him after
1921, when his personnel moves had only mixed 

results.45 He also backed off on platooning after that
season.46 And so his success of 1920–21 must be seen
in the context of his whole managerial career, includ-
ing the less impressive record he compiled toward the
end of it. �
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As a player-manager, Speaker skillfully and successfully juggled his roles
in 1920 and 1921.
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Two seasons ago, I witnessed the Florida Marlins
attempt to execute a classic Earl Weaver ma-
neuver. It was the fifth inning of a game in

Milwaukee. The Marlins, down 1–0, had runners on
first and third with two outs. As the pitcher was wind-
ing up for the next batter, I nudged my buddy in the
seat next to me and drew his attention to the situation.
I’d heard the former Baltimore manager detail the play
on a radio show some years before. He’d have the guy
on first get himself caught in a rundown; meanwhile,
the guy on third steals home. Weaver said they prac-
ticed the play only once a year, in spring training, but
everybody was expected to know it and be ready for 
the situation any time throughout the season.

The brief discussion may have been lost on my
buddy, at least the part about Earl Weaver. He asked if
that was the same guy who had been kicked out of all
those games way back when; he thought he had seen
a few YouTube clips that he described as “hilarious.”

_______

My buddy’s knowledge of Weaver, who retired from
managing twenty-four years ago, probably ends with
the video clips. In that respect, he’s probably no differ-
ent from the people who have tuned in to YouTube
nearly half a million times to witness the hilarity. One
clip isn’t a video so much as a series of still photos
strung together to go along with an old recording of
Weaver’s radio show, The Manager’s Corner. That par-
ticular episode might as well have been scripted by
David Mamet for the way Weaver spews profanity. He
tears apart the idea of having speed on the basepaths,
digs at Terry Crowley and how lucky he is to be in base-
ball, and finally gives Alice from Norfolk some rather
pointed advice about her love life when all she was
looking for was some pointers about growing tomatoes.

The other clip is of an infamous fit Weaver threw on
September 17, 1980, at Baltimore’s Memorial Stadium.
What unfolds is all too familiar regarding Weaver’s on-
field reputation: He storms out of the dugout and erupts
in umpire Bill Haller’s face: “You and your crew are here
for one reason only—to fuck us!” That happens within
the first 30 seconds of the three-minute clip, and it’s
enough for Haller to run Weaver for the fourth time.
Haller was purportedly featured in a documentary being

filmed at the time and so was wearing a microphone
that captured nearly every word of the obscenity-soaked
tirade. What had Haller done to incur Weaver’s wrath?
He’d called a balk on Mike Flanagan. There was one
out in the top of the first inning.

_______

Some would say the YouTube clips are a fitting legacy
for Weaver. The audio clip, though, to accompany the
montage of still photos is not to be believed. Baltimore
sportswriter Rick Maese wrote about it in the Baltimore
Sun on May 23, 2008. He found that it was a prank set
up by Weaver and Orioles broadcaster Tom Marr. It was
inadvertently leaked at one point and continues to fool
casual Internet surfers, fueled no doubt by Weaver’s
reputation as, to quote Maese, an “ornery cuss.” The
question about gardening, that was a reference to the
tomatoes Weaver and groundskeeper Pat Santarone
grew beyond the outfield fences at Memorial Stadium.

The Haller clip is a different story. It is but one 
example of the 94 ejections Weaver accumulated
throughout his 18-year managerial career. The total
still stands as the American League record. (Bobby
Cox holds the MLB record at 151 and counting.) The
number can’t be ignored in any discussion of the com-
bative manager, especially in light of some of the
circumstances under which the ejections occurred.
Weaver began to earn notoriety in the mid-1960s when
he was thrown out of each game in a three-game 
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The 94 ejections Weaver accumulated throughout his 18-year manage-
rial career still stands as the American League record.
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series while managing at double-A Elmira. (That was
enough for Orioles owner Jerry Hoffberger to ask,
when he was considering hiring Weaver as manager,
how Weaver could manage his team when he couldn’t
manage to stay in the dugout long enough.) In 1969,
Weaver argued balls and strikes with umpire Shag
Crawford and became the first manager in more than
sixty years to be ejected from a World Series game.
Ron Luciano ran Weaver early in game one of a 
doubleheader in 1975, and then ran him again during
the lineup meeting prior to the start of game two.
Weaver then got ejected the next day, thus giving the
manager an unofficial record for the most ejections
over the shortest amount of time. (Weaver scored two
more ejections that year to set his personal season
record of ten.)1 Perhaps fearing that he wasn’t getting
enough international exposure, Weaver was once
thrown out of an exhibition game in Japan.

But it wasn’t just the ejections that built Weaver’s
reputation—many times it was the antics that followed.
He kicked enough dirt to start another Dust Bowl, but
that was the least of his histrionics. He once shredded
a rule book on the pitcher’s mound and even went as
far as twice striking umpire Terry Cooney in the face in
1982. The latter action earned Weaver a one-week sus-
pension and $2,000 fine. It was the fourth suspension of
his career. Weaver referred to it as a “vacation” granted
by AL president Lee MacPhail. The scope of Weaver’s
carryings on was so great that it’s probably hard for at
least one other manager not to have duplicated any one
thing he did on being ejected. Some might argue that
former Pirates skipper Lloyd McClendon outdid Weaver
when he pulled a base out of the ground and took it
with him after he was tossed from a game in 2001. Not
so; Weaver did the same thing in 1963.

_______

Given the weight the ejections and antics lend to his
legacy, it’s easy to forget that Weaver has humble
roots—he came to baseball as a working-class boy
from the streets of St. Louis. As a child in the 1930s, he
worked hauling uniforms back and forth between his
father’s dry-cleaning business and the clubhouses of
the St. Louis Browns and the Cardinals. He fell in love
with the Gashouse Gang at a young age and dreamed
of nothing but becoming a professional ballplayer.
Weaver eventually became a standout player at Beau-
mont High School in St. Louis and played second base
in the minor leagues for almost a decade before real-
izing, as he said, “I wasn’t going to make the majors
as a player.”2 He went on to manage at every level in
the Orioles organization before finally being brought in

to manage Baltimore, replacing Hank Bauer midway
through the 1968 season.

Baltimoreans know all this, though, and will forget
neither how hard Weaver worked to get to the Orioles
dugout nor all he accomplished once he got there.
They were the ones who saw Weaver as their guy, as
the literal small guy sweating his way through life with
an unwavering work ethic and who rarely worked with
more than a one-year contract. They dubbed the
diminutive dynamo The Earl of Baltimore. It was those
same fans who cheered wildly and almost brought
Weaver to tears when he delivered his Hall of Fame
acceptance speech in August 1996. Standing behind
the podium, speaking in front of his boyhood idols
Enos Slaughter and Stan Musial, Weaver implored the
fans, “Please don’t make me cry, now. I don’t want to
cry.”3 The Oriole faithful knew that Weaver was right
where he belonged, and it wasn’t just his 1,480 wins
that got him there. They knew that, over the course of
his career, Weaver developed a system that not only
defined Orioles baseball but had a significant impact
on how the game was managed.

_______

Weaver was one of the first managers to make exten-
sive use of statistics; he pored over them endlessly as he
tried to find anything that would give him an advantage
over an opponent. Sometimes those advantages came at
the cost of a player’s ego, but Weaver made no apolo-
gies. An excellent example: Substituting a hitter like
Chico Salmon for MVP Boog Powell when the Orioles
faced Mickey Lolich. To Weaver, who described the odd
substitution in his book Weaver on Strategy, it was a 
no-brainer. Salmon’s .300 batting average, .349 on-base
percentage, and .400 slugging percentage against Lolich
towered over Powell’s paltry .178/.211/.278. The same
applied to slugger Lee May. When Weaver “went to the
books” (as the Oriole players used to say), he saw that
May hit a sickly .095 against Luis Tiant. To hear Weaver
tell it, “No way he’s going to be in the lineup against
Tiant when I got [another] guy who hits his junk for
about .420.”4 In a similar regard, Weaver would move
Mark Belanger higher up in the batting order when 
facing Jim Kern. Belanger hit .625/.684/.625 against
Kern; he was otherwise (that is, after subtracting his 
10-for-16 against Kern) a .226 lifetime batter. Weaver
tolerated Belanger’s low average in the first place be-
cause Belanger was an outstanding defender who won
eight Gold Gloves at shortstop.5

Weaver was also a renowned judge of baseball tal-
ent. Frank Robinson, one of six Hall of Famers Weaver
managed, said in Time magazine article that Weaver’s
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talent went far beyond realizing who the best athlete
was or what combinations made the best starting
lineup.6 He delved deep into the question of who was
the best man to get a hit after sitting on the bench for a
week, what pinch-runner could steal a base in the late
innings, and who could play more than one position if
there was an injury. “Nobody in baseball can put all
those elements together better than Earl Weaver,”
Robinson concluded. “Because nobody can judge base-
ball talent as well as he can.” Robinson may as well
have said the name Terry Crowley, the same player
Weaver ripped on his fake radio broadcast. Part of what
Weaver said wasn’t fake at all—he kept the journeyman
around because he knew Crowley could sit on the
bench and then break something open late in a game
with his clutch hitting. But it wasn’t just Crowley that
cemented Weaver’s reputation. He was but one of a
boatload of no-names and castoffs from other teams
whom Weaver used once he dug through his files to see
who could do what in whatever situation. Weaver cred-
its his ability to evaluate talent with the epiphany he
experienced when he realized he would never play in
the majors. In the same Time article, he said, “Right
then I started becoming a good baseball person, be-
cause when I came to recognize, and more important,
accept my own deficiencies, then I could recognize
other players’ inabilities and learn to accept them, not
for what they can’t do, but for what they can do.”

Adding to this, Weaver also had a knack for exploit-
ing loopholes he found in the rules. Whether it was a
survival skill that carried over from the Depression or
something that developed in his mind as he scrambled
to find any way to compensate for his size on the field,
Weaver’s conniving became one of his best-known
characteristics. In 1975, he adjusted for Mark Belanger’s
weak bat during late-season division races by listing
Royle Stillman to hit leadoff and play shortstop on the
road. Stillman, who was called up from the minors once
rosters expanded, hit .500 (3-for-6) in those situations,
so he usually gave the team an immediate advantage.
When the Orioles took the field in the bottom of the
first, Belanger would trot out to short and hit leadoff the
rest of the game. The league never stopped Weaver from
using that particular ploy (he did it again in 1979), but
it did pull the plug on another one of his strategies. In
1980, he fell into the habit of listing Steve Stone as his
designated hitter.7 The motivation was simple: If the op-
posing pitcher was knocked out of the game early,
Weaver wouldn’t lose a position player if he wanted to
change the DH to match up better with the reliever. It
was perfectly legal, but the league passed a rule against
it, citing that the stunt distorted hitting statistics.

Of the three books to his credit, it’s Weaver on
Strategy that has left the greatest impression on base-
ball minds since its publication in 1984. It’s packed
with insights and observations from Weaver’s career,
but there are also ten laws that delineate his manage-
rial philosophy. Two of them prove his preference for
big plays and big innings: The easiest way around the
bases is with one swing of the bat; and, If you play for
one run, that’s all you’ll get. He has two laws for pitch-
ing, one of which justifies his use of the four-man
rotation; the other designates long relief as the best
place for a rookie pitcher. He addresses defense by not-
ing that the key step for an infielder is the first one—to
the left or right, before the ball is hit. Weaver even has
a law for dealing with his constant nemeses: The job
of arguing with the umpire belongs to the manager,
because it won’t hurt the team if he gets thrown out of
the game.

Though his laws are sound, Weaver was best known
for his succinct managerial philosophy: Pitching, de-
fense, and the three-run homer. The catch phrase was
as short as the man himself and packed every bit as
much punch thanks to his ability to stack the Orioles
year after year with players to supplement the three-
pronged attack. Weaver’s pitchers won 20 games on 22
occasions (six went on to win the Cy Young Award), his
fielders won 34 Gold Gloves, and his clubs were in the
top five in home runs in the American League 11 times.
All told, it was enough for him to pile up a .583 winning
percentage, six division titles, four pennants, and the
1970 World Series championship.

_______

If you watch the Haller clip on YouTube long enough,
you’ll hear the assailed umpire make a comment that
cuts deep beneath Weaver’s bristly façade. It comes
after Weaver, once again in Haller’s face, promises that
it is he who will be remembered when all is said and
done; it is he who will be in the Hall of Fame. Haller
smugly inquires, “What are they gonna put you in the
Hall for? Fuckin’ up World Series’?”

Haller is most likely referring to Game 2 of the 1979
Series when Baltimore and Pittsburgh were tied 2–2 in
the bottom of the eighth. The O’s had runners on first
and second base; John Lowenstein was at bat. If
Weaver had called for a bunt, the Orioles would have
been in excellent position to plate one or more runs to
keep the pressure on the Pirates. Instead, Lowenstein
hit into a double play and erased both baserunners.
The next batter grounded out. Pittsburgh scored a run
in the top of the ninth and then held on to win 3–2
and tie the series at a game apiece. The victory gave
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the Pirates a much needed toehold in the Series before
they eventually overcame a 3-games-to-1 deficit to
claim the championship. If ever there was a time for
Weaver to stray from his “pitching, defense, and three-
run homer” philosophy, it was probably then. I doubt
the lesson was lost on the astute Weaver. Perhaps it
was the genesis for his sixth law: Don’t play for one
run unless you know that run will win a ballgame.

Unfortunately for Weaver, that wasn’t the only
World Series gaffe to which Haller could be referring.
Weaver took criticism for having Boog Powell play
throughout the ’71 Series despite suffering an injury
that caused obvious pain every time he was at bat.
Powell was a crucial part of the O’s slugging attack,
but he hit an anemic .111 for the Series, going 0-for-4
and striking out twice in Game 7, when Baltimore fell
to Pittsburgh 2–1.

_______

Though Haller ejected Weaver five times, the two were
merely enemies. There was another umpire who was
easily Weaver’s archenemy: Ron Luciano. Their feud
went as far back as the minor leagues. (It was Luciano
who had tossed Weaver three games in a row in
Elmira.) Weaver couldn’t stand Luciano’s flamboyant
style, and at one time even threatened to fine any Ori-
ole player who talked to Luciano during a game.
Luciano once described Weaver’s approach to the game
as religious; his outrageous behaviors, then, were a re-
action to an umpire’s sacrilegious actions. Weaver never
could convert Luciano. Instead, Luciano exorcised
Weaver from games on seven different occasions once
they both reached the major-league level. Luciano’s de-
scription was neither his final word on Weaver nor his
most acerbic. In a sports-themed book published shortly
after his retirement in 1980, Luciano was asked to rank
the five toughest managers he had to deal with.8 He
listed Weaver in the first four spots (the fifth spot was
Frank Robinson, though Luciano noted that Robinson
was Weaver’s protégé). Later in the same book, Luciano
commented that Weaver never forgets and held grudges
that made him even more difficult to deal with. He cited
a controversial call he made at the plate late in his 
career, recalling, “Earl charged out of the dugout,
screaming that that was the same call I’d blown at
Elmira in ’66.”9

Many players, including Robinson and Weaver’s
long-time staff ace Jim Palmer, insisted that Weaver
never held grudges, so perhaps it was only with 
umpires.10 Those same players, especially Palmer, com-

mented that heated confrontations, blow-ups, and
even the hurling of equipment were not uncommon in
the Orioles dugout as Weaver and his players dealt
with each other but that, once it was over, it was over.
Weaver never continued to stir the pot. Weaver even
claimed in Weaver on Strategy that he didn’t believe 
in grudges. “They’re stupid,” he wrote, “and nothing
good comes from them.”11

_______

One pitch after I had brought the Earl Weaver situa-
tion to my buddy’s attention, Florida manager Fredi
Gonzalez called for the play. Dan Uggla baited lefty
Manny Parra, but Hanley Ramirez was too late break-
ing for home and was gunned down 1-3-2. Given
Weaver’s reputation, I had a feeling about what he
might have said to Gonzalez for playing for one run,
much less doing it so early in the game.

Of course, there’s a chance Weaver would have
said nothing. On the same radio show when he de-
scribed his patented first-and-third double steal, he
said he doesn’t watch much baseball nowadays (and
only a few innings at a time when he does) because he
can’t stand to see the way the game is coached and
played. He finds greater satisfaction with his weekly
(and highly competitive) golf game and in growing
tomatoes where he has retired in south Florida. So 
perhaps Weaver doesn’t mind so much what’s on
YouTube. His position in the Hall of Fame is just as 
permanent as the notorious clips in orbit around cy-
berspace, and, if nothing else, they reinforce how the
man himself suggested he be remembered when his
time comes—as The Sorest Loser Who Ever Lived. �
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The 2010 draft was broadcast nationally in prime
time, the third year in a row that Major League
Baseball had put its draft on TV. Its top talent,

Las Vegas sensation Bryce Harper, was on the cover of
Sports Illustrated when he was just sixteen. As that
draft approached, the star of the 2009 draft, Stephen
Strasburg, was cruising through the minor leagues less
than a year after being picked first overall out of San
Diego State.

The idea that the draft could generate so much at-
tention was preposterous as recently as 1998. That was
the first year that MLB even dared to release its draft
list to the public the day the draft finished. 

I covered my first draft for Baseball America in
1997, as a truly peripheral part of the magazine’s cov-
erage. I remember vividly how Allan Simpson—BA’s
founding editor and the man who essentially invented
coverage of the baseball draft—had white boards in
his office, tracking the draft round by round. He’d 
get calls from scouts, college coaches, agents—even
sometimes from clubs—with information about what
players were picked where. He wrote them, almost 
always in pencil, it seemed, on his white boards, three
years before Tim Russert and Florida and the 2000 Elec-
tion made similar but smaller white boards immortal.

We were the only complete source for this infor-
mation. The next year we announced we’d be selling
our draft lists and could fax them for the grand fee 
of $— to anyone interested. Within a week of our an-
nouncement, MLB announced it would release its list.
We still made enough money off the “Draft Deluxe”
offer to buy new desktop computers.

Interest in the draft doesn’t always go hand in hand
with knowledge about the draft. Technically the pro-
ceedings are spelled out in Rule 4 of MLB’s Professional
Baseball Agreement—just ahead of the section on the
Rule 5 draft—but most people call it the June draft or
the amateur draft. Technically, its name is the First-
Year Player Draft.

That change was made in the late 1990s, to close a
draft loophole and to keep amateurs from becoming
free agents. The draft itself, from its inception in 1965
to the present, always has been a reaction to the way
major-league clubs procure amateur talent. That’s its
past history, and it appears to be its future as well.

The draft was a new concept only to baseball. It
came to football first (1936), and the two other major
professional leagues in basketball (1947) and hockey
(1963) already had followed suit by 1964, when base-
ball decided to act. In 1964, led by the $205,000 bonus
the Angels gave to Wisconsin outfielder Rick Reich-
ardt, major-league clubs paid more than $7 million to
amateur players—more than was spent on major-
league salaries.

Before the draft, procuring talent was on a first-
come, first-served basis. Scouts scoured the country,
going to games, getting to know players’ families and
competing with each other to cultivate the best rela-
tionship, make the best offer, and sell their organization
as the most attractive one for an up-and-coming
ballplayer. Not surprisingly, the system tended to re-
inforce competitive imbalance. The Cardinals, Yankees
and other clubs that had extensive scouting networks
for amateurs and that recognized the value of player
development in their minor-league systems thrived;
those clubs that didn’t, such as the postwar Cubs, 
Indians, and Athletics, were mired in the second divi-
sion in what seemed to be perpetuity.

The draft helped change that, giving the worst
teams a shot at the best talent. The A’s drafted Rick
Monday first overall in 1965 and five rounds later took
another Arizona State Sun Devil, Sal Bando. Later,
with their twentieth selection, they drafted and signed
Ohio prep shortstop Gene Tenace. Only a year later,
drafted second overall, Reggie Jackson (yet another
Sun Devil) joined the organization, and in 1967 the
A’s took Vida Blue, in the second round, out of a
Louisiana high school. The foundations of their early-
1970s dynasty were laid in those first few draft classes. 

Of course MLB wasn’t installing a draft out of egal-
itarian dreams; it wanted to cut those signing bonuses,
and the way to do it was to give amateur players one
club to negotiate with, instead of twenty. In that, the
draft worked exceedingly well. Monday, the draft’s first
number-one overall pick, got a $100,000 bonus, or less
than half of what Reichardt had received as a free agent
in 1964. Monday’s bonus record lasted until 1975
(Danny Goodwin, Angels, $125,000), and Reichardt’s
pre-draft record wasn’t broken until 1979. That
record—a $208,000 bonus for Yankees draftee Todd
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Demeter—wasn’t even publicly known until twenty-
five years later. A second-round pick, Demeter hit just
.173 in a 34-game trial in Double A.

Baseball kept bonuses down, no matter who the
players were or how talented they were. Scouts uni-
versally lauded Darryl Strawberry as the best talent out
of Los Angeles in years, and the Mets gave him a
$200,000 bonus in 1980, still short of Reichardt’s
mark. None of the celebrated members of the 1984
Olympic baseball team broke the record—not Mark
McGwire, not Will Clark. 

The business of holding the line on bonuses began
to lead to an influx of talent to college baseball, as
players who turned down what they thought were 
insufficient offers out of high school found their 
way to NCAA play. It led to a golden era for college
baseball. Roger Clemens led Texas to the 1983 national
championship, two years after the Mets drafted 
him in the twelfth round out of San Jacinto (Texas) 

Junior College. Instead of signing him, the Mets faced
Clemens twice in the 1986 World Series with Boston.
The Giants could have had Barry Bonds out of high
school, in 1982, but a difference of less than $10,000
in negotiations prompted Bonds to attend Arizona
State. The Pirates got him with the sixth overall pick
three years later.

On and on it went. In 1987, Ken Griffey Jr. brought
obvious talent and a big-league bloodline to become
one of the most celebrated number-one overall 
picks ever. Still, the Mariners gave him a bonus of just
$160,000.

Only Bo Jackson, as Heisman Trophy winner with
an NFL future, could get more money out of a major-
league club, after 22 years, than Reichardt. The Royals
spent a fourth-round pick on Jackson and then bought
him away from football (temporarily) with a major-
league contract worth $1,066,000, with $100,000 as 
a signing bonus. 

The bonus record wasn’t broken again until 1988,
when the Padres signed right-hander Andy Benes 
for $235,000. Two high-school pitchers, Steve Avery
(Braves, $211,000) and Reid Corneilius (Expos, $225,000)
signed for bonuses that exceeded Reichardt’s old mark.

In 1989 bonuses started to climb to the point that
current-day fans have become accustomed to when
the Orioles and number-one overall pick Ben McDon-
ald of Louisiana State reached an impasse. The Orioles
finally relented and signed McDonald for an $825,000
major-league deal with a $350,000 bonus, a record bro-
ken days later by John Olerud. The Blue Jays signed
their third-round pick Olerud for a major-league deal
with a $575,000 bonus.

That began the draft’s Common Era, for teams 
now truly started to take signing-bonus demands into
account. In 1990, Texas prep right-hander Todd Van
Poppel was the consensus top talent available, and the
Atlanta Braves held the first pick. The Braves at that
time wanted Van Poppel but decided they couldn’t
meet his perceived demands or dissuade him from his
commitment to the University of Texas. Instead they
chose Florida prep shortstop Larry Wayne Jones of
Jacksonvile, whom everyone already called Chipper.

Van Poppel, though, signed with Oakland for a
$500,000 bonus and a major-league contract with
value of $1.2 million overall. He wound up with a 
journeyman career, while Jones has an MVP Award
and more than 400 home runs while helping give the
Braves one of the longest runs of success in team
sports history.

Van Poppel’s contract set the stage for 1991, when
the Yankees held the number-one overall pick for the 
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Stephen Strasburg signed a major-league contract worth more than $15
million. It included a $7.5 million bonus, giving him both the largest 
contract in draft history and the largest bonus for a player who signed
with the team that drafted him—in this case, the Washington Nationals. 
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second time ever. They drafted North Carolina prep
lefthander Brien Taylor and then shattered the bonus
record by giving him a $1.55-million straight bonus.
That was more than any of the big-league contracts 
up to that point and almost three times Olerud’s bonus
mark.

How much were bonuses increasing overall? In
1990, just three years after Griffey and his $160,000
bonus, every first-round pick signed for at least
$175,000. Bonuses continued to climb until 1996,
when all hell broke loose, at least in terms of the draft.
Because of violations to Rule 4(E) of the Professional
Baseball Agreement, which required that teams make
a formal contract offer to every pick within fifteen 
days of the draft, MLB had to grant several top talents
free agency. 

While three of the players—pitchers Braden Looper
and Eric Milton and catcher A. J. Hinch—ended up
signing with the teams that drafted them while MLB
mulled its options, four others were set free. The loop-
hole free agents included San Diego State first
baseman Travis Lee, completing a stint with the
Olympic team, and high-school pitchers Matt White,
John Patterson, and Bobby Seay. Lee had been the
number-two overall pick in the draft, while White
(number 7) ranked as the top high-school pitching 
talent. Patterson (number 5) and Seay (number 12)
were consensus first-round talents as well.

The 1996 draft also was the first for the expansion
Arizona Diamondbacks and Tampa Bay Devil Rays,
who were eager to establish an identity and didn’t
even have to field major-league clubs until 1998. The
confluence of free agency and new teams created the
perfect storm, as Lee signed first for a $10-million 
contract with the Diamondbacks. White, signing with
Tampa Bay, then topped him with a $10.2-million
bonus, while Patterson (Diamondbacks, $6.075 mil-
lion) and Seay ($3 million, Rays) followed with their
own mega-deals. In comparison, the number-one over-
all pick that year, Kris Benson, signed for $2 million.

Only White never reached the majors, but neither
Lee, Seay nor Patterson had any lasting big-league 
impact. White reached Triple A and hurt his shoulder
while trying to make the final 2000 Olympic-team 
roster. 

“I can’t imagine what it would be like now with
the media attention and the interest there is now in
the draft,” said White, a volunteer assistant coach at
Georgia Tech in 2010 and hired in June 2010 as pitch-
ing coach at the University of Michigan. “I heard my
share of criticism for how my career turned out, but
I’m sure it would have been greater with the amount
of attention the draft receives now.”1

The next year, the Boras Corp. represented Florida
State outfielder J. D. Drew, who put together the first
(and so far only) 30-homer, 30-steals season in NCAA
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The Twins, who had the number-one
overall pick in the 2001 draft, passed
up USC ace right-hander Mark Prior
to select hometown talent Joe Mauer,
an athletic catcher who had a Florida
State football scholarship waiting for
him. Mauer signed for $5.15 million, a
bit below what was then the record.
Prior, second overall in the draft,
signed a $10.5-million major-league
contract that included a $4-million
bonus.
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Division I history. Drew wasn’t going to use Benson’s
$2-million bonus as a benchmark; he was using the
numbers the loophole free agents got. But when the
Phillies took him second overall, they were using Ben-
son’s number. Acrimonious negotiations followed that
never came close to bridging the near-$7 million gap
between the two sides.

Drew wound up blazing a trail to the draft through
independent leagues; at first, Boras hoped this would
make Drew a free agent. MLB closed that loophole by
renaming the proceedings the First-Year Player Draft,
making independent leaguers such as Drew subject to
the draft. Drew was part of the 1998 draft and was
picked fifth overall this time, by the Cardinals. Even-
tually, he signed a $7-million big-league contract with
a $3-million bonus, which was soon surpassed by that
of 1998’s number-one overall pick, Pat Burrell of the
University of Miami. He signed with—you guessed 
it—the Phillies, for a $3.15-million bonus and an 
$8-million contract.

“Baseball has made an admission that they’re not
paying for talent,” Boras later said. “They’re paying
for jurisdiction. That’s where the draft is wrong.”

By 1999, it was noteworthy when a first-round pick
didn’t receive a $1-million signing bonus. (The only
such pick in 1999 was Blue Jays’ first-rounder Alex
Rios out of Puerto Rico.) From 1989 through 1999, the
average payout for first-round picks increased from
$176,000 to about $1.81 million.

Money has continued to be one of the biggest
themes of the draft in the 2000s, but the money isn’t
what gets all the attention anymore. Now, it’s the tal-
ent, as fans and baseball media have started to tune
into the draft as never before. Major League Baseball’s
past secrecy was a major reason that media rarely gave
the draft much attention—MLB didn’t want any. It
contended that more draft coverage drove up signing
bonuses, and didn’t publicize the draft list in part to
keep colleges from going out and recruiting drafted
players.

But toward the end of the decade, MLB began to
realize that times were changing. In 1998, it actually
released its draft list, and it didn’t change its mind.
The explosion of new media prompted more changes
and openness. In 2001, Southern California ace right-
hander Mark Prior brought the draft more attention
with a remarkable season and awkward pre-draft ne-
gotiations with the Twins, who had the number-one
overall pick. The NCAA ended up questioning him
about his eligibility the night before his College World
Series start and after the Twins, citing Prior’s perceived
bonus demands, passed over him. Instead, they went

for hometown talent Joe Mauer, an athletic catcher
who had a Florida State football scholarship waiting
for him.

Mauer signed for $5.15 million, which by this time
wasn’t even a record—the White Sox had given out-
fielder (and Stanford quarterback) Joe Borchard $5.3
million the year before. But Prior, picked second over-
all by the Cubs, received more than twice that amount,
signing a $10.5-million major-league contract with a
$4-million bonus. 

In 2002, MLB puts its draft on public display for
the first time, as MLB Radio on MLB.com broadcast
the proceedings. It was raw—just the conference call
from New York and the thirty clubs on the phone,
drafting away. (This writer and Baseball America col-
league Will Lingo co-hosted the proceedings.)

In 2007, the draft finally left its conference-call
roots behind. ESPN joined with MLB to broadcast the
draft from Disney’s Wide World of Sports in Orlando
with a 2 P.M. broadcast. There were even three players
on hand for the show, led by the third overall selection,
Josh Vitters. The players followed their counterparts
in other sports, posing for photos with the commis-
sioner.

“It’s a great day for us, and this is such an impor-
tant day,” Commissioner Bud Selig said. “This is a
special event, and we want to communicate that as
best as possible to all of our fans. This is really a dra-
matic manifestation of how the sport has improved.
This will get bigger and bigger.”2

In terms of attention and money, it certainly has.
Strasburg was the draft’s biggest star in 2009, as he
surpassed Prior in many ways, going first overall to the
beleaguered Nationals. He wound up signing a major-
league contract worth more than $15 million with a
$7.5-million bonus, giving him both the largest con-
tract in draft history and the largest bonus for a player
who signed with the team that drafted him. 

All along, MLB has attempted to keep bonuses
from spiraling out of control, even as they surge ever
higher. Several times, MLB unilaterally has passed
sweeping (or at times minor) changes in draft rules,
only to have them struck down when challenged be-
cause the changes were not collectively bargained.
While the Players Association does not represent am-
ateurs, draft picks are tied to free-agent compensation,
and the union has argued successfully that, in essence,
this makes the draft its business. 

Because both sides have had bigger issues to deal
with, the draft has never become a focal point of 
negotiations for a collective bargaining agreement. 
Instead, MLB has moved toward its recommended
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bonus slots, first begun in 2000, when Sandy Alder-
son was MLB’s executive vice president for baseball
operations. Alderson gathered scouting directors for
what MLB termed “negotiating training,” and the com-
missioner’s office began recommending signing
bonuses for players chosen in the first three rounds.
They also forced scouting directors to report above-slot
bonus agreements to the commissioner’s office, es-
sentially submitting them for approval.

Eventually, MLB expanded the slots to the first five
rounds, with the bottom slot of the fifth round ex-
tending out as a perceived slot maximum for the rest
of the draft. Clubs are subject to fines only if they pay
“over slot” without notifying MLB. Other efforts to rein
in bonuses included the 2007 introduction of a sign-
ing deadline. Previously, players could negotiate until
they attended college classes, with no uniform date.
Players who had exhausted their college eligibility, or
who renounced their eligibility (a new Boras Corp.
strategy), could hold out all fall, winter, and spring,
right up until a week before the next draft. (Jered

Weaver and Stephen Drew, two of the top talents in
the 2004 draft, both went that route, signing with the
Angels and Diamondbacks, respectively, just before
the beginning of the one-week “closed period” in
2005.)

So for 2007, MLB set August 15 as a uniform sign-
ing date. The idea was that less time to negotiate gave
the teams more leverage over players and their agents.
The decision also killed the draft-and-follow process,
a system whereby teams could draft high-school 
or junior-college players, “follow” them through the 
next season, and then sign them (or not) before the
next draft.

Despite the changes, the 2007 draft brought more
giant contracts, such as the $7- million major-league
contract the Tigers gave to New Jersey prep right-han-
der Rick Porcello. It tied Josh Beckett’s 1999 deal for
the highest amount ever given to a prep pitcher. The
Yankees then gave out the biggest contract in draft his-
tory pre-Strasburg, to right-hander Andrew Brackman,
a 6-foot-10 North Carolina State product. Brackman,
who also played two seasons of ACC basketball and
had NBA potential thanks to his size, signed for a
$3.35-million bonus as part of a major-league contract
with roster bonuses that would guarantee Brackman
$13 million as long as he didn’t jump to basketball.

The slotting system was still in place as the 2010
draft approached. However, during its ten-year run,
MLB and the union have had two CBA negotiations
pass peacefully, with no work stoppage. With the 2012
CBA negotiations fast approaching and the sport’s fis-
cal health looking relatively strong, the draft looms as
one of the more important issues of the next CBA.

Scouting directors are loath to speculate on the
record about the draft’s future, and they don’t often
agree on the changes they’d like to see. The repeated
scandals in Latin American player procurement—from
age changes to bonus skimming by agents and club
officials—have brought calls for an international draft,
or for international players to be incorporated into the
current First-Year Player Draft. (It’s happened before,
as bonus escalation in Puerto Rico prompted MLB in
1989 to make players from the island commonwealth
subject to the draft.)

Other proposals for changes to the draft include the
formalization of draft slots, making them “hard,“ as is
the case with the NBA’s draft contracts; a significant
reduction in rounds from the current maximum of
fifty; the ability of clubs to trade draft picks; and over-
all caps on spending for organizations on scouting and
player development together, a salary cap for every-
thing not including major-league salary.
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In 1989, in the 52nd round, the Twins signed Denny Hocking as a catcher.
He would become one of the lowest-drafted players ever to reach 
the majors.
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1. DODGERS 1968 
The best, and it’s not really close. The Dodgers assembled an
amazing collection of stars as well as solid big-leaguers, with
a total of fifteen players who at least made appearances in 
the majors. Davey Lopes (second round) from the January 
secondary phase, Bill Buckner (second) from the June regular
phase, and Steve Garvey (first) and Ron Cey (third) from the
June secondary phase were the stars, but longtime big-leaguers
like Tom Paciorek, Joe Ferguson, Doyle Alexander, Geoff Zahn,
and Bobby Valentine were also part of the haul. 

2. TIGERS 1976
Like the 1968 Dodgers class, the Tigers set themselves apart with
quality and quantity. Alan Trammell (second round), Dan Petry
(fourth), and Jack Morris (fifth) formed the heart of Detroit’s 1984
World Series champions, and January first-rounder Steve Kemp
also had a nice career. Even the best drafts have players who got
away, though: Seventh-rounder Ozzie Smith would have been a
nice addition, but he didn’t sign until the next year, when the
Padres took him. 

3. RED SOX 1976
This draft stands apart from the two ahead of it because it 
features a Hall of Famer, five-time batting champion Wade
Boggs. He was an all-time bargain as a seventh-rounder, but
the Red Sox also found two quality left-handers in first-rounder
Bruce Hurst and John Tudor, who was their third-round pick 
in the secondary phase of the January draft. 

4. INDIANS 1989
This is one of the most interesting drafts in history because,
even though it turned out as one of the best ever, it led to the
firing of the scouting director (Chet Montgomery) who oversaw 
it. First-round pick Calvin Murray was considered unsignable,
but the Indians took him anyway—and didn’t sign him. That
was bad, but Cleveland more than made up for it with ten 
big-leaguers after that, including Jim Thome in the thirteenth
round and Brian Giles in the seventeenth. The Indians’ scouting
staff was also notable because it included at least two future
scouting directors (Roy Clark, Donnie Mitchell) and a future 
GM in John Hart.

5. CUBS 1984
The Cubs found eight future big-leaguers, but the overwhelming
bulk of the value in this group comes from two pitchers who,
amazingly enough, are still pitching in the big leagues now.
Right-hander Greg Maddux (second round) and left-hander Jamie
Moyer (sixth) don’t fit the prototype for draftable high-school
pitchers, but they’ve combined for 585 major-league wins. 

6. RED SOX 1968
A great draft year tends to help multiple teams, and this is one 
of three 1968 classes to make our top twenty. Boston found four 
All-Stars in the June regular phase (a feat matched only by the
1990 White Sox): Lynn McGlothen (third round), Cecil Cooper
(sixth), Ben Oglivie (eleventh) and Bill Lee (twenty-second). And
John Curtis, a first-rounder in the June secondary phase, pitched
fifteen years in the big leagues. 

7. RED SOX 1983
The third of four Red Sox classes in the top twenty, this one is
built mostly on the success of Roger Clemens, who was the
nineteenth overall pick in the June regular phase. But Ellis 
Burks, a first-rounder in the January regular phase who played
eighteen major-league seasons, pushes it into the top ten. 

8. PADRES 1981
First-round pick Kevin McReynolds and June secondary pick
John Kruk had nice major-league careers, but the big score was
a player who was better known for his basketball skills at San
Diego State. Tony Gwynn turned his focus to baseball when the
Padres made him a third-round pick in June, and he was in the
big leagues after little more than a year in the minors.

9. YANKEES 1990
The career of first-rounder Carl Everett didn’t take off until the 
Marlins grabbed him in the 1992 expansion draft, but the 
signing of two draft-and-follows the next May—Andy Pettitte 
and Jorge Posada—provide foundation pieces for the Yankees’
success of the late 1990s. 

10. TWINS 1989
One of three 1989 draft hauls in the top twenty, the Twins
drafted two AL Rookies of the Year in Chuck Knoblauch (first
round) and Marty Cordova (tenth) as well as two 20-game 
winners in Denny Neagle (third) and Scott Erickson (fourth).
And 52nd-rounder Denny Hocking—drafted as a catcher—
became one of the lowest-drafted players to reach the majors.

Adapted from “Head of the Classes” by Tracy Ringolsby, 
BaseballAmerica.com, 25 June 2008.

BEST DRAFTS EVER
By the Baseball America staff



“[The draft] is an area that will be of great interest
in the next round of negotiations,” Rob Manfred, base-
ball’s executive vice president for labor relations, told
the New York Times in 2009. “I’m not going to specu-
late as to what our proposals are going to be the next
time around, but I will say the purpose of the draft is
to make sure the weakest team gets the best player.”3

Of course, that’s only one point of the draft. The
other always has been to keep the amount the clubs
have to pay players as low as possible.

More telling perhaps than the effort to divine fu-
ture CBA negotiations are the other trends that are
shaping up around the draft. MLB has started operat-
ing, on a limited basis, some of its own showcase
events, tournaments, or all-star games that gather am-
ateur players in one place for teams to scout. 

Agents would resist, but eventually some of these
events—USA Baseball’s Tournament of Stars, per-
haps—will evolve into a scouting combine, similar to
the NFL’s combine. MLB could use such a combine
for medical evaluations (such as standard eye exams),

for drug testing (currently 200 players MLB deems “top
prospects” are drug-tested around the country), and
of course for evaluating players’ physical talent.

The overall thrust appears to be an attempt by MLB
and its clubs to get more control over the draft in all
phases. Every attempt in the past—to control players,
to control bonuses—has had unintended conse-
quences, because, when push comes to shove, teams
need talent, and players are the ones who provide it.
Because it costs so much more to pay established big-
leaguers rather than less experienced ones who aren’t
arbitration-eligible, it still makes financial sense for a
club to pay a sizable, market bonus to a player it wants
and to get him under control for the early part of his
career. Even if it means going above slot. �

Notes
1. Matt White, interview with John Manuel, May 2010.
2. Quoted in “Draft 2007: First Round Review Prep Class, Lefthanders 

Rule the Day,” by John Manuel, Baseball America, 7 June 2007.
3. David Waldstein, “N.B.A. Could Be Model for New Baseball Draft,” 
New York Times, 18 August 2009, B10.
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The Real First-Year Player Draft
Cliff Blau 
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The third in a series of rules passed by Major
League Baseball’s owners in an attempt to save
themselves from paying large bonuses to ama-

teur prospects, the First-Year Player Draft was in place
from 1959 to 1964. Although it was often referred to as
a bonus rule, it actually covered all first-year players,
regardless of whether they had received a signing
bonus. At first it had little effect, but, when the rules
were strengthened, it took on some of the flaws of its
predecessors and was soon replaced by the amateur
draft. 

Following the Second World War, MLB clubs found
that the price of premium amateur talent was rapidly
rising. Some were giving untried players signing
bonuses that were in excess of the average major-lea-
guer’s salary. The other clubs, many of whom couldn’t
afford to compete for these prospects, viewed this as a
problem and demanded a solution. In response, from
1947 to 1950, and again from 1953 to 1957, Organized
Baseball instituted bonus rules. These stipulated that
players who had received bonuses above a certain
amount had to be kept on MLB rosters after one year
in the minors (in the earlier rule) or immediately (in
the second rule). This hurt player development but
didn’t keep teams from paying large bonuses.

At the 1958 winter meetings, the owners instituted
the First-Year Player Draft. The draft was held at the
winter meetings beginning in 1959 in conjunction with
the Major League and Minor League (Rule 5) drafts.
Initially, the rule allowed teams to draft a player who
was on the roster of a team at a lower level and had
just completed his first season in Organized Baseball.
Major-league teams could draft players from Class
AAA and lower. Class AAA teams could select players
from Class AA and lower, and so on. For an MLB club,
the price in the First-Year Player Draft was $15,000, to
be paid to the club that the player it was drafting be-
longed to; minor-league clubs could draft at a lower
price, which depended on their level. This was signfi-
cantly lower than the Rule 5 draft price of  $25,000.

Under the bonus rules of 1947 through 1957, teams
were motivated to pay players under the table to avoid
the restrictions of those rules. But that incentive was
gone with the First-Year Player Draft, since it applied
to all players, even if they didn’t receive a bonus. Clubs

became reluctant to invest bonus money in a player
whom another club could draft at a fixed price. More-
over, the First-Year Player Draft required that teams
losing a player in the draft continue to pay him any
deferred bonus. The goals of this draft were to keep
bonuses down and to allow less-wealthy teams to
compete for talent with the freer-spending clubs.

Thirty-nine first-year players were protected on
MLB rosters that winter. Only one player was chosen
by an MLB team in this initial draft, pitcher Mike Lee
being taken by the Cleveland Indians, along with thir-
teen taken by minor-league clubs. The First-Year Player
Draft followed the same rules as the major-league draft
other than price, which meant the Indians had to keep
Lee on their roster the full season or offer him back to
the Giants. And so Lee stayed with Cleveland all of
1960, pitching only nine innings. Few teams were will-
ing to use a roster spot on such an inexperienced
player, so the draft had little effect in 1959. 

The number of veteran minor leaguers (those with
at least four years of OB experience) being taken in the
Rule 5 draft might have been expected to rise with the
coming of the First-Year Player Draft, with fewer ros-
ters spots available after the first-year players were
protected, but it doesn’t seem to have happened. Be-
tween 1958 and 1959 the number of picks increased
only from twelve to thirteen.

The following year, the requirement for MLB teams
to keep first-year draftees on their roster was dropped,
and the price for selecting a player in the First-Year
Player Draft was changed to a flat $12,000 for all 
levels. As a result, the number of players drafted by
MLB teams increased to six in 1960 and fifteen in 1961.
There were also sixteen players taken by minor-league
teams in 1960 and eight in 1961. Of these 45 players,
only one, Jim Merritt, became a star. The low price al-
lowed teams to take long chances on players such as
William Maddox, who was 0–11 with an 8.50 ERA in
his first professional season, yet was picked by the
Yankees in the 1961 draft. Likewise, Steve Cosgrove
was taken by the Orioles from the Braves despite an 
0–9, 7.35 record in Class D. Those investments rarely
paid off.

The first-year player rule was still not strong
enough to fully moderate bonuses, so some teeth were
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added to it in 1962. The draft price was lowered to
$8,000 for all teams. More important, a new restric-
tion was applied. With one exception per team,
first-year players added to the 40-man roster to protect
them from the draft could not be optioned to the mi-
nors. Furthermore, the one option teams were allowed
(the designated assignment) had the effect of reduc-
ing the size of their active roster from 25 to 24 for the
bulk of the season. If teams wanted to send additional
first-year players to the minors, they had to obtain
waivers from the other MLB clubs, who could claim
each player at the same $8,000 price applicable to the
draft. To further encourage drafting, teams with a full
40-man roster were allowed to select one first-year
player, although they were not permitted to take any-
one in the Rule 5 draft. These changes had the desired
effect, at least in the most visible way. The number of
first-year draftees selected by MLB teams jumped to
45 in 1962 with an additional 33 picked by minor-
league clubs. Among them were such future stars as
Glenn Beckert, Paul Blair, Dave May, Lou Piniella, and
Jim Wynn.

In addition, MLB teams were carrying an average of
five first-year players on their winter rosters, up from
2.5 per team in 1959–60. Among those who didn’t
make their team’s 25-man roster and were lost to other
clubs via waiver claim was Denny McLain. The 1963
Yankees, defending their championship, started the
season with a first-year player, Curt Blefary, in the 
minors on a designated assignment. They decided in
mid-season that they couldn’t afford to use a roster
spot on him and placed him on waivers. He was
claimed by the Baltimore Orioles, and a couple of years
later was AL Rookie of the Year, and then helped them
to the 1966 world championship, along with first-year
draftee Paul Blair. Meanwhile the Yankees sank to last
place.

The biggest complaint about the rule was that it pe-
nalized clubs that did a good job of signing and
developing new players. Fresco Thompson, farm di-
rector of the Dodgers, claimed that 200 fewer amateurs
were signed to contracts by Organized Baseball in 1962
than the year before because of the risk of losing those
recruits after one year. That was enough to stock ten
minor-league teams.

The number of players taken in the 1963 draft was
52 by MLB clubs and 16 by minor-league squads.
Some of the top names were Reggie Smith, Bobby
Tolan, Rudy May, Dick Bosman, and Luke Walker. The
most recent expansion teams, the Senators, Angels,
Mets, and Astros, were hampered in their efforts to
build with youth, since they were having to keep in-

experienced players on their benches rather than let
them develop in the minor leagues. In recognition of
this, the other teams voted in December 1963 to allow
them, in addition to the one designated assignment,
to option four first-year players without waivers or
counting against  the 25-man roster.

As for whether the rule was achieving the goal of
reducing bonuses, there is evidence to suggest it suc-
ceeded. Gabe Paul, general manager of Cleveland,
claimed in 1964 that annual bonuses had gone down
from $7 million before the draft was instituted to about
$4.5 million in 1963. Other insiders such as Ed Short
and Hal Keller agreed that the rule was effective in 
reducing bonuses. However, the conditions that led to
escalating bonuses still existed—namely, competition
both from within Organized Baseball and from other
sports. So, some clubs would still pay ever increasing
bonuses to recruits such as Rick Reichardt and Bob
Bailey. Rather than let a promising youth go to their
competitors, they were willing to gamble that he
would play at the major-league level in his second 
professional season. The rule may have led to the es-
calation of bonuses for the top prospects, while the
run-of-the-mill amateur got less.

In 1964, the number of draft picks reached a high
of 59 by MLB teams, with another twenty going to
minor-league clubs. The best-known players taken
were Felix Millan, Sparky Lyle, Ed Herrmann, and Ellie
Rodriguez. In addition, the A’s lost Joe Rudi on

Among those who didn’t make their team’s 25-man roster and were lost
to other clubs through waiver claims was Denny McLain. With the Tigers
he went on to win the Cy Young Award twice and the MVP Award once.
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waivers when they tried to send him to the minors.
Later in the year they reacquired him by trade. 

The requirement to protect first-year players from
the draft negatively impacted some teams. The de-
fending world-champion Los Angeles Dodgers in 1964
could carry only 24 players, including first-year bench
warmers Jeff Torborg and Wes Parker, which left them
shorthanded as they struggled to a 24–31 record in
one-run games. This was one factor in their fall to
sixth place. Meanwhile, the Philadelphia Phillies, who
led the National League much of the season before a
late-season collapse, carried little-used Johnny Briggs
and Rick Wise all year. Sometimes a team could be
helped by the rule inadvertently. Those same Dodgers
in 1964 could not keep reliever Larry Sherry because
of the roster limits and so traded him to Detroit for
minor-league veteran Lou Johnson, who became their
regular left fielder and a World Series star the follow-
ing year. 

Thanks to the tougher restrictions in place from
1962 through 1964, there was increasing dissatisfac-
tion with the rule. Following the 1964 draft, the
owners decided to do away with the first-year draft.
The requirement for all but one first-year player to pass
through waivers before being sent to the minors was
kept in 1965, although that designated assignment
would no longer reduce the 25-man roster. The draft
was replaced by an amateur draft (which has lately
been called the First-Year Player Draft, oddly enough).
They also made all minor leaguers not on an MLB
team’s 40-man roster eligible for the Rule 5 draft. How-
ever, since some teams felt this would penalize those
who had chosen well in the amateur draft, players
who had been selected in the June draft or who signed
after that would not be eligible for the Rule 5 draft
until after their second season in professional ball. In-
terestingly, these individuals were still officially
designated as “first-year players” in the rules and were
still available for the special $8,000 price. After 1968
the drafting of players with one or two years’ service
in Organized Baseball was phased out.

Many players saw their careers affected by the
First-Year Player Draft. Most obvious were those who
were taken in the draft. However, other players were
affected less obviously. Some got a chance to see
major-league action two or three years earlier than
they might have otherwise, because they were being
protected from the draft. A lot of these saw limited 
action, such as Mike Kekich and John Sevcik. Out-
fielder Ross Moschitto, kept on the 1965 Yankees at
the age of 20, appeared in 96 games without a single
start. However, others got a fuller chance and took 
advantage of it, most notably 19-year-olds Tony
Conigliaro and Wally Bunker in 1964. Lou Brock and
Rollie Sheldon also fell into this category. Still others—
Ron Hunt and Ken Hubbs, for example—were added to
40-man rosters early and so may have reached the 
majors sooner than they would have without the First-
Year Player Draft. Of course, while youngsters were
helped, there were fewer roster spots available for vet-
erans. For example, Dale Long performed well in
spring training with the Cubs in 1964, but they decided
not to keep him, since they were protecting two first-
year players on their 25-man roster, bringing his career
to an end.

It is well known that MLB’s amateur draft is a crap
shoot, with many high draft picks never meeting 
expectations or even advancing to the majors. The dif-
ficulty of projecting young ballplayers is illustrated by
the lack of success of many of the players taken in the
First-Year Player Draft. Overall, there were 178 players

First-year draftee Paul Blair helped the Baltimore Orioles win the 1966
World championship.
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chosen by MLB teams and 106 selected by minor-
league clubs. Of those, only 67 and seven, respectively,
ever played in MLB, and only 50 achieved either 300
plate appearances or 50 innings pitched. 

Naturally, some clubs gained an advantage from
the First-Year Player Draft, while others were hurt. Per-
haps no team was helped more than the 1967 Boston
Red Sox. Regulars Reggie Smith and Joe Foy were both
obtained via the draft, along with early-season starting
pitcher Bill Rohr and reliever Sparky Lyle. In addition,
a couple of the team’s biggest stars, Tony Conigliaro
and Jim Lonborg, benefited from the early look they
got as a result of Boston’s desire to protect them from
the draft. 

The First-Year Player Draft was another unsuccess-
ful attempt by Major League Baseball to reduce signing

bonuses to amateur prospects. It was replaced by the
amateur draft, which is still in place more than forty
years later. While it was in effect, though, it had a 
big effect on the teams and players of Major League
Baseball. �

Sources
Chicago Tribune
Los Angeles Times
New York Times
The Sporting News
Washington Post
Retrosheet
Nowlin, Bill, and Dan Desrochers, eds. The 1967 Impossible Dream Red Sox.
Burlington, Mass.: Rounder Books, 2007.

Major League Rules and Major–Minor League Rules.
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In 1965 the Red Sox promoted Jim Lonborg from
Triple A to Boston to protect him from the 
draft. A year earlier they did the same with Tony
Conigliaro. These two players benefited from the
early look they got and were key players in 1967,
when Lonborg won 22 games and had a career
year. Perhaps no other team was helped more 
by the First-Year Player Draft than the 1967 Sox,
who used it to obtain regulars Reggie Smith and
Joe Foy and pitchers Bill Rohr and Sparky Lyle.
After 1964, the owners had jettisoned the exist-
ing First-Year Player Draft and instituted the Rule
5 draft, which enabled a club to draft from an-
other organization any minor leaguer who had
been selected in the amateur draft, was not on
the 40-man roster of an MLB club, and had played
two seasons in professional ball. 
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In the summer of 1948, two of the nation’s premiermajor-league pitching prospects were Georgia
boys—Willard Nixon of Lindale and Hugh Radcliffe

of Thomaston. Both were multisport stars with a 
special talent for baseball. Both were big, strong, right-
handed pitchers who had dominated opposing batters
wherever they had pitched. Both attracted the atten-
tion of almost every major-league baseball club. And
as a result, each had to make a difficult, life-altering
decision because of the “bonus rule” that was in 
effect at the time.

EVOLUTION OF THE BONUS RULE
A few players had received sizable signing bonuses
during the 1930s. For example, the Yankees paid Char-
lie Devens $20,000 in 1932 and Tommy Henrich
$25,000 in 1936.1 Henrich, however, was not an un-
tried player, having spent three productive years in the
minor leagues. Despite such early bonuses, most base-
ball historians identify Dick Wakefield as the first
member of the group that would be forever known as
the “Bonus Babies.” In 1941, the Detroit Tigers signed
Wakefield out of the University of Michigan for
$52,000 and a new car.

As the sportswriter (and later novelist) Paul
Hemphill observed: “Once bonus fever set in, there
was no stopping it.”2 Perhaps not, but the owners cer-
tainly tried. Steve Treder suggests in The Hardball
Times that the motivation behind the bonus rule was
twofold. Club owners were interested in competitive
balance and sought a way to keep the richer clubs
from cornering the market on top prospects. These
moguls also wanted to hold down their labor costs,
both for new signees and for the increasingly disgrun-
tled established stars, who resented making less than
untried “phenoms.”3

The size of signing bonuses continued to creep 
upward as the Yankees (again!) paid Bobby Brown
$60,000 in 1946. Earlier that year, baseball’s major-
league owners proposed restrictions that, according 
to John Drebinger of the New York Times, “virtually
outlaw bonus payments” because the “heavy and
complicated restrictions . . . make it unlikely that any
Major League club will care to take the risks involved

except in very rare cases.”4 The proposed restrictions
on bonus payments received approval from the minor
leagues (the National Association of Professional Base-
ball Leagues) and took effect in 1947.

This original bonus rule stipulated that any player
signed by a major-league team for a salary/bonus
package exceeding $6,000 had to be placed on the
major-league roster before the end of the season or be
declared a free agent, claimable by any other major-
league (or higher-classification minor-league) team.
Similar restrictions applied to minor-league clubs, with
a sliding scale for the amount at which the bonus rule
kicked in. This scale ranged from $4,000 for triple-A
teams down to $500 for Class E teams. The rule also
specified that a bonus player retained this designation
throughout his career.

The new rule may have slowed the bonus band-
wagon, but it certainly did not bring it to a halt. A
significant new bidder did, however, hop aboard. In
1947, the Philadelphia Phillies, under new ownership,
shelled out bonuses to two high-school pitchers—
$15,000 to Charlie Bicknell and $65,000 to Curt
Simmons. The latter bonus was by far the better of the
two investments; both were sizable when compared
to the average ballplayer’s annual salary of approxi-
mately $11,000.5 (The median annual family income
at that time was $3,031.)6

The following year, the Phillies again were major
investors in the bonus market. The Boston Braves paid
the highest premium for a single player—$65,000 to
Johnny Antonelli—but Philadelphia signed three
young pitchers for a combined bonus total of $85,000.
Bob Miller, out of the University of Detroit Mercy, re-
ceived $20,000; Robin Roberts, from Michigan State
University, pocketed $25,000; and Georgia schoolboy
Hugh Radcliffe accepted the Phils’ offer of $40,000.

Few believed that the bonus rule was the solution
to the spending problem, and many openly criticized
its intent, its effectiveness, and its impact on the young
players who fell under its restrictions. It is not sur-
prising, considering his team’s heavy investment in
young talent, that Philadelphia Phillies owner Bob 
Carpenter called the rule “the most unfair piece of leg-
islation in baseball.” Carpenter, who had opposed the

Georgia’s 1948 Phenoms 
and the Bonus Rule

Wynn Montgomery
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adoption of the rule and led several unsuccessful 
efforts to have it repealed, elaborated on his objec-
tions, saying: “It is not only unfair to the clubs who are
willing and eager to improve their positions, but dou-
bly unfair to the players themselves. There is no doubt
that the necessity of keeping youngsters on the Major
League roster has retarded their progress.” He went so
far as to label the rule more than unfair, calling it “un-
American” and asking: “Have you ever heard of any
business other than baseball which penalizes a club
for making improvements?”7

Carpenter was not alone in his criticism of the
bonus rule. Connie Mack, owner and manager of the
Philadelphia Athletics, observed that “the bonus rule
hurts the player, the club, and all baseball.”8 Baseball
Commissioner “Happy” Chandler called the rule a 
“restrictive yoke,”9 and American League President 
Will Harridge labeled it “a long-range boomerang to
promising youngsters.”10 Leaders of independent minor-
league teams, such as the Atlanta Crackers’ Earl Mann,
recognized that the rule would undermine their ability
to compete for new young talent and actively cam-
paigned against it.

The criticism was not unanimous, however. War-
ren Giles, Cincinnati’s president and general manager,
maintained that “if a player is worth a substantial
bonus, he should have sufficient ability to play in the
majors at the time he signs and not have to spend sev-
eral years developing.”11 The varying opinions and the
intensity of those feelings made the bonus rule a topic
of discussion at every owners’ meeting and resulted in
frequent tinkering with its finer points.

In 1949, for example, the rule was modified to
allow certain bonus players signed after March 31 that
year to be optioned once during their first year. The
“bonus” level for triple-A and double-A teams was 
increased to the major-league level of $6,000. This 
latter change was a partial response to a proposal from
George M. Trautman, president of the NAPBL, that 
all leagues have the same limit to prevent clubs from
signing players at a higher level to avoid the bonus
designation and thus requiring them to face stiffer
competition than they were ready for.

By late 1949, however, the handwriting was on the
wall—or at least in the New York Times. In a column
entitled “End of a Noble Experiment,” Arthur Daley
compared the bonus rule to Prohibition, noting that it
was “as lofty in its idealistic motivations . . . and as
impractical in its application.” Daley added that the
rule “didn’t work and produced more ills than it was
supposed to cure.”12 Daley and others reported that
just as bootleggers had circumvented Prohibition’s re-

strictions, owners were adept at finding ways around
the bonus rule. Some of these ruses included signing
prospects’ fathers to scouting contracts, paying off
mortgages on prospects’ family homes, and treating
prospects and their families to lavish entertainment.

Daley also noted that “bonus players, per se, breed
discontent”13 and cited the situation in Boston in 1948
as the most egregious example. Johnny Antonelli, the
18-year-old who received the largest signing bonus
that year, had joined the Braves in midseason, but
manager Billy Southworth was unwilling to use an 
unproven rookie in the heat of a close pennant race.
Consequently, the youngster faced only 17 batters in
four innings, and his resentful teammates refused to
vote him a share of the team’s World Series earnings.
Following the season, Johnny Sain, whose 24–15
record earned him The Sporting News’ Pitcher of the
Year honors, demanded and got a raise. Clubhouse dis-
sention, due at least in part to resentment of the Bonus
Baby, continued to plague the Braves in 1949, eventu-
ally causing Southworth to step down for the final
third of the season.

When the end for the controversial bonus rule 
finally came in December 1950, its demise was over-
shadowed by a more newsworthy event: Major-league
owners approved its elimination at the same meeting
where they voted not to retain “Happy” Chandler as
commissioner. The minor leagues ratified elimination
of the bonus rule in early December, and Arthur Daley
penned its obituary, concluding that “the bonus rule
never did achieve its purpose. It didn’t halt extrava-
gant spending. It retarded the development of kids it
was supposed to help and in some instances ruined
them. It destroyed team morale. It led to sharp practice
and chicanery. It was a bad rule.”14

Writing 22 years later, Paul Hemphill, in an article
appropriately titled “Whatever Happened to What’s-
His-Name?” focused on the adverse impact the rule
had on the young players. He said: “Forced to sit in
big league dugouts—gaining no experience, ostracized
by jealous teammates, eventually the source of humor
for fans and press—they waited while their potential,
assuming they ever had any, stagnated and often 
disappeared.”15

Apparently, the club owners did not fully share
these assessments of the failure of their initial attempt
to limit bonus payments. Only two years after killing
the first bonus rule, they approved an even more strin-
gent variation on the theme. In 1952, led by Branch
Rickey, the owners passed a new bonus rule (Rule 3k),
which lowered the bonus threshold from $6,000 to
$4,000 and required that players signed for more than



this amount be immediately placed on the signing
team’s major-league roster for two years. This new
rule, labeled “baseball’s biggest blunder” by Brent
Kelly in his 1996 book of the same name, remained in
effect for five seasons (1953–1957) and suffered from
(and perhaps exacerbated) the shortcomings of the
rule it replaced.

While this rule was in effect, every major-league
team signed and carried on its roster at least one
Bonus Baby. In all, 57 untried youngsters garnered this
designation16 and the financial rewards that accompa-
nied it. Few of them gained the stardom that their
signers envisioned, although the list does include three
Hall of Famers—Al Kaline, Harmon Killebrew, and
Sandy Koufax.

What happened after the rule was eliminated sug-
gests that it did have some dampening effect on the
amounts spent on bonuses. In 1958, the first year 
following rejection of the second bonus rule, major-
league teams paid some $6 million dollars in bonuses,
compared to approximately $5 million during the pre-
ceding decade.17 The owners reacted by implementing
an unrestricted draft of first-year players. This concept,
which had been discussed for several years but always
rejected, allowed teams to draft any first-year player
not protected on a major-league roster for a standard
draft amount. The drafting team was then required to
place the drafted player on its roster for a full year. 

The first year–player draft did help to reduce 
the number of signing bonuses, but the amounts of
these bonuses continued to creep upward. The owners
tweaked the details of the first-year draft and contin-
ued to discuss (and reject) an unrestricted free-agent
draft—a concept which finally earned approval in 1965
and remains in place today.

The history of baseball owners’ efforts to control the
amounts paid to untried but highly touted young play-
ers suggests that there may be no ceiling on such
payments and no viable way to create one. The two
young Georgians who were courted in 1948 were
among the first players who had to consider how bonus
rules would affect them—both their immediate finan-
cial status and their long-term future. As we will see,
they chose different paths and achieved different results.

WILLARD LEE NIXON: COLLEGE MOUND ACE
Willard Nixon was the older and more experienced 
of the two Peach State phenoms. He was born in 
Taylorsville, Georgia (near Rome), in 1928 and lived
in that area all of his life. By the time he graduated
from high school, where he excelled in football and
basketball, he was a veteran of four seasons of textile

ball, first as part of an informal effort to “keep baseball
alive despite wartime conditions”18 and later in the
Northwest Georgia Textile League (NWGTL).

Nixon’s textile-league experience was with the
team representing Pepperell Mills. He played his first
game in 1943 when he was only 14 and was used 
sparingly during that season. He pitched a two-hit,
nine-inning shutout in an exhibition game early in
1944, but he fared less well against Pepperell’s regular
opposition and again saw limited action during the 
remainder of the season. In 1945, Willard became the
acknowledged “ace” of the Pepperell pitching staff. He
compiled a 6–1 record and earned two complete game
victories when Pepperell swept a best-of-three post-
season tournament. The final victory came just two
days after he had intercepted a pass and returned it for
a touchdown to spark McHenry High to a 19–9 win
over Trion High.

He opened the 1946 NWGTL season with three
shutouts and 332⁄3 consecutive scoreless innings and
compiled a regular-season record of 12–3. When 
Pepperell became league champions by winning two
postseason series, Nixon was the workhorse—and the
show horse—of both. He pitched in six of the ten
games and played left field when he was not on the

Willard Nixon reportedly was offered bonuses of as much as $30,000 
but chose to sign a contract for less in order not to be rushed into the 
big leagues. “I was afraid,” he said, “ I might get that money and go up
to the majors and flop.”
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mound. He won the deciding game of each series and
batted .519 (19 for 37) for the postseason, including a
game-tying solo home run in the final game.

In 1947, the Detroit Tigers offered Willard a con-
tract following his graduation from McHenry High, but
he chose instead to accept a grant-in-aid from Alabama
Polytechnic Institute (now Auburn University). In his
Auburn debut, Willard faced only 19 batters in five 
innings against Mercer University to earn his initial
collegiate victory. He compiled an 8–2 season record
and led Auburn to a second-place finish in the power-
ful Southeastern Conference.

College baseball in 1947 was a far cry from the 
attraction it has now become; it was then a minor
sport that attracted few fans. As Nixon himself said in
a 1974 interview, it “was just something students came
out to watch if they didn’t have anything else to do.”19

Willard had played before larger crowds—and perhaps
faced better players—back home in the textile league.
It was, however, a bigger stage, and his performance
placed him in a brighter spotlight than ever before.
Johnny Bradberry, sports editor of the Atlanta Consti-
tution, reported that “folks are calling Nixon the best
pitching prospect in the Southeastern Conference since
Spud Chandler.”20

When the collegiate season ended in May, Willard
rejoined his Pepperell team, which had started its
NWGTL season in April. He soon benefited from a
record-setting performance by Pepperell third baseman
“Shorty” Hall, who hit four home runs in four con-
secutive innings off four different pitchers. Pepperell
(and Nixon) won that game 25–4, and Hall became
the subject of a Ripley’s Believe It or Not cartoon.
Willard’s 1947 NWGTL record was 8–1, and he again
was the undisputed star of the postseason. He pitched
in five of the six games, winning three, “saving” one,
and losing one. He batted “only” .364, but three of 
his four hits were for extra bases, yielding a 1.000 
slugging percentage.

Willard returned to Auburn and, in the Tigers’ 1948
conference opener, struck out 20 Ole Miss batters to
set a new Auburn and SEC record. In his next outing,
Nixon was perhaps even better. He tossed a no-hitter
against the University of Tennessee, striking out 18
batters and walking four. When he next faced the Vols,
only a “scratch” eighth-inning single deprived him of
a second no-hitter. In that game, Nixon contributed
four hits, including a 370-foot home run, and the Rome
News Tribune observed that “folks in Knoxville think
that [Nixon] is the greatest college player of all time.”21

Others held similar opinions. Danny Doyle, his
Auburn coach, called Nixon “the greatest prospect I’ve

ever coached,” adding that “the team wouldn’t have
been much without him.” Teammate Erskine (Erk)
Russell, who later became a legendary football coach
at the University of Georgia and Georgia Southern 
University, recalled, “I never thought about losing
when Willard was pitching. He was so good that you
just knew when he pitched you were going to win.”22

Auburn won the SEC Eastern Division title, and
Nixon pitched the final regular season game in front of
scouts from 14 major-league teams. He finished the
season with 145 strikeouts (an SEC record that would
stand for 39 years) and a 10–1 record. He also led
Auburn in hitting with a .448 batting average. 

Every team except the Chicago White Sox and the
Philadelphia Athletics bid for Nixon’s services, and
two days after the season ended, he signed a contract
with the Boston Red Sox. Mace Brown, in the first year
of his long scouting career with the BoSox, proudly 
declared that Willard Nixon was “the greatest college
pitcher” he had seen and predicted that “he can’t miss
being a big leaguer.”23

Nixon reportedly was offered bonuses of as much
as $30,000, but, knowing that such a bonus would
limit his time in the minor leagues, he chose to take
less money. He later explained his decision, saying,
“Although nobody in the world needed the money
more than I did, I just didn’t think I was good enough
to start at the top. I was afraid I might get that money
and go up to the majors and flop. Then that bonus
money might be all I’d ever get out of baseball.”24

Willard Nixon had been a successful pitcher in two
different and very competitive environments, but, until
he was invited to Cleveland by Lou Boudreau toward
the end of his college career, he had never even seen
a major-league game. He wanted to be sure that he
had time to fully test his skills against other profes-
sional players before joining a major-league team. That
way, he would earn his place on a major-league roster.

HUGH FRANK RADCLIFFE: SCHOOLBOY STRIKEOUT KING
Hugh Radcliffe gained national attention in April 1948,
when he struck out 28 opposing batters in a nine-in-
ning high school baseball game. Radcliffe, pitching for
Robert E. Lee Institute, faced 33 Lanier High batters,
who managed to make contact with only 10 of his
pitches for seven foul balls, two infield grounders that
his teammates booted, and the lone hit that he 
surrendered—another infield roller that Coach J. E.
Richards said “should have been fielded, but the boys
are too accustomed to watching Radcliffe play the
game by himself.”25 Four times, a third strike eluded
the R. E. Lee catcher. Three times he was able to throw
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the batter out at first base, but the fourth batter
reached first safely, giving Hugh the opportunity to
record an “extra” strikeout to complete his one-hit,
two-walk shutout of a team that had won a pennant
the previous year.

Following this game, the opposing coach predicted,
“Radcliffe has the physical equipment and pitching
know-how to be a truly great pitcher.”26 One of the
players who faced Hugh that day was Inman “Coot”
Veal, who was destined for a six-year major-league 
career. He described Hugh’s curveball as the best he
ever saw, noting that it “broke straight down at your
feet.”27 The Atlanta Journal waxed poetic in an edito-
rial, gushing: “Georgia, home state of Ty Cobb and
Nap Rucker, of Sherrod Smith and Carlisle Smith, of
Rudy York and Johnny Mize and Spurgeon Chandler,
of Luke Appling and Martin Marion and Hugh Casey,
should be proud of the towering R. E. Lee Institute 
athlete whose feat we confidently predict will never
be equaled.”28

This record-setting game was the capstone of a
youthful athletic career that had made Radcliffe a local
legend in and around Thomaston, Georgia, where old-
timers still call him by his dual first names—“Hugh
Frank.” He earned All-State honors in football, track,
basketball, and (of course) baseball. His high-school
coach called him “the best high school punter he ever
saw,” and he once booted a football 78 yards in the
air. He won the district pole-vaulting championship
with a record jump of 11'4" despite a sprained ankle.
He was the starting guard on the R. E. Lee basketball
team, and many observers believed that he had enough
talent for a pro career in that sport.29 His American 
Legion baseball coach said, “[Hugh] can play any 
position on the field well; he can even catch.”30

This versatile athlete had first attracted the atten-
tion of professional baseball scouts in 1946, when he
led Thomaston’s American Legion team to the state
championship and then to the regional crown before
losing to New Orleans, the eventual national cham-
pion, in the sectional playoffs. These sectional games
attracted as many as five thousand fans, giving Hugh
and his teammates their first experience playing be-
fore such large crowds.

Radcliffe finished his senior year at R. E. Lee with
210 strikeouts in 812⁄3 innings—an average of 2.6 strike-
outs per inning. He tossed two seven-inning no-hitters,
and in his three nine-inning games, he averaged 24+
strikeouts and threw two one-hitters. He allowed only
16 hits and three earned runs for the season while
compiling a 9–0 record.31 He accomplished all this with
a pitching arsenal that included a 95 mph fastball, 

a “diving” sinker, and two different curve balls—a
“wide-sweeping” one and the overhand “bottomless”
version that Coot Veal described.32

Hugh led his team into the state championship
tournament, where on June 2 (one day after graduat-
ing) he pitched his last high-school game. He went the
full nine innings and struck out 24 batters, matching
his season average, but R. E. Lee made nine errors 
and lost 8–6. The next day, after considering offers
from 14 major-league scouts (including Branch Rickey
himself and fellow Georgian Spud Chandler), Hugh
Radcliffe accepted a $40,000 bonus from the Philadel-
phia Phillies. A rival scout reported later that Johnny
Nee, the Phillie scout who won the “Radcliffe Sweep-
stakes,” had “told everybody he had no limit. His club
. . . told him to sign Radcliffe and to go as high as he
had to to get him.”33

According to the local paper in an article looking
back at Radcliffe’s career, the youngster “was just as
eager as any teen-ager to get to the top as fast as pos-
sible, particularly on an ‘earn as you learn’ basis.”34

He had had no more exposure to major-league 
baseball than the slightly older Nixon, but with the 

Hugh Radcliffe, shown here in spring training in 1951, accepted a $40,000
bonus from the Phillies but never made it to the big leagues.
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unbridled confidence of youth he must have been sure
that he had the talent needed to succeed. He had
achieved amazing things on the diamond, and a bevy
of experienced baseball men were bidding for his serv-
ices. Surely, their expectations were reasonable. How
could he turn down that kind of money?

NIXON AND RADCLIFFE: PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL CAREERS
Immediately after signing professional contracts, the
two young Georgians were sent north to join minor-
league teams. Nixon went to the Scranton (Penn-
sylvania) Red Sox in the Class A Eastern League, and
Radcliffe reported to the Wilmington (Delaware) Blue
Rocks in the Class B Interstate League. He arrived the
same day that fellow “Bonus Baby” Robin Roberts was
promoted to the major-league club.35

Radcliffe left his first start in the seventh inning,
trailing 5–0, but went on to compile a respectable 7–3
record. Nixon’s debut, one day before his twentieth
birthday, was more impressive. He struck out the first
batter he faced and pitched an eight-hit shutout
against the Wilkes-Barre Barons. Local sportswriter
Chic Feldman exclaimed that “the door to a glittering
future opened at the stadium last night and in strode
Willard Nixon, blond and beautiful (both physically
and baseballically).”36 He closed the regular season
with five consecutive victories to end the season with
an 11–5 mark, and his final victory clinched the league
championship for Scranton. His final game came in the
postseason, and it was a “masterful two hitter”37 in
frigid weather.

Despite his winning record and acceptable ERA
(4.12), the Phillies did not put Radcliffe on the major-
league roster at the end of the season. Sportswriter Jeff
Moshier speculated that the “Phillies already were
overburdened with bonus men.”38 Perhaps the major-
league decision makers also were concerned about
Hugh’s control problems; he walked 82 batters in 92
innings. Whatever the reasoning, Hugh Radcliffe was
still in the minor leagues at the end of the 1948 season,
making him available to be drafted by other teams. 
He was among “the most publicized and highest 
paid” of the 270 “bonus tag” players whom big-league 
clubs left exposed to the draft in 1948,39 but there were
no takers.

Both Nixon and Radcliffe started their sophomore
seasons at the triple-A level. Nixon was assigned to
the Louisville Colonels of the American Association;
the Phils sent Radcliffe to the Toronto Maple Leafs in
the International League. Neither of the youngsters
fared well at that level. Nixon recorded three losses
and a “no decision” in four games for Louisville and

was demoted to the Birmingham Barons in the double-
A Southern Association. Radcliffe saw limited duty in
Toronto, appearing in only nine games and compiling
a 1–1 record and a 1.91 WHIP  in a mere 22 innings.
The Phils’ brass said that injuries prevented Hugh from
playing more, but others accused them of using the
youngster sparingly “in hopes that he would escape
the draft.”40 If that were their plan, it did not work; 
the New York Yankees drafted Hugh Radcliffe in 
November.

After being reassigned to double-A ball and fol-
lowing a slow start at that level, Willard Nixon had an
outstanding 1949 season. He lost his first three games
for the Barons, making him 0–6 for the season, but he
then won 14 of his final 18 decisions to finish the 
regular Southern Association season at 14–7, and at
least two of his losses were due to poor defensive sup-
port. A local sportswriter described his pitching as
“phenomenal after a shaky start.”41 He also had the
highest batting average (.345) on the team.

The highlight of the 1949 season for Willard Nixon
came on Monday, August 15, at Ponce de Leon Park 
in Atlanta. With a large contingent of fans from his
home town among the 4,996 in the stands and even
more watching the game on television at the Ameri-
can Legion clubhouse in Lindale, Willard dominated
the Atlanta Crackers. The final score was 5–4, and
Nixon had pitched all nine innings and driven in all
five Baron runs. As Langdon B. Gammon reported:
“He was the whole show, producer and star.”42

Two years after making their decisions regarding
immediate riches versus the potential for delayed grat-
ification, the two young pitching prospects from Georgia
each had experienced some success and some tribula-
tion. Neither was yet in the major leagues, but one
remained with his original suitor, while the other was
facing an uncertain future with a new organization.

After facing major-league hitters during spring
training, both players started the 1950 season at Triple
A. Nixon went back to Louisville, and the Yankees 
assigned Radcliffe to the Kansas City Blues. At the
time, Casey Stengel said that both he and young Eddie
Ford had “excellent prospects of climbing back fast.”43

Although both Georgia youngsters were now in the
American Association, they did not face off as mound
opponents. The junior Georgian pitched in only two
innings in two games for the Blues, compiling a losing
record (0–1) and a WHIP of 4.00. On May 6, he was re-
assigned to Binghamton in the Class A Eastern League,
three days before Nixon faced Kansas City for the first
time. Hugh prospered a bit in the lower classification,
appearing in 25 games and managing a winning record
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(9–8), although his ERA (4.14) and his WHIP (1.71)
remained high.

While Radcliffe’s triple-A performance earned him
a demotion, Nixon proved that his earlier difficulties at
that level were a clear case of premature promotion.
This time around, he got off to a fast start, winning his
first three games. On July 2, he won his sixth consec-
utive game, bringing his record to 11–2. On July 6, he
was promoted to the parent club. His 97 strikeouts led
the American Association, and he was batting .345.
Just over two years after signing with the Red Sox,
Willard Nixon had gotten the minor-league seasoning
that he thought he needed. He joined the Big Sox in
New York and received his major-league baptism im-
mediately. On July 7, he pitched the last two innings
of a 5–2 Red Sox loss to the Yankees. He allowed 
one run on three hits, walked three batters, and struck
out none—not especially impressive, but manager
Steve O’Neill was happy with the results. He noted
that Nixon “fired the ball hard and had those Yankees
refraining from taking toe holds.”44 By season’s end,
Willard had appeared in 22 games and compiled a
winning (8–6) record.

Willard Nixon was in the big leagues to stay. He
spent the next eight years with the Red Sox, although
he never achieved the stardom that many baseball 
experts continued to predict for him. Early in his 
career, he struggled to control his pitches and his tem-
per; later, he often pitched despite a painful shoulder.
His best two years came in 1954–1955, when his over-
all 23–22 record was overshadowed by his mastery
over the powerful New York Yankees, which earned
him a spot on the cover of The Sporting News45 and
the nickname of “Yankee Killer.” He beat the Yankees
four consecutive times in 1954, yielding no more than
one earned run in any game, and he won his first two
games against them in 1955—a streak of six straight
wins over the Bronx Bombers. Although his domi-
nance over the Yankees did not continue and while 
he was not as successful against many of his lesser 
opponents, Willard would have finished his career
with an overall winning record had he not tried to
pitch through arm trouble in 1958. He compiled a woe-
ful 1–7 record that year, dropping his career record to
69–72. He returned to the minors in 1959 with the
triple-A Minneapolis Millers in an attempt to “pitch
[his] way back to the majors,”46 but after nine seasons
in the majors, his big-league career was over.47

Hugh Radcliffe, by contrast, was destined to be 
a career minor leaguer. Following his winning 1950
season in Binghamton, the Yankees gave him a con-
tract for another year, and he joined the team in

Phoenix48 for spring training. After a successful start 
in an intrasquad game,49 he struggled and was farmed
out to Kansas City after giving up seven runs to Cleve-
land in a two-inning outing that included five walks
and a wild pitch. He spent only a month in Kansas
City, appearing in three games and compiling a 1–0
record, before being assigned to Beaumont in the 
double-A Texas League, where he won six, lost eight,
and amassed a 1.74 WHIP. In September, he was 
one of 12 minor leaguers “recalled” by the Yankees but
not asked to report immediately. In January 1952, the
Yankees announced his “outright release,” leading the
New York Times to say it was “the end of the trail” for
“bonus baby” Hugh Radcliffe.50

This pronouncement proved to be premature, as
Hugh signed on with Kansas City. He did not play for
the Blues, however. He was assigned and reassigned
three times, opening the 1952 season back in Beau-
mont, spending six weeks with the Tyler East Texans51

of the Class B Big State League, and then going back
to Class A Binghamton for the last month of the 
season. Hugh was taking the “journeyman ballplayer”
appellation literally: his travels took him to three teams
at three different classifications, for a combined record
of 9–7 and WHIP of 1.54. Following the season, Hugh
said that he had asked the Beaumont club to send him
to a team where he could be part of the regular rota-
tion. He added that he had learned more in the last
half of the season than in four years of professional
baseball, having “turned from a thrower to a pitcher.”52

He admitted later, however, that while with this club,
he suffered the injury that effectively ended his hopes
of a big-league career. He said that he had been put
into a game on a chilly night without proper warmup,
and his arm “went bad” and was never the same.53 He
was still the property of the Kansas City club and was
eligible for the draft, but only a major-league team
could claim him; none did.

Before he threw a pitch in 1953, Hugh Radcliffe had
been the property of four minor-league clubs—Kansas
City, Birmingham (Double A, Southern League), Syra-
cuse (Triple A, International League), and Natchez
(Class C, Cotton States League). With this last club,
Hugh saw more action than in any of his other minor-
league seasons. He appeared in 33 games, winning 13
and losing an equal number. His ERA was 3.74, and
his WHIP was 1.51. At the end of the season, Birm-
ingham reclaimed and reserved his rights.

Birmingham assigned Hugh to Winston-Salem
(Class B, Carolina League) before the 1954 season
started. He appeared in only three games, losing his
only decision, before being returned to the Barons on
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May 1. Four days later, the Barons released him, and
his trail truly came to an end. The $40,000 bonus baby
had spent seven years in the minor leagues, playing
for eight different teams in eight different leagues at
every minor-league classification above Class D. He had
managed an overall winning record (46–42) although
with only two winning seasons. He had constantly
struggled with his control, averaging 6+ walks per
nine innings pitched over his career.

Both these Peach State natives expressed some re-
grets as they looked back over their professional
baseball careers. For obvious reasons, Nixon’s regrets
were fewer. He summed up his playing days by saying,
“I didn’t get the most out of my ability, but I’m happy
with [my career]. Baseball’s been good to me. I would-
n’t have had anything if it hadn’t been for baseball.”54

Radcliffe openly rued his decision regarding the bonus
money. In 1955, the year after his career ended, he said:
“If I had it to do over, I wouldn’t be a bonus boy. They
bring the bonus boys up too fast and they don’t get the
chance that some of the other players get. If I had had
a chance to come up a little slower, and had had a little
time to spend with a few pitching coaches, I think I’d 
be up there winning today.”55 In his later years, Hugh
Frank was more philosophical; looking back in 2009,
he said, “I’m kinda glad I didn’t make it. I would have
had to raise my family up there and wouldn’t have got-
ten to spend as much time with them.”56

LIFE AFTER BASEBALL
Both Willard Nixon and Hugh Frank Radcliffe had long,
productive lives after their baseball days had ended.
Both found careers beyond the ballpark. Both raised
families. Both found pleasure in active hobbies. Both
retained legendary status in their hometowns. As with
their baseball careers, they took somewhat different
paths, but now the results were much more similar.

The first year of professional baseball was the last
year of bachelorhood for both young men, and they
found lifelong partners. Willard and Nancy Nixon had
been married for more than 51 years when he passed
away in 2000; together they raised three children.
Hugh and Marge Radcliffe have now been married for
more than 60 years and have raised four children.57

When their baseball days ended, both players took
full-time jobs with the companies where they had
worked during the offseasons. Hugh worked for the
telephone company that later became Alltel (and was
later acquired by Verizon), starting out as a lineman
and moving up to supervisor. He left them for a few
years to serve as a recreation director in Cordele, 
Georgia, but then returned and remained until his 
retirement some twenty years ago. Willard spent five
years as a Red Sox scout before returning to Pepperell
Mills, where since his high-school days he had worked
when he was not playing baseball. He left Pepperell 
in 1968 rather than relocate and held a variety of 
positions—clerk of the Floyd County Board of Com-
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WILLARD NIXON
Team League G IP W-L ERA
Scranton EL (A) 18 132.0 11–5 2.52
Louisville AA (AAA) 4 23.0 0–3 5.09
Birmingham SA (AA) 22 177.0 14–7 3.41
Louisville AA (AAA) 13 117.0 11–2 2.69
BOSTON AMERICAN 22 101.3 8–6 6.04
BOSTON AMERICAN 33 125.0 7–4 4.90

BOSTON AMERICAN 23 103.7 5–4 4.86

BOSTON AMERICAN 23 116.7 4–8 3.93
BOSTON AMERICAN 31 199.7 11–12 4.06
BOSTON AMERICAN 31 208.0 12–10 4.07
BOSTON AMERICAN 23 145.3 9–8 4.21
BOSTON AMERICAN 29 191.0 12–13 3.68
BOSTON AMERICAN 10 43.3 1–7 6.02
Minneapolis AA (AAA) 26 98.0 6–2 3.58

Minor-League Totals (4) 83 547.0 42–19 3.14
Major-League Totals (9) 225 1234.0 69–72 4.39

HUGH RADCLIFFE
Team League G IP W-L ERA
Wilmington ISL (B) 16 96.0 7–3 4.12
Toronto IL (AAA) 9 22.0 1–1 INA

Kansas City AA (AAA) 2 2.0 0–1 18.00
Binghamton EL (A) 25 150.0 9–8 4.14
Kansas City AA (AAA) 3 11.0 1–0 3.27
Beaumont TL (AA) 22 113.0 6–8 3.90
Beaumont TL (AA) 10 52.0 1–3 3.63
Tyler BSL (B) 8 45.0 3–2 4.60
Binghamton EL (A) 9 56.0 5–2 3.54
Natchez CSL (C) 33 183.0 13–13 3.74
Winston-Salem CL (B) 3 INA 0–1 INA

Minor-League Totals (7) 140 730.0 46–42 3.85
Major-League Totals (0) 0 0.0 NA NA

Year
1948
1949

1950

1951

1952

1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

League Abbreviations: AA (American Association); BSL (Big State League); CL (Carolina League); CSL (Cotton States League); EL (Eastern League); 
IL (International League); ISL (Interstate League); SA (Southern Association); TL (Texas League). 
Statistics from Baseball-Reference.com.
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missioners, County Court investigator, chief of police
for Floyd County, and transportation director for the
Floyd County School System—until he retired in 1989.

Even before he retired, Nixon became one of the
most popular and successful amateur golfers in North-
west Georgia and maintained this status until failing
health forced him off the links. Radcliffe also became
an avid golfer and fisherman and retired to Florida so
that he could pursue both hobbies, which he is again
enjoying after recovering from a bout with cancer.58

Hugh’s decision to retire to Florida reflects another
major difference in the lives of these two Georgians.
Willard Nixon arranged his life so that he never lived
more than 10 miles from his birthplace; Hugh Radcliffe
never lived in Thomaston after he graduated from high
school, although he did return often to visit family
members59 and to participate in ceremonies honoring
his accomplishments.

In 2004, Hugh Frank Radcliffe was among the first
15 athletes inducted into the Thomaston–Upson County
Sports Hall of Fame. Willard Nixon had received a 
similar honor in 1971, when the Rome–Floyd County
Sports Hall of Fame inducted its inaugural class of
seven. Nixon was also elected to the Georgia Sports
Hall of Fame in 1993. That honor has so far eluded
Radcliffe, but in 1998, the Georgia House of Represen-
tatives passed a resolution commending his athletic
achievements in four sports and especially honoring
“the golden day he struck out 28 batters.”60 Radcliffe’s
most recent honor came in 2008, when the clubhouse
at Thomaston’s Silvertown Ballpark (the site of his 
historic performance) was named in his honor.

HUGH RADCLIFFE: POSTER BOY FOR THE EVILS OF THE BONUS
RULE—OR NOT?
The two heroes of this story faced similar situations,
made very different decisions, and achieved very dif-
ferent results. The intriguing question is the degree to
which their decisions to accept or reject large bonuses
impacted their upward mobility. 

Willard Nixon thought he needed minor-league 
experience before he would be ready to pitch in the
majors. In two and a half years, he got that experience,
moving smoothly through Classes A, AA, and AAA.
His only slip during that climb came when he was pro-
moted from Class A to Triple A before he was ready.
When he faltered at the higher level, he went to 
Double A and pitched well. 

In contrast, after the pitching-rich Phils chose not
to protect their investment in Hugh Radcliffe by adding
him to the big-league roster, they promoted him all the
way to triple-A Toronto to ensure that only another

major-league team could draft him. He had been
somewhat successful in Class B, but he skipped Class
A and AA and spent his entire sophomore year at 
the triple-A level, getting little opportunity to prove
himself there.

Radcliffe’s belief that he would have done better if
he had rejected the bonus offer, of course, echoes the
concerns voiced by opponents of the bonus rule, but
can we be sure that his “bonus boy” status is what
prevented him from becoming a major leaguer? In
spite of a reasonably successful first season, no other
major-league club saw enough potential to add him to
their roster after the Phillies exposed him to the draft.
If his limited use at Toronto was truly a ruse to keep
other teams from noticing him, then his bonus status
certainly retarded his progress. If he was kept at the
triple-A level to reduce the number of teams who
could draft him, his bonus status hurt him further.
Radcliffe himself believes to this day that the Phillies
“tried to hide me.”61 If such were not the case, there
seems to be little justification for not using him more
in 1949, either in Toronto or at a lower minor-league
classification. 

There is little doubt, therefore, that Hugh Rad-
cliffe’s development suffered because he was a bonus
baby, but other factors may have kept him in the 
minors while his fellow Georgian advanced to the ma-
jors. Radcliffe had the disadvantage of being selected
by teams that had an abundance of pitchers. The
Phillies had signed a bevy of bonus-level pitchers and
reaped the benefits in 1950 when the “Whiz Kids”
won the National League pennant behind the starting
pitching of three Bonus Babies—Curt Simmons, Robin
Roberts, and Bob Miller. The Yankees of the early
1950s dominated the American League, winning five
consecutive pennants between 1949 and 1953, with a
pitching staff built around Vic Raschi, Allie Reynolds,
Eddie Lopat, and (later) Johnny Sain and Whitey Ford.

While he got less minor-league training than
Nixon, Radcliffe probably needed it more. He had
pitched extremely well, but typically against players
younger than he was. During the summer between his
junior and senior years in high school, Hugh did pitch
for Swainsboro in the semipro Ogeechee League,62

where most of his opponents had played college ball.
He also pitched “a few games” for the local textile-
mill teams,63 but he was 19 years old throughout his
dominant final year in high school; most high-school
seniors are a year younger than that. In contrast,
Willard Nixon had pitched extensively in the textile
leagues against men who were five to ten years his
senior, and he had prospered against that competition. 
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Both players suffered from sore arms during their
careers, but here again there was an important differ-
ence. Nixon hurt his arm after proving that he could
pitch at the major-league level. Radcliffe’s injury came
while he was struggling in the minors, effectively side-
tracking any hope that he could succeed in the majors.

There seems to be little doubt that the 1948 bonus
rule played a role in Hugh Frank Radcliffe’s failure 
to reach the major leagues. The Phillies certainly got
little (if any) benefit from their $40,000 investment.
There is some irony in the fact that the younger of the
two players we have considered, the one who was 
perhaps most in need of minor-league seasoning,
opted for the route that made such seasoning least
likely. Yet he got minor-league experience anyway, 
although perhaps not in the proper sequence. Other
factors also helped to keep the youngster in the mi-
nors, so the overarching lesson here may be that
paying large sums for “can’t miss” (but untried) pitch-
ers was just as risky in 1948 as it is today—and as it
will likely be in 2048. �
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Doug Glanville in his new baseball memoir
notes that many players, “rewarded with huge
contracts because of their offensive prowess,

. . . have developed a kind of attention deficit disorder
when it comes to defense. . . . If you put up tremen-
dous offensive numbers year after year, the game 
will cut you a little slack when it comes to the glove.”1

But is that still true? Or, rather, is the converse still
true—that the compensation to players whose glove is
better than their bat is not commensurate with their
true value?

In the past year many baseball writers have re-
marked that “defense is the new on-base percentage,”
meaning that it’s an undervalued asset—as the ability
merely to get on base was about a decade ago, when
driving in runs was thought to be the ticket, or so said
Michael Lewis in Moneyball. You would think that, if
here and there online and now in the pages of The
Baseball Research Journal you’re reading that defense
is undervalued in the market, surely it no longer is.
Wouldn’t the market have already corrected itself? “We
were concerned several years ago that the advantage of
the things that we knew could play itself out when you
reach the point that everybody knew those things,”
Bill James told a gathering of the Boston chapter of the
Baseball Writers Association of America earlier this
year.2 Haven’t all the front offices caught on by now,
so that there are no more bargains for them to sift
through in the glovework department?

But knowing where to shop is not the same as
knowing what to look for once you get there. If some
position players whose good glove more than offsets
their weak bat still have a market value below their
actual value, how would you know how to identify
them? “The reason there are still more inefficiencies
on the defensive side is that defense remains hard to
quantify,” Jeff Kingston, assistant general manager of
the Seattle Mariners, told Sports Illustrated earlier this
year. “The metrics have come a long way in the last
few years, and clubs go to great lengths to quantify de-
fense, but they simply don’t have the same confidence
level as they do in quantifying offense.”3

James agrees with Kingston that a major limitation
of the effectiveness of defensive metrics is that our
“confidence” in them is shaky. Referring to the quan-

tification of defense, he comments that “we haven’t
been doing it all our lives. We’ve had pretty good
methods now for five or six years. I’ve been doing the
[offensive] stuff all my life. I know what’s a normal
gap between two seasons [offensively] and what isn’t.
I don’t know the same [defensively].’’ Even so, he
thinks that defense “can be evaluated with the same
degree of precision and the same degree of agreement
among different methods as [can] offense.”4

It’s true that the business of quantifying offense
has undergone profound development in the past
thirty years, after decades of relative stasis. To the fa-
miliar categories of batting average, RBIs, runs scored,
and so forth, baseball analysts have proposed count-
less new metrics, some of which—OPS+, wOBA,
linear weights—have stuck. Although Major League
Baseball doesn’t recognize them as official statistical
categories, they’re computed from the actual statistics
in the official record and have proven to be reasonably
reliable instruments for evaluating and predicting a
player’s offensive performance.

Most of the effort to quantify run prevention, or de-
fense, has been focused on pitching, at least since the
late nineteenth century. Sabermetric scrutiny in gen-
eral has been so abundant, however, that, whether or
not fielding has been scrutinized less than pitching,
it’s still been scrutinized a lot—more than a lot of peo-
ple who take a professional interest in the subject can
easily keep up with.

The earliest baseball writers used the terms offense
and defense in a precise manner that doesn’t match up
entirely with twenty-first-century usage. Defense for
them was the entire project of preventing runs, and that
includes pitching as well as fielding. In this article we
use the term defense mostly in the twenty-first-century
sense, to mean fielding as distinct from pitching.

Below we’ll look at some of the new, and not so
new, defensive metrics that Jeff Kingston alludes to and
then at some of the major-league clubs that are mining
them for information that might give them insight and
an advantage over their competition. First, though, let’s
look back at the handful of defensive statistical cate-
gories that are familiar and traditional. A brief inquiry
into their history might give us a new perspective on
defense and on the report that defense is the new OBA.

D E F E N S E
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EARLY FIELDING STATISTICS: REWARD RANGE OR PENALIZE ERROR?
Recent buzz about defense may strike you as a fad that
will soon pass, but in some respect it reflects a return
to the earliest days of organized baseball. “It’s almost
impossible,” writes Alan Schwarz in The Numbers
Game, “for the modern baseball fan, conditioned to
focus on the battle between pitcher and batter, to 
appreciate how important fielding was in the early
game. . . . As baseball historian John Thorn notes,
‘Fielding skill was still the most highly sought after 
attribute of a ball player.’”5

Already by 1876, putouts, assists, and errors were
added together to determine chances, and fielding per-
centage was calculated as it is now. In 1887, the
practice of counting wild pitches and passed balls as
errors, or “battery errors,” was discontinued. Double
plays by individual fielders were added as an official
stat in 1922. This was among statistical categories that
weren’t included in official records in the early days
but that nonetheless were recorded in box scores, from
which later researchers have reconstructed season 
totals. Stolen bases against individual pitchers and
catchers began to be recorded more reliably, and 
catchers began to be credited for “caught stealing.”
Otherwise the system of measuring defense remained
fairly static until Bill James began to publish his
groundbreaking work in the late 1970s.

As for fielding percentage, Henry Chadwick was
not alone in thinking that range was more important
than sure-handedness. In his Beadle guide following
the 1872 season, fielding statistics did not include er-
rors.6 In 1875, Al Wright, following a similar
philosophy, took the sum of putouts and assists and
divided that by games—a metric that rewarded players
for how often they got to a batted ball. Errors didn’t
figure into it at all. This method of quantifying fielding
didn’t catch on—not, that is, until about a hundred
years later, when James introduced Range Factor.
Wright had called it “fielding average.”7

What is the primary criterion by which the per-
formance of a fielder ought to be evaluated? Chadwick
represented the school of thought, which perhaps was
more traditional, that fielders should be rewarded for
range, but the opposing school of thought, that the em-
phasis should be on penalizing them for errors, was
winning the day. The debate was captured, and the
case for the reward-range doctrine nicely made, in a
poem in a New York newspaper in 1917.8

Chances
When the fielder loves his record

More than victory for his team
Doubtful chances miss his glances

For his caution is extreme.
Going after every grounder

Means a slip-up here and there,
And in terror of an error

He will choose the chances fair.
Spotless records are enticing

In a ball game as in life,
And the cunning pick their running

To avoid the stony strife.
Many a mortal swaggers slowly

Down the years in proud parade,
Boasting to the meek and lowly

Of the slips he never made.
Well it is that wise commanders,

When they call for sterling men,
Place the workers o’er the shirkers

Though they err and err again.
Men who try and fall when trying

Try again and win at last,
Never brooding, never sighing

O’er the errors of the past.

— William F. Kirk

Kirk went on to say that managers prefer that their
players go after everything even if it means they make
more errors, as long as they’re not mental errors.

In 1957, Rawlings established the Gold Glove Award for the player who
would be voted the best fielder at his position. The inaugural All-Star
Fielding Team, as it was called, was voted on by a committee of sports-
writers and was drawn from players in both leagues. Since 1958, the Gold
Glove has been given to nine players in each league.
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We often hear that 90 percent of baseball is pitch-
ing. Addie Joss first said that, in 1906, according to Bill
James, who adds that, when Joss was criticized for it,
he tried to explain that he meant that pitching was 90
percent of defense. John McGraw divided it up this
way—batting is half of baseball, pitching is one-third,
and fielding is one-sixth.9

Hugh Fullerton, a baseball writer, came up with a
different formula in 1921. He gave more weight to of-
fense and fielding than McGraw did and less to
pitching. First he divided the game into offense and
defense (fielding plus pitching) and gave roughly twice
as much weight to the former—his exact ratio was 64
to 36. Then he subdivided defense into each of the
nine positions. Of that 36 percent of the total, it was 
36 percent for the pitcher, 14 percent for the catcher,
6.5 percent for the second baseman, 6 percent for the
first baseman, and less than 6 percent for each of the 
remaining positions.10 All this, of course, was pure con-
jecture—as is the assumption that fielding counts for
less now than it did back then. That assumption, how-
ever speculative, is hardly groundless, though: There
are more strikeouts and home runs now and conse-
quently fewer balls put into play.

In 1954, Allan Roth and Branch Rickey, at that time
general manager of the Pittsburgh Pirates, developed
an “efficiency formula” for quantifying run-creation
and run-prevention performance. Unable to figure out
how to measure fielding, they set their metric for it at
0—that is, they threw up their hands and just assumed
that its overall effect on the game’s outcome was nei-
ther positive nor negative. Rickey was resigned to the
idea that “there is nothing on earth anyone can do
with fielding.”11

GOLD GLOVE AWARD
In 1957, Rawlings, the baseball-glove manufacturer,
established the Gold Glove Award for the player who
would be voted the best fielder at his position. The 
inaugural All-Star Fielding Team, as it was called, was
voted on by a committee of sportswriters and was
drawn from players in both leagues. Since 1958, the
Gold Glove has been given to nine players in each
league. From 1958 through 1964, they were voted on
by players. In 1965 the vote came instead from man-
agers and coaches (they could not vote for players on
their own team), and this practice has continued to
the present day.12

Everyone understands that the basis for selection
is ultimately subjective. It depends on the judgment of
voters, whose impressions will be influenced by a
given player’s reputation and will vary according to

how much of his performance, and which moments of
it, they’ve witnessed, either live or on TV. The dearth
of familiar statistical categories that can serve as a
common criterion that all voters can take into account
makes the Gold Glove Award even more susceptible to
being discounted by skeptics than are, for example, the
Cy Young and Most Valuable Player awards.

Moreover, no minimum number of games or in-
nings at each position is stipulated, making it possible
for Rafael Palmeiro in 1999 to become the “first DH to
win the Gold Glove,” which he was awarded for his
work at first base, where he’d played a grand total of
28 games.13 It’s true that a given Gold Glove winner is
likely to have already been more high-profile than the
average player—to play for a winning team, to have
been selected to the All-Star Game, to have won the
Gold Glove previously—and this raises the question
whether voting is biased against the player who ar-
guably was the better fielder but lacks marquee
status.14

As a data point, then, that we can use when plot-
ting the fielding quotient of a player who has won it,
the Gold Glove Award is of limited value, but neither
should it be ignored or outright dismissed. Judgment
calls based on seeing, on empirical evidence, do count
for something, as any scout will tell you, and when
joined to statistical analysis the two modes of evalua-
tion taken together may produce a higher confidence
level than either of them taken only by themselves.
Still, the usefulness of the Gold Glove Award in evalu-
ating defensive talent across MLB would be greater if
the details of the vote were made public—only the
winner is announced, so we don’t know by how much
he won or who else was in the running.

SABERMETRIC STATISTICS
The statistical measurement of defensive performance
has undergone profound development in the past forty
years. Most innovations in defensive metrics during
this period fall into one of two flavors—metrics that
can be derived from the established statistical cate-
gories (putouts, assists, errors, total chances) and
metrics that require batted ball information, including
hit locations. One metric, Total Zone, incorporates the
best of both approaches.

Statistics Based on Box-Score Statistics
The first proposals to reassess fielding statistics in-
volved adjustments to the defensive statistical
categories that have existed since 1876. The newer
metrics—Range Factor, Relative Range Factor, Adjusted
Range Factor, Defense Efficiency Record, Fielding Runs,
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and Fielding Wins—are generated from calculations
based on these simple box-score statistics. A big ad-
vantage of these metrics is that they can be calculated
for any year from 1876 to the present.

Range Factor (RF) and Relative Range Factor (RRF). In 1976,
Baseball Digest ran “Fielding Statistics Do Make Sense!”
an article wherein the author, one Bill James, intro-
duced Range Factor, a reincarnation of Al Wright’s
fielding average (putouts added to assists and divided
by games). Later James acknowledged that Range 
Factor could not adequately capture the fielding per-
formance of pitchers, catchers, and first basemen.
Moreover, he explained, it was liable to be skewed by
the following:

The number of a player’s defensive innings is not
necessarily the number of games he played in
multiplied by the number (in most cases, nine) of
innings in that game. (James would later propose
that defensive innings be recorded. They would
have to be estimated for games before 1952.)

A player is likely to get more opportunities if he
plays on a team whose pitchers have a low strike-
out rate.

A pitching staff with a high ratio of groundballs 
to fly balls is likely to increase the number of
chances for infielders and to decrease the number
of chances for outfielders.

A pitching staff that is more left- or right-handed
than average will affect the number of fielding
opportunities for the various position players,
with a left-handed pitcher, for example, likely to
increase the number of opportunities for the left
fielder, third baseman, and shortstop and to de-
crease the number of opportunities for the right
fielder and first and second basemen.

It does not adjust for team defense. “Every team
makes 27 outs,” James explained in The Fielding
Bible (2006), “whether they field like a team of
Adam Everetts or a team of Jason Giambis. The
overall range factor of a bad team is the same as
the overall range factor of a good team.”15

James adjusted for these wrinkles in Relative Range 
Factor (RRF), which he introduced in a chapter in The
Fielding Bible, twenty years after his original article on
plain Range Factor.16 Using Defense Efficiency Record

(see below), he also adjusted for team defense to com-
pensate for the fewer opportunities that a given fielder
is likely to have if he plays on a team with good defense.

An important advantage of RRF is that can it be
used for seasons as far back as 1876. A practical 
advantage that plain Range Factor has over Relative
Range Factor is that it can be generated entirely from
the data in box scores (you don’t consider, for example,
whether the pitchers the fielders are playing behind
are groundball or fly-ball pitchers), although the reli-
ability of plain Range Factor is inferior to that of RRF.

Adjusted Range Factor. In the 1980s, Tom Tippett devel-
oped Adjusted Range Factor.17 A variation on Range
Factor, it’s based on the number of balls in play (other
than home runs) while each fielder is at his position.
It’s adjusted for the strikeout and groundball rates of
the pitching staff and for the handedness of batters. It
tracks only meaningful putouts and assists—for ex-
ample, when a second baseman fields a groundball
and throws to first to retire the runner, the assist is
considered meaningful, whereas the putout executed
by a first baseman catching the thrown ball is not.
However, like Range Factor, Adjusted Range Factor
yields an estimate, not an exact measure of the op-
portunities presented to a fielder. For historical data,
this provides a better estimate than does plain Range
Factor, although it’s still an estimate.

Defense Efficiency Record (DER). James went on to develop
DER (defense efficiency record), a defensive metric ap-
plicable to teams. DER is a measure of the percentage
of batted balls that become outs. For example, a team
that records outs on 72 of 100 balls put into play has
a DER of .720. DER can be applied to historical data.
Roughly, it’s an inverse of batting average (roughly in
that neither strikeouts nor home runs affect DER). It
varies from era to era, so that it fails to measure a
team’s defense relative to the league average at the
time, and it does not do a great job of distinguishing
pitching effectiveness from fielding.18 Still, DER is
highly correlated with winning. From 2008 to 2009, for
example, the Tampa Bay Rays went from worst to first
in DER and from worst to first in the American League
East standings.19

Fielding Runs and Fielding Wins. Pete Palmer in Total Base-
ball introduced Fielding Runs, a formula for estimating
how many runs a fielder saves.20 A player’s Fielding
Runs number is either positive or negative, unless it’s
zero; an average fielder at any position would save
zero runs. For double plays, additional credit is given
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beyond the putouts and assists the fielders are cred-
ited with. For first basemen, assists are counted but
not putouts, which are considered to be not meaning-
ful in most cases, resulting in the anomaly that the first
baseman fielding the ball and throwing it to the pitcher
covering first is rated more highly than the first base-
man who fields the ball and runs to the bag himself.

James in Win Shares concurs that fielding statistics
don’t easily lend themselves to the evaluation of first
basemen.21 In his initial attempt to arrive at a single
number for the defensive value of a player to his 
team, James used a complex formula. The match be-
tween James’s Win Shares defensive values and Pete
Palmer’s Fielding Runs was only about 50 to 60 percent,
whereas their different methods for arriving at runs
created “gets essentially the same answers,” accord-
ing to James, about 99 percent of the time.22

Like Range Factor, Fielding Runs does not take into
account the handedness of batters or how a pitching
staff’s strikeout and groundball rates affects how many
opportunities a fielder gets.

A player’s Fielding Runs number is used to esti-
mate his Fielding Wins, an estimate of the number of
games a team won above or below what it would have
won with an average fielder (with zero Fielding Runs)
at the player’s position.

Statistics That Require the Tracking 
of Batted Balls Metrics
In contrast to the set of newer defensive
metrics discussed up to this point are de-
fensive metrics that involve zone charts
and require the tracking of batted balls to
the precise points where they land on the
field. These metrics are beyond the abil-
ity of the typical fan or researcher to
calculate on his own; he must simply
trust the work of private data-gathering
services—for the most part, STATS, LLC
(formerly STATS, Inc.) and Baseball Info
Solutions (BIS)—and rely on the num-
bers they report. Another limitation of
zone-based defensive metrics is that they
can’t be used for seasons before 1989.
For the seasons for which they can be
used, however, these metrics have proven
to be more reliable indicators of a player’s
fielding ability than are the box-score-
based metrics. How do we know the
numbers are more reliable? The numbers
correlate better year to year. Many 
of these metrics measure very specific 

observations (ability to field balls to his right, ability 
to handle bunts, etc.). These metrics give results that
conform well to our impression. They also give us in-
sight into abilities of players who through conventional
scouting methods may have been overlooked.

Tracking by Eyeballing. In the late 1970s, James proposed
that the location of every batted ball be tracked for the
purpose of evaluating defensive performance. From
the beginning, this project involved dividing up the
field into zones. Below is an example of a STATS 
zone chart.

Zone Rating (ZR). In 1989, STATS, Inc., developed
Zone Rating (ZR). How is ZR calculated? They 
divide the field into zones. Each fielder is 
responsible for one or more of them. Some
zones, representing “gaps,” are not assigned 
to any defensive position. STATS “reporters” sit
in the press box and, “eyeballing” the course
of batted balls, record which zone every ball
put into play falls into. If it falls into a zone for
which the shortstop, for example, is responsi-
ble, he’s credited with an opportunity. If he
makes a play on the ball, he’s credited with 
the opportunity plus the play. His zone rating 
is simply plays divided by opportunities; in this

A STATS zone chart. If a fielder makes a play on a ball hit to a zone he’s not
responsible for, he’s credited, but the form of credit varies according to the
system of Zone Rating, that of STATS or that of BIS.

COURTESY OF STATS, LLC
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way, zone-rating numbers are numerically sim-
ilar to fielding percentage.

If a fielder makes a play on a ball in a zone
he’s not responsible for, he’s credited, but the
form of credit varies according to the system
of Zone Rating, that of STATS or that of BIS. In
the original Zone Rating from STATS, players
get extra credit for fielding a ball out of their
zone. In Revised Zone Rating (described
below), no extra credit is given for them,
they’re merely tallied separately.23

Defensive Average (DA). In the 1990s, Pete De-
Coursey and Sherri Nichols used play-by-play
data from Project Scoresheet and The Baseball
Workshop, a research company that produced
baseball databases, in their development of
Defensive Average. The concept is the same
as that of Zone Rating. The field is divided
into zones that are assigned to positions. The
number of plays a given fielder makes is com-
pared to the number of balls into the zones
he’s responsible for. Some baseball analysts
have found DA to be useful, but it has not
been adopted across the industry to the de-
gree that the various flavors of ZR have.

Significant differences between DA and ZR
mean that a given fielder may look better in
ZR than in DA or vice versa. In DA, every
zone is assigned to at least one fielder—no
gaps in the outfield, for example, are recog-
nized, as they are in ZR, and every ball put
into play is deemed to be at least possibly
fieldable. In ZR, a ball that drops in for a hit
in a zone that no fielder is considered respon-
sible for is not counted as an opportunity for
anyone, whereas in DA, if the ball is hit into
the gap between short and second, for exam-
ple, each infielder is charged with half an
opportunity. This tends to penalize a fielder
who plays next to a fielder with poor range.24

Tracking by Pixel. “But none of these [defensive met-
rics],” Alan Schwarz wrote back in 2004, “have gained
any real currency, because they all basically derive
from the same specious input: putouts, assists, and er-
rors. To really assess the skill of a fielder, many more
factors must be considered: How hard was the ball 
hit? Where was the fielder stationed at the moment of
contact? How quickly was he able to close the gap 

between his glove and the ball? Would a stronger
throw have beaten the runner, and how fast was the
runner moving?”25

The first item, at least, in Schwarz’s list of ques-
tions is addressed with the help of Baseball Info
Solutions and the availability of new kinds of data,
which are used for Revised Zone Rating, Plus/Minus,
Ultimate Zone Rating, and Probabilistic Model of
Range (all described later). BIS tracks the direction,
speed, type, and distance of every batted ball. Speeds
of batted balls are classified as soft, medium, or hard.
Types are classified as groundball, liner, fly ball,
“fliner” (balls considered halfway between a fly ball
and line drive), or bunt.26 High infield pop-ups are
grouped with fly balls. After this breakdown, there are
two specific splits: distance (in feet) and direction (in-
dicated by a vector). 

For direction and distance, the manner in which
the batted balls are tracked by BIS video scouts is en-
tirely different from how balls are tracked by STATS
for Zone Rating. BIS video scouts do not determine
which zone a batted ball falls into. Rather, they plot a
hit location on a field diagram for the given ballpark.
BIS software enables the video scouts to simply click
on the computer image of the field to plot the hit lo-
cation. This displays a one-pixel-by-one-pixel hit
location where a ball lands or is fielded. In contrast to
the tracking method of ZR, this method does not 
involve the assignation of zones to specific fielders.
Video scouts’ opinions of the degree of difficulty are
never considered; the video scouts simply watch game
film and plot the data points. Each hit location is plot-
ted by at least 2 video scouts to ensure accuracy.

Revised Zone Rating (RZR). In The Fielding Bible,
John Dewan expands on the original Zone
Rating system he developed at STATS, his for-
mer company. Revised Zone Rating (RZR)
involves two major improvements over plain
Zone Rating. 

First, in RZR, the hit locations by pixel, de-
scribed above, are used to plot batted balls;
balls hit in specific directions and at specific
distances are predetermined to fall in a player’s
zone or “out of zone.” BIS video scouts plot hit
locations, and then an automated code deter-
mines whether the ball landed (or was caught)
in a particular RZR zone.

Second, Baseball Info Solutions, in using RZR,
tallies separately the number of plays made
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outside a player’s zone. These are designated
Plays Out of Zone, or OOZ. Revised Zone Rat-
ing is simply a percentage of the balls fielded
successfully in a player’s zone; it lists Out of
Zone plays separately. This is slightly differ-
ent from the original Zone Rating, where balls
fielded out of a player’s zone as well as in it
counted toward a player’s Zone Rating. 

In RZR for outfielders, different zones are used
depending on batted-ball type. For example, the
zone for line drives is much smaller than that
for fliners or fly balls. This is an improvement
on Zone Rating in that a 6-second fly ball, for
example, is treated differently from a 3-second
line drive or a 4.5 second fliner. 

When viewed simultaneously, Plays Out of
Zone (OOZ) and percentage of plays in zone
(RZR) prove to be a significant measure of a
player’s fielding performance, as they indicate
whether a player is a standout fielder at rou-
tine plays, difficult plays, both, or neither.27

Plus/Minus. Plus/Minus, another metric that
John Dewan developed using BIS data, is 
designed to answer the question “How many
plays did this player make above or below what
an average player at his position would
make?”28 Adam Everett, for example, had a
Plus/Minus of +33 at shortstop in 2005. That
is, he made 33 more plays than the average
shortstop. Conversely, in 2005, Derek Jeter had
a Plus/Minus of –34, despite his Gold Gloves
and his reputation for making web-gem plays.29

Plus/Minus offers more nuance than other de-
fensive-rating systems—the harder the play
that is made, the greater the credit to the
fielder. Conversely, the fielder is penalized
more harshly for missing a routine play than
for missing a hard one. But this begs the ques-
tion: What exactly is a hard play, what is an
easy play, and what are the various shades of
difficulty between the two ends of the spec-
trum? This is determined from BIS data on the
direction, speed, type, and distance of every
batted ball. All plotted hit locations that match
these four criteria are compared to each other. 

For example, each hard fliner hit 350 feet at
vector 180 (the vector representing straight-

away center field) is compared only to other
hard fliners hit 350 feet at vector 180. So if only
two out of 25 fielders caught hard fliners hit
350 feet at vector 180, those two would be 
rewarded significantly; the players who missed
the play would be penalized, but not much.
Conversely, if 23 out of 25 fielders caught 
hard fliners hit 350 feet at vector 180, the 23
fielders would receive a small credit to their
Plus/Minus score, and the two fielders who
missed the play would be penalized harshly.

Plus/Minus values are calculated purely on
the fielders’ success at all exactly unique plot-
ted hit locations. This effectively minimizes
subjectivity. Credits and debits are assigned to
the fielders according to the difficulty of a play
made or not made. 

Infielders are rated on their ability to handle
balls hit straight at them and, to determine if
they’re weaker or stronger on one side, they’re
rated on their ability to handle balls hit to
their right and then to their left. In The Field-
ing Bible, team defense for the thirty MLB
clubs is rated in 19 different locations on the
field where balls enter play.30

Defensive Runs Saved. In The Fielding Bible, Vol-
ume II, John Dewan takes the defensive
metrics in the first volume and translates them
into runs—into runs saved, that is, or Defen-
sive Runs Saved.31 They’re the mirror image
of Runs Created, the metric Bill James devel-
oped to estimate how many runs that are
scored a hitter can be credited for.

The most important ingredient in Defensive
Runs Saved is the Plus/Minus system. A
fielder’s Plus/Minus number reflects how
often a play is made for a batted ball with a
given trajectory and hit location. For the out-
fielders and corner infielders, it is adjusted to
reflect the number of bases saved (on plays
that could be or were extra base hits)—the 
result is an Enhanced Plus/Minus number. A
constant multiplier is applied for all players at
a given position, but it varies by position. At
the high end are the infielders and the pitcher.
Each one saves .73 to .76 runs per Plus/Minus
point. At the low end are the three outfield-
ers, whose numbers are .56 to .58. For second
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basemen, shortstops, and pitchers, their posi-
tional value is multiplied by their Plus/Minus,
and the result is their Plus/Minus Runs Saved.
For outfielders and corner infielders, their
Plus/Minus Runs Saved number is calculated
by taking their positional value and multiply-
ing that by their Enhanced Plus/Minus.
Plus/Minus Runs Saved is the largest compo-
nent of Defensive Runs Saved for all positions
except catcher.

First Base and Third Base
The main ingredients in the Defensive Runs
for first and third baseman are Plus/Minus
Runs Saved and runs saved on bunts.32 The
Plus/Minus numbers for the infielders at the
corners are adjusted to create an Enhanced
Plus/Minus, which reflects the value of bases
saved on balls hit down the line. (Some of
those balls would have turned into doubles.)33

From 2003 through 2008, Albert Pujols and
Mark Teixeira had the best Enhanced Plus/
Minus at first; Mike Jacobs and Richie Sexson
had the worst. Adrian Beltre and Scott Rolen
led among third basemen.34

Second Base and Shortstop
For middle infielders, the main ingredients are
Plus/Minus Runs Saved and runs saved on
double plays.35 Double plays and double-play
opportunities are tracked, as are pivots and
pivot opportunities, where, for example, the
second baseman would get credit for a pivot
in a 6-4-3 or 5-4-3 double play.36 At shortstop,
Adam Everett is the leader in Runs Saved from
2006 through 2008 by a wide margin, 48 to
Jimmy Rollins’s 33; Derek Jeter has the lowest
Runs Saved, –50. Chase Utley and Mark Ellis
lead among second basemen for this period,
and Jeff Kent ranks last.37

Outfielders
For outfielders, Defensive Runs involve three
main metrics—Plus/Minus Runs Saved, runs
saved by the outfielder’s arm, and runs saved
by robbing hitters of home runs. For Plus/
Minus Runs Saved, the Enhanced Plus/Minus
version is used, because outfielders can take a
hit that would have been a double and keep it
to a single. Rather than just account for the
number of plays made, the Enhanced Plus/
Minus number indicates the number of bases
saved.38 In The Fielding Bible, Volume II, sepa-
rate Plus/Minus values are given for the three
categories of distance (shallow, medium,
deep).39

Also factored into the formula for Defensive
Runs for outfielders is opposition baserunning.
The number of bases that runners advance
when an outfielder gets the ball is tracked, as
it’s a good measurement of how intimidated
(if at all) runners are by an outfielder’s arm.

DEFENSIVE MISPLAYS AND GOOD FIELDING PLAYS
The category Defensive Misplays was introduced in The Field-
ing Bible, Volume II.1 The official scorer’s decision to charge a
fielder with an error is broadly based on his judgment that the
play could have been made with ordinary effort, whereas the
decision to charge a fielder with a Defensive Misplay is based
on a long list of criteria—54 of them—that are spelled out
with some specificity. Here are some examples:

Outfielder fails to anticipate the wall when making a catch.

Infielder makes a poor throw.

Infielder lets the ball roll under his glove.

Players attempt to catch a fly ball or popup and it drops 
between them.

Outfielder takes a bad route to a ball.

Outfielder misses the cutoff man, allowing the runner 
to advance.

Conversely, fielders are credited for plays they’re not expected
to make. These are appropriately named Good Fielding Plays.
There are 27 criteria. Some examples:

Outfielder steals a home run from a batter.

Catcher picks off a runner.

Fielder holds a runner to a single on a ball that was a likely
double or a triple.

First baseman handles a difficult throw.

Middle infielder turns a double play despite an aggressive
slide by the baserunner.

Both the Defensive Misplays and Good Fielding Plays can be
tracked per Touch. A Touch is counted if a fielder touches the
ball with his hand or his glove at any point during a play or if
he is the first fielder to handle a ball that falls in for a hit. He
can’t get more than one Touch per play.2

Notes
1. John Dewan, The Fielding Bible, Volume II, (Skokie, Ill.: ACTA Sports,

2009), 27–29.
2. Ibid., 33.



Outfielders are rated on how often runners 
advance, stay put, or are thrown out in extra-
base advancement situations. Baserunner kills
are a more direct measurement of an out-
fielder’s arm than are assists, which include
relay throws to an infielder whose own throw
may have had more to do with the eventual
putout than did the outfielder’s relay.40

Pitchers
Defensive Runs for pitchers is a measurement,
of course, of the runs they save with their
glove, not with their arm, except when they
throw to a base after a ball is hit into play. 
Because of the location of the mound, the cal-
culation of Plus/Minus for pitchers is similar to
that of Plus/Minus for the middle infielders.

The running game does not show up in
Plus/Minus Runs Saved, which is combined
with Stolen Bases Runs Saved to yield his 
Defensive Runs. The caught-stealing percent-
age is tracked for pitchers as it is for catchers.
The pitcher’s ability to curb the running game
has been shown to impact the running game
more than the catcher’s ability to do the same.
Attempted steals, caught stealing, and pick-
offs factor into a pitcher’s Stolen Bases Runs
Saved. Kenny Rogers led major-league pitch-
ers in Defensive Runs in the period 2006–8,
when he had 27.41

Catchers
Catchers do not have any Plus/Minus value;
their Defensive Runs Saved consists of Stolen
Bases Runs Saved and Adjusted Earned Runs
Saved.We start with Stolen Bases Saved. How
many does a catcher have? From his caught-
stealing total, pitcher pickoffs are subtracted.
Let’s say the official record is that in 100 
attempts the catcher has been credited with
throwing out 40 runners but that in ten cases
the runner was caught by the pitcher initiating
the throw to one of the bases to pick the run-
ner off. That leaves the catcher throwing out
30 runners in 90 attempts. 

Each Stolen Base Saved is worth .62 Defensive
Runs for Stolen Bases Runs Saved. In The
Fielding Bible, Volume II, Dewan also calcu-
lates Adjusted Earned Runs Saved. Based on
Catcher ERA, Dewan takes the ERA of each
catcher with each pitcher and compares that
to the ERA of other catchers who caught the
same pitchers that year. After adjusting for
home ballparks, Dewan applies a “credibility
factor,” which, in essence, regresses the total
to account for the volume of noise remaining
in the data.42

Total Runs
Total Runs is a comprehensive metric based
on a variety of other metrics and used to 
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Adam Everett of the Astros led MLB
shortstops with a Plus/Minus of +33
in 2005. That is, he made 33 more
plays than the average shortstop that
year. He won the Fielding Bible Award
in 2006. His performance after that
declined markedly, perhaps owing in
part to an injury (a fractured fibula)
he sustained in a collision with left
fielder Carlos Lee in 2007. His Defen-
sive Runs Saved fell from 40 in 2006
to -4 in 2010 before he was released
by the Tigers on June 15, one day after
the third anniversary of his injury.
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compare position players for their overall 
contribution in all aspects of the game. (Total
Runs does not apply to pitchers.)

Total Runs consists of four components:
Runs Created
Baserunning Runs
Defensive Runs Saved
A positional adjustment that allows for
comparison among different positions
(more weight is given to playing the
more difficult defensive positions)

Runs Created is an estimation of how many
runs a player generates on offense with his bat
and basestealing ability. Baserunning Runs, an
estimation of how many runs a player gener-
ates through extra-base advancements on
batted balls (it does not include basestealing).

What is the positional adjustment? It is well
known that some positions are widely consid-
ered offensive positions or defensive positions.
In The Fielding Bible, Volume II, Bill James as-
sumes that 72 percent of Runs Saved are by
pitchers and 28 percent by fielders (other than
pitchers). He uses the average Runs Created
(RC) values for 2005–7 at each of the eight po-
sitions (DHs and pitchers are excluded). First
base has the highest average RC value, 99, and
catcher has the lowest, 70. James also assumes
that all positions contribute equally to a base-
ball game—that the players who contribute
more offensively contribute less defensively,
and vice versa. So James sets the Runs Saved
value of each position equal to a value such
that the sum of Runs Created and Runs Saved
is equal for each position. After making some
minor adjustments for the value of different
outs, catchers have the highest Runs Saved
component (42), with shortstops (36) and 
second basemen (32) not far behind. First
basemen have the lowest (13), and left field
(19) and right field (20) are not much higher.

To determine the weight given to each position,
the Runs Saved number is then multiplied by
the percentage of possible innings played at
that position. For an example, consider John
Dewan’s discussion of Chase Utley in The Field-
ing Bible, Volume II. Dewan explains: “Chase
Utley played 96.7 percent of a full season of 

innings at second base and 0.97 percent at 
first. Applying the Positional Averages, we get
.967*32 + .0097*13 = 30.9 + 0.1 = 31.”

In 2008, Chase Utley of the Philadelphia
Phillies led MLB with 192 Total Runs, reflect-
ing not only his good hitting but also his 
34 Defensive Runs Saved and his high per-
centage of innings played at second base.
Apparently most of the baseball writers vot-
ing on the NL MVP that year didn’t recognize
the strength of Utley’s season—he finished
only fourteenth in the voting. Utley’s team-
mate Ryan Howard finished second to Albert
Pujols (a worthy choice, as his 171 Total 
Runs were the highest in MLB after Utley’s
192). But Howard ranked only fiftieth in the
major leagues in Total Runs; in fact, three
teammates, Utley, Jimmy Rollins, and Shane
Victorino, all had more Total Runs than
Howard did.43

Ultimate Zone Rating (UZR). While at STATS,
Dewan began plans to improve on Zone Rat-
ing, introducing what he called Ultimate Zone
Rating in STATS 2001 Baseball Scoreboard.44

Soon thereafter, Dewan left STATS and 
eventually developed Revised Zone Rating,
Plus/Minus, and Defensive Runs Saved. 

Meanwhile, Mitchel Lichtman independently
began efforts of his own to improve on the
basic Zone Rating metric. Lichtman’s creation,
Ultimate Zone Rating (UZR), was introduced
in 2003 in a series of primers on the Baseball
Think Factory website. 

Mitchel Lichtman took Zone Rating one step
further, using a different approach from that
in The Fielding Bible. UZR is a measure of the
actual number of runs a player saves because
of his defense. Like Defensive Runs Saved,
UZR is relative to the league average for a
player at a given position. And, as with De-
fensive Runs Saved, the data for UZR is based
on video replays available from Baseball Info
Solutions (BIS). And UZR is like Defensive
Runs Saved in that it’s based on locations of
batted balls and not on an observer’s judg-
ment whether a fielder should be able to reach
a ball in a given zone. 



UZR enables clubs to compare, for any given
player, his runs created and his runs pre-
vented. The data collection is imperfect, as
Lichtman explains:

First and third base get less than half the oppor-
tunities of second base and shortstop. But after a
year, most positions get regressed somewhere
around 50 percent, so we treat a +10 for a season
worth of data as a +5, for example. There is no
magic number for the amount of data on a player
to be reliable, but after, say, three years, I consider
a player’s UZR to be pretty darn reliable. Of
course, there are still going to be a small per-
centage of players that UZR gets “wrong” after
three years or even after ten years for that matter.
It is just that, the larger the sample, the less the
percentage of plays that UZR get wrong.45

For example, in 2009, Franklin Gutierrez gen-
erated about four more runs (wRAA from
Fangraphs.com) than did the average hitter. 
He ranked eighteenth among center fielders.
Franklin had a UZR value of 29, indicating that,
in theory, he saved 29 runs.46 It was by far the
league’s best for center fielders and probably
can’t be sustained on an annual basis. When
his offensive and defensive numbers are com-
bined, he actually becomes the most valuable
center fielder in the game last season.

Probabilistic Model of Range. David Pinto of Base-
ballmusings.com further expanded on Licht-
man’s UZR with the BIS data and developed
the Probabilistic Model of Range (PMR).47 On
his website, he provides breakouts and indi-
vidual graphs showing specifically where a
player fields balls relative to the average
player at his position. For example, the graph
for second basemen would show how good a
second baseman is at fielding balls relative to
the second-base bag and also relative to the
average major-league second baseman. 

PMR adjusts for the direction of the hit, the
type of hit, the speed of the batted ball,
pitcher handedness, batter handedness, and
park factors. All these items are taken into ac-
count to arrive at the probability that a batted
ball will become an out. From that probability,
a value for expected outs is obtained. What
makes PMR different from the other metrics is

that it builds on team DER, as an expected
team DER is calculated and compared to a
team’s actual DER. This provides insight into
to how much a team’s defense is helping its
pitching staff turn batted balls into outs.48

Total Zone
The biggest problem with both the box-score category
of metrics and the zone/tracking category of metrics is
that they’re not useful for comparing contemporary
and more-recent players to players before 1989. The
box-score metrics are available back to 1876, but
they’re a less precise measure of defensive perform-
ance than the zone-based metrics are. The zone-based
metrics are more precise, but they don’t exist for sea-
sons before 1989. Between this rock and a hard place
there is, however, a defensive metric that can be used
to compared the defensive performance of players
across the centuries. Welcome to Total Zone.

Total Zone Total Fielding Runs. Sean Smith of BaseballPro-
jection.com developed Total Zone Total Fielding Runs,
which is “the number of runs above or below average
the player was worth based on the number of plays
made.”49 At Baseball-Reference.com, Total Zone Total
Fielding Runs is regarded as the best all-inclusive 
defensive statistic for historical data and more recent
data alike. Smith uses different methods to analyze 
defense depending on the data available.

Limited Play-by-Play Data Available. Data are gen-
erally available for determining who made 
an out in the field. For seasons before 2003,
however, data on where balls landed does 
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Franklin Gutierrez in 2009 had a
UZR value of 29, meaning that, in
theory, he saved 29 runs. When
his offensive and defensive num-
bers are combined, he emerges
as the most valuable center
fielder in the game last season.
Given the large dimensions of
the outfield at Safeco Field, the
Mariners are able to take better
advantage of his glove than were
the Indians, whose outfield at
Progressive Field is one of the
smallest in MLB.
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not exist, and the information is roughly 
estimated, resulting in a fraction of each hit
being assigned to each position player. Smith
explains: “Without information on the hits, 
I have to make an estimate. I look at each 
batter’s career rates of outs by position. For
example, if 30% of a batter’s outs are hit to
shortstop, then every time that batter gets a
hit the shortstop is charged 0.3 hits. Repeat
for every position.”50

Adjustments are made for pitcher handedness.
Fractional hits, plays made, and errors are
added together to get a Total Zone rating. If
there are no play-by-play data (before 1956),
the values are similar to an Adjusted Range
Factor or a Relative Range Factor. 

Extensive Play-by-Play Data Available. In 2003, 
Retrosheet began recording more-specific
play-by-play data. As with Baseball Info Solu-
tions data, hits are classified by batted-ball
type (groundballs, flies, line drives, popups),
and the fielder who made the out or at-
tempted to make it specified. The data also
reflect pitcher handedness and when a runner
on first must be held. 

A raw Total Zone value is park-adjusted and
converted to a value, positive or negative. As
with Plus/Minus, the player evaluated by
Total Zone is compared to the average player
at his position in his league. Since the Total

Zone rating is simply a measure of fielding
range, additional components must be added,
depending on the position. Outfielders get a
separate score for their throwing arms. In-
fielders are scored for their ability to turn
double plays, and catchers for their success at
controlling the running game and prevent
passed balls and wild pitches. The sum of
these values produces the Total Zone Total
Fielding Runs Above Average, which is similar
to Runs Saved in The Fielding Bible.

Some players who have won Gold Gloves and
have a reputation for good defense do have
high ratings in Total Zone for their career: 1B
Keith Hernandez, 2B Frank White and Bill
Mazeroski, SS Mark Belanger and Ozzie Smith,
3B Brooks Robinson, LF Carl Yastrzemski, CF
Willie Mays, and RF Roberto Clemente. And
some players with a reputation for bad de-
fense have some of the worst Total Zone
ratings at their defensive positions: 1B Mo
Vaughn, 2B Juan Samuel, SS Derek Jeter, 3B
Dean Palmer, LF Pat Burrell and Adam Dunn,
and RF Danny Tartabull.51

Of all the advanced defensive metrics, only
Total Zone has been consistently recorded 
for minor leaguers, since 2005. Sean Forman
at Baseball-Reference.com has begun to update
Total Zone for major leaguers daily during 
the season.52

Chase Utley of the Phillies led
MLB with 192 Total Runs in
2008, reflecting not only his 
offensive prowess but also 
his sterling defense—he had
34 Defensive Runs Saved and
played second base (and a bit
of first) for a total of 1,409 2⁄3
innings. Albert Pujols, who was
second in MLB with 171 Total
Runs, won the National League
MVP Award. From 2005 through
the first week of May 2010,
Utley had 907 cumulative Total
Runs, the best in MLB during
that period.
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LIMITATIONS
The data available for new players to the major leagues
are limited. They come to the major leagues with a
track record, in high school, college, and the minors,
full of offensive data, on-base percentage and the like,
but for the most part the sabermetric statistical infor-
mation that a club will have on how many runs they
save defensively is limited to Total Zone numbers from
the minors since 2005.

Defensive Runs Saved, UZR, and Total Zone have
begun to be updated regularly during the season. Their
significance over a small number of games is still 
uncertain and may not be great. A player who gets ten
hits in 25 at-bats is having a better week than the one
who goes 5-for-25. But is a player who scores +5 in
Plus/Minus in the course of a single week really 
having a better defensive week than the player who
scores –5? At this point, it’s hard to say. We do know
that, like most statistics, Defensive Runs Saved, UZR,
and Total Zone give a more accurate picture of player
performance over the course of an entire season or,
better, multiple consecutive seasons.53

Another major limitation of advanced defensive
metrics is their inaccessibility to the general public, or
average fan, and in some cases even to decision mak-
ers in front offices. Sitting and watching or scoring a
game, any casual fan can deduce that a batter who
gets 1 hit in 4 at-bats in a game is batting .250 for the
game. However, the average fan attending a game
can’t do the equivalent with advanced fielding statis-
tics. If the ball goes between the first baseman and
second baseman for a hit, does this count as a missed
opportunity for the first baseman, the second base-
man, both, or neither? If it’s considered a miss, how
significant is the miss? A casual fan (or even the fan
who understands sabermetrics, for that matter) would
not be able to figure this out simply from watching a
live game. After the average fan leaves the ballpark at
the end of the game, he wouldn’t be able to say for
certain whether a player’s UZR increased or decreased
as he would know, for example, if the batting average
of a player who got one hit in four at-bats rose or fell. 

Clubs rely on their scouting and data-collection
agencies to help fill voids that statistics cannot meas-
ure and to verify that the statistics are truly showing us
the best fielders. One fan-generated scouting source on
defensive performance is the Fan Scouting Report col-
lected by Tom Tango. Fans who have seen players in
person vote on those players’ abilities.54 It’s a reason-
able way to double-check a player’s defensive ability
as indicated by the metrics. Steve Sommers has actu-
ally gone as far as combining both UZR numbers and

the Fan Scout Report to come up with a combined
value.55

Even the statisticians and analysts who develop
and work with the advanced defensive metrics are
constantly referring back to the empirical evidence,
what they see a fielder do, as well as to his reputation
(how many Gold Gloves has he won?), to check the
reliability of their statistical analysis. (See “Fielding
Bible Awards: An Alternative to the Gold Glove” on
page 96.)

FRONT OFFICES USE DEFENSIVE METRICS—OR DON’T USE THEM
Clubs that are using these or similar defensive metrics
have good reason not to divulge the details of their
search for undervalued fielding talent, but, at least
around the edges of this discussion, a few are fairly
forthcoming. Jack Zduriencik, the Mariners’ general
manager, is one of them. He was studying the defen-
sive numbers available at Fangraphs and Hardball
Times when the line for Franklin Gutierrez jumped out
at him.56 Gutierrez’s exceptional range couldn’t be
fully leveraged at Progressive Field, which has one of
the smallest outfields in MLB. Safeco Field has one 
of the biggest.57 Zduriencik traded for Gutierrez after
the 2008 season, as part of his larger plan to tighten
Seattle’s defense. The Mariners, ranked twentieth in
MLB in UZR (–1) in 2008, led all of MLB in that 
category (+85) in 2009. Their record in 2008 was 
dismal—they won all of 61 games. In 2009 they won
87, scoring 31 fewer runs than the year before, but the
runs they allowed were 119 fewer.

The Red Sox are another club not shy about 
admitting their attention to statistical analysis. That
they’ve been paying special attention to defensive stats
is suggested by their offseason acquisition of outfielder
Mike Cameron and infielders Adrian Beltre and Marco
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“I think defensive statistics are
the most unpredictable stats 
out there,” said Charley Kerfeld,
special assistant to Phillies gen-
eral manager Ruben Amaro Jr.
“Since I’ve been here, we don’t
have an in-house stats guy 
and I kind of feel we never will.” 
Although the Phillies may not
have been crunching numbers
much, those who do crunch
them find that the defending 
National League champions,
whose defensive stats are out-
standing, have been doing
something right.
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Scutaro and by the departure of Jason Bay, a defensive
liability in the outfield. 

“What I’m most curious about in 2010 is how much
better we’re going to be defensively,’’ Bill James, who
works as special advisor on baseball operations for the
Red Sox, said earlier this year, during the offseason. “I
don’t think anyone questions that we’re going to have
a better defensive team. But are we going to be as
much better defensively as we want to believe we are,
and is that going to have as much impact on [the
pitching staff] as we hope it does?’’(For more on how
good defense helps pitching, see “The Hidden Value
of Glovework” by Vince Gennaro at page 98.)58

Mitchel Lichtman, who worked for the Cardinals
for a few years, 2004 through 2006, says they used
UZR back then. He guesses that, in some form or
other, it’s still a part of their statistical-analysis
toolkit.59 The Tigers, Rays, and Yankees have all been
rumored to use defensive stats.

Other clubs let out that they value defense but not
necessarily the state-of-the-art statistical instruments
for measuring it. On several occasions Royals general
manager Dayton Moore has indicated that, when it
comes to evaluating defense, he trusts his scouts more
than he trusts the numbers. “The defensive statistics,”
he said, “I still really don’t understand how some of
those statistics are evaluated, I really don’t. When you

watch baseball games every single day, it’s very ap-
parent who can play defensively and who can’t.”60

Cubs general manager Jim Hendry agrees. David
Laurila of Baseball Prospectus asked him whether “
defensive metrics [are] an important part of your eval-
uation process or do you rely primarily on scouting?”
Hendry replied: “It’s scouting for me. People scout
players and they rate their defense, and that’s what I
go by—and the personnel that we have in our own
dugout.”61

Just as a front office’s attentiveness to the statisti-
cal analysis of defense doesn’t guarantee success (the
Mariners, for example, have gotten off to a woeful start
this year), neither does willful neglect of it necessarily
mean a team is doomed to flail around near the bot-
tom of the standings. The Phillies have won the
National League pennant the past two years and, de-
spite having great defensive statistics on a team and
individual level, apparently have not crunched those
numbers much. “I think defensive statistics are the
most unpredictable stats out there,” said Charley Ker-
feld, special assistant to Phillies general manager
Ruben Amaro Jr. “Since I’ve been here, we don’t have
an in-house stats guy and I kind of feel we never
will.”62

Will any of the high-end defensive metrics ever be
embraced by the average fan, for whom quantification
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2006 2007 2008 2009
C Ivan Rodriguez Yadier Molina Yadier Molina Yadier Molina
P Greg Maddux Johan Santana Kenny Rogers Mark Buehrle
1B Albert Pujols Albert Pujols Albert Pujols Albert Pujols
2B Orlando Hudson Aaron Hill Brandon Phillips Aaron Hill
3B Adrian Beltre Pedro Feliz Adrian Beltre Ryan Zimmerman
SS Adam Everett Troy Tulowitzki Jimmy Rollins Jack Wilson
LF Carl Crawford Eric Byrnes Carl Crawford Carl Crawford
CF Carlos Beltran Andruw Jones Carlos Beltran Franklin Gutierrez
RF Ichiro Suzuki Alex Rios Franklin Gutierrez Ichiro Suzuki

Since 2006, a committee of baseball experts and close observers
have been voting for the best player at each position for that sea-
son. This is the Fielding Bible Award. Voters have included Bill
James, Peter Gammons, Rob Neyer, Hal Richman (of Strat-O-Matic),
and fans who vote in a poll conducted by Tom Tango. Many voters
have a strong statistical background; others do not. All voting is
based on a combination of defensive statistics and visual obser-
vation. The ballot is similar to that of the MVP selection: Ten players
receive votes; the player who gets the first-place vote gets 10
points, second place is good for 9, and so on. In contrast to the

rules governing voting for the Gold Glove Award, the list of eligible
players is restricted to players who played a minimum number of 
innings at a given position. One player at each position receives
the award. There is not a separate award to the best in the AL and
the best in the NL—it’s only for the best in all of MLB. The three 
outfield positions are assessed separately. Also in contrast to the
Gold Glove Awards, The Fielding Bible Awards are accompanied by
publication of the results of the voting—they appear annually 
in The Bill James Handbook—and so we can see who came close
(or not so close) to winning.1 Here is a list of the winners.2

FIELDING BIBLE AWARDS: AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE GOLD GLOVE

Notes
1. Baseball Info Solutions and Bill James, The Bill James Handbook 2010. (Skokie: ACTA Sports, 2006), 15–16
2. Fielding Bible, www.fieldingbible.com.
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of defense means mostly that he looks at errors and
occasionally casts a skeptical glance at fielding per-
centage? The metrics that are available now and that
we outlined above may prove useful for evaluating
players in a career context or, depending on the met-
ric, over a shorter span, one to three seasons. For the
metrics to be routinely tracked and updated on a daily
basis for the benefit of the general public, however, the
conventions of scorekeeping would have to undergo
radical revision. A hit would have to be recorded not
only as a hit for the batter and against the pitcher but
also as a missed opportunity for the fielder(s).

So it’s unlikely that UZR and its kin will start ap-
pearing on scoreboards alongside batting average,
home runs, and RBIs any time soon. As for the resist-
ance from some front offices, are they allergic to
innovation, or is it that they have a healthy aversion to
busyness? About that you can be the judge. Some of us
are wired such that we find maps helpful, and some of
us not so much. In any case, the maps that the saber-
metric effort to quantify defense gives us may never
be as subtly delineated as the four-dimensional terrain
they represent. The trick is to know not only how to
read the maps for what they are, a set of honest if not
infallible data points, but how to read them with one
eye while keeping the other one on the ball in flight as
Franklin Gutierrez takes off to run it down. �

Notes
Ben Jedlovec at Baseball Info Solutions read drafts of this article and pro-
vided comment, explanation, and new information. The authors thank him
for his help and support.
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When Jack Zduriencik replaced Bill Bavasi 
as the Mariners’ general manager, it didn’t
take long for the savvy Mariner fan base to

realize that changes were afoot. Zduriencik, who ap-
prenticed under the Brewers’ general manager Doug
Melvin, had operated in an organization that valued
data and analysis as a critical component of their 
decision-making process. Gone are the days when gen-
eral managers can consistently make sound decisions
based purely on intuition and experience. That ap-
proach went out the door—or should have—about a
decade ago when the Dodgers signed Kevin Brown to
a seven-year, $105-million contract. The stakes have
gotten too large and the business is far too complicated
for seat-of-the-pants decision making. One ill-informed
decision, such as a poor, long-term free-agent contract,
could send an organization into a tailspin that might
cost them an entire generation of fans before they 
can recover.

Zduriencik had to find a way to efficiently compete
with clubs with more resources, including the division-
rival Los Angeles Angels, as well as the perennial
American League powerhouses, the Yankees and Red
Sox. The key to competing efficiently is to get the
biggest bang for your payroll bucks by finding “value.”
One approach is to determine which player-per-
formance attributes or skills are “discounted” in
baseball’s labor market. If a player attribute that trans-
lates into runs scored or runs prevented is not priced
accurately—much as on-base-percentage was under-
valued pre-Moneyball—it might lead to a cost-effective
roster strategy. Another approach is to develop a ros-
ter strategy that uniquely fits a team or, more
specifically, a ballpark. The Red Sox are masters of this
approach, tailoring their roster to the Green Monster at
Fenway Park. This means that right-handed fly-ball hit-
ters are “worth” more to the Red Sox than to most
teams, as their would-be outs at other ballparks are
often doubles or home runs at Fenway. The Green
Monster also allows Boston to have a near-DH patrol
left field with minimal consequences. When the Red
Sox gameplan their 95 to 100 targeted regular-season
wins each year, their roster strategy implies that their
expectation is to win 55-plus games at home and play
.500 ball on the road.

To capitalize on both of these definitions of “value,”
Zduriencik and his top assistant Tony Blengino focused
on building a first-rate defensive ballclub. Arguably,
defense has become the new on-base-percentage, the
latest attribute or skill that seems to be undervalued in
the market for players. I’ve conducted an in-depth
analysis of the free-agent market—MLB’s most fluid
labor market—and concluded that a run prevented
through stellar defensive play can be purchased at
about one-third of the cost of a run generated through
offensive performance. Beyond the way MLB teams
value defense, the distinctiveness of Safeco Field, with
its expansive outfield, lends itself to a ballpark-based
roster strategy. By building a top defensive club, with
a particular focus on outfield defense, the Mariners
could have a distinct competitive advantage for 90 of
their 162 games, including games played at spacious
McAfee Coliseum in Oakland. 

Before the 2010 season, Seattle signed Chone Figgins, a solid and 
versatile defender who is a statistical match for the departed Adrian 
Beltre at third base.
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In recent years, the development of defensive met-
rics such as Ultimate Zone Rating (UZR) by Mitchel
Lichtman and the Plus/Minus Ratings developed by
John Dewan have become widely discussed and fre-
quently used among MLB teams. The primary intent of
these statistics is to shine a light on the defensive side
of individual players, providing teams and fans with a
comparative scale on which to measure defensive per-
formance. The data are focused on the primary, or
direct, effect of defense—which is the impact of good
or bad defensive plays on baserunners allowed and on
baserunners advanced and, ultimately, the translation
of those defensive plays into a team’s runs allowed.
For example, UZR data say that the starting outfield of
the 2008 Mariners performed slightly above average,
saving about 10 runs above average, contributing the
equivalent of approximately one additional win of the
Mariners 2008 total of 61 wins. By contrast, the 2009
version of the Mariners’ outfield, anchored by defen-
sive standout Franklin Gutierrez, saved about 50 runs
above average, making their outfield defense respon-
sible for approximately 5 of the 85 Seattle wins.

While the defensive metrics allow us to quantify a
player’s impact on his team’s runs allowed and, ulti-
mately, wins, the measures stop short of quantifying 
the secondary, or indirect, effect of defense on pitching
and pitching usage. Most baseball insiders and analysts
would agree that the impact of defense is not limited
to the baserunners allowed and the likelihood the
baserunners will score. For example, another conse-
quence of a defensive misplay—a play that should
have turned a batted ball into an out—is the additional
number of pitches required to secure the out. For poor
defensive teams the additional pitches can add up and
alter how a team deploys its pitchers, often placing an
inferior pitcher on the mound in a crucial situation.
For stellar defensive teams the opposite may be true—
their best pitchers may garner a higher share of
innings pitched, raising the overall effectiveness of the
team’s pitching staff. One example of a major-league
manager’s belief in this “secondary effect” is embed-
ded in a statement made by Mets’ manager Jerry
Manuel at a pregame press conference on May 6, 2009.
“An error by Luis Castillo last night caused J. J. Putz
to throw more pitches, making him unavailable for
tonight’s game,” Manuel observed, drawing a connec-
tion between defensive misplays and a pitcher’s
workload.1

To test this hypothesis, I attempted to measure the
secondary effects of defense on pitching usage. (See
figure 1.) Looking at the issue from the negative side—
poor defense—illustrates the point. The logic chain

says that poor defense leads to missed opportunities
to convert batted balls into outs, which leads to shorter
outings by starting pitchers, which by definition leads
to additional bullpen innings. More specifically, I
tested to find whom these additional bullpen innings
were allocated to, my suspicion being that they fell
into the hands of the lowest-quality relievers. If this
were true, the net result would be additional runs 
allowed by a poor defensive team because of an inef-
ficient allocation of pitching—a secondary, indirect
effect of poor defense. We would also expect the 
reverse to be true of top defensive teams.

Figure 1. Not So Virtuous Cycle

I analyzed five years, 2004 through 2008, of team-level
defense and pitching data to test for the secondary 
effect of defense on pitching. (For more details on the
methodology of the analysis, see “Secondary Effects
of Defense on Pitching” on page 102.) There are 
several key conclusions of the study that have impli-
cations for the Mariners’ strategy of building a strong
defensive team. First, analyzing the top-quartile and
bottom-quartile defensive teams shows clear support
for the connection between the quality of a team’s 
defense and its pitching usage. Top defensive teams
average approximately one-half inning per game more
out of their starting pitcher. While that may not sound
like a lot, taking away or adding one-half inning to 
a bullpen that averages three innings per game is a 
17 percent change in the bullpen’s workload. For the
typical team, that translates into about an 80-inning
swing, over the regular season, between starting pitch-
ers or the bullpen, just on the basis of the quality of
the defense. (See figure 2.) 
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Figure 2. Distribution of IP for Top and Bottom Quartile

It’s not just that innings get moved from starters to the
bullpen. It’s also important to understand which re-
lievers tend to pitch the innings resulting from shorter
starts. Needless to say, if the starter gets pulled in the
fifth or sixth inning, teams are typically not calling 
the closer or setup man—arguably a team’s best relief
pitchers—to work those innings. These innings are
often logged by the very end of the bullpen bench,
even though it may be a critical, high-leverage situa-
tion, with runners on base in a close game. If we
divide a pitching staff into three groups—starting
pitchers, the top four relievers, and all other relievers—
we can illustrate the point. While the worst defensive
teams tend to move about 80 innings from starting
pitchers to the bullpen, the innings are redistributed
within the bullpen, with the weakest relievers getting
more work. (See figure 3.)

Figure 3. Distribution of IP for Best and Worst Defense

The distribution of a team’s pitching quality can have
a large impact on the secondary effect. While poor de-
fensive teams tend to redistribute innings to relievers
at the bottom of the bullpen depth chart, a team can,
if it has excellent bullpen depth, mitigate the negative
secondary effect of poor defense. The 2008 Yankees
are a prime example. While they were among base-
ball’s worst defensive teams, their outstanding bullpen
depth meant the innings that got shoved deep into the
bullpen were still adequately handled by no-name but
effective relievers.

Finally, the analysis uncovered a clear synergy be-
tween the quality of a team’s defense and the quality of
their starting pitching. If we match top-quartile defense
with top-quartile starting pitching we see the same 
tendencies—longer outings by starters and a more fa-
vorable allocation of bullpen innings—but to a much
greater degree than those measures for all top-quartile

defensive teams. The converse is true for teams with
the poorest defense and worst starting pitching. 

THE MARINERS’ TRANSITION TO A TOP DEFENSIVE TEAM
The Mariners’ transition from a mediocre to a top de-
fensive team began shortly after Zduriencik stepped in
as general manager. In a three-team trade in December
2008, he landed the Indians’ Franklin Gutierrez and
the Mets’ Endy Chavez—two fly-catchers who are re-
garded as being among the best in all of baseball. A
second key trade occurred on the eve of the trading
deadline in late July 2009 as the Mariners picked up
shortstop Jack Wilson, a defensive standout, from the
Pittsburgh Pirates. Defensive improvements quickly
showed on the field and on the stat sheets. According
to UZR, the Mariners’ defense went from �21 runs (rel-
ative to the MLB average defense) in 2008 to +86 runs
in 2009. The improvement of 107 runs saved, due to
defense, vaulted the Mariners from the twentieth-best
defensive team to the best defensive team in baseball,
in just one year. This glovework implies an additional
10 wins in 2009 from defense alone.

Often a roster strategy is most effective when it’s
combined with another complementary strategy. In the

Starting
Pitcher IP Bullpen IP
per Game per Game*

Top-Quartile 
Defensive Teams 6.0 3.0
Bottom-Quartile 
Defensive Teams 5.5 3.5

+80
Bullpen
Innings

* Adjusted for total IP

Starting Top 4 “Other”
Total Innings Pitchers Relievers Relievers

Best Defense 970 275 195
Worst Defense 890 240 310

WORST -80 -35 +115

On the eve of the trade deadline in July 2009, the Mariners acquired
shortstop Jack Wilson, a defensive standout, from the Pittsburgh Pirates.
Defensive improvements soon showed on the field and on the stat sheets.
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case of the Mariners, it was their transition to being a
team of fly-ball pitchers, after being a more groundball-
fly-ball-balanced club in 2008. While their 2008
groundball-fly-ball ratio was 1.25—near the league av-
erage—the 2009 pitching staff had the third lowest
groundball-fly-ball ratio. What better way to leverage a
great corps of fly-chasers in a big ballpark than to load
up on fly-ball pitchers. No doubt the two strategies
worked in concert. Despite turnover on the pitching
staff, including the loss of Jarrod Washburn and Bran-
don Morrow, the first half of the 2010 season saw a
continuation of this strategy as only the San Francsisco
Giants registered a lower groundball–fly-ball ratio.

Now let’s look beyond the direct runs-allowed (or
runs-prevented) value from the baserunners and into
the secondary effect of defense—how it affects pitching
usage and its translation into runs allowed. The 2009
Mariners saw a pronounced shift in innings through our
three pitcher groupings—starting pitchers, top four re-
lievers, and the remainder of the bullpen. Compared to

2008, thirty-nine innings were shifted from starting
pitchers to the bullpen. Perhaps more significant were
the sixty-four innings that were shifted from depths 
of the bullpen to the premier arms in the bullpen. (See
figure 4.) The top four bullpen arms in 2009 (defined by
relief innings pitched)—David Aardsma, Mark Lowe,
Miguel Batista, and Sean White—pitched more than 58
percent of Seattle’s relief innings, versus 49 percent by
their counterparts in 2008. 

Figure 4. Distribution of IP, Mariners, 2008 and 2009 

As we discussed earlier, in order for the secondary 
effect of improved defense to be maximized, several
key ingredients need to be present. The ideal formula
is high-quality starting pitchers and top relievers com-
bined with a lack of depth in the bullpen. This scenario
makes the shift of innings, resulting from improved 
defense, from the dregs of the bullpen to top relievers
and starters even more impactful. Also, the secondary
effect tends to be greatest when the improvement in
defense is at positions that have the greatest impact
on outs—namely, the infield. In the infield, the differ-
ence between a great play or a bad play is almost
always the difference between an out and a baserun-
ner. In the outfield, great defense will convert some
batted balls into outs but will also limit the damage of
others, by turning doubles into singles or triples into
doubles. As a result, great outfield defense can have a
great impact directly on runs allowed but tends to have
a proportionately smaller secondary effect. Since a
solid portion of the Mariners’ improved defense came
in the form of outfield play, and because the difference
in quality between Seattle’s best pitchers and least 
effective pitchers tends to be modest, the secondary
effect of their 2009 defensive improvement was worth
only about eight runs, or one additional win.

TAKING THE NEXT STEP IN 2010
No doubt the Mariners’ front office would like to see
the team’s transformation into a standout defensive
ballclub continue in 2010. The free-agent signing of
Chone Figgins provides a solid and versatile defender,
who can play second or third base. A full year of Jack
Wilson will be a welcome sight for Mariners pitchers
in 2010, as his attention-grabbing, highlight-film plays

Starting Top 4 “Other”
Total Innings Pitchers Relievers Relievers

2009 Mariners 961 287 205
2008 Mariners 905 260 270

2009 Mariners* +56 +27 -65

* Mariners pitchers had 17 more innings pitched in 2009 than in 2008.

Re-signing Jack Wilson
Wilson arrived in the last year of his contract but had an 
$8.4-million option for the 2010 season. Recognizing that this
price tag was significantly above market, the Mariners and 
Wilson reached agreement on a deal of $5 million per year for
2010 and 2011. Some will argue that the deal is pricey for a
light-hitting, oft injured aging shortstop who could have been
cut loose from the Mariners for a mere $600,000 buyout. But
those who have a deep appreciation for the true value of de-
fense are more likely to see the virtue of this deal. I’ve developed
a model of the behavior of the free-agent market and its “pric-
ing” of free-agent contracts. The model incorporates about 800
transactions over the past six years and includes the player’s
age, position, past performance, and even his track record of
durability. By plugging each of these factors into the model, we
are able to estimate how the free-agent market is likely to
“value” any player. Evaluating Wilson at face value—taking
his historical performance stats literally—the model prices the
shortstop at about $3 million per year. This valuation reflects
the reality that teams price a player’s defensive contribution at
about only one-third the value of a player’s offensive contribu-
tion. However, if we re-price Wilson’s primary contribution—his
defense, or runs saved—at the same rate as a player’s offensive
contribution, or runs created, his value soars to approximately
the $5 million per year doled out by Seattle. For Jack Wilson 
as well as for a front office that seems to place equal value on
offensive and defensive contributions, the Wilson signing may
prove to be a winning deal. Wilson’s injuries and missed play-
ing time limited his first-half 2010 contribution, but a two-year
deal cannot be judged at the mid-point of year one.
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not only generate outs but also conserve pitches, 
potentially allowing starters to go deeper into games.
(For an assessment of the Wilson deal, see “Re-signing
Jack Wilson” on page 101.)

Another way for Seattle to gain more bang for their
defensive prowess is to fortify their pitching staff. Teams
with strong fielding and strong pitching garner signifi-

cantly more of the secondary benefits of defense than
those with strong defense and mediocre pitching. A
good example of this in recent times was the 2005
World Series teams, the Houston Astros and the Chicago
White Sox. Both clubs were outstanding defensively
and had stellar starting pitching. As a result, they had
an astonishingly low amount of relief innings—414 and
401, respectively. The low bullpen usage allowed them
to give the ball to their top four relievers often, as they
represented a staggering 68 percent and 64 percent of all
bullpen innings worked for their teams that year. The
acquisition of Cliff Lee prior to the 2010 season was an
attempt to bolster their pitching staff. Lee emerged as
not only a top pitcher but also one who goes deep into
games. With both Lee and Felix Hernandez at the top of
the Mariners’ rotation in 2010, they had two pitchers in
MLB’s top ten in innings pitched per start. In the case
of Lee, he has a good chance of increasing his ranking
because of the defense playing behind him. 

Entering the 2010 season, the prospects of the
Mariners stealing a few extra wins by maximizing the
secondary effects of defense was promising. The ad-
dition of Cliff Lee to the rotation, along with a full
season of Jack Wilson and Chone Figgins, would be
expected to shift additional innings to starting pitchers,
allowing the reduced bullpen innings to be even more
efficiently allocated among the top relief pitchers. The
Mariners’ combination of great defense and improved
starting pitching should allow their top relievers to
work a higher percentage of “meaningful innings”—in-
nings when the game is on the line. It was reasonable
to expect the net result of the secondary effect of de-
fense to be worth an additional three wins to the 2010
Mariners. The team’s poor start to the season and the
trading of Cliff Lee before the midseason trade dead-
line may change things in the short run but should not
alter the sound, long-term strategy of general manager
Jack Zduriencik. �

Notes
This article is adapted from “The Hidden Value of Glovework,” by Vince 
Gennaro, in Maple Street Press Mariners Annual 2010, ed. Dave Cameron
(Hanover, Mass.: Maple Street Press, 2010), 55–60, and from a presenta-
tion given at the SABR national convention, July 2009.

1. SNY.tv, 6 May 2009.
2. From 2004 to 2008 the MLB average is a 53 percent share of relief 

innings for a team’s top four relief pitchers, measured by innings pitched.
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Secondary Effects of Defense on Pitching
I analyzed five years, 2004 through 2008, of team-level defense
and pitching data to test for the secondary effect of defense on
pitching. (I did not use the more commonly referred-to “run
value” of defenders, but instead I analyzed the impact of defen-
sive plays on outs, since the hypothesis is predicated on
converting batted balls into outs. The “out value” is geared to
capturing, for example, a shortstop’s misplay of a groundball
that allows a baserunner to reach first, or an outfielder’s catch
of a line drive that would have dropped in for a hit, rather than
an outfielder’s misplay that turns a would-be double into a
triple.) Since the premise is “defense affects pitching usage,” I
also analyzed pitching performance as measured by fielding-
independent pitching (FIP), looking for contrasts between the
best and worst defensive teams. More specifically, I divided
pitchers for each team into three categories—starting pitchers,
top four relievers, and the remaining relievers. I looked at the 
innings distribution across the three groups of pitchers within a
team, for good and bad defensive teams. Finally, I examined the
quality differential of a team’s starters, top four relievers, and re-
maining relievers, in order to measure how the shift in innings
resulting from good or bad defense impacted runs allowed. 

It’s not as simple as translating the quality of a team’s 
defense into the average number of innings pitched by its
starting pitchers. Beyond stellar defense, another reason for
depth in starting pitching could be that the quality of the start-
ing pitching is high. In order to isolate the impact of defense,
I normalized the average innings per starter for the quality of
the starting pitching. While the measure is by no means per-
fect, I was able to home in on the impact of defense on pitching
usage. I also had to analyze NL and AL teams separately, since
they operate in environments far different from each other.
Without a designated hitter, National League teams may abort
the benefits of great defense and its conservation of pitch
counts because they were trailing in the game and needed a
pinch-hitter. This situation is specific to the NL and distorts any
interleague comparison of innings per starting pitcher. Curi-
ously, even though defense stands to have a greater impact on
pitching usage in the AL than in the NL, it’s in the NL that the
best defensive teams are clustered. From 2004 through 2008,
71 percent of the top-quartile defensive teams are in the NL,
and 76 percent of the bottom-quartile teams are in the AL.



Arguably the greatest catch in the history of
baseball was the basket catch Willie Mays
made of a long fly ball in center field in the

Polo Grounds in Game 1 of the 1954 World Series, on
September 29, 1954. The score was tied 2–2 in the top
of the eighth. With runners on first and second, Vic
Wertz hit a fly ball, 450 to 480 feet, deep into the 
unusually deep center field of the Polo Grounds. Mays
caught up with the ball and caught it, his back to
home plate, with his glove hand held palm-up. He
fired a bullet back to the infield, holding the Indians’
Al Rosen to first, although Larry Doby (remember that
name) was able to advance to third. Had the ball not
been caught, the Indians would have broken the game
open and it would not have gone into extra innings.
The Giants won that game and went on to sweep the
mighty 1954 Indians. Mays’s catch is often considered
to have set the tone for the Series.

Lost to the memory of all but a few, and perhaps
overshadowed by Mays’s feat in the World Series only
two months later, is a catch the Indians’ own center
fielder, Larry Doby, made at Municipal Stadium in a
game against the Washington Senators. It was a day
game on July 30, 1954, the first of a four-game series.
The Indians, in the heat of a pennant race with the 
Yankees, were leading 5–3 in the top of the third. Art
Hottleman was on the mound for the Indians. With one
out and a runner on first, Tom Umphlett hit a long fly
ball to center-left. That, it appeared, would tie the game.

Doby, playing fairly deep, as was his practice, took
off for the ball and, as he approached the fence, looked
like he was going to crash into it. Instead, he leaped

over the top of it, snatched the ball backhanded, 
and seemed to remain suspended in air for a moment.
Finally, obeying the law of gravity, he came down onto
the awning above the bullpen. He bounced off that
and came down hard on the playing field, the ball still
in his glove. Joe Flaherty, the second-base umpire,
ruled it caught, and the crowd erupted.

Left fielder Al Smith, who had sprinted to where
Doby lay, retrieved the ball and threw it to the infield
to keep the runner from advancing.1 Doby was mo-
tionless. Cleveland players ran from the dugout. As
they gathered around him, all eyes were on the huddle.
After a few moments, Doby’s partially bald head
emerged. The crowd gave him a standing ovation
when Doby, still surrounded by his teammates, began
making his way toward the Indians dugout. 

About halfway there, he stopped and exchanged
words with Indians manager Al Lopez. Doby stopped,
put on his hat and glove, shook his head OK, and began
walking back to his position in center field. The crowd
erupted again. The whole episode took several minutes.

“I just went for the ball,” Doby said after the game,
“same as I did for Jackie Jensen’s home run a couple
of days ago, the one I missed. The fellows in our
bullpen told me my right hand went through the
awning before I bounced off. If it did I didn’t notice. I
didn’t get hurt much. Knocked the wind out of me and
my left shoulder gave me a jolt, where I hurt it before.
Maybe it hurt a nerve.”2

“If this wasn’t the greatest catch of the century,”
Frank Gibbons, sportswriter for the Cleveland Press,
wrote the next day, “it must be at least a match for any
other.”3 “I’ve seen them all,” Dizzy Dean said. “Moore,
DiMaggio, and this here fellow named Mays. But I
never saw a catch as good as this one and the pitcher
ought to pay that Doby a month’s salary.”4 �

Notes
The author, 13 years old at the time and selling scorecards at Municipal 
Stadium, saw the catch. This account, based on his recollection, is 
corroborated by newspaper accounts and by Joseph Thomas Moore in
Pride against Prejudice: The Biography of Larry Doby (Westport, Conn.:
Greenwood Press, 1988), 102–3.

1. Moore, Pride against Prejudice: The Biography of Larry Doby, 102–3.
2. Cleveland Press, sports sect., 31 July 1954.
3. Frank Gibbons, Cleveland Press, sports sect., 31 July 1954.
4. Cleveland Press, sports sect., 31 July 1954.
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Larry Doby’s “The Catch”
Ken Saulter
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Larry Doby at Municipal Stadium, Cleveland, July 30, 1954.



The field position denoted on your scorecard as 
2 has never been an easy job. Errant balls, foul
tips, and flying bats are all a source of pain for

catchers. Collisions at the plate occur with regularity,
some more painful than others. The backstops from
baseball’s first fifty years endured daily physical pun-
ishment, all without the luxury of today’s protective
equipment. Virtues such as strength, stamina, and
courage in collisions were in high demand.

No protection short of a bunker could have spared
twenty-three-year-old Ray Fosse the career-impacting
injury he sustained in the 1970 All-Star Game. Catcher-
turned-announcer Tim McCarver says he still suffers
from nerve damage in his neck caused by back-to-back
plate collisions a quarter of a century ago. Today,
catchers often put their bodies literally on the line,
most often the one on the third-base side.

Catchers are expected to take their lumps without
grumbling. But the early efforts of catchers to protect
themselves met with a lot of flak. A typical reaction
came from the crowd at the Polo Grounds when the
New York Giants opened the 1907 season against the
Philadelphia Phillies. As the Giants took the field, star
catcher and Hall of Famer Roger Bresnahan looked

more like a goaltender than a backstop when he squat-
ted behind the plate in a pair of thickly upholstered
shin guards.

It was the first time a catcher had dared to don the
protective gear in open view, and the crowd’s reaction
came as quickly as a foul tip and just as nasty. “Spec-
tators howled with delight when a foul tip in the fifth
inning rapped the protectors sharply,” reported the
New York Times. Bresnahan, more concerned about
his livelihood than remarks about his manliness, ig-
nored the insults from fans and foes.

Bresnahan’s shin guards were the final pieces of
the catcher’s major armor, following the glove, mask,
and chest protector. 

This armor kit was lovingly dubbed “the tools of
ignorance” by Herold “Muddy” Ruel, a backstop and
a lawyer who caught for greats like Walter Johnson
with the Washington Nationals in the 1920s. Ruel
probably would have stayed a lawyer if he’d caught in
the late 1860s when catchers had no equipment.

New York Mutuals catcher Nat Hicks was the first
backstop to start creeping closer to batters, in the
1870s. Before Hicks, catchers stood far behind the hit-
ters, fielding pitches on the bounce. Hicks paid for his
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The Evolution of Catcher’s Equipment
Chuck Rosciam 

We used no mattress on our hands,
No cage upon our face;
We stood right up and caught the ball,
With courage and with grace.

— Harry Ellard, “The Reds of Sixty-Nine” (1880s)

E Q U I P M E N T

Two warriors dressed for survival at the
game’s toughest position: left, Hall of
Famer Roger Bresnahan (1907), and
right, Ivan “Pudge” Rodriguez (1999).
On Opening Day at the Polo Grounds
against the Phillies in 1907, Bresnahan
became the first catcher to wear the full
suit of armor, or “tools of ignorance”—
glove, mask, chest protector, and shin
guards—in a regular-season appear-
ance. The crowd reacted with derision.
Bresnahan ignored them.
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fearlessness with repeated and sometimes severe dam-
age to his face and a near-loss of his right eye in 1873.

Most backstops began crowding the plate in the
early 1880s, especially when a rules change dictated
that the final strike, including foul tips, had to be
caught on a fly for a putout. Pitchers had begun throw-
ing overhand by 1884, when, after a rule change in the
National League, all restrictions on the pitcher’s de-
livery were removed and he could throw underhand,
sidearm, or completely overhand, as he wished. Also,
the consensus is that the mound was created in 1893
or shortly thereafter. Up until that year the pitcher’s
position was known as the pitcher’s box.  In 1893 the
pitcher’s rear foot was moved  farther from home plate
to its current distance of 60 feet, 6 inches. Moving
closer to the batter enabled catchers to better frame
the pitches, field bunts, and throw out base-stealers.

In 1901 the National League instituted a regulation
that a “catcher must stand within the lines of his 
position whenever the pitcher delivers the ball and
within ten feet of the home base.” The American
League adopted this rule the following year. Current
rules state that the “catcher shall station himself 
directly back of the plate . . . with both feet within 
the lines of the catcher’s box until the ball leaves 
the pitcher’s hand” (Rule 4.03[a]). The catcher’s box
measures 43 inches across and 8 feet long from the
plate backward.

MASKED MEN
The first piece of protection for catchers, a rubber
mouth protector, dates to the 1870s, purloined perhaps
from the sport of bareknuckle boxing. George Wright,
brother of Red Stockings founder Harry Wright, pre-
ceded the mask with this “mouth protector.” His
invention was a fifty-cent rubber mouth guard, similar
to the mouthpiece a boxer wears. This innovation, ac-
cording to newspapers of the time, surely cut down on
the talkativeness of catchers. 

Masks were more obviously a protective device.
Probably the first one was invented by an Ivy League
man, Fred Thayer, who in 1876 adapted a fencing
mask for Alexander Tyng, then with the Harvard Nine.
At first, Thayer’s better mouse trap was derisively
called a rat trap. But the catcher’s mask caught on
quickly among pros and amateurs alike and was in
wide use by the 1880s. Besides affording protection, it
helped fielding from the very first game. Harvard’s
Tyng made only two errors in that April 12, 1877,
match, exceptionally low even for a pro catcher in
those days.

Thayer’s patented mask (patent 200,358) went into
the Spalding catalog for the 1878 season, and adapta-
tions followed quickly. Its simple forehead and chin
rests were embellished with padding—made from “im-
ported dog skin,” according to one Spalding catalog—
to insulate the steel-mesh frame from the catcher’s
face.

Better visibility was always a goal in catcher’s
masks. Inventor George Barnard patented his “open
view” mask in 1888 (patent 376,278) that afforded
both protection and vision. These wire-basket cages
worn by the 1890s backstops like Roger Bresnahan and
Marty Bergen gave way to the greatly improved 
peripheral  vision of the so-called Open Vision and
Wide Sight masks by the 1911 season. A. J. Reach cre-
ated this mask (patent 1,012,223) for the purpose of
removing the vertical bar for better visibility without
sacrificing structural strength.

The “platform mask,” a one-piece aluminum cast-
ing with horizontal crossbars instead of soldered
mesh, was patented by umpire James E. Johnstone in
1921 (patent 1,449,183). Mesh still evolved, though,
getting springy, shock-absorbing action and ball-de-
flecting shapes in the 1920s. One such mask designed
by H. Goldsmith in 1923 (patent 1,475,991) had a
padded “oval surround” with two cross bars. Other
mask materials have come along, but carbon-steel wire

ROSCIAM: The Evolution of Catcher’s Equipment
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Thayer mask, 1876 Welded-wire steel mask, 1930s Modern mask, 1970s–90s Hockey-style mask, 2000s
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mesh remains the material of choice to this day. Catch-
ers prefer the welded-wire guard because it has better
air movement and fewer massive bars that could ob-
struct visibility. Carbon-steel wire is used because it’s
flexible but strong. The goal is to get some deforma-
tion in the mesh to reduce some of the shock but still
retain structural integrity.

Sometimes one change in a piece of equipment ne-
cessitated changes in other catchers’ equipment. For
example, with two-handed catching, using the pillow-
style mitt,  the catcher’s hands followed the ball into
his body. In the process, the catcher was tucking in his
chin so his throat wasn’t exposed. Catchers today, with
the hinged-mitt, one-hand the ball farther away from
their bodies, and they’re frequently looking up, so the
throat’s more exposed. This is the reason why today’s
catchers wear masks with throat protectors, popular-
ized by Dodger catcher Steve Yeager. In 1976 Yeager
was kneeling in the on-deck circle when a bat shat-
tered and a sharp piece slammed into his throat. To
protect him from further injury, the Dodgers came up
with the billygoat device hanging from his mask. How-
ever, throat protectors go back as early as 1888, as
demonstrated by a Spalding advertisement for the
Spalding’s Trade Marked Catcher’s Mask No. 30 with
a patented neck protection. In 1903 the Victor Sporting
Goods Company offered throat protection in its model
314N with a neck extension piece. The latest-version
mask has the throat protector integrated with the wire
face cage.

The end of the twentieth century has seen the
mask evolve into something resembling what Darth
Vader wears. Its genesis sprung from hockey’s goalie
mask, and it was introduced by catcher Charlie
O’Brien. It is made of new high-tech polycarbon, and
O’Brien’s mask was designed by Jerry Van Valden of
Toronto-based Catch You Later Headgear. The helmet
protects the top, sides, and back of the head, yet the
cage-like opening in the front is bigger than that of a
normal mask. It increases a catcher’s peripheral vision
and deflects the ball rather than hitting the catcher

flush as does the previous mask. At 50 ounces, the 
helmet is about 10 ounces heavier than a normal
mask/helmet combination. Several major-league
catchers have begun wearing it, and soon it may be a
standard piece of equipment.

MITTENS FOR THE HANDS
Mitts were a taken-for-granted part of catching. An early
documented use of a glove by a player occurred on June
28, 1870, and that was by a catcher. A sportswriter for
the Cincinnati Commercial cabled his office, “[Doug]
Allison caught today in a pair of buckskin mittens, to
protect his hands.” It was printed in the next day’s
newspaper in a recap of the game between the Cincin-
nati Red Stockings and the Washington Nationals. Also,
a report appeared in the Detroit Free Press on August 14,
1867, of a catcher named Ben Delaverage playing 
for the Victory Club of Troy using a catcher’s glove. In
the late 1870s gloves came into common use. At first
players had to skulk onto the field. But star pitcher–
turned–first baseman Albert Spalding made it a manly
thing in 1877, boldly donning a black glove that was
fingerless but padded. Ever the entrepreneur, Spalding
envisioned big sales for his mail-order sporting-goods
business. Catchers were among his best customers. In-
ventor A. C. Butts patented a fingerless glove in 1883
(patent 290,664), and G. H. Rawlings added padding in
1885 (patent 325,968).

Historians quibble over whether Harry Decker, Joe
Gunson, Ted Kennedy, or Jack McCloskey first used
the padded catcher’s mitt in the late 1880s.  By one
account, the Kansas City Cowboys’ Gunson dreamed
up the mitt, but he was too busy catching in Al Spald-
ing’s world baseball tour to take advantage of the idea.
So, ex-catcher Decker filed a patent on his mitt design
in 1889 (patent 408,650). The “Decker Safety Catcher’s
Mitt” was a contraption that was basically a glove
stitched to the back of a round pad that covered the
palm of the hand. These gloves were literally flat pil-
lows that got their pockets broken in on the job at the
expense of the catcher’s palm. Decker modified his

Fingerless glove, 1880s Pillow mitt, 1920s Pillow-pocket mitt, 1950s Modern hinged mitt
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mitt in 1891 to a more comfortable design (patent
447,233) with the addition of leather lacing on the
back of the hand to hold the mitt in place.

It was not until 1895 that stipulations concerning
the use of gloves were included in the rules: Those
limited the size of gloves to ten ounces and fourteen
inches circumference for all players except catchers
and first basemen, who were permitted to use any size
glove.  The early gloves, lacking webbing and lacing,
merely provided protection for the hands. Nineteenth-
century players often wore gloves on both hands.  For
the throwing hand, they would simply snip the glove
at the fingers for dexterity.

In 1899, J. F. Draper came up with the round, pillow-
style mitt (patent 627,687) that, with several minor
modifications, remained the same tool that catchers
wore up until the 1920s. R. H. Young in 1920 modified
this standard pillow-mitt to disperse a billow of air to
form a cushion when the ball was caught (patent
1,362,280).

Mitts were pretty small, flat, and shapeless through-
out the dead ball era until a Rawlings employee, Harry
“Bud” Latina, who designed dozens of mitts/gloves,
created a better mitt. This hand/fingers design made the
mitt loose enough to permit it to be dropped quickly or
thrown off but not accidentally by using finger loops
(patent 1,562,176). This became the standard for more
than forty years. Additionally, it had a real change in
the depth of the mitt so the ball would really stick, even
though the catcher still had to use two hands. The
catching technique with the pillow mitt was to stop the
ball with the relatively stiff mitt, then secure it with
one’s bare hand. This was accomplished by holding the
bare hand behind the mitt and quickly moving it to the
caught ball. But if the catcher had to move his mitt to
catch a ball and failed to move both hands in unison,
the bare hand could easily be exposed and subject to
harm. Jammed and broken fingers were very common
injuries during the pillow-mitt era.

Modern mitts have evolved to match today’s style
of baseball. Catchers now have to one-hand or back-
hand the ball, which means that they have to work
much lower because now the pitching is lower (at or
below the batter’s knees). However, when a catcher is
that low, he can’t hold two hands out in front or even
one with the fingers pointing up and parallel to the body.

In the 1950s, catcher Gus Niarhos cut an opening in
the back of his mitt so he could squeeze the two sides
together a little bit, like a fielder’s glove. This led to
catcher’s mitts with breaks in them and long oval pock-
ets. Previously, mitts had a pocket but no breaks, and
the backstop caught two-handed so the ball wouldn’t

pop out. One-handed catching became possible with the
hinged mitt, popularized by Johnny Bench and Randy
Hundley in the late 1960s. With these, a spring-action
hinge snaps the mitt closed on contact with the ball.

The ancestry of the flex-hinge catcher’s mitt goes
back to the first baseman’s mitts of the 1950s. Logi-
cally, one might suppose that former first basemen
(like J. C. Martin), converted to catchers in large num-
bers in the early 1960s, would have been the ones to
introduce the mitt. But in fact, the flex-hinge catcher’s
mitt was introduced by Hundley in 1966 and Bench in
1968; neither of them had ever played first base.

New and sometimes quirky innovations in mitts
have arisen since the 1960s. For example, in 1975, Al
Campanis, former general manager of the Dodgers, 
introduced an orange fluorescent stripe around the
perimeter of the mitt to help pitchers concentrate on
their targets (patent 3,898,696). This caught on, but
not every development met with acceptance. Most
catchers didn’t think much of another innovation in
mitts, the oversized “Big Bertha” designed by Balti-
more Orioles manager Paul Richards in the late 1950s.
Supposedly it was to help his receivers handle the
maddening knuckleball of Hoyt Wilhelm. Such bas-
kets grew to a 45-inch circumference before being
regulated to 38 inches in 1965. The surface area might
help one knock down the ball, but it hindered one’s
view and cut down on hand mobility. One other draw-
back of the “Big Bertha” was that even if one caught
the ball in that glove, it was hard to find it in time to
catch base-stealers. 

Some current catchers are keenly interested in the
latest wrinkle in mitts, a “digital leather” glove made
by Franklin. The innovation is already found in
Franklin’s current line of fielders’ gloves and will make
its debut in catchers’ mitts soon. The facing leather is
etched with a pattern of grooves and diamonds whose
purpose is twofold. First, the pattern absorbs the shock
of impact. Then, its contours grab the ball and stop its
spinning action. Both attributes might turn some hard-
hands into soft ones. Webbing, air or gel cushions, and
other elements of glove design have dealt with the ve-
locity of batted and pitched balls, but only lately have
manufacturers turned their attention to the spin fac-
tor. The rotation on a baseball can be quite high, 1800
rpm or more on a curveball, for example. Franklin
likens its digital leather to the road-gripping pattern of
a tire. That leaves the near-spinless knuckleball to con-
tend with, a problem sure to be compounded as more
hurlers follow knuckler Tim Wakefield and other
“goofy” tossers.
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BODY ARMOR FOR THOSE WAYWARD 95-MPH FASTBALLS
Women got into the act of making catching a safer 
profession. Legend has it that the wife of Detroit
Wolverines catcher Charles Bennett devised a chest pad
to protect her husband during games. He wore the cre-
ation outside his jersey in 1883. While some accounts
say that catchers experimented with chest protectors
earlier in the decade, these image-conscious receivers
tried hiding the devices beneath their uniforms to avoid
razzing. Left-handed throwing catcher Jack Clements in
1884 was quoted as saying that he wore a “sheepskin,”
as chest protectors were first called, beneath his uni-
form to avoid being called a sissy.

James “Deacon” White, a nine-year catcher in the
1870s who switched to third base for nine more years,
supposedly created the first chest protector in the early
1880s. His design included a canvas-covered rubber
bladder pumped full of air. Padding eventually re-
placed the air tubes.

Today’s chest protectors, although ribbed with light
but shock-absorbing polyfoam, have come full circle
from the original fur-stuffed sheepskin “breast protec-
tors” worn under the uniform until 1884. Along the
way, catchers and umpires got inflatable vests. “Gray’s
Patent Body Protector” (patent 295,543) with its rub-
ber-bladder ribs sold for $10 in 1891, twice the price of
stuffed canvas or leather. Gray’s Protector didn’t cover
the shoulders, a prime target for foul tips. John Gam-
ble in his 1903 design added inflatable pads that
covered the shoulders (patent 745,007). 

Although umpires stuck to inflatable protectors
until modern times, catchers quickly went for the ma-
neuverability that lightweight stuffing like kapok
afforded. Kapok is a lightweight material used in life
jackets. Today, chest protectors are filled with foam.
Stuffed protectors enabled backstops to crouch and to
run to back up bases. F. W. Glahe in 1963 came up
with a very flexible chest protector (patent 3,076,197)
that greatly improved mobility.

One of the last modifications to the chest protector
was the addition of removable shoulder flaps. M. Neu-
halfen in 1991 patented his design (patent 5,020,156)
that guarded against those nasty foul tips flying into
the upper arms. With the advent of ballistic materials,
velcro, breathable cloth, and polyfoam padding, catch-
ers today are wearing the most protection possible
with the minimum weight. The 2008 version of the
chest protector weighs less than half the chest protec-
tor that was available in the 1920s through the 1940s.

ANTI-SPIKE PROTECTORS: THE SHIN GUARDS
Among the tools of ignorance, the designs of masks
and mitts have evolved the most, in response to the way
baseball is played. By contrast, chest protectors and shin
guards haven’t changed as much. As early as 1890,
catchers began wrapping their bare lower legs with
newspapers or leather, which was then hidden be-
neath their uniforms. This evolved into more elaborate
pads, all under their pants, but it took tough-as-nails
Roger Bresnahan to have the nerve to admit publicly
that his legs hurt from all of the wild pitches, foul balls,
thrown bats, and piercing spikes. The curiosities that
Bresnahan wore more than a century ago actually were
a modified version of the leg guards worn by cricket
players. Rods of light cane encased in padded fabric
covered the shins, and padding protected the knees. 

Over time, padded leather covered the kneecaps,
insteps, and ankles. Hard, heavy fiberboard guards 
appeared in Rawlings ads in 1916. In the 1920s and
1930s, fiberboard supplanted cane. Various inventors
played around with the fiberboard design, including
D. Levinson in his 1918 idea (patent 1,253,260).
William Barrett in 1927 patented the prototypical
catcher’s leg guards (patent 1,624,129) that uses 
essentially the design seen today. 

The hinged shin guard was developed by the
Dodgers in the late 1950s, one of three notable catcher
inventions they created. (The billygoat throat protector

Canvas, 1906 Leather, 1920s Kapok-stuffed, 1950s Modern polyfoam
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and the hinged mitt were the other two.) By the 1960s,
light but tough molded plastics replaced fiber. How
tough? Announcer and former catcher Tim McCarver
survived two collisions in which the spikes of ex-Met
Tommy Agee became embedded in the guards.

In 1995, W. F. Hunt Jr. patented leg guards with ad-
justable lower thigh pieces to facilitate lower crouches
and increased protection (patent 5,452,475). G. J.
Collins followed up with his multiple-piece thigh and
knee guards in 2004 (patent 6,687,912). The next 
generation might well include complete, flexible, and
lightweight leggings made from Kevlar and worn
throughout the game and not just when the catcher is
behind the plate.

Catching has never appeared to be an easy or cushy
job. Even with protective accessories, the position
seems to lead the league in injuries yearly. That’s why
safety and productivity have been the goals of a vari-
ety of catching inventions throughout the history of
the game.

Baseball, though it sometimes seems the most 
tradition-bound of sports, has always shown that all-
American penchant for tinkering and innovation. This
quest for the better mouse trap has been amply ap-
plied to catchers’ gear. The evolution of the equipment
corresponds to actual changes in the tactics and rules
of the game. The tinkering continues. Already a new
“digital” catcher’s mitt, designed to soften the ball’s
impact and reduce errors, has made its debut.

Today the well-protected warrior behind home
plate has taken advantage of modern technology, es-
pecially that developed for law enforcement. Body
armor, for the catcher in the twenty-first century,
might well be identical to the lightweight Kevlar vests
worn under police officers’ shirts today. After all, if a
thin, almost shirt-like vest can stop a bullet, it certainly
can stop a wayward 95 mph fastball. So perhaps chest
and leg protection will come full circle and the catch-
ers of tomorrow will be wearing their armor beneath
their uniforms just as the players in the 1880s did. �

1906 Cane shin guards, 1906 Fiberboard shin guards, 1930s Hinged shin guards, 1950s Modern molded-plastic shin guards
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APPENDIX A

PATENT 
NUMBER DATE INVENTOR ITEM NOTE
200,358 2 Feb 1878 Fred W. Thayer Mask Mod fencing mask
205,093 18 June 1878 George W. Howland Mask Cushioned pad
287,137 23 Oct 1883 Harry C. Lee Mask Folding for transport and face shape adaptable
287,331 23 Oct 1883 Alexander K. Schaap Mask Wire cage swings open to permit increased vision
290,664 25 Dec 1883 Austin C. Butts Mitt Fingerless glove
295,543 25 March 1884 William Gray Chest Rubber bladder ribs
325,968 8 Sept 1885 George H. Rawlings Mitt Padding to fingerless glove
364,543 7 June 1887 Robt. Reach Mask Padding to wire
376,278 10 Jan 1888 George Barnard Mask Open view
379,655 29 March 1888 Dennis J. O’Sullivan Mask
385,728 10 July 1888 Joseph W. Sauer Mitt Glove with fingers
408,650 6 August 1889 Earle Harry Decker Mitt Glove stitched to round pad
432,970 29 July 1890 Barton L. Blair Mask
434,120 12 August 1890 Joseph W. Sauer Mitt
436,540 16 Sept 1890 Henry L. Naramore Mitt Mitten, no fingers with thumb
447,233 24 Feb 1891 Earle Harry Decker Mitt Mod—added comfort to Decker mitt
450,366 14 April 1891 Earle Harry Decker Mitt Mod—thicker pad to Decker mitt
455,007 20 June 1891 Leo J.F. Rooney Mask
459,441 15 Sept 1891 Jason F. Draper Mitt
461,819 27 Oct 1891 Jason F. Draper Mitt Thumb-finger leather pocket
461,847 27 Oct 1891 Henry W. Price Mitt Large glove affixed to thick pad
472,482 5 April 1892 Theodore A. Kennedy Mitt Glove to large pad
528,343 30 Oct 1894 Elroy L. Rogers Mitt Large thick pad
535,178 5 March 1895 Adolf Slomka Mitt Glove on pad with lace at back
538,572 30 April 1895 Edward L. Wilson Mitt Glove to flat pad, no gap between thumb and forefinger
540,514 4 June 1895 Elroy L. Rogers Mitt Large pillow
540,631 11 June 1895 Albert F. Burtt Mitt Large integrated glove pad
550,949 10 Dec 1895 Anna Burns Decker Mitt Large pad with layers of leather
571,437 17 Nov 1896 William Gray Mask
578,842 16 March 1897 Adolf Slomka Mitt Leather lacing around pad edge
613,945 18 Nov 1898 Benjamin F. Shibe Mitt Glove stitched to round pad
622,733 11 April 1899 William S. Tompkins Mitt Glove/pad with strap on back
627,687 27 June 1899 Jason F. Draper Mitt Round pillow mitt
628,724 11 July 1899 Burt T. Rogers Mask
677,958 9 July 1901 Charles H. Dean Mitt Pocket between thumb and forefinger
690,140 31 Dec 1901 John Gamble Chest
745,007 24 Nov 1903 John Gamble Chest Inflatable shoulder pads
755,209 22 March 1904 James E. Bennett Misc Wire box to catch balls—no mitt
761,257 31 May 1904 H. B. Schutt Mask Hinge face flip up
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PATENT 
NUMBER DATE INVENTOR ITEM NOTE
789,480 9 May 1905 James E. Bennett Mitt Double-mitt muffler type
802,505 24 Oct 1905 E. J. Goldsmith Mask
814,127 6 March 1906 John Gamble Mask
861,170 23 July 1907 John Gamble/G. M. Smith Mask
875,337 31 Dec 1907 A. C. Ferry Mask
876,237 7 Jan 1908 G. H. Ridlon Chest Inflatable
881,957 17 March 1908 G. H. Ridlon Mask Mod
925,851 22 June 1909 W. J. Sullivan Chest
990,166 18 April 1911 G. K. Rix Mask Mod
991,859 9 May 1911 E. J. Lahan Mask Face flip up
1,012,223 19 Dec 1911 A. J. Reach Mask Open vision—wide sight
1,017,964 20 Feb 1912 W. H. Fox Mitt
1,196,411 29 Aug 1916 R. L. Welch Mask Throat protector
1,253,260 15 Jan 1918 D. Levinson Shin Larger, flatter stays
1,362,280 14 Dec 1920 Robert H. Young Mitt Billow air and ball cushion
1,449,183 20 March 1921 James E. Johnstone Mask Platform horiz bars
1,475,991 4 Dec 1923 Hugo Goldsmith Mask Mesh ball-deflecting shape
1,562,176 17 Nov 1925 Harfry B. Latina Mitt Hand/fingers loops standard
1,562,603 24 Nov 1925 A. J. Turner Mitt
1,624,129 12 April 1927 William Barrett Shin Heavy fiberboard standard
1,670,239 15 May 1928 S. Cline Chest Lightweight foldable
2,502,377 28 March 1950 Hugo Goldsmith Mask Bar type
2,627,602 10 Feb 1953 Hugo Goldsmith Mask Bar type
2,756,429 31 July 1956 Frank Malachowski Chest Combined body, neck, and head protector
2,839,755 24 June 1958 John L. Steriss Mask
2,982,968 9 May 1961 John K. Groot Shin Adjustable leg length
3,076,197 5 Feb 1963 Frederick W. Glahe Chest Flexible ribs
3,125,762 24 March 1964 Frederick W. Glahe Chest Lightweight, conform to body
3,135,964 9 June 1964 W. F. Pender Shin Multisport
3,574,861 13 April 1971 Creighton J. Hale Chest Combined chest and throat protector
3,608,089 28 Sept 1971 Peter A. Abbatelli Mask Hockey-style
3,898,696 12 August 1975 Al Campanis Mitt Orange fluorescent target stripe
D258322 24 Feb 1981 William J. Buhler Throat Throat-protecting attachment
D258695 31 March 1981 Donald L. Doyle Throat Throat-protecting attachment
4,272,847 16 June 1981 William J. Buhler Chest Apertures for increased air circulation
4,525,875 25 July 1985 Walter F. Tomczak Chest Rigid sternum plates
4,633,529 6 Jan 1987 Steven D. Litz Shin Quick release velcro
4,674,157 23 June 1987 Steven D. Litz Shin Quick release
4,692,946 15 Sept 1987 Stanley M. Jurga Shin Mod—increased movement
4,993,076 19 Feb 1991 Edward G. Dierickx Chest Apertures for increased air circulation
5,020,156 4 June 1991 M. Neuhalfen Chest Removable shoulder flaps
5,206,955 4 May 1993 Norman O. Milligan Mask Molded thermal plastic
5,267,353 7 Dec 1993 Norman O. Milligan Mask Molded thermal plastic with steel rods
5,452,475 26 Sept 1995 W. F. Hunt Jr. Shin Adjustable thigh pieces
5,699,556 23 Dec 1997 Shyan-Wei Chen Mask
5,953,761 21 Sept 1999 S. Jurga Mask Hockey-style
6,178,556 20 Jan 2001 Louis J. Foreman Shin Custom fitted
6,189,156 20 Feb 2001 J. T. Loiars Mask Hockey-style
6,560,781 13 May 2003 Scott M. Keene Shin
6,687,912 10 Feb 2004 G. J. Collins Shin Multiple thigh pieces
6,964,062 15 Nov 2005 Shyan-Wei Chen Shin Easy connection of parts
6,983,487 10 Jan 2006 J. Rickon Mask Hockey-style



PATENT
ITEM YEAR NUMBER 
Thayer mask 1878 200,358
Barnard wire cage mask 1888 376,278
Reach mask 1911 1,012,223
Johnstone platform mask 1921 1,449,183
Goldsmith oval mask 1923 1,475,991
Austin C. Butts fingerless glove 1883 290,664
G. H. Rawlings mitt 1885 325,968
E. H. Decker mitt 1889 408,650
E. H. Decker mitt 1891 447,233
J. F. Draper pillow mitt 1899 627,687
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The 4 1⁄8-ounce sphere with an 8 1⁄2-inch circumference, com-
monly known as a baseball, has gone through many changes
in its 150-year history. There was the rubber cover, the string-
and-rag filling, rubber center, yarn wound, double stitching,
single stitching, and all sorts of horsehide cover designs. Then,
in 1911, George Reach, a Spalding executive, introduced the
modern cork-center baseball, which is still in use today. Spald-
ing supplied official major-league baseballs for a hundred
years (1876–1976), and then Rawlings took over. A baseball is
composed of three parts: a composition a cork center, golf ball–

sized, covered with black-and-red rubber; four layers of various
kinds of woolen yarn; and a cover of two peanut-shaped Holstein
cowhides sewn in one continuous seam and held by 108 stitches.
Before 1934, the American League used red and black thread,
and the National League used red- and blue-thread stitching.
Then both leagues went to an all-red thread.

Sources
Dan Gutman. Banana Bats and Ding Dong Balls: A Century of Unique

Baseball Inventions. New York: Macmillan General Reference, 1995.
U.S. Patent Office

APPENDIX B
PATENT

ITEM YEAR NUMBER 
R. H. Young mitt 1920 1,362,280
H. B. Latina mitt 1925 1,562,176
Al Campanis target mitt 1975 3,898,696
William Gray chest protector 1884 295,543
John Gamble chest protector 1903 745,007
F. W. Glahe chest protector 1963 3,076,197
M. Neuhalfen chest protector 1995 5,020,156
D. Levinson shin/leg guards 1918 1,253,260
William Barrett shin/leg guards 1927 1,624,129
W. F. Hunt Jr. shin/leg guards 1995 5,452,475
G. J. Collins shin/leg guards 2004 6,687,912

THE ANATOMY OF A MODERN BASEBALL
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In 1920 and 1927, Babe Ruth hit more home runsthan every other team in the American League. On
May 5, 1925, however, Ty Cobb put up power num-

bers that even the great Ruth couldn’t muster.
Frustrated with the publicity Ruth’s slugging had gar-
nered, Cobb commented to a reporter that hitting
home runs was not as hard as it looked. He declared
that he too would start trying to swing for the fences.
With a new mindset and a hands-together grip, Cobb
went 6-for-6 that day, with two singles, a double, and
three home runs, giving him sixteen total bases—still
an American League record (shared with several oth-
ers) for a nine-inning game.1 The next day, Cobb hit
two more home runs, totaling five in two days—still a
major-league record. Satisfied he had proved his point,
Cobb returned to his familiar grip and style: trying to
get base hits instead of hit home runs.

Ruth and Cobb are both in the Hall of Fame, but
each hitter excelled in his own way. Indeed, every bat-
ter has unique psychological approaches, swing
mechanics, habits, and characteristics. Even so, one
thing about hitting is true for every hitter: Every time
he walks up to the plate, he has only one tool to work
with. Skillful use of this tool, the baseball bat, has cap-
tured the attention of fans, tried the patience of
athletes, and turned men into legends. 

AMBITION BEGETS EXPERIMENTATION
Baseball as played today emerged from a cauldron of
other games. In the late nineteenth century, the rules
changed often, contributing to a seesaw dynamic
within the game. For a few years, batters would have
the edge and pitchers would be disadvantaged; subse-
quent rule changes would turn the tables. Exploited
rules (and inherent advantages) disappeared quickly,
leaving rules that maintained a good balance of of-
fense and defense. Around 1900, rules about the bat
had evolved that were simultaneously simple and thor-
ough. In the decades since, bat-specific rules have
remained relatively unchanged. The bats themselves,
however, are a different story. 

One important rule change in the early turbulent
years came about in 1887: Batters could no longer re-
quest a high or low pitch. If the pitcher’s throw passed
over the plate and between the shoulders and knees,

it was called a strike. Thus the adversarial approach
to pitching—planted by Jim Creighton in 1859—fully
bloomed. Instead of trying to help the hitter, pitchers
had a new objective. The goal of all pitchers became
what Casey Stengel once said of Satchel Paige: “He
threw the ball as far from the bat and as close to the
plate as possible.” Pitchers began experimenting with
various deliveries and grips. The spitball became a part
of nearly every pitcher’s arsenal. 

As pitchers experimented with the ball, hitters re-
sponded by experimenting with the bat. Indeed, as the
sport evolved, the bat changed significantly—in shape,
size, and material—as batters sought a competitive ad-
vantage. Examining the history and underlying science
will allow us to gauge the success of these experiments.

EARLY EXPERIMENTS
During baseball’s fledging years, there were no bat
manufacturers. Each player made his own, often start-
ing with an axe handle or wagon tongue and shaping
it to his liking using hand tools. Through trial and
error, hickory wood was found to be successful. It was
hard and resilient, so players rarely needed to replace
bats. But as the game became more sophisticated, so
did bat making. In 1884, a boy watched the slumping
local star Pete “Gladiator” Browning break his bat.
After the game, the boy offered to make Browning a
new one using his father’s woodworking lathe; the two
worked through the night on a piece of northern white
ash. The next day, Browning’s three hits provoked in-
quiries about his new bat. As the years went on, ash
wood became very popular with players. So did that
boy and his father. That is how Hillerich and Bradsby,
the manufacturer of the popular Louisville Slugger line
of baseball bats, got their start. A trend had begun. In-
stead of making their bats, more and more players in
the 1880s began purchasing bats that were profes-
sionally lathed.  

Experiments were not restricted to trying out dif-
ferent types of material. Briefly popular, flat bats fell
into obscurity as longer bats with slight tapers and
knobs at the handle became prevalent. Players con-
tinued to tweak the weight distribution and barrel and
handle diameters, but, for the most part, bats used after
1900 look remarkably similar to each other. However,
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creativity was not totally suppressed—experiments
that deviated from the norm found their way into the
batter’s box and the patent office. 

THE “SCIENTIFIC GAME,” MOMENT OF INERTIA, AND EXPERIMENTS
ON SHAPE
To understand the experiments on bats, we must 
understand the goal of the batter. If Stengel’s words
best sum up the efforts of the pitcher, the objective of
the hitter was best summarized by Wee Willie Keeler’s
“Hit ’em where they ain’t.” In Keeler’s playing days
(1892–1910), hitters followed his guiding wisdom by
playing what has been called the “scientific game.”
The scientific game involved a heavily strategic ap-
proach to baseball. Runs were scored via bunts, hit
and runs, and stolen bases. Batters choked up and
slapped at the ball, placing hits between infielders or
just over their heads. Slugging—swinging mightily—
was a frowned-on approach. 

The appeal of the tactics employed by adherents 
of the scientific game is understandable when you 
consider the game’s origins. Making contact was 
important because, in the sport’s infancy, the devel-
opment of the bat far outpaced the development of
gloves. Since gloves were deemed unmanly, they were
often not used, and errors were common. Even if a
batter did hit the ball in the proximity of a fielder, he

still might reach base on an error. Also contributing to
the allure of the scientific game was an English game
that heavily influenced baseball: cricket. In cricket,
batsmen may get only one turn to bat per match, so
the ability to place hits (and avoid being put out) is
important. The first baseball players took this idea of
guiding their hits and brought it to the diamond. And
so experimentation with bats in the early days of 
baseball was steered by this “small ball” approach—
the goal of experiments was to help players place 
their hits. 

Many players, most notably Ty Cobb, adopted a
split-hands grip, hoping to increase their bat control.
But bat manufacturers sought to improve the tool itself
by making a bat that was easier to swing. Manufac-
turers tried unconventional shapes; many bats that hit
the market looked familiar to us from the knob up but
had baseball-sized chunks of wood connected below
the knob. In advertisements from this era it was 
explained that the chunks were intended to give the
bat a more even weight distribution. In other words,
manufacturers were hoping to alter the moment of 
inertia of the bat. 

Moment of inertia (MOI) is an object’s resistance to
rotation. It relates both to how the weight is distrib-
uted throughout the object and where the point of
rotation is located. MOI is a value, just like weight is.
And just as a heavier object will be harder to lift, an
object with a higher MOI will be harder to swing. Two
bats can have the same static weight, but if their
shapes are different they may have different MOI and
different swing weights. Even though bats are de-
scribed in terms of length and weight, fans and players
alike know that these values alone do not tell the
whole story; a bat feels “heavier” when swung while
holding the handle versus when held around the bar-
rel. In reality, however, the bat’s weight is remaining
the same—it is the moment of inertia that is changing. 

The lemon-, ball-, and mushroom-knobbed bats
used in the Deadball Era were all successful in lower-
ing the MOI when compared with similarly weighted
bats shaped like those used today. So these bats felt
lighter when swung and gave a player more bat 
control than if he used a similarly weighted bat of
twenty-first-century shape. However, a decrease in
MOI means a less efficient collision between the bat
and ball. And so these bats, perfectly suited for the 
scientific game, have fallen out of favor for the same
reason Ty Cobb’s split-hands grip has: More bat con-
trol means less power. 

While these bats succeeded in increasing bat con-
trol, other peculiar shapes were introduced to help

Heinie Groh and his “bottle bat,” whose large barrel gave him a bigger
stricking surface.
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batters play the scientific game. Perhaps the most 
famous of the oddly shaped, antique baseball bats was
one wielded by Heinie Groh in the 1910s and ’20s. His
“bottle bat” had a thick barrel that extended past the
label before tapering quickly to a thin handle. Groh’s
manager, the crafty John McGraw, suggested such a
bat, but he was not intentionally trying to lower the
MOI and thus make an easier-to-swing bat for the five-
foot-eight, 160-pound batter. The goal of the larger
barrel was to give Groh a bigger striking surface; the
thinner handle would make it easier for his small
hands to grasp the bat. Groh had a fine career, but
whether his bat helped is difficult to determine. Inter-
estingly, because of the peculiar shape, if his bat were
the same length as one used today, the MOI would be
higher. However, if it were the same weight as one
used today, the MOI would be lower. The unique
geometry of Groh’s bat may have given him slightly
more bat control than if he had used the heavy bats
that were common during the Deadball Era.2

Another variation on the bat’s geometry was that of
Napoleon Lajoie’s bat, which had two knobs, the
higher one being called the shoulder. The shoulder
was a few inches up the handle and was for the bat-
ter’s bottom hand, if he was choking up, or for his 
top hand, if he was swinging normally. This bat,
named for Lajoie, drew a lot of attention. Many play-
ers tried it, hoping to emulate Lajoie, one of the
outstanding hitters of his day (and of baseball history,
for that matter). 

A third oddly shaped bat was patented in 1906 
by inventor Emile Kinst. His patent drawings more
closely resemble a jai alai stick than a baseball bat. In
his patent (US0838257), Kinst claimed his bat had two
unique features. The first was the shape of the barrel:
When viewed from the side, it traced not a line but an
arc. He hoped that the curved barrel would allow the
hitter to spray the ball to all parts of the field and that
it would impart spin to the ball, making it harder to
field. A player who mastered the use of this bat would
be very hard to defend. The second curious trait was
the series of longitudinal grooves in the front of the
curved barrel. Their purpose was to aid the hitter in
hitting sharp line drives, avoiding foul tips and fly
balls. Both of these traits, the bat’s tendency to give
spin to batted balls and to induce them to take the
form of line drives, fit directly with the objective of the
scientific game. 

A NEW OBJECTIVE
Despite how crazy (not to mention illegal) his bat may
seem, Kinst incorporated one design feature into his

bat that was well ahead of its time. In 1971 the idea 
of bending the bat resurfaced with the patent of 
a bent-handled baseball bat. As stated in the patent
application, the dog-leg handle was supposed to “im-
prove the batter’s hitting power and effectiveness.”3

Notice the goal of the dog-leg bat was to increase
the power, not the placement of the hit. Bats invented
before 1920 all tried to help the hitter play the 
scientific game. Whether by a change in the weight
distribution, the addition of a knob, or an alteration of
the shape, all were designed to give the batter more
control over where he hit the baseball. This dog-leg
handled bat is just one example of the many modifi-
cations that in the 1970s, ’80s, and ’90s were made to
help the player hit the ball hard. 

And so, while Emile Kinst’s idea of a curved bat
would be imitated more than half a century later, the
reasons behind his design were entirely different.
Clearly, between the early 1910s and the 1970s there
was a change in the goal of design improvements. If
the experiments in the later twentieth century were fo-
cused on a player’s ability to hit the ball far and hard
instead of placing it carefully between the shortstop
and third baseman, something must have changed. A
new objective of experiments in bats suggests a
change, in the approach to hitting, from what had
been around for over half a century—since the begin-
ning of baseball no less. What could bring about so
monumental a shift? It would take only 54 swings by
one man to forever change the game.

Remember, Babe Ruth and Ty Cobb disagreed
sharply on this very issue: Is hitting scientifically bet-
ter than slugging? As it turned out, Cobb was the last
of one era, Ruth the first of another. For decades, hit-
ters had been playing the scientific game, but this
low-scoring approach went out the window when the
Babe was up. Setting incredibly lofty single-season
home run records, he swung for the fences every time.
Players, seasoned fans, and team owners familiar with
the entrenched style thought Ruth’s approach was an
indecent way to play the game. However, in the years
immediately following the First World War, the pub-
lic’s appetite for entertainment was renewed, which
Ruth provided, appealing to a new type of fan and a
broader audience. A bright spot after the disillusion-
ment bred by the Black Sox scandal, he became one of
the first national celebrities; as his popularity rose, so
did attendance figures. 

Rogers Hornsby, a contemporary of Ruth, remarked,
“The home run became glorified with Babe Ruth.
Starting with him, batters have been thinking in terms
of how far they could hit the ball, not how often.” 
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Old-school players were frustrated. As a proponent of
the scientific game, Cobb had always looked down on
Ruth’s approach, but his style of chopping at the base-
ball was falling out of fashion. Ruth succeeded in
changing what had been the norm for eighty years.
Though still trying to “hit it where they ain’t,” he and
his successors attempted to do this in a different way.
On the whole, hitting the ball sharply gives defenders
less chance to field it and, moreover, increases the
odds it will fly over the fence. Hitting the ball hard 
became the new objective.

CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM
If players wanted to focus their experiments on one
particular variable, perhaps the best metric of a hit-
ter’s ability to hit the ball hard is batted-ball speed
(BBS). The question for athletes and inventors then
becomes what variables can be tweaked to help a
player hit the ball hard—to increase BBS?

We can analyze which properties of the bat affect
BBS. In physics terms, the momentum of the bat-ball
system is conserved during the swing, so the sum of
the initial momenta must be equal to the sum of the
final momenta. Though simplifying the collision, ex-
amining the linear case will yield meaningful insights.
The equation for the conservation of linear momen-
tum of the bat-ball collision looks like 

where mB is the mass of the bat, vB the velocity of
the bat, mb the mass of the ball, and vb the velocity of
the ball. Since the goal of the batter is to hit the ball
hard, not to guide it anywhere in particular, vb final
needs to be as large as possible. Assuming that the
mass of the bat and ball stay the same throughout the
collision, the equation can be rearranged using simple
algebra to yield

To increase BBS, vb initial could be increased. Base-
ball players have long supported this conclusion: If the
pitcher is throwing harder, the batter will hit it harder.
However, this insight is not always helpful to the hit-
ter—the only values under his control belong to the
bat: vB initial and mB. When we focus on these values,
further analysis shows that since vB initial > vB final >0
(the bat slows down after contact, but does not change
direction) the ratio of   m/m   will be multiplied by a
positive constant. So this ratio needs to be as large as
possible, and so the numerator needs to increase. There-
fore, we see that a heavier bat will hit the ball harder.

While equation 2 helps our understanding, incor-
rect conclusions can be drawn if we just stopped there.
For instance, if vb initial were increased by any amount,
it appears that vb final would be increased by an iden-
tical amount. That would be incorrect, because a
harder-thrown pitch will result in a slower bat after
contact. We still have vB final in our equation, and, in
order to get a complete picture, we need to get rid of
it. Besides, when was the last time you heard someone
talk about the bat’s speed after collision? We need a
way to eliminate that variable. The answer is the co-
efficient of restitution (COR).

The COR deals with how elastic the collision is be-
tween two objects—in our case, the bat and ball. A
higher COR means the ball bounces off the bat harder.
(In the case of a baseball colliding with a bat, the COR
is about 0.55, meaning the ball bounces off with just
over half of its original velocity.) The correct equation
(using C to designate the COR) that isolates all of the
variables is this: 

If we look closely at this equation, we see that, if
we increase vB initial then we will have a larger numer-
ator, as both the second term and the third term will
increase. And so a faster bat will result in a higher
BBS. What is curious about the heavier-versus-faster
predicament is that these traits are mutually exclusive.
If we assume the bats are similarly shaped, a heavier
bat is necessarily swung slower, not faster. So which is
more important, weight or speed?

THE SCIENCE BEHIND THE “UNSCIENTIFIC” GAME—WHAT MATTERS
MORE, WEIGHT OR SPEED?
Ideally, a player would swing the heaviest stick with
the greatest speed, but the ideal is impossible, so play-
ers face a difficult tradeoff. The correlation between
the bat’s characteristics (weight and speed) and the
player’s performance (BBS) intrigues scientists and
batters alike. Bat speed matters more than bat mass,
according to Daniel Russell of Kettering University.4

In one of the studies he cites, experimenters, using
BBS as the guiding metric, recorded the ball velocity
resulting from different swings of different bats. Bats of
increasing weight were swung at a constant speed.
Other factors (like ball velocity and ball mass) were
kept constant. Obviously, the largest bat resulted in
the highest BBS. (It had the largest initial momentum.)
Then bats of the same weight were swung at increasing
speeds. Again, other factors were kept constant.  Again,
the results proved intuitive: The faster bat resulted in

mB /mb
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the highest BBS. The interesting thing was that a
change in bat speed resulted in a higher BBS than 
a proportionally equal change in bat weight. So an 
incremental change in bat speed would give a player
a higher BBS than would an incremental change in
mass. In practice, though increasing the mass of the
bat is not the scientifically optimal choice, it’s the 
easier alternative. It’s easy enough to grab a heavier
bat but not so easy to just swing harder—players often
swing as hard as they can anyway.

That bat speed matters more than bat weight was
certainly not intuitive to players in Ruth’s era. Players
in the late 1920s and ’30s actually pounded nails or
needles into the barrel of their bats to make them
heavier. They intuited (correctly) that a heavier bat
would hit the ball farther, and they concluded (incor-
rectly) that the heavier, the better. And so we hear
tales of 45-ounce clubs being wielded in the batter’s
box. Today’s players seem to understand the impor-
tance of bat speed. So what—or, rather, who—was the
reason for the shift from emphasis on weight to em-
phasis on speed? Supposedly baseball players are great
experimentalists, so how did such a fact stay undis-
covered for decades? 

The origins of recognizing bat speed as more im-
portant than bat mass are difficult to pin down; 
the shift to lighter bats was gradual and not marked
by any one specific event or person. However, Ted
Williams reports in his book, The Science of Hitting,
that he began using a light bat during the 1938 sea-
son. He used a 35-ounce bat in the minor leagues for
a while before borrowing a teammate’s lighter bat and,
to his surprise, hit a home run with just a flick of his
wrists. From then on Williams used a 33-ounce bat. In
his book he remembered that players using smaller
bats created a stir in the 1950s, but he claimed to have
been using one for years. 

In Keep Your Eye on the Ball, Robert Watts and
Terry Bahill help explain both why Ruth and others
were using such heavy bats (though with success) and
why a lighter bat might have been better.5 In the 1990s
Watts and Bahill devised a test in which they tried to
find the best bat weight for a player to use. They had
a player swing bats of different weights. They meas-
ured the swing speed and calculated what the ball’s
exit speed, or BBS, would be. As expected, the faster
swings were with lighter bats, slower swings with
heavier bats. Also as expected, there was a bat weight
at which an extra ounce meant the ball’s exit speed
would decrease.

Watts and Bahill realized that there might be a dif-
ference between an optimum bat weight and an ideal

bat weight. While an optimum bat weight would 
enable a hitter to create the highest BBS, a bat lighter
than that would allow the hitter more time to see the
pitch, would give him more bat control, and would 
enable him to make good contact more frequently. They
suggest that the ideal weight would be one in which the
player has good bat control and can wait longer before
swinging. They suggest a weight that is 1 percent below
the maximum BBS value. The swing speed would be
much higher and therefore the frequency of well-struck
balls would outweigh the slight dip in power. 

Their results suggest that the difference between op-
timum weight and ideal weight is approximately equal
to the difference in the weights of the bats used by Ruth
and by Williams respectively. Focusing on the idea that
more weight would help him hit the ball farther, Ruth
kept traveling along the curve until he reached a fall-off
point. It is likely, then, that Ruth would not necessarily
be able to hit the ball any harder (or farther) by using
a bat that was slightly lighter or slightly heavier. How-
ever, pitch velocities have risen since 1930, so that the
importance of bat speed has increased. Over time, play-
ers have favored increased bat speeds and lighter bats
even at the cost—albeit diminutive—of BBS.

Rogers Hornsby, a contemporary of Ruth, remarked that “starting with
him, batters have been thinking in terms of how far they could hit the
ball, not how often.”
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RECENT EXPERIMENTS ON THE SHAPE OF THE BAT
As bat speed has become more important, many 
alterations to the shape used by Ruth and Williams
have been suggested, from dimpled barrels to bent 
and V-shaped handles. Patenting his idea in 1994
(US5284332), MIT professor Jeff DiTullio believed that
adding dimples to the barrel would increase a player’s
bat speed by reducing drag.6 A dimpled barrel experi-
ences less drag because the dimples stir up the air
around the bat, causing it to flow through more tur-
bulent air, reducing the drag coefficient. DiTullio tested
his dimpled bat and found that he could increase the
swing speed by about 3 to 5 percent—enough to turn
a fly ball caught on the warning track into a home
run.7 However, bats used in MLB games must be
“smooth” (Rule 1.10a), so it’s unlikely that DiTullio’s
idea will be applied in professional ball.

Another bat redesign intended to increase a 
batter’s power has already been mentioned: the dog-
leg-handled bat. By the 1980s, the idea of a dog-leg
handle had migrated into aluminum softball bats. In
1982, Esther Moe completed her master’s thesis in
which she compared the ball-exit velocity off the two
differently handled softball bats—one “normal”-han-
dled bat and the other with a handle angle of 19
degrees.8 She found that, despite the psychological ap-
peal of a newer technology, the different handle shape
did not help the performances of the players. 

While these two bats are some of the many that are
disallowed by MLB rules, there have been experiments
on bat shapes whose permissibility is only question-
able. Some players shave down the handles of their
bats. Most are simply trying to change the diameter 
so that it feels right in their hands when they swing.
In the 1980s and ’90s, Don Mattingly went so far as to
change the shape of his handle so that it was no longer
cylindrical. He believed his bat speed would improve
if he held the bat in his fingers, not his palms. He
found that a rounded, triangular-type handle would
help the bat sit well in his hands and keep his fingers
aligned throughout his swing. Mattingly’s name now
appears on a line of V-handled bats promising to help
players hit the ball farther.

MATERIAL EXPERIMENTS
Alongside experiments on the shape of the bat have
been experiments on its material. For the last quarter
century, amateur players have been able to use metal
bats in games. The idea was around as early as 1924,9

but metal bats did not come into common use until
the 1970s. Originally, metal bats were used because
they were more durable. However, performance quickly
became the main reason for their use.

Indeed, metal bats are quite an upgrade from
wooden ones. Like Daniel Russell, Alan Nathan main-
tains a website where he looks at, among other things,
the science of baseball. Both Russell and Nathan 
explain many of the advantages metal has over
wood.10 They explain the efficiency of the bat-ball 
collision based on hoop and linear oscillatory modes,
describe a few different ways to define the “sweet
spot” of a bat, and show why certain safety measures
need to be taken. They were involved in helping the
NCAA regulate their bats, looking at both the ball-exit
speed ratio (BESR) requirement and the MOI monitor-
ing. However, while the history and science of metal
bats is interesting, I will leave it for another to fully
explore and explain. I will limit my examination of 
differences in materials to a look at different types 
of wood.

Even though different woods have different char-
acteristics, the type of material used by players had
remained remarkably consistent for more than a cen-
tury. Ever since Pete Browning swung his in 1884,
Louisville Slugger has made bats out of ash, specifi-
cally northern white ash. As recently as 2000 it was
generally accepted that professional ballplayers used
ash bats. Today, though, many players are using sugar
(rock) maple. After ash dominated the market for so
long, why the sudden change? Interestingly, it was 

Before 2001, Barry Bonds’s 73-home-run season, few players had ever
used a maple bat, let alone on a regular basis. Seven years later, about
half the bats in the major leagues were maple.
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another single-season home-run king who was re-
sponsible for altering a convention that had prevailed
among hitters for a century. 

BODYBUILDERS PLAYING BASEBALL
In 1998, Sammy Sosa and Mark McGwire were locked
in a home-run race to see who could break Roger
Maris’s 37-year-old single-season home-run record.
Looking more like bodybuilders than typical baseball
players, they slugged it out, drawing fans and media
adulation. That year McGwire did succeed in setting a
new record, but his reign on top was brief; baseball
waited only three years before another single-season
home-run record was established. Besides uncannily
quick hands, a nearly inhuman plate discipline, and
the plausible assistance of undocumented and possibly
unsafe levels of chemicals coursing through his body,
to what could Barry Bonds attribute his record 73
home runs in 2001? The bat of the new home-run king
was a maple, and Bonds credited it with giving him “a
lot of confidence.”11 Reports vary as to when maple
bats were first used in an MLB regular-season game,
but they all agree that, before 1996, no player had ever
used one. Before Bonds’s monster season, few players
had ever used a maple, let alone on a regular basis.
Yet only seven years after the record-setting season,
about half the bats in the major leagues were maple. 

Manufacturers claim maple has two advantages
over ash. The first is that maple bats help a player 
increase his BBS. The second is that maple bats last
longer. One obvious place to look for evidence that
these bats help players hit balls farther would be 
offensive statistics. With 50 percent of players using
maple, offensive statistics should have increased. Ben-
jamin G. Rader and Kenneth J. Winkle studied the
1990s hitting barrage.12 They discovered that hitting
peaked in 2000 and that seasons that spanned 2001 
to 2007 saw a “new equilibrium” of offensive stat-
istics. They found that when maple bats started 
becoming more popular, the offensive numbers actu-
ally decreased. 

However, they caution that maple was not an iso-
lated variable. In fact, offensive numbers have declined
over the past decade primarily
because of the changing strike
zone, the banning of certain
substances, and the institution
of drug-testing programs. It’s
possible that maple bats help
hitters but that the positive 
effect has been outweighed 
by expansion of the strike

zone and restrictions on drug use. Rader and Winkle 
acknowledge the effect of such institutional changes
and think their findings are indicative of them, not of
wood type. 

Although it’s difficult to determine from offensive
statistics, ash and maple indeed have unique per-
formance characteristics. Uniqueness does not imply
superiority, however—one does not necessarily have
an advantage over the other. After all, McGwire used
an ash bat when he hit 70. If statistics will not suffice,
perhaps a scientific examination of each material will
aid in the understanding of the distinct characteristics
of each type of wood and how each is suited for use in
major-league games.

CHARACTERISTICS OF WOOD
The table below shows measures of stiffness and other
important features of different types of wood.13 I in-
clude values of hickory for historical purposes and
values of yellow birch to show that other suitable
woods exist that have yet to catch on.14

Specific gravity relates to the density of the wood.
Even though hickory was used in the 1930s and ear-
lier, it has fallen out of favor as bat speed has become
important. It’s possible that new drying techniques
can make hickory a viable wood in the future, but its
heavy weight continues to discourage its use. Also,
since maple is denser than ash, the barrel and/or han-
dle diameters of maple bats are necessarily thinner so
that a maple bat will have the same length-to-weight
ratio of an ash bat.15

Static bending relates to the stiffness of the bat and
is commonly referred to as Young’s modulus. Having
a lower value, an ash bat will bend more on impact
with a ball than a maple one will. Players notice the in-
herent give to an ash bat and that the connection with
a maple bat feels more solid. Some hitters have com-
mented that they like maple because they don’t have
to compensate for this give; others prefer the flex of
an ash bat. The stiffness of the bat also determines
how the bat vibrates when struck by a ball. These vi-
brations are what contribute to a stinging sensation
when the ball is hit poorly and a solid feeling when

Average Specific Static Bending Impact Bending, Shear Parallel to
Gravity, Oven Modulus of Height of Drop Gain, Max Shear
Dry Sample Elasticty Causing Failure Strength

Tree Species (0–1.0) (10^6 psi) (inches) (psi)
Hickories 0.71 2.06 74 2,100
Yellow Birch 0.62 2.01 55 1,880
Ash, White 0.60 1.74 43 1,910
Maple, Sugar 0.63 1.83 39 2,330
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contact is made on the bat’s sweet spot, giving further
credence to players’ subjective evaluation of the dif-
ferent merits of ash and maple.  

It’s interesting to compare Young’s modulus with
the “height of drop causing failure” test. This test is
exactly what it sounds like: A hammer is dropped on
a wood sample from increasing heights until the wood
breaks. From Young’s modulus, we know that ash is
more flexible; from the “height of drop causing fail-
ure” test, which is a measure of impact bending, we
see that ash will also withstand a greater force from a
hammer. So, compared to ash, a maple bat, which is
stiffer, will, with its thinner handle and lower impact
bending value, be more likely to snap at the handle. 

However, an ash bat is more likely to split down
the barrel, as it has lower shear strength parallel to the
grain. There is an important difference in the ways
these two bats tend to break: A splitting bat poses 
significantly less danger to spectators than does a
snapped bat. A split bat usually stays in one piece,
whereas one that snaps leaves the batter holding only
the bottom six inches while the barrel goes flying
away. In the summer of 2008, a player, a fan, and an
umpire were all injured by a flying barrel. As the use
of maple has risen, so have safety concerns.

MLB RESPONSE TO SAFETY CONCERNS
Prompted by the rise in broken bats, Commissioner
Bud Selig assembled a team of experts to study the
issue. Over a two-month period in 2008, the commit-
tee collected and examined more than 2,200 broken
bats. Chief among their discoveries was that manu-
facturers were making bats with a poor slope of grain.

Slope of grain is essentially a measure of how parallel
the bat would be to the tree it came from. If a bat
breaks at the handle and there is a smooth ellipse-
shaped break—almost as if someone had cut through
the bat with a knife—that is an example of a break due
to poor slope of grain. The steeper the angle of that
oval, the less strength the bat had. Bats used during
the 2008 season had as much as a 14-degree angle,
which means they were at only 25 percent of the pos-
sible strength. MLB now enforces regulations on this
issue, but some manufacturers have simply opted to
stop selling maple bats entirely. 

In addition to considering rules for minimum han-
dle thickness and proposing regulations regarding the
slope of the grain, the MLB committee defied conven-
tional wisdom and asked manufacturers to reposition
the label on maple bats. From childhood, players are
taught to swing with the label directly up (or down) in
order to hit with the edge grain of the bat. With the
label on the edge grain of a maple bat, the players still
hit with the label in the same orientation, but they
make contact with the face grain instead. The com-
mittee recommended this change because the face
grain has a higher impact bending strength, which
means it can withstand a higher hammer drop. So the
bat is stronger with the face grain hitting the ball. The
recommendation of the committee gives the player a
tougher side of the bat to use, and so the bat will be
less likely to snap when struck by a baseball.

As it turns out, maple and ash bats alike have a
higher impact bending strength when struck on the
face grain. Yet the label for an ash bat remains in its
traditional location. So why would the label not
change for ash bats as well? The answer hinges on the
difference in the pore structures. Ash is a ring-porous
wood, so rings of pores correspond to the growth
rings. Conversely, maple is diffuse-porous—the pores
are spread out evenly throughout the wood. These
pores compress when ball hits bat. Maple compresses
evenly, but ash bats will deteriorate very quickly when
struck on the face grain. Manufacturers put the label
on the face grain of ash bats to warn players which
side would deteriorate fastest with use. This is why
players are taught to hit with the label either directly
up or down—to hit, that is, parallel with the grain—
even though that means the face they hit with is the
weaker one. 

Diffuse-porous bats made of wood like maple don’t
undergo such deterioration. In fact, grain spreading in
ash leads many players to discard used ash bats, but
maple bats tend to be used until they break. Bats made
of maple will typically last longer, and their lack of

“The pitcher has got only a ball,” Hank Aaron once commented. “I’ve got
a bat. So the percentage of weapons is in my favor and I let the fellow with
the ball do the fretting.”
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degradation allows players to take into the game the
same one they used in batting practice that afternoon.
Each player wants to succeed at the plate, and comfort
with his particular tool of the trade can go a long way
toward helping him achieve that aim. However, play-
ers who prefer ash may soon need to consider other
bats, as the supply may be in jeopardy.

FUTURE OF WOOD BATS
For decades, Pennsylvania forests have provided ash
wood for baseball bats. In 2002, the emerald ash borer,
a species of beetle dangerous to ash trees and once for-
eign to America, was discovered in Michigan. By 2007
it had reached Pennsylvania. If it reaches certain parts
of the state, the supply of ash bats could be severely
diminished. While the manufacturers of bats are aware
of the beetle and are taking what precautions they 
can, it still threatens. While birch and bamboo bats are
currently being manufactured, maple may need to be-
come the primary wood for MLB. Provided ash does
need to bow out of the spotlight it has enjoyed for the
past hundred years, maple would be a viable alterna-
tive. Many players already enjoy the bat. And since
safety concerns already keep some players from
switching over, should the MLB committee’s recom-
mendations prove to alleviate these concerns, maple
may achieve the dominance enjoyed by ash until  just
a decade ago. It seems the future of maple bats hinges
on the safety of their use. 

Or we can just wait for someone to hit 80 home
runs with a birch bat, which would then become all
the rage.

_______

Hitters take their bats seriously. Some believe that each
bat has one hit in it and will constantly change bats.
Others may keep their bat in a special case when not
in use, bringing the same bat up to the plate for
months on end. The experiments over the years—by
players, inventors, physicists, engineers—have resulted
in a refined tool for the major-league hitter to carry
with him to the plate. Although the job of hitting is
quite possibly one of the hardest in sports, the right
tool makes it slightly less so. “The pitcher has got only
a ball,” Hank Aaron once commented. “I’ve got a bat.
So the percentage of weapons is in my favor and I let
the fellow with the ball do the fretting.” �
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Having played cricket and rounders in his native Eng-
land, Chadwick (1837–1908) came to America with his
family in 1837 at age 12. When in 1856 he first saw
baseball played between skilled clubs, he recognized
its potential to become America’s national game.
Chadwick began his reporting career with the Long Is-
land Star in 1843. In the late 1850s, he began covering
baseball games as a reporter for several newspapers,
notably the New York Clipper and the New York Times;
in later years he would join the staff of the Brooklyn
Eagle and write for seemingly every publication at all
concerned with sports. He developed the box score
and devised a system of scoring that is little changed
today (although he borrowed many aspects of the sys-
tem from fellow sportswriter M. J. Kelly). In his
devotion to making baseball a “scientific” game, he
devised new measures of player performance, cham-
pioned those invented by others (such as batting
average), and created the statistical underpinnings that
bind the game’s present to its past while providing a
roadmap for understanding how teams succeed or fail. 

Indeed, it would be not too much to say that saber-
metrics began with Father Chadwick. “Many a dashing
general player who carries off a great deal of éclat in
prominent matches, has all ‘the gilt taken off the gin-
gerbread,’ as the saying is, by these matter-of-fact
figures,” he wrote in 1864. “And we are frequently sur-
prised to find that the modest but efficient worker,
who has played earnestly and steadily through the sea-
son, apparently unnoticed, has come in, at the close of
the race, the real victor.” 

Chadwick continued to write and comment on
baseball for more than fifty years. He originated the
first guide, Beadle’s Dime Base Ball Player, in 1860,

and edited DeWitt’s Guide
through the 1870s and Spald-
ing’s Base Ball Guide from
1882 to 1908. His Game of
Base Ball (1868) was the first
hardcover book published on
the subject.

Chadwick did not win all
his battles. He opposed pro-
fessionalism among players
and opposed creation of the
National League, writing that
the latter was “a sad blun-
der.” But he took on owners
and players with equal gusto. In his most enduring
squabble, he traced baseball’s origins to the English
game of rounders, rejecting the jingoistic notion that 
it sprang into life fully formed on native soil. A 
long-standing friendly argument with nativist Albert
G. Spalding over baseball’s origins prompted Spalding
to form a commission to look into the matter. Its con-
clusion was that the game had been invented in
Cooperstown by Civil War hero Abner Doubleday.

Chadwick—more the “Father of Baseball” than
Doubleday and as much as any man—died from pneu-
monia in 1908, in the month of that published finding,
in the last Spalding Guide he edited. Flags around the
league flew at half-staff in his honor. In 1938 he was
named to the Baseball Hall of Fame; he remains the
only writer honored not in a separate exhibit but with
his own plaque. Now he is honored further by the
naming of a new award for historians, statisticians,
and researchers of the game he did so much to build.

— John Thorn

HENRY CHADWICK AWARD
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In November 2009, SABR established the Henry Chad-
wick Award, intended to honor the game’s great
researchers—historians, statisticians, analysts, and
archivists—for their invaluable contributions to mak-
ing baseball the game that links America’s present
with its past. Apart from honoring individuals for the
length and breadth of their contribution to the study
and enjoyment of baseball, the Chadwick Award will
educate SABR members and the greater baseball 
community about sometimes little-known but vastly

important contributions from the game’s past and thus
encourage the next generation of researchers.

On March 1, 2010, SABR announced the first nine
honorees to universal acclaim. With this award,
SABR has established a way to honor the men and
women who have best done what SABR has always
done: bring the history of baseball to life. What 
follows are profiles of the nine honorees, along with
Chadwick himself. Look for more honorees in this
space next year, and for many years to come.
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At the time of his death in May 1969, Lee Allen had
been the historian at the Hall of Fame for ten years. Cel-
ebrated for his encyclopedic recall of baseball persons
famous and obscure, and events large and small, he was
a prolific writer whose books and articles marked him
as the foremost baseball historian of his time. 

Born in 1915 in Cincinnati, Allen saw his first Reds
game while still in knee pants. In high school, he went
to the ballpark nearly every day, sitting in the upper
deck. Readers of Jack Ryder’s newspaper column soon
noticed an exact tally of the balls and strikes each
pitcher had thrown. Ryder was a good reporter, but
Allen supplied the data. 

He went to Kenyon College and the Columbia
School of Journalism. After little more than one se-
mester, he joined the Reds as an assistant to Gabe
Paul, the team’s publicity director and road secretary.
When the United States entered the Second World War,
Allen took a civilian post with the navy in Alaska.
After a year or so, he returned to Cincinnati to replace
Paul, who had been called to the service. 

All the while, Allen was accumulating an out-
standing collection of baseball books, manuscripts,
and notes. He began to build a career as a researcher,
putting in stints for two Cincinnati newspapers, ap-
pearing on radio and television and working for The
Sporting News.

Breaking into print for profit requires not only tal-
ent but luck. While working for the Reds, he saw that
G. P. Putnam’s Sons had begun publishing its series of
club histories. He wrote to them cold, and Putnam told
him to take a stab at the Reds book.

That book, The Cincinnati Reds (1948), led in turn
to 100 Years of Baseball and The Hot Stove League
(1955), a collection of unusual research and anec-
dotes, many of which have been anthologized. These
books established Allen as an expert.

In early 1959, the Hall of Fame announced that
Allen would replace retiring Ernest J. Lanigan as his-
torian. Allen brought to Cooperstown not only his
knowledge and research skills but also a vast baseball

library, weighing 5,000 pounds. His workdays soon
stretched to twelve hours, seven days a week. Allen’s
major effort was collecting biographical data on the
11,000 men he estimated had played in the major
leagues. This task grew into the first edition of The
Baseball Encyclopedia (1969).

Allen did not sit on his research. He turned it into
a long list of articles, speeches to dozens of groups,
and a series of renowned books, including The Na-
tional League Story, The Official History (1961) and its
companion, The American League Story (1962). He also
wrote “Cooperstown Corner,” a column in The Sport-
ing News from April 1962 to May 1969.

To help professional baseball celebrate its centen-
nial, he journeyed back to his hometown in May to
honor Cincinnati’s players. Driving back to Cooper-
stown, he stopped in Syracuse, complaining of chest
pains. Two hours later he was dead of a massive heart
attack.

—Steve Gietschier

This piece is adapted from the author’s introduction to Cooperstown Corner:
Columns from The Sporting News, 1962–1969 (University of Nebraska Press,
1990). The original is available online at the Baseball Biography Project. 

Lee Allen, historian at the Hall of
Fame for the last ten years of his life
and the foremost baseball historian
of his time, knew and loved the game
from early childhood.
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Bob Davids (1926–2002), a career federal-government
employee, never played professional baseball. His 
impact on the game, however, has been deep and last-
ing, as in 1971 he founded the Society for American 
Baseball Research. SABR has exerted a powerful influ-
ence over how baseball is quantified and discussed,
and its existence is a logical extension of Davids’s love
for baseball as well as of his chosen career path.

Leonard Davids was born in Iowa in 1926. He ac-
quired the nickname “Bob” early in life and later used
the name “L. Robert Davids.” He was a star pitcher on
his high-school baseball team and began studying
baseball history in 1939. Davids moved to San Diego
in 1943, where he attended prep school and worked
in an aircraft factory. He enlisted in the U.S. Army Air
Force in 1944 and flew as a gunner in the same air-
craft type he had helped build. During his two years
overseas he took two baseball publications with him,
including the 1945 Baseball Register.

After leaving the military, Davids enrolled at the
University of Missouri, where he earned a bachelor’s
degree in journalism and a master’s degree in history.
Later, he earned a PhD in international relations from
Georgetown University.

Davids began his thirty-year federal civilian career in
Washington with the Department of Defense in 1951,
transferring to the Atomic Energy Commission in 1958.
In 1968, he received a Congressional Fellowship and
spent the next year working with Congress. He traveled
as part of a delegation in 1969 for ceremonies com-
memorating the hundredth anniversary of the first
professional baseball team. After his fellowship ended,
he worked for various agencies that grew from the 
AEC. Davids, 55, retired from federal service in 1981. 
Roll Call, the Capitol Hill newspaper, published

under David’s byline many articles on Congressional
history, between 1960 and 1975, on Congressional his-
tory. Around the same time, he wrote many baseball
articles for The Sporting News (between 1951 and
1965), including a number of full-page features. In the
mid-1960s, The Sporting News reduced its coverage of
baseball in order to expand its coverage of other
sports, and Davids lost his outlet for historical articles.
This led him to create his own publication, Baseball
Briefs, a monthly newsletter he started in 1971.

On Davids’s forty-fifth birthday, March 19, 1971, he
mailed approximately thirty-five invitations to a meet-
ing in Cooperstown. The addressees included persons
interested in baseball history and statistical research.
Davids called them “statistorians.” On August 10, 1971,

sixteen people established SABR at a meeting at the Hall
of Fame Library. Davids was elected the first president,
an office he held three separate times. In addition, he
served as a member of SABR’s board of directors in two
separate terms. 

Davids’s expectation for SABR was that it would be
“a cozy research group with its own publications.” He
ran the organization from his home in northwest
Washington, D.C., for ten years. He invited articles for
SABR’s publications and welcomed presentations on
a wide range of topics.

For many years, Davids spent hours at a time doing
research at the Library of Congress. He also took semi-
annual research trips to the Hall of Fame Library. At
SABR meetings, Davids was famous for his “warm-up
quizzes,” which took unusual and humorous looks at
the game. The epitome of the baseball researcher,
Davids was also a member of the Professional Football
Researchers Association and the International Boxing
Research Organization.

In 1985, the SABR board of directors established
the Bob Davids Award, which is considered the soci-
ety’s highest honor. Davids died in 2002 and is buried
at Arlington National Cemetery.

“Renaissance man” is a term that has gone out of
vogue. Bob Davids was a Renaissance man, interested
in baseball, boxing, football, politics, Congress, the
presidency, longevity, and coin and stamp collecting.
He often tied these topics together in his articles.

He was a kind person and generous with his time
and knowledge to everyone he came in contact with.
SABR has enriched the lives of many people through
the friendships made, the events attended, and the 
lessons learned. Bob Davids’s legacy lives on in the or-
ganization he founded and in the many people whose
lives he enhanced.

— David Vincent
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In 1977, the year Bill James (b. 1949) launched his first
book, the Baseball Abstract, what we now call “analyt-
ical baseball stats” were a hidden world, the data the
private province of a few team employees like Allan
Roth and the guys from the Elias Sports Bureau. Hard-
core fans were aware that Steve Carlton was tough on
left-handed hitters and that playing at Fenway Park gave
a boost to Jim Rice’s stats, but what did the numbers
say? None of us really knew.

Bill James changed all that. The first Abstracts were
self-published and fairly simple in scope, listing things
like player performance by month and stolen bases al-
lowed in pitchers’ starts—things that James could get
by poring through box scores. There wasn’t much writ-
ten analysis, either. But the numbers were eye-opening
nonetheless, and they quickly became more sophisti-
cated. The 1979 Abstract featured a two-part article
analyzing whether Rice or Ron Guidry deserved the
1978 American League Most Valuable Player Award, 
utilizing James’s new runs-created formula. This was
revolutionary stuff, and fans were beginning to notice.
By 1982 the Abstract had a national publisher and a
boatload of analytical tools like Offensive Won–Lost 
Performance, Defensive Efficiency Record, and The Fa-
vorite Toy. It had a growing cult of followers as well.

James was just getting warmed up. In 1984, frus-
trated that the teams and Elias wouldn’t provide
situational stats like left–right splits and batting 
with runners in scoring position, he created Project
Scoresheet, a network of volunteers dedicated to 
collecting play-by-play data for every major-league
game. Project Scoresheet became the prototype for
other numbers-gathering networks like STATS, Inc.,
The Baseball Workshop, Baseball Information Sys-
tems, Retrosheet, and many others. The growth of
these networks paralleled the growth of the personal
computer, the perfect tool for parsing large amounts
of baseball data. And while the men who ran major-
league franchises laughed at the amateurs at first,

anyone who was paying
attention soon began to
realize that a lot of these
numbers crunchers had
important things to say.

No one had more to
say than Bill James, and
few people said it better.
The beauty of his work
was he was never just a
“numbers guy”—he was
a brilliant writer whose
work was a joy to read.
He loved the game and
its history; along with
rating the best players in
history with his usual insight, the massive Bill James
Historical Abstract delved into such areas as ugliest
players and guys with the strangest batting stances.
This wasn’t just numbers; this was fun. He wasn’t
afraid to ruffle a few feathers, either. Consider the 1991
edition of The Baseball Book (the successor to James’s
Abstracts), in which—in the course of a few pages—
James took on a renowned historian, David Halberstam,
in an article entitled “Summer of ’49 . . .  or Was That
’50?” and, in “Jerome Holtzman Has a Cow,” a leg-
endary baseball scribe. Not exactly Mr. Tact, but what
James had to say invariably made sense.

As for the “baseball insiders” who dismissed James
and the work he termed “sabermetrics,” they slowly
moved on, and often their replacements were num-
bers-oriented people who were influenced by Bill
James. And in the final, most delicious irony, James
himself in November 2002 accepted a position, as spe-
cial advisor for baseball operations, with the Boston
Red Sox. Two years later, the Sox were winning their
first World Series since 1918.

Sabermetrics—and Bill James—had helped kill The
Curse.

— Don Zminda
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Peter Morris was born in 1962 in Birmingham, Eng-
land, and grew up in Toronto, Canada. Both of his
parents, who earned doctorates in sociology, are pro-
lific authors. Morris graduated from the University of
Toronto with a degree in English. He mastered the
game of Scrabble and was world Scrabble champion in
1989. He enrolled in graduate school at Michigan State
University and went on to earn a master’s degree in
English. With this sort of pedigree, it was only natural
that Morris would become a writer.

In the mid-1980s, Morris joined the Society for
American Baseball Research, and his fascination with
the history of early baseball grew. He was especially
interested in how it evolved from the primitive game
of the mid-nineteenth century to what it is today. His
interest in Michigan baseball in particular led to re-
search in Michigan baseball during the era 1840–75.
This effort led to his first book, Baseball Fever: Early
Baseball in Michigan (2003), which in 2004 won the
Seymour Medal for the best book on baseball history.
Baseball Fever’s success spurred an even more 

ambitious project, the two-volume work A Game 
of Inches: The Stories Behind the Innovations That
Shaped Baseball (2006). Virtually every question any
fan would have about the development of the game is
answered in this book. Meticulously researched and
wonderfully written, A Game of Inches answers ques-
tions about the origins of, for example, the hidden-ball
trick, the rally cap, turnstiles, and every trick pitch that
has ever been tried in a major-league game. Winner 
of the Seymour Medal as well as the Casey Award for 
the best baseball book of 2006, A Game of Inches was 
groundbreaking.

Morris’s next undertaking, Level Playing Fields:
How the Groundskeeping Murphy Brothers Shaped
Baseball (2007), is an engrossing book about two base-
ball-playing brothers of the 1880s who became
major-league groundskeepers, one in Baltimore, the
other in New York. These two men were pioneers—
forgotten pioneers, until Morris’s book—in the business

of preparing the field according to standards that are
now common. But Didn’t We Have Fun? An Informal
History of Baseball’s Pioneer Era, 1843–1870 (2008) is
essentially an oral history. Morris researched scores of
interviews of the men who actually played in the mid-
nineteenth century. In his most recent book, Catcher:
How the Man Behind the Plate Became an American
Folk Hero (2009), he traces the history of the men who
wore the tools of ignorance from the 1840s to the pres-
ent day. Another groundbreaking work, it is a close
look at a defensive position sometimes neglected by
baseball historians.

Morris is an expert at tracking missing ballplayers
of the past. He has managed to find Eddie Kolb, a
pitcher who gave up 19 runs in his only major-league
appearance; Ed Clark, who fought in the Spanish–
American War and is buried in Arlington National
Cemetery; George Bristow, whose real name was not
Bristow but Howlett; and Harvey Watkins, manager of
the New York Giants in 1895, who later became man-
ager of the Barnum and Bailey Circus.

His five monumental works have firmly established
Peter Morris as one of the giants among baseball 
historians.

— Bill Carle

Peter Morris
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It might be difficult for the twenty-first-century SABR
member to imagine the baseball-research world before
David Neft (1915–69) came along. By the mid-1960s,
Neft had earned three degrees (including a PhD in 
statistics) from Columbia and was working as a statis-
tician for the polling company Louis Harris and
Associates. In 1965 he interviewed for a job with In-
formation Concepts Incorporated, a company looking
for suitable data-processing applications for its com-
puters. Neft, who as a child in New York City had
invented a realistic baseball game using 100 playing
cards, sold ICI on his dream application—a compre-
hensive baseball database and reference work covering
the game since the formation of the National League
in 1876.

The best previous attempt at such a thing, Hy
Turkin and S. C. Thompson’s Official Encyclopedia of
Baseball, first published in 1951, listed only a few 
statistics per player. Others could be gathered painstak-
ingly from year-end guides, but these were rife with
error, particularly before 1920. Runs batted in were
only occasionally tabulated before 1920, and earned
runs were not formalized until 1912. Most alarmingly,
the available guides left out or misidentified many
players. Lee Allen had nearly single-handedly created
complete biographical data on about half of the 10,000
major league players, but the work was painfully slow.
Neft’s solution to this enormous set of problems: to
send his team of researchers, eventually numbering
twenty, across the country to city libraries and coun-
try graveyards. Using multiple newspaper accounts for
every game, Neft’s team reconstructed baseball’s his-
tory from 1876 through 1920—game by game, player
by player—while working to resolve hundreds of er-
rors in later years. His team also worked with Allen to
speed up the biographical work. All of this informa-
tion was duly entered onto computer punch cards,
which were fed into an IBM 360 mainframe computer.

The result, in 1969, was Macmillan’s Baseball Ency-

clopedia (or, affection-
ately, “Big Mac”), which
numbered 2,337 pages
and weighed six and a
half pounds. One New
York Times reviewer
called it “the book I’d
take with me to prison.”
It flew through its first
printing of 50,000 copies
and ultimately sold more
than 100,000, launching
a new era of fanaticism
for baseball statistics and
history. It is not a coincidence that SABR was formed
a mere two years after its first printing. Neft’s book
caused some controversy when it “changed” many
well-known statistics of famous players, but he and his
team were led only by a quest for truth. Debates over
the propriety of modifying baseball records as new in-
formation came forth continued for decades, but the
truth seekers seem to have won out, thanks in large
part to the efforts of David Neft.

Neft left ICI in 1970 and teamed up with Richard
M. Cohen and others to produce, in 1974, The Sports
Encyclopedia: Baseball. A large, soft-bound, easy-to-
handle book organized by season and team, it became
an annual favorite for many baseball fans, and similar
efforts followed for football and basketball. The base-
ball version was printed annually for thirty years. In
the mid-1970s he returned to Harris, which was even-
tually bought by Gannett. 

David Neft’s legacy was secured by his work on 
the “Big Mac.” It can be said without hyperbole that
everything that followed—the creation of SABR, the
widespread interest in baseball analysis, fantasy base-
ball, the popular statistical websites of today—owes a
large debt to the work of David Neft and his team for
what they did in the 1960s.

— Mark Armour
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Pete Palmer (b. 1938) began compiling baseball statis-
tics on his mother’s manual typewriter in the 1950s.
Gathering data from multiple sources, Palmer created
the first comprehensive database (although it was not
referred to that way at the time) of annual and career
totals for major-league players, going well beyond pre-
vious efforts. This work took many years and was
accomplished in Palmer’s spare time as he held down
a day job with Raytheon Corporation, working as a
computer programmer and radar-systems engineer.

Palmer first gained national prominence in 1982
when he noticed an error in Ty Cobb’s 1910 batting
data as compiled by the American League office.
When corrected, the AL records for that season show
Nap Lajoie of the Indians actually had the highest 
batting average that season. Because this correction 
reduced Cobb’s lifetime hit total and batting average,
it was not well received by Major League Baseball 
or by many fans and writers who had by and large 
accepted published statistics uncritically. Palmer,
showing that this blind faith was unwarranted, opened
the doors for careful analysis that subsequently re-
vealed many problems with official records.

Palmer did much more than just compile totals,
however. He was one of the first to delve deeply into
situational analysis, demonstrating that the context of
each player’s performance was crucial to understand-
ing his true impact on the winning or losing of a game.
His Linear Weights system was the first to address the
many different aspects that contribute to the scoring of
runs. Many modifications and refinements have been
made since then by Palmer and others. Palmer pre-
sented many of the basic principles in The Hidden
Game of Baseball, coauthored with John Thorn in
1984. This groundbreaking publication laid out the
careful reasoning behind his proposals and was the in-
spiration for much of the sabermetric revolution that
has come since.

In the 1970s, Palmer edited Turkin and Thompson’s
Official Encyclopedia of Baseball, first published in
1951. By 1989, Palmer and Thorn collaborated to pro-
duce Total Baseball. This encyclopedia was thorough

in its data compilations, correcting many errors that
had appeared in previous works. However, this book
went well beyond dry numbers and included historical
articles and summaries that provided interpretation in
a way never attempted before in a sports encyclopedia.
This authoritative work, once endorsed by Major
League Baseball as its official encyclopedia, went
through eight editions. Beginning in 2004, he com-
bined forces with Gary Gillette in the publication of
The Baseball Encyclopedia, which has now spun off
into The Emerald Guide to Baseball.

While his primary attention has always been on
baseball, Palmer is also experienced in football statis-
tics. In the 1970s he edited The Football Encyclopedia
and worked for many years as part of the statistics
team for the New England Patriots. In 1988 he coau-
thored The Hidden Game of Football with Thorn and
Bob Carroll.

Any biography of Pete Palmer, no matter how brief,
must make mention of his helpful, friendly, and gen-
erous nature. He has accomplished all of the above in
good cheer while making friends at every step of the
way. It is delightful when achievement and grace are
combined in such a way.

— David W. Smith
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From the moment of its publication in 1966,  The Glory
of Their Times by Lawrence S. Ritter (1922–2004) set
the standard for baseball oral history. Reissued many
times in expanded editions and also available in a
four-CD set, the book has sold nearly a half million
copies and deepened the appreciation of baseball fans
everywhere for the players of the past.

The project had its genesis shortly after Ty Cobb
died in 1961. Ritter was teaching finance at New York
University and would soon author a classic economics
textbook on money and markets. At the same time, he
yearned for a more intimate connection with baseball.
One of his NYU colleagues, historian Herman Krooss,
implored him to seek out baseball old-timers before
their stories were lost forever. The timing was right for
Ritter, a divorced father with a baseball-loving 13-year-
old son, Steve, whom he saw only on weekends. The
idea of traveling to interview retired baseball players
intrigued both Ritters, especially after they received
encouragement from a visit to Bill Veeck, the maverick
owner who had just published his irreverent autobi-
ography, Veeck as in Wreck (1966).

Carrying two Tandberg tape recorders and getting
two hernias for his effort, Ritter and his son traversed
the country for the next few summers. Normally a shy
man who did not like to use telephones, Ritter sum-
moned up his courage to call retired players and
discovered that most of them were eager, even des-
perate, to share their stories. “Their grandchildren ran
away when they saw them coming because they were
afraid of being bombarded by more bull about old-time
baseball,” Ritter confided to David Margolick in a New
York Times profile in October 2002. With Steve Ritter
serving as a stage manager, setting up the tape
recorders for the best possible sound in the players’
living rooms, players as diverse as Jimmy Austin, Hans
Lobert, and Fred Snodgrass opened up to their visitors. 

Every chapter in Ritter’s classic revealed a vivid
human personality, all of them united by a love of
baseball. John Tortes Meyers, Christy Mathewson’s fa-
vorite catcher on the New York Giants of the early
twentieth century, expressed his sorrow at the stereo-
typing of players of American Indian ancestry, who
were routinely given the nickname “Chief.” He said he
cringed at the killing of Indians in the TV westerns that
inundated the airwaves. Hall of Famer Wahoo Sam
Crawford from Wahoo, Nebraska, similarly did not like
to watch TV, preferring to read the novels of Balzac. He
didn’t attend old-timers games because he wanted fans

to remember him in his youth. He vividly described
the poor reputations of the players of his day. “We were
considered pretty crude,” he told Ritter. “Couldn’t get
into the best hotels and all that.” 

Crawford’s interview has a special place in my
heart because it enabled me to meet Larry Ritter. In
the spring of 1967, I was a graduate teaching assistant
in American history at the University of Wisconsin. In
discussing one day the four candidates for president
in 1824—John Quincy Adams, Henry Clay, Andrew
Jackson, and William Crawford—I mentioned in my
typical wiseass manner that Crawford was not related
to Wahoo Sam Crawford, who is featured in a won-
derful new book, The Glory of Their Times: The Story
of the Early Days of Baseball Told by the Men Who
Played It. After class one of the students came up to
me to tell me he had worked on that book. It was Steve
Ritter. A short time later, back in New York, he intro-
duced me to Larry, who until his death in 2004 became
one of my cherished friends. 

He was a generous man. He split the royalties from
the book with all his interviewees, many of whom 
became lasting friends. Visitors to his New York apart-
ment often were bestowed with copies of Glory or of
his other valuable books, including Lost Ballparks
(1992), The Babe: A Life in Pictures (1988), and East
Side West Side: Tales of New York Sporting Life, 
1910–1960 (1998), the story of early-twentieth-century
sporting venues in New York City. He is a worthy 
recipient of a Chadwick award for his pioneering effort
at bringing back to life, with passion and nuance, the
glory of the times of these former ballplayers.

— Lee Lowenfish
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Lawrence S. Ritter

Larry Ritter, standing, looks
on as Lee Lowenfish, left, in-
terviews Red Barber at Polk
Award ceremonies, Long Is-
land University, circa 1985.
A shy man, Ritter summoned
the courage to call retired
players and discovered that
most of them were eager to
tell their stories.



SABR honors two individuals with one of the nine 
inaugural Henry Chadwick Awards because their 
accomplishments in baseball history were indivisible.
Although plaudits were directed solely to Harold Sey-
mour (1910–92) in his lifetime, it has since become
clear that his wife, now Dorothy Jane Mills (b. 1928),
did a great deal more than offer behind-the-scenes sup-
port. While his interest in the game exceeded hers, her
research skills and finely honed prose style would
have won for her, under other circumstances, her
rightful place as coauthor of their major accomplish-
ment, the three-volume history published by Oxford
University Press.

If Dr. Harold Seymour was a stickler about refer-
encing his doctorate when addressing him, it may
have been because his was the first ever awarded in
connection with a thesis on baseball history. The Rise
of Major League Baseball to 1891 was accepted by 
Cornell University in 1956, but it is the Seymours’ sub-
sequent work, as published by Oxford, that won for
them the gratitude and debt of the thousands of schol-
ars who have followed in their path. 

Seymour came to his calling by way of the Brooklyn
Dodgers, for whom he had been a batboy, and Drew
University, where he had played on the varsity nine.
This common touch helped to make the monumental
work lively as well as learned. As he said in the 1950s,
“No historian has ever deemed the subject worthy of
scholarly investigation, despite the fact that baseball is
a reflection of the development of American life.
Learned men are sometimes very stuffy, you know.”

When Harold and Dorothy met, she was an under-
graduate and he a professor at Fenn College, now
Cleveland State University. There she majored in 
English, contributed to the literary magazine, and
moonlighted as a “copy boy” at the Cleveland News.
Her skills proved invaluable to her husband as she per-
formed research, organized material, and structured
the notes first for his dissertation and then for the first
and second volumes of the work issued under his
name. By the time of the third volume, Harold’s health
had deteriorated significantly and it was left to
Dorothy to become virtually a ghostwriter, still invisi-
ble publicly except in the acknowledgments.

As Dorothy Z. Seymour, she had begun in the
1960s to publish books and articles under her own
name—children’s books, linguistics articles, education
titles. In 1998, remarried and writing as Dorothy Jane
Mills, she published a historical novel, The Sceptre. 

Harold Seymour continued to write articles into the
1980s, including “Books Before Baseball” for the in-
augural number of The National Pastime in 1982. His
1956 article for the New-York Historical Society Quar-
terly, “How Baseball Began,” inspired two generations
of early-baseball researchers. 

But in the end the signature achievement is the
Seymours’ three-volume history, each bearing the title
Baseball: first, The Early Years (1960); next, The Golden
Age (1971); and finally The People’s Game (1990). No
one may call himself a student of baseball history
without having read these indispensable works. In
1991, when SABR established the annual Seymour
Medal for best book of baseball history or biography
published in the previous year, the award was named
for both Seymours.

— John Thorn
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Jules Tygiel (1949–2008) was born in Brooklyn, and
part of him never left. His career as a historian began
with his doctorate at UCLA, took him to Virginia and
Tennessee, and ended with his untimely death from
cancer in 2008 after thirty years at San Francisco State
University. 

Tygiel was best known for his 1983 classic on the
evolution of baseball’s integration, Baseball’s Great 
Experiment: Jackie Robinson and His Legacy. It received
a Robert F. Kennedy book award, a place among Sports
Illustrated’s greatest sports books, and the accolades of
many who considered it the defining work on African
Americans in organized baseball. His interviews with
ex–Negro League stars were by themselves an impor-
tant contribution, combining endless research, great
empathy, and eloquent storytelling.

Tygiel wrote several other baseball books, including
the rich and engrossing Past Time: Baseball as History,
which received SABR’s Seymour Medal as the best
baseball book of 2000. His other baseball contributions
included monographs, book reviews, frequent appear-
ances on television discussing Robinson and baseball’s
integration, and a significant role in promoting the 
fiftieth-anniversary celebration of Robinson’s career.
For twenty years, he co-taught, with his friend and col-
league, Eric Solomon, a course at San Francisco State
on baseball in history and literature. 

Tygiel also was the cofounder (with me) of the West
Coast’s first fantasy league, the Pacific Ghost League,
which he served as commissioner. We were also part-
ners in the first fantasy-league statistical service, Ghost
League Baseball, which began business in 1985. 

Jules grew up in East Flatbush. He was a product
of Brooklyn public schools and Brooklyn College. He
was, naturally, a Dodger fan, and saw his first game 
at Ebbets Field. While he spent most of his life on the
West Coast, anyone who ever heard him speak knew,
if only from his unmistakable accent, that they had not
taken the Brooklyn out of the boy.

Among his “baseball buddies”—his fellow Ghost
League “owners” and friends who joined him for 
Giants games or annual treks to watch Class A ball in
California’s Central Valley—his opinions were not only
respected but revered. His sense of humor was leg-
endary. His fantasy team, the Tygiel Productos (named
for the old five-cent cigar), produced piquant press 
releases and a team fight song, “Talkin’ Productos,”
which he sang often and inevitably off-key, and always
with a big grin. 

Jules Tygiel was universally known as a gracious
and giving teacher, father, husband, and friend. He
was, despite his successes, down-to-earth and unas-
suming. While he had a healthy respect for his own
opinions—he was completely comfortable in his own
skin—he always maintained respect toward others and
their perspectives.

He was also a man who loved his work. He ended
the acknowledgments for his first and best-known
book by describing his conversation with a young boy
at a Mets game. When asked, Jules confirmed that
he’d just been down on the field conducting inter-
views. The boy “looked at me, his eyes filled with
admiration. ‘Boy,’ he exclaimed, ‘you are so lucky.’
The little boy in me smiled; he was so right.”

— Richard Zitrin
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S E C T I O N

Golden Nuggets
Phil Birnbaum

The Bill James Gold Mine 2010
by Bill James
ACTA Sports (2010)
$23.95, paperback. 341 pages

On the surface, The Bill James Gold Mine 2010 looks like
a pretty close approximation to the original Bill James
Baseball Abstract. The similarities are easily apparent:
It’s 300 pages of Bill James talking about baseball; it’s
got a section for every team; and it’s got a lot of num-
bers in it.  

But it’s different in one important way: It’s got a
lot less hardcore sabermetrics. Not just hardcore as in
math and numbers, but hardcore as in scientific. In the
days of the original Abstract, Bill would have a bunch
of studies in them, scientific studies designed to reveal
fundamental truths about baseball. Some of those
were in the form of statistics, like Runs Created, where
Bill would show that his formula did indeed accurately
project how many runs a team would score. Others
were the kinds of research that you’d read about in the
paper in the context of academic studies in the social
sciences. Do strikeout pitchers have longer careers
than control pitchers do? Back in the 1980s, Bill did a
study where he took pitchers with lots of strikeouts,
then found a control group of pitchers with very sim-
ilar records except fewer strikeouts. It turned out that
the strikeout pitchers did last longer—much longer—
and now that finding has become part of conventional
sabermetric wisdom. 

There’s a lot less of that stuff in the new book.
Bill’s most complex work over the past decade or so
has been Win Shares and Loss Shares, a complex way
of breaking players’ contributions down into wins and
losses. But this book spares us details of the method
and just gives us the results. So, instead of using saber-
metrics to explore the structure of baseball, here James
uses it mostly as a baseball historian. 

In the service of helping us understand baseball
history, Bill additionally comes up with a couple of
more intuitive measures. 

The very first essay in the book is called “Compar-
ing Starting Pitchers Across History.” A traditional
sabermetrician might pick up his toolbox and rank
pitchers by how many runs they saved, or how many
Runs Created they limited the opposition to, or how

many Win Shares they had. But the 2010 Bill James
says, Let’s come up with a less formal method of rank-
ing outstanding pitcher seasons, the way an ordinary
fan would, and proceed that way. So what he does is
give points every year to the top six to ten starting
pitchers, bonus points for being more outstanding than
even the usual best, and just add them up. There’s no
attempt at a formal mathematical justification for why
this system is the most accurate possible—just an un-
derstanding that the system is pretty good, produces
reasonable results, and matches our intuition for what
makes a good career and what makes a better one. 

Coming from anyone else, this might be dangerous
stuff. Serious sabermetricians have historically been
very critical of what Bill has called amateur attempts at
numerical rankings, many of which suffer from the
problem that they ignore what’s actually known about
how baseball games are won. But Bill understands the
difference between a formula that’s supposed to meas-
ure something empirical and a formula that’s supposed
to come close to measuring something intuitive.

How do you compare Sandy Koufax to Jim Kaat?
Koufax was a much better pitcher at his peak, but he
had a shorter career. Which achievement counts for
more, Koufax’s brilliance or Kaat’s longevity? To most
of us, it’s Koufax. But now, try Ron Guidry versus  Bert
Blyleven. Now, Blyleven’s longevity seems to come out
on top. 

Bill’s brilliance is his ability to come up with a
method that roughly matches our intuitions. In some
ways, it’s actually harder than a formula that predicts
runs, because, with the empirical formula, you can
compare your estimate to actual runs and tweak it until
you get it as accurate as you can. But when you’re try-
ing to match an intuition, rather than a number, it’s
harder to tweak. The genius of Bill’s method is that he’s
kind of figured out what it is we admire in a player’s
career and that he’s been able to create an accurate
arithmetical framework in which to estimate it. 

Is it possible that Bill’s method could be improved
on? Sure. Someone could come along and say, If you
change the point scoring from this to this, and give a
little bonus for this, and add this one other thing, it
makes the system a little bit better. But, again, since
you can’t compare the results to anything you can
measure, how would you know any change is really
an improvement?

And, more important, what does it matter? Bill is
using the method as a baseline for evaluating careers.
It’s not like a runs formula, where accuracy is para-
mount. A single run, these days, is worth close to
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$500,000 in player salary. If in his capacity as an ana-
lyst for the Red Sox, Bill figures out that one free agent
is actually three runs better than another, similar
player . . . well, he might have saved the Sox a million
dollars right there. But when you’re just trying to 
get an organized idea of whose careers were the most
brilliant, it’s not important to get things right to the
last decimal place. 

So what do we get out of all this? First, as Bill
writes, the system shows that contemporary pitchers
compare quite favorably to the greats of the past. He
says that this is what he learned from the method,
which suggests that he didn’t have a grip on that 
before. Perhaps we’re too close to the active players
and their current reputations to be able to clearly eval-
uate their legacies, and a structured method like this
can help overcome any preconceptions that we have
and that the next generation might not. 

Second, Bill writes that his system has a fairly clear
demarcation between Hall of Famers and non–Hall of
Famers. It turns out that his method is so close to 
our intuitive feel for what constitutes a Hall of Fame
career that, as a side effect, it’s extremely accurate in
predicting what the voters actually will decide. 

_______

Anyway, I’ve written a lot of words on this method of
Bill’s, but that’s not really central to what the book is
about. Bill’s explanation of his system takes up about
the first three pages of the chapter; the other twenty
pages or so are a pitcher-by-pitcher discussion of the
best starting pitchers in baseball history. 

If you’re familiar with Bill’s other books, you know
what that’s like. He’ll list a pitcher, then talk about
whatever comes to mind about him and his career.
Sometimes it’s just a sentence or two, sometimes it’s a
couple of pages when he gets going on some way this
pitcher relates to the issue of ranking careers. Reading
the pitcher chapter here was a lot like reading the
pitcher chapter in his Historical Abstract. It’s perhaps a
tiny bit more technical, but not so mathematicky that it
should turn off non-sabermetricians. 

It’s history as much as it is sabermetrics. 

_______

There are a few such history chapters in the book,
mostly essays that originally appeared on Bill’s website
during the year. He’s got one breaking down the 1959
Go-Go White Sox (a chapter that would be of very 
little interest to me if Bill weren’t such a good writer—
if he did the 1981 Blue Jays, now, that would be a
different story). He’s got a chapter breaking down the

Hall of Fame qualifications of four Chicagos—Minnie
Minoso, Andre Dawson, Bruce Sutter, and Lee Smith.
He investigates whether players in the free-agent era
switch teams more often than they used to (they do).
And he presents a method for estimating what per-
centage of a player’s potential he actually reached in
his career (Luis Aparicio and Willie Mays, 90; Jackie
Robinson and Ralph Kiner, 43). 

And one of my favorite chapters is where Bill lists
his observations as he watches a rebroadcast of a 1974
World Series game. Among them:

Runners on first and second, Cey grounds to
shortstop for a 6-4-3 Double Play. 

But neither runner is anywhere near being out.
On the play at second Dick Green is 3 to 4 feet
off of second base, and hasn’t been on second
base anytime recently. I would have thought the
in the neighborhood call at second was getting
worse, rather than better, but . . . I haven’t seen
anything like that in years. There is no question
that if you did that now, the umpire would not
give you the call. 

And then Cey beats the throw to first, and they
call him out as well.

After more than half a lifetime of reading Bill James,
my instinctive reaction is to think about how to study
the issue. What kind of statistical evidence would
there be if the phantom tag of second were indeed 
getting less prevalent? Can we pinpoint the timeline
when it happened, figure out whether it was a gradual
or a sudden change?

Perhaps you could check the percentage of ground-
balls that turned into double plays . . . if that percentage
has been going down, while other measures of fielding
skill have been going up, that would qualify as evi-
dence. Something to think about. 

_______

The book’s title, The Bill James Gold Mine, refers to
the several hundred little statistical facts that form
most of the text. They’re the kinds of unusual statisti-
cal anomalies that, back in the old days, Bill would
quote in his player ratings. 

Most of them pertain to specific, nontraditional
stats that Bill (and his staff) kept track of for 2009. For
instance:

The secret to [Gary Sheffield’s] 2009 success . . .
was that his ground balls got through the infield.
Sheffield hit .349 on grounders, almost 100 points
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higher than a normal batting average with the
ball on the ground. 

��

The Cardinals’ opening day starters accounted for
only 57% of their regular-season starting lineup,
a remarkably low figure for a playoff team. All
other teams that made the postseason were at
62% or higher. 

��

When Placido Polanco swung the bat in 2009 
he put the ball in play 57% of the time, the high-
est rate among American League hitters. This is
typical for Polanco. His 57% career rate leads all
active batters who have seen a minimum of 5,000
pitches.

��

Brett Anderson in 2009 threw 237 changeups—
none of them to a left-handed hitter. 

��

On pitches in the strike zone, Josh Hamilton
swung 82.5% of the time, the highest percentage
in baseball. He took only 103 called strikes, which
works out to about one for every 3.5 plate 
appearances.

��

In 2009, Hank Blalock hit 51 fly balls to left. Fifty
of them were caught, giving him a .020 average
on them. None left the park. He also hit 56 fly
balls to right. Twenty-nine of them fell safely, 
including 19 that left the park, giving him a .518
average on those.

��

Russell Branyan swung at the first pitch he saw
more frequently than any other player in the
American League. He took a rip at 37. 3% of the
pitches he saw [for a .415 average in those at-
bats]. Franklin Gutierrez took the other approach,
swinging at just 7. 7% of the first pitches he saw
[and hit .348 on those]. . . . The interesting thing
is that Branyan is not a swing-at-everything guy.
He actually takes a lot of pitches. He just likes to
swing at the first one.

These little nuggets, I guess you could call them, are
usually presented without comment (but with lots of
white space between them, and the same little photo
of stacks of coins, over and over again—gold mine, get
it?). Sometimes I kind of wished that Bill would tell 
us what he thinks they mean. Take the Hank Blalock
factoid, for instance. Should Hank stop trying to hit to
the opposite field? Or would that screw him up to the

point where he’d be worse off than when he started?
Or maybe he makes up for all those fly-ball outs by
hitting lots of line drives to left (batting averages on
line drives are in the .700 range)?

It’s something to research, I guess, or at least think
about. In any case, serious fans of baseball in 2010 will
find these the most thought-provoking part of the
book. The kinds of granular data that Bill and his staff
calculated, the breakdowns of pitches, at-bats, innings,
games—these were new enough to me that they got
me thinking about issues I’d never considered before. 

And if the pictures of gold coins were line draw-
ings instead of photos, I could color them in while 
I’m thinking. 

_______

Bill has access to 2009 zone-rating stats, from John
Dewan, I believe . . . and, on page 162, he’s got a chart
rating every position in the American League. 

In 2009, Seattle Mariners fielders were 110 runs
above average. The Kansas City Royals were 62 runs
below average. 

That means the Mariners were 1.06 runs per game
better than the Royals just in fielding. Since the Royals
gave up only 150 runs more than the Mariners did,
that suggests that Kansas City actually had better
pitching than Seattle did, even though the Mariners
led the league with a 3.87 ERA and the Royals were
third-last at 4.83.  

Wow. 

_______

Overall, I’d say that the book is about two-thirds
nuggets, one-third essays. I’ve described only the his-
torical essays, so far.  I should briefly mention some of
the rest. There are a couple on contemporary events—
the 2009 Cy Young races, and the future of Michael
Bourn. There are a couple of opinion pieces—a pro-
posal from Bill on how to improve the All-Star game,
and a prediction of how history will treat steroid users.
There’s also a fun rant on the attribution problem,
which explains why we don’t let kids play by them-
selves in the park anymore and risk getting kidnapped.
Some of my favorite Bill James pieces are the ones,
like that one, that aren’t primarily about baseball. Bill
has a true-crime book coming out next year, and I’m
very much looking forward to getting my hands on it. 

And I should mention that there’s one mildly tech-
nical essay, about defensive Win Shares, where he
argues that the more outs you make at the plate, the
greater your responsibility for fielding. I’m not sure I
agree with that (or even understand it fully), and other
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sabermetrics sites I’ve seen were similarly perplexed
with Bill’s logic. It’s still an entertaining read, though. 

Those of us who subscribe to Bill James’s website
will have read all the essays already, so only the
nuggets will be material we haven’t seen before. For
my taste, Bill is such a good writer and sabermetrician
that I’m willing to pay $23.95 even if only half the 
material is new. Your mileage may vary, of course, but
Bill is so important a sabermetrician, and so much fun
to read, that I can’t imagine any serious Bill James 
fan would pass this up, even at twice the price. �

Satchel Paige
Off on His Own, at the Center of the Crowd

Lee Lowenfish

Satchel: The Life and Times of an American Legend
by Larry Tye
Random House (2009)
$26.00, cloth. 416 pages

Satch, Dizzy and Rapid Robert: The Wild Sage 
of Interracial Baseball Before Jackie Robinson
by Timothy M. Gay
Simon and Schuster (2010)
$26.00, hardcover. 368 pages

“If Jackie Robinson was the father of equal opportunity
in baseball, surely Satchel Paige was the grandfather,”
Larry Tye declares in one of the many provocative 
passages in Satchel. I don’t necessarily agree with this
statement, because Paige was too independent and 
self-centered a figure ever to truly represent any social
movement. He was also almost forty years old when
Branch Rickey decided to break the color line in 1945,
so clearly Paige was born too early. Although I take
issue with Tye’s occasional unnecessary denigration of
the roles of Rickey and Jackie Robinson in taking the
first steps toward the racial integration of baseball, I can
still recommend Satchel as a good read and a probing
study of a man who from the most modest beginnings
became almost a household name. 

Tye, whose previous credits include a valuable
book about Pullman porters, Rising from the Rails:
Pullman Porters and the Making of the Black Middle
Class (2004), does a fine job of getting to the core of
what made the man born Leroy Robert Page in Mobile,
Alabama, in 1906 tick. I am struck by the similarity in
the story of Paige and the stories of two slightly older

icons of twentieth-century American culture, Louis
Armstrong and Babe Ruth. All three were great natu-
ral raw talents who needed the supervision provided
by juvenile institutions before they could fulfill their
promise. Paige, who probably got his nickname from
carrying many bags on a pole as a Mobile railroad-
station porter, was not yet twelve years old when he
was arrested for stealing trinkets from a five-and-dime
store. His mother, Lula, cried when she heard the
news, but she had her hands full trying to support six
older children on a washerwoman’s wages without
any support from her absentee husband. 

It was from his mother that, Tye tells us, Paige 
inherited some of his style and native wit. It was Lula
who may have changed the family name to Paige 
because the other spelling “looked too much like page
in a book” and who advised her seventh child (she
would have five more later on), “If you tell a lie, always
rehearse it. If it won’t sound good to you, it won’t sound
good to anyone else.”

During his five years of incarceration at the segre-
gated Alabama Mount Meigs Reform School for
Juvenile Negro Law-Breakers, Paige joined the choir,
learned the basics of dealing with white society, and
perfected many of his baseball skills. Babe Ruth had
his Brother Matthias in Baltimore and Satchel Paige
had as his mentor coach Edward Byrd, who taught
him the fundamentals of baseball, like how to use his
tall frame and high leg kick to best hide the baseball.
(I wish Tye had told us more about Byrd.) 

In 1923 Paige was released from Mount Meigs with
a letter stating that “inmate has an excellent record at
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“What his teammates did not really
grasp,” Larry Tye writes in his biogra-
phy, “is that Satchel Paige was an
introvert. There are two places to hide
if you’re shy: off on your own or at the
center of a crowd. Satchel did both.”
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Dizzy Dean, right, comment-
ing on an actor who, slated
to portray him in a movie,
suffered a mental break-
down: “He’s only been me
for two days, and already
he’s nuts!”



this institution.” And shortly thereafter began his 
remarkable career in segregated black baseball. Tye
does a good job of describing the chaotic conditions
Paige encountered, first with the black minor-league
teams he played for, the Chattanooga Black Lookouts
and the New Orleans Black Pelicans, and then in 1927
with his first team in the black major leagues, the
Birmingham Black Barons, for which he played off and
on for the next four years. 

It was actually more off than on, because the club’s
owner knew he had a great drawing card in Paige 
and rented him out many times to semipro and barn-
storming teams. Paige’s mound exploits and colorful
wandering lifestyle soon made him a legend not just 
in black communities but wherever baseball fever 
was high. 

In the early 1930s, Paige’s primary employer became
the Pittsburgh Crawfords, founded by the cunning and
charismatic Gus Greenlee, who also operated the Craw-
ford Grill, what Tye calls the Harlem Cotton Club of
Pittsburgh. (For some reason Tye chooses not to use the
usual spelling “Crawford Grille”—a hot spot, inciden-
tally, where Duke Ellington met his great future
collaborator Billy Strayhorn.) “In Pittsburgh, the red-
haired, cigar-chomping Gus Greenlee did it all,” Tye
explains in an instructively jam-packed sentence, “hi-
jacking beer trucks, bootlegging, buying off politicians,
masterminding gambling, and assembling a black base-
ball dynasty called the Crawfords.”

Greenlee couldn’t hold Paige’s services for long,
however, and by 1933 he was playing for an interracial
team in Bismarck, North Dakota. Then in the summer
of 1934 he pitched for the House of David team at the
Denver Post integrated tournament, and then it was
back to Bismarck in 1935. Tye tells these stories with
aplomb and good narrative drive. In 1937 Paige played
for a team sponsored by Dominican Republic dictator
Rafael Trujillo. “Games were played exclusively on
weekend mornings or afternoons, and they were hot as
well as wild,” Tye writes, adding one of the more grue-
some stories in the biography about Trujillo’s massacre
at this time of more than 15,000 Haitians who, living
at the border of the Dominican Republic, had the mis-
fortune of giving the wrong pronunciation for the
Spanish word for parsley.

It is to Tye’s credit that he does not ignore the many
black sportswriters who were critical of Paige’s team-
jumping. Chester Washington of the Pittsburgh Courier,
the most prestigious of the black weeklies, called him
“as undependable as a pair of second-hand suspenders.” 

Shortly after his Dominican experience Paige jour-
neyed to Mexico, where he came down with a mystery

arm ailment that threatened to curtail his career. The
ministrations of one of the great personages in the
Negro Leagues, Frank “Jewbaby” Floyd, trainer for the
Kansas City Monarchs, slowly restored Paige to health.
(More is needed to be known about the dark-skinned
Floyd and how he developed his politically incorrect
nickname.) 

The second stage of Paige’s Negro League career
began with the backing of J. Leslie “Wilkie” Wilkin-
son, the co-owner of the well-regarded Monarchs and
earlier the founder of the first racially diverse baseball
team, the All-Nations Team of World War I vintage.
Without going into depth about the issue, Tye does
mention that Wilkinson’s co-owner, Thomas Baird,
was a member of the Kansas City chapter of the Ku
Klux Klan. Until Bill Veeck signed Paige for the Cleve-
land Indians in 1948 and again for the St. Louis Browns
from 1951 to 1953 and later had a role in Paige’s pitch-
ing for the minor-league Miami Marlins, Wilkinson
was the only owner toward whom Paige felt a real loy-
alty. “He gave Satchel fat paychecks when all he could
deliver was fat pitches” is how Tye felicitously phrases
the roots of Paige’s affection. 

As noted earlier, the one area where Tye’s account
strikes a false note is in his criticism of Branch Rickey
and Jackie Robinson. They weren’t saints, of course,
and their ambition and self-possession earned them
many enemies in both white and black baseball. It
does seem a gratuitous slap for Tye to write in de-
scribing Robinson’s brief period as Paige’s Monarch
teammate in 1945, “Satchel had little use for Jackie
and he was not alone.” Tye also errs when he says that
Robinson was a Monarch second baseman; he was a
shortstop in Kansas City, though he came to realize
that he didn’t have the arm for that key position.

There are other nagging errors in Tye’s book that
have not been corrected in the paperback edition. The
biggest one is that he has the second Joe Louis–Max
Schmeling bout occurring shortly before Paige broke
into the majors with the Indians in 1948 when of
course it was 1938 when the Brown Bomber avenged
an earlier loss to the German heavyweight with a first-
round knockout. Tye also makes a reference at one
point to a Sports Illustrated article from 1949, but the
magazine was not founded until 1954. And in praising
the Monarchs for playing games under the lights as
early as 1930, he exaggerates how long it took white
owners to follow suit. It was five years, not fifteen,
when the first major-league night game was played
(hosted by Larry MacPhail’s Cincinnati Reds in 1935).
In his copious bibliography and notes, Tye somehow
has omitted David Zang’s indispensable biography
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Fleet Walker’s Divided Heart: The Life of Baseball’s
First Black Major Leaguer (1996). He does mention
that Moses Fleetwood Walker and his younger brother
Weldy Wilberforce Walker predated Jackie Robinson’s
appearance in the majors by more than sixty years, but
he doesn’t seem to realize that the extreme black 
nationalism of Fleet Walker’s post–playing career at-
tracted no followers.

On balance, though, Tye’s Satchel is a very worthy
contribution to both the literature of baseball history
and biography. He has drawn a memorable portrait of 
an earthy, contradictory man who once said that he 
“wasn’t married but I’m in demand” but in fact was
married three times, once to two women in different
countries. “What his teammates did not really grasp
was that Satchel Paige was an introvert,” Tye explains.
“There are two places to hide if you are shy: off on your
own or at the center of a crowd. Satchel did both.”

Satchel Paige shares top billing with Dizzy Dean and
Bob Feller in Tim Gay’s Satch, Dizzy and Rapid Robert.
The writing in Gay’s opus is much more pedestrian than
in Tye’s book, and for the most part it presents a chron-
icle of the many barnstorming tours that Paige, Dean,
and Feller engaged in with their “all-star” aggregations.
Certainly the reader who wants deep insight into Paige
should consult the Tye volume, but every now and then
Gay turns a phrase or digs up a source that should be
valuable to baseball researchers.

He cites, for instance, an army superior’s descrip-
tion of Dizzy Dean, who lied about his age in order to
enlist: “That boy couldn’t pour piss out a boot with
directions on the heel.” In the early 1950s, when Dean
went to Hollywood to serve as an adviser on the biopic
The Pride of St. Louis (my vote for one of the worst
baseball-themed movies ever), he was thrilled to re-
ceive $50,000 as his fee. “Jeez, they’re gonna give me
50,000 smackers just fer livin’!” When, two days into
the shooting, Dan Dailey, cast as Dizzy, had a nervous
collapse and production was halted for two weeks,
Dizzy quipped, “He’s only been me for two days, and
already he’s nuts!”

Gay also provides some tantalizing tidbits about
other barnstorming teams of the 1930s and 1940s. One
was led by Earle Mack, one of Connie Mack’s sons,
and another was led by one-armed Pete Gray, the St.
Louis Browns outfielder whose presence in World War
II baseball provided integration activists with vivid ev-
idence that white owners would rather hire disabled
white players than fully abled black ones. Gay informs
us that on one of Pete Gray’s tours he competed against
a one-armed black player. 

There is no great insight in the bulk of Gay’s book,

and his dismissal of Commissioner Kenesaw Mountain
Landis as the stock racist in so many histories is not
helpful. We could have used some hard evidence on
how he tried to stop interracial barnstorming, even
though there is no doubt that he did try. And Gay’s
treatment of Branch Rickey is no better and has some
unfortunate errors. The biggest is that Rickey gave 
tryouts to aging Negro Leaguers at the Dodgers’ Bear
Mountain spring-training headquarters in 1945 as a
“publicity stunt” when in fact he was outraged when
the black activist journalist Joe Bostic barged into the
camp with the players. Rickey tried them out only to
avoid being branded indifferent to the cause.

Just when I thought that only duty would force me
to finish Gay’s book, a genuine highlight came near
the end, when Bob Feller opened up to him about his
memories of playing interracial baseball with Paige
after the Second World War. Where Larry Tye in Satchel
was largely dismissive of Feller’s dour, self-centered
personality, Tim Gay presents a more nuanced picture
of Feller, even if he bluntly called his All-Star games
against Paige “racial rivalry” games and felt the cus-
tomers liked to see black–white competition. 

Feller could indeed be stubborn and prickly, and
Paige and Jackie Robinson at separate times sued him
for not living up to his contractual obligation to pay
them their fair share of the exhibition proceeds. It must
be remembered that major-league ballplayers were
very underpaid in the 1940s and that barnstorming
augmented their meager salaries. Gay notes that Stan
Musial commented that he would have made more
money barnstorming than playing in the 1946 World
Series! The author also valuably augments the Feller
section of his book by citing his 1957 TV interview,
with Mike Wallace, in which the recently retired
pitcher uttered strong criticisms of baseball owners for
their penurious ways.

Near the end of his book Gay quotes an author un-
familiar to me, Robert Cole: “Black–white exhibitions
. . . had an edgy, almost forbidden quality—a little like
sneaking off to an all-night jazz club on the wrong side
of the tracks.” I wish more of the book had captured
that flavor instead of being a litany of the runs and hits
in games played. It may be heretical to say in this age
of statistical overload and political correctness, but
what is needed in future studies of the pivotal era of
mid-twentieth-century baseball is greater probing into
the depths of the participants as they played the exhi-
bition games joyfully, demonstrating by their example
on the field, and without trying to prove a political
point, what cooperation off the field might mean. �



Baseball Cards
Arthur Zillante

The T206 Collection: The Players and Their Stories
by Tom Zappala, Ellen Zappala, and Lou Blasi
Peter E. Randall Publisher (2010)
$38.00, hardcover. 224 pages

Mint Condition: How Baseball Cards Became 
an American Obsession
by Dave Jamieson
Atlantic Monthly Press (2010)
$25.00, hardcover. 320 pages

Cardboard Gods: An All-American Tale Told 
Through Baseball Cards 
by Josh Wilker
Seven Footer Press (2010)
$24.95, hardcover. 243 pages

House of Cards: Baseball Card Collecting and 
Popular Culture
by John Bloom
University of Minnesota Press (1997)
$23.50, paperback. 160 pages

To some, a baseball card is simply a piece of cardboard
(or cardboard-like material) with a monetary value 
attached. To others, though, it represents a slice of nos-
talgia, and, to understand the allure that baseball cards
have for them, we must travel to a time and place
where you can’t see the latest news and game high-
lights on a device you hold in your hand. Before
television, pictures of baseball players might have
been the closest that most people ever came to seeing
their heroes. One of the most famous early sets was

produced by American Tobacco as an advertising 
gimmick and is now referred to as the T206 set after its
designation by Jefferson Burdick, who is typically rec-
ognized as the first supercollector of cards.

The T206 set is shown in its entirety, including the
different known variations, in The T206 Collection: The
Players and Their Stories by Tom and Ellen Zappala
with Lou Blasi. I’m no art critic, but, thumbing through
the pages of this book, one does see the vibrant use of
color in the card pictures and the simple yet pleasing
design of the card fronts. The attraction of the T206
set is so strong that Topps has produced a brand of
cards in their style—and has done so three times in
the past ten years (2002, 2009, and 2010). 

In addition to its generally recognized beauty, the
T206 set was also the most comprehensive set of its
era and the largest baseball-card set ever produced
until the 1950s. The T206 Collection brings the sub-
jects to life by providing a brief biography, usually
limited to a paragraph or two, on every player in the
set. The players are categorized into six subsets: Hall
of Famers, Overlooked by Cooperstown, the Uncom-
mons, the Bad Boys of Baseball, the Minor Leaguers,
and the Commons. Most SABR members are probably
familiar with the general story of players such as
Chase, Cobb, Mathewson, and Wagner. But the brief
biographies of less celebrated players such as Bill
Cranston, James Helm, and Dutch Revelle are helpful,
providing some brief insight into their playing careers.
The final chapter has pictures of some of the high-
profile cards in the set that have been graded by PSA,
typically in the 7 or 8 range. Seeing those cards in that
high a condition is amazing.

Baseball cards soon fell by the wayside but were
revived in the 1930s, when Goudey started using them
to sell more gum and candy. After the Second World
War, Bowman and Topps engaged in a heated compe-
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From the T206 set, left to right: George
Moriarty, a journeyman infielder and
outfielder, shown here with the Tigers,
with whom he had his best years,
1909–15; Arlie “The Freshest Man on
Earth” Latham, a third baseman with
a 17-year career, shown here in his last
season, 1909, the only one he spent
with the Giants; and Big Ed Reulbach,
a right-hander who in 1905–9, his first
five seasons in the big leagues, won 
97 games for the Cubs.
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tition for the rights to individual ballplayers. Topps
eventually won and held a monopoly for about
twenty-five years. In 1989, Upper Deck launched the
first “premium” brand of baseball cards available in
pack form, and soon thereafter all the card manufac-
turers began inserting rare cards inside the packs.
Eventually a perfect storm—of overproduction by the
manufacturers, the exit of investors from the market,
and a general decrease in interest among children as
they turned their attention to other activities—led to
the decline of the baseball-card market. Dave Jamieson
looks at these details, and more, of the history of the
baseball-card industry in his Mint Condition: How
Baseball Cards Became an American Obsession.

But Jamieson delves into more than just the history
of the industry. He spends chapters on some of the more
interesting characters who have helped shape it, for bet-
ter or worse, depending on your point of view. In one
chapter he details the life of the original supercollector,
Jefferson Burdick, and the process he went through 
to have his collection become part of the New York 
Metropolitan Museum of Art in the 1940s. Burdick is
credited with bringing organization to the hobby, and
many sets predating the Second World War, including
the T206 set, are still referred to by Burdick’s designa-
tions. Woody Gelman, the subject of chapter 6, was
essentially the driving creative force behind Topps prod-
ucts from the 1950s through the ’70s. 

Jamieson also tells the story of contemporary fig-
ures in baseball-card collecting. He profiles Mike
Gidwitz, a supercollector who was the first person to
sell the T206 Honus Wagner for more than one million
dollars. Gidwitz, who seems to epitomize the deep-
pocketed investor/collector, was sought out as a buyer
by another figure in the industry, Bill Mastro. The
method by which Mastro conducted his auction busi-
ness is detailed, and Mastro is given credit for his part
in elevating the hobby into a more respected diversion.
In particular, his role as special consultant in the
Sotheby’s auction of the James C. Copeland collection
is viewed as a watershed event in bringing baseball-
card collecting to the mainstream. Finally, Jamieson,
turning his attention to some of the current problems,
interviews noted card doctor Kevin Saucier. For those
unfamiliar with the general history of baseball cards,
Jamieson gives the details. To those who are familiar
with it, it is the in-depth look at some of the primary
characters who helped shape the industry that is the
most appealing part of the book.

For a specific example of the cultural impact of
baseball cards, look no further than Josh Wilker’s
Cardboard Gods: An All-American Tale Told through

Baseball Cards. At its heart, Wilker’s story is that of a
man recalling his past, with baseball cards as the win-
dow on it. After finding an old box of his baseball
cards in a storage unit, Wilker recounts various events
in his life as he works his way through the cards. It is
a moving story, and essentially a no-holds-barred one.
Those who have collected baseball cards will recog-
nize the power that looking at and holding a specific
card can have.
Cardboard Gods is written in a journal style, with a

specific card serving as a springboard to a specific
memory. There’s a 1975 Topps card of Herb Washing-
ton, representing the era of “trying new things,” even if
they (like the designated pinch-runner) didn’t quite
work out. Wilker’s desire for bonding with his own
brother is reflected in the 1977 Topps Big League
Brothers card of Paul and Rick Reuschel. Then there
are the Carmen Fanzones, Bake McBrides, and Row-
land Offices of the world, evoking laughter through
some combination of their poses and names.   

While Wilker tells the personal story of how one
man reflects on his life through baseball cards, John
Bloom’s A House of Cards: Baseball Card Collecting and
Popular Culture presents an overview of the general
baseball-card subculture in the late 1980s and early
1990s. Bloom’s primary finding is that there tends to be
a struggle, sometimes interpersonal, sometimes intrap-
ersonal, as adult collectors attempt to recapture the fun
of their youth while simultaneously yearning for the
hobby to be recognized as a legitimate adult endeavor. 

Many of the older collectors in that era returned to
their collections as a way of returning to their past and
were unprepared for the changes that the industry was
undergoing. For many collectors in Bloom’s study,
their childhood pastime of baseball-card collecting was
simply play, without any thought ever given to the col-
lectability of the cards. At the sportscard shows he
attended, he noticed that the competitive environment
there upset that notion of play. The changes in the
hobby, though, particularly as baseball cards began to
be viewed as a possible investment, are what brought
legitimacy to it. Before the 1980s, collecting baseball
cards was viewed as a child’s diversion, and many
adults kept their collections hidden. Bloom’s focus is
on the subculture in the upper Midwest, but traces of
the shame associated with participating in a child’s
hobby are scattered throughout the other works being
reviewed here.

Indeed, Wilker stops collecting baseball cards as he
transitions into his teenage years, viewing baseball
cards as being for kids. Jamieson’s book is rife with
examples of collectors who hide their collections. In a
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story of Lionel Carter, it’s mentioned that he received
packages while serving in the Second World War and
opened them in the barracks bathroom, safe from the
view of other soldiers. Woody Gelman was once in-
terviewed by a New York Times reporter who called
him “a specific kind of nut” for his collecting habits.

An interesting follow-up to the Bloom study could
be conducted today, with 25-to-40- year old collectors
who, as children, collected cards for many of the same
reasons (play, social bonding, etc.) as did their Baby
Boomer counterparts but who, unlike the Boomers,
were also likely to be aware that the cards held mon-
etary value. These Gen Xers and Gen Yers should
probably be more at ease with the investment aspect
of the cards. 

In the minds of collectors there will likely always
linger some struggle between the feeling of childlike in-
nocence and adult legitimacy, but the two can coexist.
Perhaps the best advice for collectors of all ages was
given in the early issues of the Beckett magazines. Base-
ball card collecting is a hobby, and individuals should
collect what they like. Do not think of items in your col-
lection as investments any more than you would think
of the movies on your shelf as an investment. Yet this
view of the matter does not somehow make the cards
lose their investment value. If you do choose to collect
baseball cards as an investment, you should be pre-
pared for swings in the market, just as you are when
investing in stocks. And you should be prepared to part
with your investments.

Then again, parting with your baseball cards is 
easier said than done when you’re holding them in
your hand. Ask Dave Jamieson and Josh Wilker. �

Charlie Radbourn’s 
Record-Setting Season

David Quentin Voigt

59 in ’84: Old Hoss Radbourn, Barehanded Baseball,
and the Greatest Season a Pitcher Ever Had
by Edward Achorn
Smithsonian Books (2010)
$25.99, hardcover. 384 pages

Big-league baseball was entering its stormy adoles-
cence in 1884, a year when three major leagues battled
for predominance. Of the three, only the National
League endures, but that year the NL was sorely
tested. Having recently buried the second man to hold

the office of league president, the new NL leader, A. G.
Mills, welcomed new franchises in New York and
Philadelphia—two major markets that had been dis-
enfranchised by Mills’s stubborn predecessor.

It was a wise move and none too soon, as the rival
American Association and the Union Association
posed serious threats. Most menacing, with its cheaper
admission rates, was the AA, which already had
staged two profitable campaigns. To meet that chal-
lenge, Mills signed the National Agreement, which
effectively allied the two circuits against the UA threat.

Against this backdrop the 1884 season was played
out, and author Edward Achorn, a Providence Journal
newsman, makes the campaign the centerpiece of his
book, 59 in ’84. The number refers to pitcher Charlie
Radbourn’s unsurpassed seasonal total of pitching 
victories, which he amassed while carrying the Provi-
dence Grays to the first official world championship.
And his feat restored the NL to baseball preemi-
nence—at least for the nonce.

Over the course of 19 chapters, Achorn tries hard to
vivify Radbourn—no easy task, as the pitcher was the
semiliterate son of a butcher who eyed pro baseball as
an alternative to meat cutting. Taciturn and moody,
with a drinking problem, Radbourn was a gifted
pitcher from the pitching box, as it was called, which
at the time was 50 feet from home base. And in 1884
he benefited from the new rule allowing overhand
pitching—not that he needed it, as over the past three
seasons Radbourn’s underhand and sidearm deliveries
had accounted for more than a hundred victories.

Achorn is at his best covering the Grays’ 114-game
season in an exciting, suspenseful, though at times awk-
ward “sportuguese” style. He gives full coverage to the
games and to Radbourn’s rivalry with teammate Char-
lie Sweeney, a promising young pitcher. Their rivalry,
marked by Radbourn’s envy, posed a serious morale
problem for the team, ending only when Sweeney
jumped to the UA. At that point Radbourn volunteered
to pitch all the remaining games from late July to Sep-
tember. And he very nearly did. For that feat Radbourn
received as additional compensation the money that
otherwise would have gone to Sweeney had he stayed
with the team.

In focusing on Radbourn, a man of few words oral
or written, Achorn fleshes him out by fictionalizing the
pitcher’s moods, physical complaints, and romantic 
interests. For added detail Achorn launches forays into
such topics as the 1884 brand of baseball, the geo-
graphy and industrial growth of Providence, and the
town’s boarding house, where bachelor Radbourn
lived and presumably loved.
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Run by Mrs. Carrie Stanhope, a woman of ques-
tionable virtue, the boarding house became the hub of
a budding romance between her and Radbourn. Truth
to tell, there is little factual detail to be had, but
Achorn struggles imaginatively to make a romantic fire
out of cold tinder.

The author’s labor leads to trouble, as the possi-
bility of Stanhope’s prostitution prompted Achorn to
tread into the subject of the ubiquity of that activity in
America. In speculating that the two lovers also caught
cases of syphilis, Achorn discusses the widespread
prevalence of that malady and is led to claim that even
Abraham Lincoln was a victim. The author’s uncritical
acceptance of the wild surmise of recent Lincoln biog-
rapher Daniel Epstein as his source is sure to alienate
readers. Far better would it have been had Achorn
ended his discussion when he wrote how Radbourn
and Stanhope, each suffering from syphilis in 1895,
“snuck off” to Milwaukee to get married. And two
years later Radbourn was dead.

Another criticism I would offer concerns the book’s
title. In choosing, or perhaps accepting from his pub-
lisher, the phrase “59 Wins,” Achorn admits to having
to decide between two statistical claimants—one call-
ing for 59 wins and the other for 60. Ironically, both
claims are spurious, inasmuch as each tampers with
the record of 62 victories that appears in Spalding’s
Official Base Ball Guide for 1885. Such retrofitting of
past performance to contemporary statistical defini-
tions is rife among modern statisticians, who take the
purblind view that past records can be changed in light
of present-day standards. An example of the fallacy of
misplaced concreteness, that view flies in the face of
a basic rule of historiography, a rule that holds that
past records must stand on the terms that were agreed
on at the time the record was set.

At least in their time Radbourn and his teammates
knew that the number of Old Hoss Radbourn’s pitch-
ing victories in 1884 was 62. Caveats aside, Achorn
delivers a well-researched and spritely written book
that is well worth the reading. �

The Seven-Tool Player
Andrew Goldblatt

Willie’s Boys: The 1948 Birmingham Black Barons,
the Last Negro League World Series, and the Making
of a Baseball Legend
by John Klima
John Wiley and Sons (2009)
$25.95, hardcover. 303 pages

Willie Mays: The Life, the Legend
by James S. Hirsch
Scribner (2010)
$30.00, hardcover. 628 pages

Willie Mays last played professional baseball in 1973,
which means a generation of fans have heard stories
about him and secretly thought, “No disrespect,
Grandpa, but he probably wouldn’t hit .250 today.”
Two recently published books seek to set the record
straight: Mays would be just as dominant today as he
was from 1954 through 1966, when he did everything
required of a major leaguer better than anyone else.
Believe it, children. He had that much talent.

And durability. Most fans are familiar with the con-
cept of the five-tool player: one who can hit for
average, hit for power, run, field, and throw. Durabil-
ity is the sixth tool, because those other skills are
useless if you’re on the disabled list. Over those peak
years of 1954 to 1966, Mays set a record by playing 
at least 150 games in each of them. That iron-man
quality gave him the edge over his equally talented
contemporary Mickey Mantle and a more recent five-
tool player, Ken Griffey Jr. Before him, Honus Wagner
and Ty Cobb might have proven equal had power been
valued in their time. Ruth and Williams were better
hitters, but you don’t hear much about their baserun-
ning or fielding. Mays’s contemporary Henry Aaron
came close, but few claimed that Aaron ran, fielded, or
threw better than Mays. Joe Morgan didn’t have Mays’s
power, and Barry Bonds didn’t have Mays’s arm. 

By the time he’s finished, Alex Rodriguez might
turn out to be Mays’s equal, but, if you had a choice,
which man would you want in your clubhouse? 
Because there’s a seventh tool, character, and Mays
showed more of it in a single moment in 1965 than 
A-Rod has shown in his entire career. Character ani-
mates the other six tools but isn’t as easily measured
(or even defined), which makes it an attractive sub-
ject for ambitious baseball writers. 
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In Willie’s Boys, John Klima traces Mays’s charac-
ter back to the coal mines and steel mills of
Birmingham, Alabama. The baseball diamond was the
only place African American men working the mines
and mills felt free, and as a result they played with an
urgency and daring distinct from so-called white-folks’
ball. Mays’s father, William Howard “Cat” Mays,
named for President Taft and nicknamed for his feline
quickness, was a talented center fielder, but he played
for fun. For him, the mills offered a better future. By the
time Cat’s prodigiously gifted son joined the Birming-
ham Black Barons of the Negro American League in
1948, however, the integration of the major leagues
made it possible for black players to escape the “hot
box”—Negro League slang for a run-down play, more
broadly applied to mean an inescapable situation.

For the older Black Barons, including player-man-
ager Piper Davis, Jackie Robinson’s breakthrough
paradoxically made the hot box hotter, dealing a fatal
blow to the Negro Leagues while offering few oppor-
tunities in white-folks’ ball. They were facing the end
of their careers at the same time their 17-year-old 
center fielder was drawing attention from the Braves,
Red Sox, White Sox, Indians, and Giants. Jealousy
could have led them to destroy young Mays. Instead,
they tutored him—not just about baseball, but about
the challenges he would face in years ahead, racial and
otherwise. 

That noble choice is the heart of Klima’s book.
“The men of the Negro Leagues remain largely lost to
time, and it was my sincerest hope to illuminate their
way of life, as well as their happiness, hopes, and
dreams,” Klima writes. As a veteran of book-title bat-
tles, I may be projecting, but my guess is that Klima
knows the title Willie’s Boys betrays his intentions.

Willie was the Birmingham Black Barons’ boy, not the
other way around. It’s easy to imagine the marketing
geniuses insisting that Willie’s name be in the title, 
because who would buy a book about Piper Davis?
Klima had to submit, but to his credit, within the text
he largely resists the temptation to characterize Mays
as the king and his older teammates as the court. 

Like ballplayers, writers need multiple tools to suc-
ceed: research, intellectual honesty, narration, and
wordcraft. When it comes to research, Klima is “very
desirable,” as Buck O’Neil wrote in his scouting report
of Willard Brown. Klima interviewed Mays’s four sur-
viving teammates from the Black Barons, combed
archives and libraries in Birmingham, Memphis, and
the University of Kansas, pored over stories in African
American newspapers of the period, and even suc-
ceeded in getting quotes from a wary Mays. Barring
the discovery of fresh documents, Klima’s account 
of the 1948 Negro League postseason and his myth-
busting chronicle of the often conflicted, never
straightforward efforts of major league teams to sign
Mays figure to remain definitive for years. 

And then there are the little gems Klima tosses off
every few pages: the young Piper Davis inspired by
Bull Connor’s radio broadcasts of Southern Associa-
tion games—the same Bull Connor who turned dogs
and hoses on Martin Luther King’s civil-rights demon-
strators in 1963; the perfidy of Bullet Joe Rogan and
the other umpires working home games for the Kansas
City Monarchs, part of an ugly rivalry between the
Black Barons and the Monarchs’ white owner, Tom
Baird; Mays and Jackie Robinson playing against each
other for the first time on October 12, 1948, years 
before they faced off as Giant and Dodger; the fiery 
demise of the Black Barons’ beloved team bus as it

passed through the Holland Tunnel en
route to the Polo Grounds the day Mays’s
future as a Giant was sealed. At times the
detail gets a little too thick, but Klima’s 
excitement over what he’s discovered is
contagious.

Other than the occasional forced nod
to the book’s title, Klima consistently lets
the evidence guide his judgment rather
than the other way around, and his
chronological narrative structure is sturdy
and straightforward. If Klima has a weak-
ness, it’s with that last tool, wordcraft. If 
a sentence like “But the Black Barons had
to win at Blues Stadium, which was a
fortress laced with pitfalls” doesn’t bother
you, it’s probably because you’ve grown
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Mays became “a loner who does not like to be alone,” in James S. Hirsch’s apt phrase,
trusting only pets, children, and fellow players (even though some players were among his
loudest critics).
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accustomed to a pervasive blight on modern baseball
writing: the conviction that the more strained the
metaphor, the better the sentence. It’s the literary
equivalent of a long, looping swing, and it produces
the same result. And Klima isn’t always clear. I often
found myself reading sentences—sometimes whole
paragraphs—twice, trying to puzzle out Klima’s intent.
When Willie Mays was struggling to hit .200 in the
summer of 1948, Piper Davis gave him simple advice:
“Aim, don’t peek!” In other words, square up the pitch
and take a level swing; your power will flow from
there. Writers as serious about craft as the Black
Barons were about baseball would do well to heed
Davis’s words.

_______

In Willie Mays: The Life, The Legend, James S. Hirsch
tracks Mays’s character through his entire life rather
than through one formative experience. Wordcraft is
not an issue here. Hirsch has been a reporter for the
New York Times and the Wall Street Journal and has
written four other nonfiction books. His good funda-
mentals make for smooth, pleasurable reading. Like
Klima’s, his narrative is chronological, although he in-
terjects chapters on marriage, housing problems, race
relations, and other concerns to break up what might
otherwise prove a monotonous march of seasons. And
Hirsch too has exhaustively researched his subject. 

The challenge for this project is intellectual hon-
esty. As it says right on the cover, the book is
authorized by Willie Mays. Just how independent of
his subject is the writer? Hirsch addresses the concern
in an author’s note. Mays sat for interviews, shared his
personal archives, and encouraged friends and associ-
ates to speak with Hirsch. In exchange, Mays had the
right to correct factual errors (he found only one) and
to receive a share of the book’s profits, which go
largely to his Say Hey Foundation. Most critically,
Hirsch retained the right to make his own interpreta-
tions and conclusions. Though he is sympathetic to
Mays, his book is no hagiography. Mays’s warts are
contextualized, not ignored or excused. 

Hirsch duly recounts the on-field exploits that con-
firm Mays as baseball’s greatest all-around player, and
it’s a service that he’s gathered them in one place for
easy reference. But his real contribution is to give us a
credible and comprehensive portrait of Mays the man.
From birth, Mays exhibited a gentle, joyful—and hence
vulnerable—spirit that brought out a ferociously pro-
tective streak in the adults around him. Cat Mays was
the first to recognize that Willie blossomed when
praised and withered when scolded. Despite long

work-related absences, he provided the emotional sup-
port young Willie needed. Always the life of the party,
Cat was also a deeply private man who seldom shared
his inner thoughts. Willie absorbed that dual aspect of
his father’s personality.

Annie Satterwhite, Willie’s mother, never married
Cat, and entrusted Willie to the care of her younger
sister Sarah. Just thirteen years old when she essen-
tially became Willie’s mother, Aunt Sarah was also
considerate of his sensitive nature, excusing him when
it was time to slaughter an animal for dinner. She in-
culcated a fanatical work ethic in Willie. “He wasn’t
raised to do anything halfway,” said his cousin Loretta,
who grew up in the same household. Aunt Sarah de-
fined family for Mays as a place of acceptance, trust,
and protection. But she didn’t provide affection, and as
a result Mays became deeply reserved, to the point
where his wife Mae would dare him to kiss her in 
public and he’d answer, “You’re crazy.”

For the anxious six-tool player promoted to the 
Giants shortly after his twentieth birthday, success 
depended on which facet of his character would dom-
inate. Striving to excel just as Aunt Sarah taught him,
he pressed—and went 1-for-26. Had manager Leo
Durocher berated him or returned him to the minors,
his confidence might have been ruined. But Durocher
(cleverly used by Hirsch as comic relief) promised the
despairing Mays that “as long as I’m the manager of
the Giants, you’re my center fielder.” Mays under-
stood: This was his family now, where he was
accepted, trusted, and protected. Out popped the joy-
ful persona that soon had New Yorkers calling him the
Say Hey Kid. Though just one side of his character, it
forever shaped the nation’s perception of him and ce-
mented his place in the American psyche. 

When Durocher left the Giants after 1955, Mays
had to face the world without a father figure, a chal-
lenge compounded by the Giants’ move to San
Francisco in 1958. Mays was the best player on the
field and, except for an inability to handle money, 
irreproachable off it. He didn’t drink, didn’t smoke,
didn’t chase women, and stayed out of the tabloids.
But he wasn’t the exuberant Say Hey Kid anymore.
There were whispers about his aloofness and com-
plaints that he was coddled. More seriously, he was
belittled as a purely instinctive player and, as the civil-
rights era progressed, characterized as an Uncle Tom.

Mays bristled at the criticism, but outwardly his
gentle nature prevailed. He wouldn’t dignify demean-
ing remarks with a response unless cornered by
interviewers, and then he would almost always turn
the other cheek. Inwardly, however, he fell back on 
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his emotional inheritance from Cat and Aunt Sarah,
growing increasingly suspicious of strangers and reti-
cent with friends. He became “a loner who does not
like to be alone,” in Hirsch’s apt phrase, trusting only
pets (he adores poodles), children, and fellow players,
even though some players numbered among his loud-
est critics.

This is where Hirsch comes closest to losing his
distance. He feels compelled to defend Mays against
the charges of stupidity and submissiveness. We’re
told that even the feat popularly deemed Mays’s most
stupendously instinctive—the over-the-shoulder catch
and whirling throw off Vic Wertz’s line drive to the
deepest part of the Polo Grounds during the 1954
World Series—was thought out beforehand. As he
raced to the wall with his back to home plate, Mays
planned the throw. “To keep my momentum, to get it
working for me, I have to turn very hard and short and
throw the ball from exactly the point that I caught it.
The momentum goes into my turn and up through my
legs into that throw. That’s what I did.”

When it came to civil rights, Mays and his most
vocal critic, Jackie Robinson, reflected the larger di-
vide within the African American community between
the nonviolent, patient approach of Martin Luther King
and the militant, confrontational tactics of Malcolm X.
In defending Mays’s lead-by-example efforts to com-
bat racial discrimination, Hirsch criticizes Robinson as
few have done in recent years. “Robinson could not
recognize that any great social movement needed a
continuum of voices—the militants who would prod 
a reluctant country to change, and the conciliators
who tried to find common ground among hostile fac-
tions,” he writes. Mays the conciliator (who termed
Dr. King “my president”) may not have issued state-
ments to the press and carried signs at rallies, but
whenever the child of a bigot caught a fly ball and
said, “Hey, I’m Willie Mays!” Jim Crow waned.

In both instances, Hirsch’s arguments are persua-
sive. And it’s important for Mays’s authorized
biographer to set the record straight. But these criti-
cisms of Mays were made nearly half a century ago,
and time has exposed the absurdity of both. Dwelling
on them to the extent Hirsch does may be the surest
sign that even as Mays approaches his eightieth birth-
day, he still elicits a protective impulse from those
around him.

For Hirsch, Mays’s core character was most vividly
displayed on August 22, 1965, when he stopped a po-
tential riot at Candlestick Park after the Giants’ Juan
Marichal assaulted Dodger catcher Johnny Roseboro
with a bat. The fight between the rival teams was 

genuine, and the fans were braying for more blood
than the stream flowing from the two-inch gash in
Roseboro’s skull. Mays somehow reached Roseboro,
led him to the Dodger dugout, and held him while 
the Dodger trainer examined the wound. The fighting
eventually ceased, and when play resumed, Mays, in
a uniform speckled with Roseboro’s blood, hit a three-
run homer off Sandy Koufax to win the game. 

Asked why he pulled Roseboro from the fray, Mays
said, “I hate to see good friends fighting like that.”
Years after all pretense of innocence was gone, Mays
still saw baseball players as family. He still played
every day, no matter how banged up he was, out of
loyalty to his teammates and to the fans who paid to
watch him. Above all he remained a peacemaker, a
gentle soul for whom baseball was not just a source 
of income, but a medium for sharing joy. As Hirsch
summarizes: “Baseball has always been an imperfect
institution, but as much as anyone, Mays evokes its
highest ideals.”

Top that, A-Rod. �

Baseball Memoirs
Nicholas Frankovich

The Game from Where I Stand: A Ballplayer’s 
Inside View
by Doug Glanville
Times Books (2010)
$25.00, hardcover. 304 pages

The Bullpen Gospels: Major League Dreams 
of a Minor League Veteran
by Dirk Hayhurst
Citadel Press (2010)
$14.95, paperback. 340 pages

Travel is rewarding but hard. Sometimes it’s impossi-
ble. So you resort to maps. Is there some place you’re
curious about and would like to set foot in but can’t?
One of the things you do is look at maps. Some maps
are like the final standings, reflecting the ups and
downs of a long season, giving you a bird’s-eye view
of the grand sweep of the larger region and providing
context. Other maps—think Pitch f/x and all it tells
you about the trajectory and speed of hundreds of
thousands of regular-season pitches and then how it
pinpoints their destination in the direction of home
plate—show you the fine details, how a particular
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street curves to conform to the bank of a river or how
it’s punctuated by cross streets, the occasional major
thoroughfare, and, here and there, a narrow alleyway
or cul-de-sac.

Most of us know baseball from box scores, line
scores, various arrangements of numbers—from the
equivalent of maps. Not entirely from maps, but they
probably mean more us than to most professional
ballplayers, who tend to know their way around their
own workplace. If you spend your workday between
the white lines, you come to know the lay of the land.
You may get engrossed in maps of it too, but your ex-
perience of it on the ground, in all its four-dimensional,
living, noisy reality, is going to make the stronger im-
pression. It’s something you share with your peers but
not the rest of the world, because you can’t, although
you could write a baseball memoir and try.

If you’re a ballplayer, you probably think more, for
example, about how this or that kind of glove webbing
might work for you than you do about UZR and
whether that or Plus/Minus is a fairer indication of your
fielding performance. So what do you do? Go to a sport-
ing-goods store, like a civilian? Browse online at the
Rawlings site? It turns out you shop for and select your
glove on glove day in spring training, when the manu-
facturers set up shop in a makeshift exhibit area in the
parking lot of the complex or on the ballpark concourse.
Doug Glanville in The Game from Where I Stand: A
Ballplayer’s Inside View describes the atmosphere as

that of a flea market. He ended up going with an H-Web
Rawlings. Jimmy Piersall, the Cubs’ minor-league out-
field coach, dissuaded him from the Trap-Eze, which
Piersall had a reason (read the book if you’re curious)
for dismissing as “style before substance.”

“Thank goodness,” writes Glanville, who retired in
2005, “I didn’t have to choose from the 2009 Rawlings
collection. There are sixteen types of gloves on its Web
site. Can someone tell me the difference between a 
Double Post Triple Bar and a Horizontal Bar X-Laced?
Ordering a Rawlings glove has gotten dangerously close
to ordering at Starbucks.” The appeal of what Glanville
does here and throughout the book is that, to those of
us who are curious about this foreign country, he not
only gives us a taste of some of its idiosyncrasies and
local customs but also joins us when we step back from
all that for a moment, shake our heads, and question
whether we could ever really assimilate to the culture
and live there successfully. Glanville shakes his head
along with us, reminding us that he too entered it as an
outsider, just like us, and that even now, having passed
through it and come out on the other side, he still finds
a lot of it to be strange and wonderful.

Among his peers Glanville is exceptional for having
a degree, as most players who are drafted out of col-
lege sign before completing their senior year. He
studied engineering at the University of Pennsylvania
and brings to his writing, as he brought to the dia-
mond, an aptitude for analysis. Don’t put away those
maps yet. As a player, he took them seriously, looking
at the game along lines that the average keyboard-
jockey baseball fan would appreciate. His playing
career spanned the transition from VHS tapes to digi-
tal technology, which enabled him to study onscreen
his at-bats against particular pitchers. “If there were a
pie chart illustrating how players prepare for their op-
ponent, scouting reports would only be one sliver” is
how he puts it. After finally identifying a pattern in
Randy Johnson’s pitch selection, he correctly guessed
slider in real life once and got a base hit and two RBIs
off him. And he studied the spray charts of opposing
hitters because

as a center fielder, I was captain of the outfield
and responsible for positioning my left fielder and
right fielder as well as myself. Mindful of this
added duty, I tackled the charts as if I were study-
ing for a final exam in my Transportation Systems
Engineering course in college. Good thing. Some
of my teammates blew off their homework from
time to time.
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Glanville, who studied engineering in college, applied his analytical skills
to his job between the white lines. “If there were a pie chart illustrating
how players prepare for their opponent,” he writes, “scouting reports
would be only one sliver.”
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The book is like that—a carefully constructed thing
that works because the author knows what he’s doing.
When he tells about his personal life, is he offering it
as an example of how the game exerts influence on
the world outside the lines and, in turn, is influenced
by it, the subject of his discourse in both cases being,
ultimately, the game? Or is the idea that, no, life is the
thing and, to paraphrase Jacques Barzun, whoever
wants to know the heart and mind of Doug Glanville
had better learn baseball? I think it’s the former.

That’s not to say that Glanville loves the game
more than he values his family and friends. Rather, it’s
that his good manners prevent him from assuming that
you’d be more interested in his life than in what, as an
insider, he can tell you about pro ball. His job and the
declining health of his father competed for his atten-
tion. For Glanville the man, that’s not primarily a
baseball story. But for Glanville the author of a base-
ball book it is. In baseball, what’s important about his
father’s illness is the aspect of it that’s baseball-rele-
vant. At a closed-door debriefing while with the Texas
Rangers, Glanville and his teammates learned from
manager Buck Showalter all manner of potentially use-
ful information, including an alleged domestic incident
that, Showalter insisted, would render a Tampa Bay
player “mentally unavailable” on the field.

Glanville writes from his own perspective but main-
tains eye contact with his readers, appreciating their
perspective as baseball fans and adjusting his delivery
accordingly. In that, his approach is like Jim Brosnan’s
in The Long Season (1960) and Jim Bouton’s in Ball
Four (1970), although the style of each is distinct. For
Pat Jordan in A False Spring (1975), on the other hand,
baseball is more the setting than the subject, which is
his life as a young man—also a fair approach, and he
follows it to good effect. The distinction between the
two kinds of baseball memoir may be worth keeping in
mind. Although, when you think about the universe of
baseball memoirs long enough, you realize that none 
of them could ever really be so simple. Inevitably,
they’re all the product of both the personal and the pro-
fessional. Classifying them as one or the other is a
matter of noticing which genes are dominant.

Because of its tone, your first thought about Dirk
Hayhurst’s recent contribution to the genre, The
Bullpen Gospels: Major League Dreams of a Minor
League Veteran, might be that it’s more about Hay-
hurst than about baseball, but it isn’t. True, Hayhurst
skates lightly over in-game tactics, the fine points of
pitching mechanics, and the like, but the autobio-
graphical material he provides is sketchy too. He
includes just enough about himself to advance the

dazzling portrait he paints, in bold strokes, of pro ball,
mostly in the minors. In the foreword he indicates that
his book is not on the subject of Planet Baseball but
rather is about how life here below is affected by the
gravitational pull of this heavenly body. What he really
means is that he’s no cartographer. He’s an artist. A
certain kind of artist, actually—inspired and intuitive,
as opposed to disciplined and exacting, although in
fact the two categories aren’t really mutually exclusive.
In this season’s contest of the baseball memoirs, Hay-
hurst plays Mozart to Glanville’s Salieri, a theme I
might be tempted to press if the comparison weren’t so
unfair to Glanville, so forget I said that.

Glanville’s book is built, like a house. Hayhurst’s is
secreted, like so much sweat. Glanville by tempera-
ment is formal and button-down—his manager in
single-A ball had to tell him to stop calling him
“coach,” drop the formality. Hayhurst has some in-
stinct for decorum in him too, but his wry fascination
with the frat-boy grossness of minor-league culture
prevails, and that’s what he writes about, in the main.
Unlike Glanville, he forgoes serious discussion of tech-
nique. He got burned when, as a rookie in an audience
of minor leaguers listening to Trevor Hoffman share
his wisdom, he asked, during the Q and A,

“what kind of mantras or psychological routines
[do] you operate under? Do you have beliefs that
you inculcate yourself with to remain focused
and directed as a player?” I thought the question
was deep, intelligent, and perceptive. Surely, a
man of his greatness was impressed by it. Hoff-
man stared at me as if I just asked him what
testicles were.

“Whoa, who, whoa there, buddy. I don’t know
about all those big words. ‘Mantras’ and ‘incul-
cating,’ whew!” he chided, smiling at the rest of
the guys as if to imply, what’s with this guy, huh?
Brent’s head dropped, Ox snorted. “Why don’t
you try and keep it down to a level we can all un-
derstand. We’re just ballplayers here, pal.”

��

Later in the day, I took the mound in a scrimmage
against the Cubs. . . . I got blasted. . . . When the
last out was made, I went into the dugout and
plopped on the bench, took off my hat, and hung
my head. Ox came over to me, slapped one of his
big meat hooks on my shoulder, and asked, “So,
what mantras or psychological routines did you
inculcate yourself with to get your ass kicked out
there today?”
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Living during the offseason in his grandmother’s
house in Canton, Ohio, he’s visited one day by some
guy who’s there to drug-test him, to make sure he’s
not juicing. I hadn’t thought about this before, but, to
prevent offending players from submitting urine sam-
ples not their own, you need a witness. So the guy
follows Hayhurst into his grandmother’s pink bath-
room. As Hayhurst works on producing his sample, he
asks him how he likes his job.

The book is one long series of related anecdotes
told by a comic genius. The spirit here, part Bull
Durham, part Animal House, is conveyed in a droll
manner, which makes everything funnier. Some of the
characters are composites (“for the benefit,” Hayhurst
explains, “of those who may not want to deal with any
extra drama this book brings their way”), and the
episodes, “based on actual experiences,” have a fic-
tionalized feel that suits the book’s definition of itself
just fine and that discerning readers will take as their
cue that, no, this is not Ball Four.

Hayhurst’s charm may put you in mind of Mark
Twain or Garrison Keillor, whose success as humorists
is bound up with their affection for their characters.
That someone makes you laugh means that you have
contempt for him—or that you like him. It all depends.
Hayhurst’s crew are a piece of work and, in the ag-
gregate, conform to a type that is familiar enough and
that for most men, at least in theory, triggers an in-
stinctive response: I want to belong to that, I want to
travel with them on the team bus and get sick of their
company already and know they think of me, though
they’d never say it, “He’s one of us.” Lionel Tiger in
Men in Groups (1969, 2005) studied male bonding, a

term he coined, or at any rate popularized, and he re-
ported his observations as anthropological insights.
What Tiger told about, Hayhurst shows.

Membership in a fraternity, which, in one of its as-
pects, pro ball is, tends to raise your status in the eyes
of women you’d like to impress. In turn, your standing
with them tends to affect how you rank with your
brothers in the fraternity. It’s a feedback loop. Glanville
makes some interesting observations in this regard. He
makes note, as do his peers, of the beautiful women
who are the wives or girlfriends of various players. And
he soon finds that his own major-league credentials 
enable him to do as well. What’s going on, he explains,
though he doesn’t use this analogy, is that along with
the major-league uniform comes a medal from the 
Wizard of Oz, who, pinning it on the player’s chest, 
declares, “You’re the man,” thereby transforming the
Nutty Professor—to borrow from another movie—into
Buddy Love. Sign a major-league contract and

suddenly you have a free pass to social accept-
ance. It gets you into those inner circles; it most
certainly will get you into the good graces of the
girls who once seemed out of your league. They
may have been unapproachable because they
didn’t think you were cool enough, but more
than likely you struck out or never even took a
swing because of your own insecurity, your con-
clusion that you had no chance. 

What there is of that dynamic in Hayhurst’s world is for
the most part commensurate with that world’s minor-
league character. From what we see and hear of them,
the women in the lives of his teammates are a shifting
cast of characters, sometimes colorful (does the her-
maphrodite count?) but seldom stunning. Actually, the
only thing in that department that his buddies are
stunned by comes when they explain to him the super-
stition that sleeping with a fat girl or playing with a
hangover will pull you out of a slump. In a Tim Tebow
moment, Hayhurst divulges that he doesn’t drink and
he’s saving himself for marriage. Wow. “The bullpen
was staring at me as if I walked into a party I wasn’t in-
vited to and the record skipped.”

“Are you religious or something?” Slappy asked.

“Baseball god religious or real religion religious?”
“Real religion religious.”

“Yes.”

That’s all we hear from him on the subject of reli-
gion—his reticence is eloquent. It’s at least as powerful
as anything Tebow, bless him for trying, accomplishes
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“The burden of the player,” Dirk Hayhurst writes, “isn’t to achieve great-
ness, but to give the feeling of it to everyone he encounters. It was wrong
of me even to try to separate life and the game.”
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The National Pastime: Monumental Baseball—The National Pastime in the National Capital Region, SABR convention journal, 2009
“Leon Allen Goslin: The Wild Goose of the Potomac,” by Cort Vitty, 43–45.

Page 45: Reference to “the decisive seventh game” of the World Series is incorrect. It should read “sixth.” 
The Tigers won the 1935 World Series against the Cubs, four games to two.

The Baseball Research Journal, volume 38, number 1, spring 2009
“Low Risk—Any Reward?” by Eric Seidman, 103–5.

Page 103: Reference to the “2004 Washington Nationals” was incorrect. It should read “2004 Montreal Expos.”

The Baseball Research Journal, volume 38, number 2, fall 2009
“What Inspired ‘Take Me Out to the Ball Game’?” by Steven A. King, 57–58.

Page 57: The caption should read: “During the Giants’ first home series, this ad for the four games appeared in the weekly 
New York Clipper. Jack Norworth’s ‘Take Me Out to the Ball Game’ was copyrighted about a week later, on May 2, 1908.” 
Endnotes were ordered incorrectly. A full, corrected version of the article appears on the SABR website at SABR/Publications/
Journals /Addenda. 

“Ty Cobb’s Splits” by Trent McCotter, 51–56.
Page 52: Table 3, Cobb’s Splits by Ballpark. The table was truncated. The full version appears on the SABR website 
at SABR/Publications/Journals /Addenda. 

“The Sport of Courts: Baseball and the Law” by Ross E. Davies, 59–78.
Page 62: The eight White Sox players were indicted in 1920 and reindicted in 1921 not for conspiring to throw the 
World Series but, more precisely, for fraud.

“Arbitrator Seitz Sets the Players Free” by Roger I. Abrams, 79–85.
Page 85: Bud Selig in 1994 was not commissioner but chairman of the Executive Council of Major League Baseball.

“The Origin of the Baseball Antitrust Exemption” by Samuel A. Alito Jr., 86–93.
Page 86: The name of the organization is National League of Professional Baseball Clubs (not Professional Players, 
as appeared in the subtitle and in the first paragraph). The error is the editor’s, not the author’s.

Page 92: The case number is 259 U.S. 200.

Corrections

through words, whether spoken or painted on his 
face, although the comparison is not entirely apt, as
Tebow’s message, besides being intentional, is theo-
logically pointed and specific.

More disturbing to Hayhurst’s peers is his declara-
tion that he doesn’t drink.

Your sex life is private if you want it to be, and I
could always cite religion to make the skeptical
questioning stop. The drinking thing, however,
was a male-bonding ritual. Tossing back a brew
with the crew was part of donning the uniform,
and guys would frequently remind me that even
Jesus put down a glass of wine now and then.
The fact is, a lot of guys, baseball or otherwise,
don’t feel comfortable around a guy who won’t
throw one back occasionally. Baseball and drink-
ing go hand in hand.

The book ends with Hayhurst at his wedding, married
to a woman he met apparently through an online dat-
ing site. They communicated by e-mail and phone for
months before meeting in person, after the season was
over. In his speech to their wedding guests, Hayhurst
talks about Trevor Hoffman, with whom, we learn, he

eventually developed a relationship of mutual respect.
The last time they spoke, Hayhurst asked him,

“Do you remember a few years back, during
spring training, coming out to speak with the
minor league pitchers?”

“Yeah, I think so.”

“Do you remember being asked a certain ques-
tion about psychological routines and inculcating
yourself?”

He looked at me funny, then smiled, “Yeah, I do
remember that. You were the one who asked 
me that huge question. Now that I know you, it
doesn’t surprise me at all!”

So Hayhurst finally gets the girl, as in the conventional
happy ending, but what distinguishes this tale is how
that outcome is linked to that other dimension of male
psychology—to the need for, even before a bride, a big
brother, who gives you his approval in return for your
admiration and says, though without saying it, of
course, OK. You’re OK. You’re one of us. �
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